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I'li pupos (i theDi~ribtedProcsso MeorArchtecure ilP'Mti program was

design. ~ ~ ~ rora ISe 10 Lontains the rrga st ee~iat i e sut ofti functional design tatwil i
andi id~ance the design effort .. Ib Tis reportcotiterslf'hsfutonldig
effort andi a description oif the simulatition andi analhsis tools that were de~clopel. Pecrtinent
design tradeoffs and the functional operation of' the D11 M hardware andi software comnpolnents
are presented.

A. DP/M SYSTEM CONCEPT AND OVERVIEW

The D)P MI system concept is emerntiall% the use of a %arying number of simple ~ooeeu
processor memory el~ements EPI-Nd applicable to a wide ranlge of aito.Inlc 5%%ktill processing
problems. Archi tect~iral)~. the~se PI1- can be used as standalone uniproces~sors or they can be
s.onfigurcid in a distributed network is shoun in Figuire 1. Serial limt.-diision-zntaltiplex MTAO;
buses interconnect the network. Two levels of' busing L-rc provided- a Global bus can inter-
connect eachi PI1: in a svstemn network and a Local bus can interconnect multiple PEs. clustered
together to perform a given function. This cluster of* P1-s is refe~rred to a% in Affinity Group
(AG). Input output 410 Gti r a given Pl- to ain external de~ice is via its local I10 interface unit.

1Four fun~ctional modules make up the D)P %1 P1- as sh.own in Figure 1. Thle Bus Interface
U'nit i BIli is the hasic TD)N data transfer interface to the processor and memory. The BIU
tranislates bit serial Jatw into parallel data words and trinsfers data and status information to the
Pt- processor and memory. The processor module i% the instruLction1-Wiquencing and data-
processing portion of the PL-. Its computational capahilities are equivalent to present commercial
aiid milatan/ed minit omputer%. the memory module provides neecessary program instruction and
data storage. and can be accessed h) the other P1- module-.: thle BIL1, the processor. and the
input output interface. Nlemor% atccess is local to a P1-. i.e.. access 1w another PE- or shared
inemor) is not part of the D)P MI concept. The Input Output Interface nIt _l~t (fte1
pt rmnits d1--!.41 lata. conmmand, andi stattus information transfeis between the PE-. and the external
de' ices in the a% .:'nic% %%stemn.

The DP %11 concept is baxed upon the projected .jsailabilit% of kot-cost. medium-
performance Ph-, which can he used with TDIM commiinicatioii meth(As to provide a means of
-.ost effe~ttve incremental s~tmprocessing growth. This potential is enhanced b) the use of
Common modules to achiese increased t'apabillIt. 11wc distribution ol small. identical computing
resources also promiotes reItabilitq b% lessening, %%stc-n depenrdency tin thle correct operation of
,in% single element. This natural distribution of proc,7.-ing tasks alont a itonic-function or
sensor-partitioning "nes allow, a manageable s% stem coriptutational load anti growth. The
advantage of* Dl' MI in avionit %%%teni design is possible %ith the continued esolution of
improvements ofkired b% semiconductor tcchnology. With the reqfuirement for reduced suec.
weight. and power fo'r airborne equipment. D)P M offers a potential soluition to these: primary
goals %ith its fle-0hle building-block approach to avionit processing.
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Specific tasks addressed in this program were:

The functional design of the DPiM hardware and the development of a set of
simulation and analysis tools

The function design of the DP/M executs e software

The study of process construction methods for DP/M system software and hardware
designs

The examination of the role of and methods that could be used with DP/M to

promote avionic system fault tolerance.
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B. SUMMARY OF DESIGN RESULTS

This subsection summaries the following IPM design activities anti results:

DP M system network design

DP'M functional simulation system

PE processor. memo*), and internal bus structure

PE Local and Global Bus intertace Units

PE 1 0 Interface Unit
PFE technology and tost projection
Executive sotiware

Proc• es-constrauction study

Fault-tolerance anal% ses.

I. DIP M System Nelwork Design

The inherent design flexibility of using small Pi~s to build different processing networks is a
key feature o(" the DP %I concept. One result of the system design effort was the realization that.
while the cO.cvpt is basically open-ended. the functional design of hardware and simulation
programs had to mitiall% assume a well-defined nature. It was not the intent that the small fixed
functional resources of l)P M solve every avionic processing problem. The homogeneous nature
of DP %I also stressed the careful review of all system design features. since all PEs were identical
in capabilit.. The aim of the system design was to allow as man) opti.ns as to the use and
application of the DP NI as appeared feasible within the limits of future technology.

The baseline DP N1 design has the following features:

A dual redundant Global bus system tor inter-PI- communication

A single Local bus per Affinity Group of Pffs

Functionally federated P-.s or groups o" PEs devoted to the processing of a given
avionic function.

Both the Local and Global bus used a distributed round-robin bus control scheme where each PE
interconnected to a bus has a predefiped allocation of bus usage. This allocation mechanism is
programmable and. as such, super commutation of bus messages can be implemented. A logical
bus message identification header is provided in which a mesmsge can be broadcast to multiple
recipients. These bus protocol features are provided for both the Global and Local buses.

The Local bus facilit) is primarily meant to allow the creation of AGs from Pb-S. Because of
the likely closeness of Pf-s within an A(;. a single Local bus interface per PE is provided. The
Global bus interface provides for a dual redundant TDM communication line for each PE. Every
PE on the Global bus can participate in primary bus transfers and simultaneously listen on the
secondary bus for a "switch to back-up bus" command.

2. DP/M Functional Simulation System

The development and delivery of a set of simulation computer programs that model both a
distributed network of P[s and the key design anti performance features of the DP'M PIE was a
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rwy result of the design effort. Both simulators are capable of modelir.g discrete events using
time-order lists. The System Network Simulator (SNS) synthetically models the asynchronous
operation of multiple PEs that are executing programs and a distributed round-robin bus control
on the Local and Global PL: bus interfaces. Hardware models allow simulation of the program-
mable bus control over a user-specified number of interconnetctd PEs. Models of executive
!fttwar- routines have been included to permit the scheduling of programs defined as directed

graphs composed of processing tasks. An extensive set of reports was defined to analyze the
results of network simulation runs. The., reports provide bus loading per user-defined time
interval and individual PE processor execution-time loading and memory usage. Similar resource
usage reports are available for different bus. P1-, and avionic software activities. The capabilities
of the SNS are also a vital part of the process-construction methodology for developing real-time
software for DP'M.

In contrast to the high-level traffic simulation available with the SNS. the PE simulator
allows for dctailed emulation of the four DP/M PE sub-elements. The processor simulation model
executes each P1- instruction and alters all programmer-visible registers. The BIU hardware model
allows for simulation at the register transfer level, and the IOIU model provides for a high-level
functional simulation of data-channel transfers. interval timers. and the interrupt structure.
Fachlities are also provided to define and generate interrupt stimuli to the PE. and multiple
requests for access to PE memory are accurately simulated by priority-resolving logic and
memory-cycle stealing. Debug features are included to permit detailed tracing of instruction and
BIU oper.4tions. Memiory line printer dumps. execution flow path counters, and static and
dynamic histograms are available for post-simulation analysis of PE operations. Interfaces are also
defined to permit definition of Local and Global bus message data transfer sequences and e'rror
conditions, as well as the use of detailed simalation models of external input/output devices.

3. PE Proceswr, Memory. and Internal Bus Structure

The PIE processor design specified a 16-bit. 8-register file microprocessor with microprogram
control. Careful determination of required data/control signals indicated that the processor can
be implemented in either one or perhaps two 48-pin LSI (large scale integration) packages (a
data processor chip and a control chip). Other features of the processor includt a uniform set cf
instruction fields that simplify instruction decoding and reduce device complexity. Functionally,
program memory is addressable to 65K words: however, most applications are expected to
requie 4 to 8K words of programidata storage. A set of forty 16- and 32-bit instructions have
been specified, and primary emphasis has been placed on maximizing the efficiency of those
lugh-frequency operations typically found in avionic software. An extensive -. t of 16-bit
instructions is provided to conserve memory, an important factor, since memory will eventually
dominate the cost of the PL-.. A standardized set of 80 internal PE bus (I-BUS) signal3 (including
20 for poer and ground) was defined that facilitate intra-PE data transfer and control
operations. An added benefit of the I-BUS is the ability to combine and/or intermix PE modules
implemented in different technologies. The proposed DP/M design is easily implemented with
current semiconductor devices and. as future LSI devices become available, the PE can use such
devices so long as the standard I-BUS signals and interface conventions are observed. A simplified
programmer maintenance panel interface is provided via the I-BUS. and the I-BUS also offers a
method of providing system fault isolation and built-in test (BIT) for the PE.
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Sc.e va 1 .11 11 11 - df e % cý, dvirsit % I o-p wer LSf technologies offer the necessary
pcitoin n c .ill si/v Ciim ac tt nsfics. for lDI1/NI applicat ions. Prime candidates

icludItie N M( IS. F I . md (AR( )S.

I 'i wide o'pei iil!I iratin tii ange f'or miii iii av appli cat ions must he considered in
the selectioni of de'. it telciiirology. .\%,ionic equipment using tile DP/NI must
ope ta Ic iii IctniprpcI i trt, ei'.ironinenti s t ha I can vary from 5 5T to + I 000 C- this

itr;h's ht k' IL' ridc itir Ihoc v( Iptiiwmn is will expe-' ''ie tenIperutures If-rom

I ' I 14 14 ''\ ji edn.'hi, \ A k-itcs de'.ice '. kid and. even tually. end-item cost. Ideally.
thc Ic clincli 'c "Vctlc.ed toll flt, D11 \1 should hie used for high-volume commercial
pIedt iic In '. I Illis wouli d aibm %'' ign fihcan cost advant ages and would minimize the
pr 'bfcir ot' oIbtaitiir irrriltiph- souirces,

\ \I( IS pe '%,s~ css tilt best pc e ir uLcidesil%' characteristics of' thle presentily mature [SI
Icc hcele i \s l e"' .cr. it, A10 h i, lit i t eratc Alone +90 CJI is unclear. Two high-density, low-power

[IN lechirologics k ip1.ii'h' (it w idle operating temillrature ranges are Integrated Injection Logic
(12 [t and (oirrpleirentary \IOS (010S)P. B~oth technologies offer PE implementation and are

l'Icok of epera a nt oer 'eIa wide temirpera tu re range. Additional benefits include a natural
tofe ri-xr c ofIpe..e-i i '4ctac .raIicl and poAteti ial catndidacy for nuclear radiation
ha.rdeliril'. WhIrk. I I vs a lirewet IccirrolicgN . its, bipolar technology chraracteristics have thle
rI det aI tI foi t'aia llie int the I 11 I 4i tI -400J device f'amily where the same mailuflactutring
pre xscs's cantic use id Ito iii akc both mnilitr'. as well as commercial tempelrature range parts. 'rhL'
mn LiIatic rltnni! p i cccss tor F I '..ateIsapear% it h lav.e fewer steps than ( 'MOS. and V1. U offers, a
411)- vy - n cirt, de'o. IC-e n stI\ II)rrPic'(,tilct, Ic' Il, \ ( AMOS.

A pa~rt iti~ien ing ril (in nt'iicis and an estimnatelc tit lite device complexity oft thle DIfIAN IT was
deci'ed an d tihe res ilts are uniniiiar~ied Iin I able I. I'hese data were thle hasis for a cost
prciect.,i-. 'n lr the IT, Iin the Ills()P time period. A commercial grade M '~C to +70*0 P fl/NI PI{

''asestiriratted to cost a ppjrcs iiiateh $350 in quantities of* 5.00M. while the military grade
eqIlm'. .gle \xI s estirnated til cccst $1I 745;. Bloth estimuate off'er significant improvement over the
cmiirrvil ccist a~ssociated with a'.icnic: processors. The large vairiant in cost for a nfilitaryzgrade
c' iii plc cif l is assoecia ted witl fi lre additional ope rating temperatuire range. hermectic package.
inspectic dr. butrn-ini. testinig. and reliability requirements imposed by military speciricationis onl

7. 1: ecu iive S on ti re

I ire 1eseCI~iiii' soft ware design effort resulted Iin ltie detailed f'unctional specification of a
Iwic U'.e:(s nltr(Ic structure. A set of' cotmmion routines was def'ined f'or thle Global Executive

(1 X I anld I'mial 1: xeCu1ti'. I I I X ) f'unctierns. The ( PIA is responsible f'or system scheduling and
mo de cccii tre c anrd the ILocal Vi een flive IL IA) provides lthe necessary' icottrol function for tasks
assignedf til a L'%cen i'l lThe (ergani atie ci cl' hotl It eseentives is based upon a table-d rive n control
structutre phiilosopii% to permnit their ulse and adaptation iti dif ferent P1' network configurations.
D~etailed Simru lation cInodels; ofl majo r (A; X and LU1X routines were developed and incorporated

* intie tire- SN"..



TABLE i. DIP/M PE COMWLEXITY ESTIMATE*

Comperxty

(pin/bkit) •Powe"
FuKmdo thl I X low) Type Total Pim/Packiie (waits)

PrmvesWI 3 io 4 I to 2 I to 2 48 0.7

Memoty Controller 0.6 to 0.8 | 1 48 0.2

Memory 128 t) 132 I 8 it; 9 20 3.2

Bus inteut'ce 4 to 5 13 8 14. 20.48 1.7

110 intertace 1 to 3.5 2 to b 6 to 9 16. I3. 24. 28. 40. 48 1.9 to 2.1

Note. Sor Se•ton VI lot addstonAd WAkA ound dAti.

8. Procem Construction Study

The process construction stud) addressed the requirements and defined a methodology to
be used in designing real-time software for DP M. The structure and characteristics of software

for a distributed netAork of PEs were examined and representations of these processes were
identified. These struct ,res include:

the data ilow graph

the control flow graph

the program directed graph

the maximally-parallel predecessor successor graph.

A procedure was defined for real-time system software design. development. and validation that
uses successive levels of model development ant' four levels of simulation. including:

system network simulation

functional simulation

imnruction level simulation

analytic,'hybrid simulation.

Three levels of process construction were identified. the Basic Proces!( Constructor, the
Intermediate Process Constructor. and the Production Process Constructor. The emphasis of the
DP M design effort was on the specification of requirements for the Basic Process Constructor.
Nine basic steps were identified in the Basic Process Constructor. and appropriate algorithms
were identified for each step. Certain procedures were amenable to automated techniques and. as
time permitted. analysis programs were written for the following functions:

A topological sort that analy,es the input output precedence relations between tasks of
a program model and generates identification numbers for all program tasks.

A path matrix constructor that analyzes the structure of program task graphs and
forms a matrix of task interrelationship

An execution path generator vhich constructs all alternative execution paths

throughout a program.
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SECTION II

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This section discusses the basic considerations used to derive the functional design of the
DP'M system modules. As such, it is intended to rrovide a high-level overview of those thoughts
that influenced the design process throughout the DP/M program. A review of the system
configurations for DP/M is presented. and an overview of the DP/M system communication
approach and a review of design alternatives concludc the section.

A. DESIGN CONCEPTS

The task addresse,l during the DP'M program was to specify a functional detailed design for
the DP/M hardware ana produce a set of flexible software simulation/analysis tools. This .esign
wos to be based upon those avionic requirements identified in previous Air Force studiv3. For
the DP'M design effort, a set of concepL was identified and served as guidelines throughout the
design pro,.ess. These guidelines were by necessity general 'n nature. but their purpose was to
ensure that the output of the DP/M design was as applicable as possible to projected Air Force
requirements.

I. All-Semiconductor Design Conept

One of the original DPiM concepts was the eventual realization of an all-semiconductordesign, and distributed dedicated procv•ssor/memory pairs lends itself to an all--.-miconductor

implementation. A major advantage of this concept is the use of LSI technology for the
1978-80 time period for a DP/M system. Projectionr as to the practicality and cost effectiveness
of LSI vary: however, trends in the early and middle i 9 70's indicate LSI manufacturing
techniques are maturing and that LSI semiconductor devices ire being economicaily produced.
Historically, memory devices have been the leader in LSI device production due to their large
commercial market demand. An encouraging feature of the 1973 and 1974 semiconductor
product lines was a variety of LSI logic functions such as 4- and 8-bit microprocessor chip sets.
The commercial market availability of such memory and logic devices gives a continued
indication that an all-LSI DP/M for the 1978-80 time frame is indeed feasible.

2. Architecture Selection Concept

The basic organization of the DP/M processing element (PE) has been established in
previous AFAL sponsored work and was shown in Figure 1. Several thoughts guided the actual
design specification of the PE processor, memory, and Bus Interface Unit modules.

The processor module will quite likely be a oe- or two-chip 1Si central processing unit
(CPU ) device in the DP/M time frame. Present semiconductor LSI chip sets offer a variety of 4-,
8-, and I 2-bit microprocessor or microcomputer architectures while 16-bit microcomputers are
projected for 1975. These choices in the data path bit width of the processor architecture are
the result of current market demands and the present state of LSI technology manufacturing
processes. Several previous Air Force studies have recommended that a large portion of the
avionic processing problem space can be solved with a 16-bit computer architecture. This 16-bit
data-processing organization also parallels the wide number of available commercial 16-bit
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mini-computlev. and their plinncd "i'ngrot' equit•,hents" and is the most likel. and predominant
organlitation of niucro-class toliputers for the D)P %I time period. The goal of the DP% M processor
deign "as to produce a detailed specification and simulation program model that wou!Pi he
.pplic.able to a nunmher ,1' aiionk,.% ,oniputational probkens,.. Now that this design has been
completed. Al At. has both a tesign and the detailed simulation tools that can serve as a
departure point suitable lor e aluating difterent processor ar,hitecture alternatives.

Ihe s-mnconductor nliture of the DP .% had an impact on the PE and its mernor% design.
the prim.ar% concern uas the ,olitilit. ot senticonductor memories 4 i.e.. loss of data when power
is remnoedl. lhe three c:andidate, solution% to ths probletm are: f I Ithe u.s of a non-volatile
niemnor% d,•ict such ss \|NOS. 121 tlhe use of a reliable and continuous D)P ki power source. or
431 the use ot non-,olatile tit.cd memor. dvk'xice such as Read Onl% Memories tRO.Ms). The goal
of the lDP %I flunttonal design was to inestigate candidate solutions to this problem and to
ensure that the PI'lt ,1untional arhitcture did not restrict the ise of different memor)
tech noh ogies.

Ihle B." modul. was thte ke• .omponent used to build a network of distributed Pbs. The
sp.cification of its organiration had to .onsider such items as expandability. efficiency, and fault
detection. [he dual-level global local nature of the D)P N1 bus philosoph) is the primary means of
expanding the processing power of the DP %I and building different network configurations. Each
P1- i, capable oif having this dual-lievl bus interface and. au such. the BIL' represented one of the
more %ommon and potentiall. complex hardware modules. It was recognized that the servicing
of input output message transfers b% the processor %ia the BIU must he efficient (i.e.. minimize
proccM.or throughnut degradationo. 1he BIt's role a,, the primary inter-P1- communication path
also dictatea that the deign jllow for fault detection and recovery mechanisms within the DPM
network.

3. Compatibili.i (.imnept

The D)P M progran, reognited that its ,.sstemn design must he cogniiant of and compatible
with %ir t-orce standards that would he. applicabkl in the iW78 lq90 avionics time frame. While
it is admittedl. difficult to project the e act nature of future avionic systems and Air Force
tiiandardN for components in these s.stems, suLh present standards as those for environmental
and elef'trikal power interlace were .onsidered an the DP %I system design. It %as the aim of the
.,.stem dlesign that 'vokiling teting and inaintainabilit. philosophies for Air Force equipment
should be encouraged 1n use of DIP \%I s,,tem components. This emphasis on compatibility with
Air F-or.c standard% also dit;ated that method, should be identified during the design to
encourage compphance with these specifications.

(onsid-r. for Lsampl,', the acccpted waý in which parts are currently selected for use in
electronat equipment. The ,ontinued e'olution of microcircuit tedinology has resulted in the use
of the Appru',cd Parts L.ist tpifie.l bh \MlL-STD)-"(O! and stringent integrated circuit standards
such a,, MIL-M-3X51i or \MIL-SID-l).S3 to guide militari/ed equipment parts selection. The intent
of these slpcifications is to, offer a Lo(,inon set of approved parts manufactured and inspected to
the (;o.ernment*,, atistadlion and to logistically reduce a potential proliferation of nearly
identiLal part type., In its earl\ stages, this approach was well accepted by both the
semiconductor manufacturers and militaried-t.quipment designers. Ilowever, trends such as the
one' shown in Figure 2 indicate that military demands on microtircuit technology are being
diminished when compared to non-militaiy users. As the capacit) of semiconductor
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manufacturers is absorbed by the larger dollar non-military markets, certain items on the
Approved Parts List (APL) are Ais.,ontinued if their production demand cannot keep pace with
the sales of non-APL devices. Ideally, the most desirable solution would be parts that could
satisfy both military and non-military specifications, thereby creating a sufficiently large demand
for more production of such "dual-purpose" devices. Likewise, a military specification part that
is usable in a sufficient number of different military applications can create a suitable demand
for high-volume production. The DP/M concept has the potential to fulfill this multiple-
application requirement with its low-cost LSI PE modules. It was the goal of the DP/M design
effort to identify ways in which these compatibility concepts can be encouraged.

4. Usability (:oumpt

A continued emphasis on usability dominated the design activity., as did the consideration
given to eventual DP/M deployment in avionic systems. As the expected costs of the DP/M
hardware decrease, the total life cycle costs assoiated with using the DP!M in system design,
development, test and evaluation IDDT&E) as well as field deployment will be magnified by

comparisor. An obvious non-military parallel exists today when one considers the labor cost of
design engineering as compared to commercial minicomputers that can be purchased for SI,500
to $3,000. The use of the system fits design, check-out, and maintenance) clearly dominates the
cost of the hardware. The concept of a usable DP/M system influenced each phase of the
hardware and software design.
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Applsuing tihlts concept of Usahility Influenixd the functional simulator design effort a-. wel'
az% the process construction study and functional hiardware definition. To be: useful, the System
%etwhorh Stimulator structure had to be flexible at.d allow for a variable number of topologically
Interconnected P1s it) interact ( er I 0)M buses. 'I I- usefulness of the network level hardware
model 14a. :o he coniplemented by a miore detailed PI: simulator. The goal of the PL simulation
%%X% 10 3llo% de~tailed .%aluation of thle Pl- %hik. executing programs, transferring serial bus data,
and transferring 1 0) data. I LartIernio~re. this functiona~l simulation systeufl had to be suitable for a
ýanety ot paper .mnal~tical dt sign studies. [hsdual-level simuilation capability was to be further
use~d llý being ifi'.orporated b\ the process coenstruction activity. in specifying a method for the
DP \1 Process ( onstruct-ir.

( Nabilit\ also intlucii~ed the Mt hirdware design. Withi respect to the liRNI hardware. it
4ui~kl% tranblite.s to 111 easily can I a~ppl this hardware to dutlerent applications" and "how
c:an I test and cheAk-oui in% design.- IHis emphasis oni testabili, . fault isolation, and simplified
maintenl1anc ConlCepts %%J% to guide the design effort and to ensure a usable l)P!M design wa'.
prOduCed.

5. Modularity Contvpt

1 he concept of* iodularut% -Aa-s another key design consideration for l)PA. Modularity
influenced lthe ease of ssstem application and eventual system cost. Consider, for example, the
D)P M PE. A specification of* too high a level of 'ntegration o;f PE ta'nctions in one LSI device
can potentially complic-ite the hardwarv inrn~emcnttaiion while at the same time reduce
manuf1ac.Ituring ý jeld and increase per-unit cost. A futher disadvantage is possible in that the
applicaition ot the des ice in other system% can be often limited because of its special-purpose
design. In contra-t, a simple approaLhi usinig low levels of integration can cause an explosion of
part tspcs that complicate system design and increase physical size and logistic problems.
Unf~ortunatel\. opinion% as to the ideal level of the modularity, will differ with each application
and sqsten-i designer. F:or the D)P \1 design, the general concept was that functions should be
implemented %kith modules which will allow% for reasonable incremental growth with respect to

One recognited method ot encouraging modularity is thle use of a standard interface. A
standard interface Lan be used to allow% incremental growth and expansion capability as well as
to provid - an orderly method of technology involvement for the different DR'N system modules.
'lite i:iterta:e 41gnal% *nd methoc remain constant and allow different technologies to be used.
providin, thle- meet these interf--v iceluircmenis. Standards like ARINC and l:IA have long used
such mecthods ito proside growtia and tvechnologic:al evolve-ment for their respective system.
components.

fo a deecre, modu:-iriy -ýs recognized to affect the application and use of all avionic
coripornents. Tro illustrate. ;# vie choice of processing growth alternatives was found to he in
SI100,000 Incremenet% and 4(J-pourd boxes, this "coarse" level of moilAlarity negates its wide
application. flowever, if the cost and size of incremental growth am'.. expansion were similar to
that envisioaed for LSI DPIM 4uecices. the avionics architect has a large degree of flexibility in
applying a-ore computerized rcsources to his puoblem. This wide u%. of the same common
module' has other important benefits, all centered around the idea of replication. Electronic
cquipmnent and semniconduitor manufacturers such as Texas Instruments use this high level of
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replication of a common component (or process) to lower the acquisition cost of a module to a
system user. The benefits of maximizing the modularity of an equipment can be shown by a
quick look at the effects of learningecurves on modularity and replication on cost.

Figure 3 shows 8 family of Learning curves dnd the regions on these curves where
production avionic and weapon systems may fall. A learning curve is based on the historical fact
that when production increases, cost decreases. A 95-percei~t curve implies that when production
doubles, the unit cost decreases by 5 percent. The figure shows 95-. 85-. and 75-percent curves.
ffistorically, a slope of 95 percent is achievable by worker training, tooling, and manufacturing
flow improvement. A slope of 85 percent is achievable through automation. and 75 percent is
achievable only through basic process improvement, product evolution and yield improvement.
Production of most military equipment t~pically falls in the 95- to 85-percent region and
frequently does not even achieve that level because of insufficient firm volume levels to justify
automation and because of broken production lots, due to funding phases. which necessitate
employee reassignment.

Examining the curve shows the potential %alue of moduiarization with DP/M technology. A
typical nonmodular design might have a total production varying from a few thousand to as
many as 50,000 units. If several systems use the same modules, total prod~ution could approach
several hundred thousand units. Further, the broader application base lessens the risk of
automation investment and allows sooner entry into the 85-percent total inventory requirements.
and AGE and training costs are reduced.
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The greatest reduction in cost will be achieved only if the slope of the learning curve can go
lower than 85 percent. The question is. can it and, if so, how? The cost curves for digital
integrated circuits, over the past several years, have displayed 75 percent or better slope. The
reason is essentially that of "modularity." Almost all digital equipment uses a few basic families
of devices. This standardization has resulted in the volume base to achieve cost improvement.
Notice that standardization has not implied stagnation. The number of devices in a given line
increases almost daily and different packaging and screening processes yield devices for both
severe and nonsevere environments. All devices, however, use the same processes and the "shared
experience" results in lower unit cost for each member of the family.

It is this same goal of maxin.im modularity and applicability that was considered during
the DPM hardware and software design.

B. SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

The projt.:!,d bite, weight. and minicomputer-like computation capabilities of the DP/M
modules permit their use in several avionic applications. Candidate applications were identified in
which DPiNM modules could be used, and each role was examined for the requirements it would
impose on the DPM deign. (Consideration was given to the type! of computation tarithmetic,
logical, data manipulation), algorithm execution time constraints, and special deployment
requirements such as maintenance and testing features. This requirement search was by necessity
brief, but it identified potential applications and emphasized a set of requirements for the DPIM
design. The three roles considered for the DP/M were:

The stand-alont computation unit

The sma'! sensor or standard interface unit

The distributed function configuration.

I. Stand-Alow Computation Unit

The stand-alone DP1M configuration is a classical uniprocessor architecture where the PE
processor, memory, and I 0 modules are deployed as a imited-capability microcomputer.
'urrent avionic equipment using such microcomputers includes radio and TACAN navigation

sets, digital air data computers. and aircraft ground proximity warning systems. Algorithms for
these functions such as the air data equations are straight-forward. and until recently have been
primarily implemented using either mechanical or analog techniques. The projectud cost and size
of DPM-like modules open up several new applications including missile digital autopilots,
control and display logic controllers, and built-in test (BIT) and diagnostic sequencers. This use
of a few LS! devices to add self-diagnosis, test. and maintenance capabilities offers a significant
potential in reducing future maintenance costs of avionic equipments.

2. Smart Sensor or Standard interfoce Unit

A ntural follow-on to the stand-alone configuration is the use of DP/M module to
pre-process data within a sensor and provide a standard interface to other avionic equipments. In
the preprocessor role, data is converted to a common format for use by other avionic system
elements. A review of some examples found in previous avionic study efforts will highlight the
requirements within this application, and these requirements typify the operations normally
found in avionic computation.
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rue present DAIS l)igftal Avionics Information Systeml concept is taking one step of
providing a standard interface by converting all avionic subsystem signals into a digital format
within a remote terminal, and transmitting these converted signals over a multiplexed data bus to
the DAIS processors. In its present form, the remote terminal converts and, in some instances,
packs this signal data, but does not attempt to preprocess the data for digestion by the DAIS
computers. An examination of the DAIS sensor signal list shows data types that include discretes
(to be packed /unpacked). binary I's and 2's complement data. weighted or scaled binary (e.g..
I bit equals 1.5 degrees). and binary coded decimal IBBCD). The core processors accept this data
from the remote terminal and perform the packing/unpacking and conversion to tVe proper
format Ipredominantly tloating pointl for use by the different avionics programs. This requires
executive softuare activity to schedule this task as well as computational resources to perform
the conversion. The use of an inexpensive DP'M PE to assist the relatively more complex and
expensive DAIS computing resource offers a cost-effective method of system growth and
expansion.

Examples of i)AIS-fike avionic subsystems that require preprocessing include the Loran
receiser and the weapon station. The examined Loran receiver outputs two 26-bit time-difference
quantities represented as six 4-bit BCD characters plus two status bits. These data must be
decoded and converted into a format suitabl. ifor use by the Loran navigation algorithms.
Likewise, the receiver expects from the computer binary velocity aiding information made up el"
I I data bits. sign hit. and two status bits, all in one's complement form. while other outputs are
IWD encoded. While the information formatting is not complicated, it is well suited to
preprocessing by DP/M-like microprocessors. Another example of a subsystem using BCD data
inputs is the DAIS hot bench weapon station in which weapon count and station identification
are to he transferred in this coding scheme.

One example of a demanding preproL, "he function is associated with extrating data from
synchros and resolvers. Usually. thee devices output two numbers that represent the magnitude

of the %ine and cosine of an angle. To determine the actual angle for use by different avionic
subfunctions. the quotient of the sine and cosine can be formed to determine the tangent. and
then the arctangent of this number is taken to determine the angle. This processing is obviously
more mathematically complex than the first example but still well within the capabilities of a
)PIM PE.

A Aimilar potential application was identified by examining an existing airborne emitter
location ,Ystem that interfaced with an inertiAl navigation subsystem. The heart of the system
used . high-speed digital prn;cssor for nostile threat classification. prioritization. and locatior
calculations. The inertial navigation subsystem was used to supply aircraft roll. pitch, and yaw
data as well as velocity north and velocity east information. This information was sampled by
the digital processor at data rate% of 5 and 25 Iit. and its processing was a high-priority task to
he perforned. Each data item was input as a 1-bit word in the format shown in Figure 4.

BIT 0 2 3 is

STATUS 2'S COMPLEMENT OF SIN OR COS

BITS

Fwge 4. Exampl Data Iput
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Processing of the data included extracting the hardware status hits. scaling the remaining
sine and cosine, computing the square root of the sum of the squares of the sine and cosine,
checking the result for a value within proper limits and normalizing the result if necessary. Other
operations included validity checking of computed results. While the compt,'ation associated with
these operations again is not difficult, there is a potential sacrifice of processing devoted to
threat classification and location calculations when overhead is devoted to input preprocessing. In
a dense environment of hostile emitters, this Lould result in less than maximum capability system
performance. Ono: again. DPIM-like microcomputers could offer an economical alternative to
multiprogramming the larger and faster main processor by having crurent data available in the
proper format 3nd at the proper time.

It follows that the next generation of sensors will most lik-ly include some type of
programmable logic unit that can provide data in a standard format suitable for use by a given
application system. The DPiM PE design offers this capability to the avianic system architect.

Bernefits obtainable with this smart sensor approach include a standardized and flexible
peripheral interface that has the potential to improve reliability while minimizing the impact on
system cost. The primary advantage is the establishment of a simplified, programmable data
communication interface that permits orderly growth and a natural distribution of processing
within the system. In addition, this type of dedicated low-cost processing offers the potential to
simplify check-out and maintenance of avionic functions by adding computation intelligence in
the sensor.

This u-" .. the DPiM PE also has another benefit in that the addition of a set of LSI chips
to the pen )heral t.,..",,onents can significantly increase the usability of the device while not
degrading :ts reliability. Reliabilit) is a key factor in avionic s)stem design si,ice a reduction in
reliabil'.y implies more failures can occur. Each failure requires a maintenance action which in
turn in, teases the overall system life cycle cost to the Air Force.

Projection of the .MTBF of DP'M-like LSI chips can be made to emphasize this point. A
previous Air Force study made a rough prediction based on rules typified in RADC-TR-69-350.
"Failure Rate Prediction for Complex Bipolar Microcircuits." Using extrapolation techniques
similar to those described in this report. the failure rates of electrically stressed militarized LSI
chips with as mans as 4.000 gates was estimated to be on the order of magnitude of 0.02
percent per 1000 hours. This ratio implies each device would have a calculated MTBF of five
million hours. When compared to the predicted MTBFs of sensors such a% gyros and air data
,ensors that range roughlý from one to 10.000 hours. it is obvious that the addition of a few
high-densmt. LSI devices to the sensor peripheral will have a negligible impact on failure rates.

3. Distribuled Function Config~uration

The third applcation of the iP/N components is in an interconnected network of PES via

l l)%! hlj%.-s that operate is a distributed function processing systemn. A block diagram of a
gene.ral s,,4,M system configuration i.s shown in F-igtire S. This figure is not intended to• depictt

an% particular D)P'M network but inslead shows interconnection of major components.

Aircraft sensors and actuators communicate with a given DP/M PE via a digital interface
unit. Input/output between the PF and external device is in a digital format, with external signal
.onsersimon for the scnrisorlactuator at the digital interface. For the general case. the DP/M system
functions as a federated and -dedicated at the sensor'" processing system. Those PEs and Affinity



(;Grtoups that are not required to intcrface to the aircraft sens.or/actuato! system ttliuction
indepcndentl) and communicate over the (Global bus sym.eni.' The distributed nature of DP/M
also t.rmnits geographic separation otf PI % and Affanit) Groups throughout the airframe.

C. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM ('OMMUNI(4ATION 'INTERCONNE(-TION
FACILITIES DESIGN

The lI)P NI ,%tem interco mnnetion and commundication Iacilit% tdbign retlett% a inult,-leý-'
multn-tunctional data-transfer phihosophh which supports digital data comimniunications at two
basjcallý distinct interf'ace levelsL-" I I inler-Ph (i.e.. intra-I)P %I %•steinr. and (21Phl--o-external
device fix., between the DP NI %ystelm and external aircraft subsystemn equipmentsi. This chosen
approach segregates inter-PI or inter-program information e.xchange from "input'output- (I10)
data transfers between PFs and external dei.ces, as shown in Figure 6. The two interface
facilities are ditferent in function and operation and represent a "best-tit" approach t:
ftinctionallh independent interface requirenments while am)o ,naxiimting ,%stem hardware
effiIenc% and simphacit%.. I" ht approach u as formulated from rationale discused in the following
paragraphs.

rhe pnmary altematiuc addressed in the lI)PM commnunications structure de.ign dealt with
the method of comminunicating between P1's 1progranis) and external I'O deuice%. In essence. the
basic choices were to either make each 1 0 device directly accessible to all or a subset of PP.*s
(e.g.. via a common busing arrangcmentl or allow direct commnunication between PI:s and I/O
devices on an excluive one-to-one basis. Ihe latter Icho•sn) approach ha,. one apparent
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ithd-iantage uiith repecl:t to thle tormer ,approach. the diadtkantage is due to the eftective

dedic.ting of dC'%elc to single I'I S which nia lp.rhap% aftect b'oth %ytn-lev- l ftinm.tionaltly and
relialhO.i, llitme•er. this alppar(nt dihadt.antage is Soriie.ihjt. it not cotnplei.y. reli.'ed hecause

fhi ile ice L.,III IeColic .11 .e+ssile it, all mlembhers of the I)1' I sstemIi including other e\l trldai
dcim-c J% %%ell J% PN sI lidirectNl ii lih Pe III it hich it is phxiNicall\ attahlied. I achI PIh i
tollnected it, Al otlher i. %tem II %•! a thi (;elobal h111. 1he Pl It.l lheo.ll, l1Vlll,' -In• e l r•face
Unit" 1,\ uIhm.h all I () dat.i ht from ai particular exlcn.al dcnice is routed i ithin the integrated

l bI% () 0aipproach n1t onill totters It lm.i tionl euialenke iiltl the alternatl approach. but
Aso reduce,) %hIteni hardiiJre coi'pl~ehit. . I \hernal decet+ intehlaciig i, greatly simplplltied in that
PI -to-deuice m.ollunlltli'.ll tnlh pertorn1ed ij ia shimple. conmentional w,,rd-parallkl digital
interflice amenable it rigid slandardi/ation. 1lhi simple interfacing technique is allowed due to
lhie locaii/ation ol thie xIternal device and it% **interface PF.' Since the P1 maN he assigned
. sterm function.al processhig ta.ks in addilton to those ot a miiere - 0 dci ice handler!

preproce.sor.'" the bus interface hardware uw.d by the PL in its system proces•ing role can also
be, used to dhstnbute I '0 device dJta throughout the %ysltem. it required by other processing
functions 1Pi ,i. lihu.s, a common hardn are rcmour••e is uwed. or "shiared.' hy hoth processing and

etemal El (1 dO 1 ice entities.

In addition to the abo-e aduant.Eges. the chosen approach also all'ords a greiater degree of
control and pertotIrni.nce in tile ditriboted tunctimin processing environment smice the access to
and. hence. operation tit each e\ternil dtce is controlled h\ ain "'intelligent** member of the
processing %)%tern. The same con.ider.,tion of tncrlapped um. ,)t resource% is applicable here as
preu outsI ienuioned. onl. uith rL.,lp+ct to i,%age oh the data-procc%%ing portion of the PE.
Again. the e\ternal deuce interface harduuare burden is lessened and. nioruoer. the integration
of t It' I'art nnsors" Into tile inlormltion ,,%tem is r!adil\ aC.tornmodated. In %umllar\. the
mult-le-el conmmiunication structure design offers thie potentially lowet-., ot approach that is
compatible mith D)1 M \ %ten operational ob•ieoi.ie% Wi ithout impairing s %teil hlfunctionality and

rlhblidtt.x.



SECTION III

INFORMATION TRANSFER BUSES

A. OVERVIEW

All DP I intra-system communications are accomplished sia a simple set of "party-line"
data buses, the number of which depends upon system requirements of functionality and
rehabilit). This inter-P- busing facility is structured to facilitate transmission of common.
interprocess ("global**) data elements and system control infornmation (e.g.. aircraft state vector
and s%%stem executise control information) to all Pls. Also. the busing structure supports the
transmission of uniquely -localized" data items between PLs associated with the performance of
a single function or process. or between closely related processes. referred to hereafte'r as
".afftnty groups.- The information transfer facility is. then. a hybrid structure consisting of a
global communications bus and a variable number of dedicated "'local" communications bus
links. The number of individual local links depends upon individual system-processing
requirements. These buses are incorporated in an inter-PE communication facility structural
design which resulted from the following inter-P1- conmnunication system design-intent
philosophy"

A global "party-line" facility must be available to all P1-s for transfer of system
control and interfunctional process data. A global "broadcast" capability is
desirable to accommodate multiple-destination transmnissions with minimum
bus bandwidth usage.

A separate 'local- communication facilit. for intrafunctional data transfers is
desirable to-

Increase sstem-expansiuzi capabilit) b% alleiating possibibtl of global bus
traffic osertlow

Increase throughput expandability of the total system b) localizing
high-data-rate transfers associated with the performance of an individual
process. These transfers can be associated with intra-tunctional process
data-passing or distribution of external desice (F 'O data among a group
of common 1 0 data subscribers (i 0 data is t1%phall% related to a
unique. specific aji(niL functioni.

Offer improsed systemn response time associaltd \%ilth time-,ritical data
transfers for unique promessing requiircments bh transmitting, critical data
via high-priority. low-traffic locali/ed bus.

Offer backup capability for global bus coniciilon.

Since processing power can be scarce in a miLroprocssor-ilmplemnented system.
bus-messag.-transfer activity should not signill.ah:tly affect the operation of
Pi-s not inolved in the exchange and shotild recquire minimum program
intervention control in affected PIs. i.e.. the husing facility elementisI should
augment the processor Isoftware) in tie handlihg of inter-Pi- data transfers.

Busing facilities should allow maximum data transfer efficiencý for varying system
,communication requirement-,.

Preceing page 1lank
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Biese should support physical distribution: i.e.. the busing facility sitijld permit and
ficilitate ,nter-Pl comnmunications oter diverse path length% (up to 300 feet)

BilinL, ,.,stein design %hould allow Iow-risk technology 'implementation within LSI
:onst rai iits.

lhe Busing %ystemn should facilitate modular syscm growth, or reconfiguration.
while incorporating a set of homogeneous communications elements (devices)
of as fw t% pC% as possible.

B. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

The DP MI cominunl.,tlnll l.ailit. structural design was devloped around the generalized
de•sign goals di-cussed previousl1 IDetails of the communications facility elements design(s) were
drioen h% the hollhming unique requirement% generated from a top-down analysis of a
representati e D)P %I a,,onic %. stein operational environment.

1. Distributed %stens L-nmironiment

One of the pristine %.stetm-level criteria drsing the DP'M Processing Element conceptual
de,,ign is the requirement that the P1- must be capable of operating in a totally distributed
5.stemn einvironment to bie applicable in a wide varnt.% of distributed system architectures. With

respect to comnmaunication faclhti characteristic% and cap.lvilit-es. this requirement precludes the
asumptise reliance on i purel. centrah/ed or sstem-%ynchronous data transfer approach.
Conequentl., the P siould lie abi t, operate in a totally asynchronous information transfer
enironnment where data transfer esents are not strictl% time-ordered. This design approach is in
partial contrast to present integrated avionics s. stem design efforts. hut it affords a more truly
generali/ed. versatfle approach which is colmpatible with a wide range of potential systersi
application%. "Iihs inter-l'l comnmunications fiacilit approach is vital in the realization of a truly
sersitile. , b stm huilding-hhb k P1 deign.

2. %ircraft E(iuipnent Compatibility

|'o ease the integratim in cfort acedctd to deploy DP M in existing aircraft systems and thus
enhn•me the overall .(ost vitectienes% ol the DP %I approach. it was considered desirable to
attempt comPat iilit. betwccii the communications facilit. design and existing aircraft
information distribution equipment. Standardi/ation approaches to aircraft internal data
distribution equipment ire underway within the military. It is believed that these programs will
result in a forthcoming generation of digital avionics devices with standardized interfaces to a
data busing tactiwt., lihc foremost representative of current programs is MIL-STD-1553.

For the purpose of tuture aircraft system compatibility, it was decided to provide l)P/M
compitihilit. with the design intent expressed for avionic system configurations in
MIL-Sll).l 553. i.e.. gisen the sishility afforded by this standard into the probable characteristics
of future aicralt system equiipment. the DPNM communication interlace facilities design should
reflect these characteristics. In particular. the characteristic% under concern are those of digital
air,.ratt equipment intcrlae, and physical "ata distribution facilities (e.g.. data bus
characteristicsi. Therefore. physical and clectro al compatibility with equipments derived from
MII.-STI)-l.553 is eniphai,,ed. whlcrea% eaci functional adherence to the standard is of
second-order significan•e
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31. Systemn fKcfritirakce Requiremient%

File D)I, %I N1 mult not 4)[11 itteet tile fuLnlctionial ljiliellill(WIh% its di%trilluted
% %ste eil m~l.irojimii.nt. but must also lie co mpat ihle %it h hoth tirIle pener~al mid thei uniq~ue~
performai~nce rteqilreliieiit% o its. intend4edl .ppliLtlt~ilnI ' A :ccnrdingI. tile following %ysteiln
comminnunicat ioni% requtiremtents% vere identit iied andtrial .i/ed it) def ine thle per I ormnance
charicterai%ti required of tirhe iniormitatoll traisler tactiut dv*Sign.

a Bus% hafftk heqijusr nt'ls

It has~ been JLertimled in see~ t udise t hat tilie .ctit l~ commliunication11% bandwidth
requiremlenlt% o! eonteinporar% a tionic %%%tell). can h- easilk met wilt. I Mhlps serial data link. An

ail.l t  * o i e JLifa transfter reqitireiieilt- of each rt~ lj ~rk emmitoied for thre DI)PNI
IM~ellne %% %teili %%.i% perf'Ormed [~ini e daita L'eleriled t'rom pre~ iou% DPA' a nd inte..grated
.i%1011L Missi~on prtoce%%ng, requiiremienit% definitiiont %it ude% I lee haiograpfli i. Becaus~e it wasb
decided to ilriintami elect1rical littert'ace colipatibllit %%lilt Iiomienitiona~l airL malt data bus
-taindirds. .1 I Nibp% %ri~l bus data rate %%i a i%strilied and all I ral fi, estima~te-, % crc t1,llilCa%Llred
ill tiflt of' kiliohlt% per %ecoild lKilps

The. bus traffic analhsil reflect-, the. result% of' apl lugny theý busing %1.%temi design to thle
data trani%fer requliremients of thre wor%t-cawe tliiioi-proce%%ling segmflent. Tile actuial amiiouint of*
hu% traffic encountered b% tile hulsing i~%en t ail% gi~ CI period in the life of' an aircraf't
illli%%iofl I% dhnamiinc I.mric%: within predletermined hlumlt%J. depend-ng oil f ile processing

requimremlents o, different nii%%mon %-egmleilt%. *fihe %egiilent anaix ,ed i nostilated as the ý Iorst-*a%e
processinlg %egilent. hoth in ternis of processing! throughput and i'os commitunicat ion traffi1c.
Detailed information conerningiul u%inl! protocol citaractcrl%ti,., and additional omerhezid imposed
11% those chiraeteritlics i% discussed in a whl%eqiieit section. for plirpowc% rele~ailt here. bus
traffic is composed of' tramnsmission of unlique serial data hit %irlngs known a% llW%sage%. Each

ilsaeCftllthhai ilictt rlaIo illltiitdn aleThese d at a d l%tribiition charactcrl istk % c~iv tsed inl d~ctriniiig tire !iu%, tratfic

decomposition anti %Lihsequeiel (nerheatd contrib'utiom nal I ichi elemienit of inf-ormiation

transferred %ia a fill- in ordecr to nlome data front PI t o Ih %%x seiregated ito allow a
determiniation of tilhe relatia~v amnount of' fill hand%% Mdill on%umctld 11 t hat indinidual
element 1"unct ion Tli% dfata %kja. desired to aibo iti a bnti~ing I faiti desigii modification I
eliminttation of onerilearials! OW? head elemneit%. it required.

1 he totall mles%.ige flo%% retitlired betweell litrcalt rokc%%ing tak,' %ýa %grqa.ted into
gilobal and local groupi~ings 'ilhe o~ er-ill systetn dau d i~rbut ion I raft h rkequtiremleilt% of the
haweline %s %tern .ire sumniari/ed il 'faille ,3. 'the --ioiaii hiis t ratfIiL i-. comlprisedI of bothI
ailtertuLnct ional I inter-afti'liti grouip data andi ( lohxil I \ent n e ( omnnianl C ontrol tiltormlatiotl.

Th e busi t ra t hic required for tile e~eeutine funilietio was WJ% elmlaled froml .l%%umed
futnctionl %uhftifctiofl scheduling comimanad requilentents inl keeping, v~ithi the G;lobal I \ecultive

Control strategý descrilled in Section Viii of thisi report. l oeal hisu tralflac I% a funciltionl of tile
physical interconnection% ofl sets of PI % iAithill ;affinit\ er''np%. In tile local bu% tra I te ana~lysis. it
was as%ulm-d that PI.% andi tileir associated processling ta%h% are groupled into common functional
groutpings (e.g.. navigation. veapon deliver\. etc.) I.lt .i~ditioii. ito armre ait a wor%t-ca%e buts
traffic prediction. each P1' within ain aft imiit groumip if wim trlJ u %n 1tmotping a %%.% iiitd to Conltainl
a single processing task inmol~ d mu t hat f uan titi. In attua ti.ifi%. more than onle tjt-k will hie



IABLE 2. INFORMArION TPANSFER BUS TRAFFIC DECOMPOSIMION

Global Traffic Local Traffic Total 'omhined Traffic
Traffic Element 4Kbp%,-Percvnt of Total IKhps/Percent of Total IKbr 'Percent of Total)

Ra%% dlat 33..( 49) o 234 1 6NX 267 7 650
l)tJ. pJJikg 13 s 20 I 6',. 143 "4,J3 114
Mes.eg¢ tseadeJ 12 3 1" ) 14 h' 4 3 21 L4 6 0

feJsW %% fit 2 0 2 2Q2" 4.2 I)

D3a.1 p.Jt1 " , ; 3 IO .t 5.7 23 1 5 7

l icr r!4age ,', ' I I 7.0 L.7

1,,;aluaPb i0 6 Klbp• 33'lU) Khp' 40h 2 KhpN

1 ttk,:!k', 44.0 Peceecn (,1) petie~nt 6i 6 percent

TABLE 3. DATA DISTRIBUTION TRAFFIC IBANI)WIDTH) REQUIREMENTS

(omnmunication Traffic
Data T. pe Facility tkilobits/seomdl

Intetfur.tional Global bu% h9.5

Syste'n onttil fewetutivel Global hits 105.8

Intratuntlonal bLcal hu%
Maximn tumnntlOn J71 ."

Tot.al S.stetn 345.7

1 stvinl ikVcc Input output

M-axamu. P! 522 2

T,,til '%stem 762.4

allocated per PF since the enviioned processing power (throughput) of a PE is substantially
greater than that required for the performance of most tasks identified. Thus. the results shown
for the local bus traffic represent a re* conservative wormt-case requirement.

It is recogni/ed., however, that act-al traffic encountered in a particular system
configuration. may require addition of s(-me l'O data into the busing system for reasons of
physical distribution. thus causing the bus traffic to increase somewiat at either or both global
and local levels. Assuming a I Mbp% data rate capability for the information transfer buses. this
concern is greatly relieed owing to the amount of bus bandwidth margin remaining and the fact
that most distributed 1,0 data will be confined to affinity groups (local buses only). The
bandwidth margin experienced indicates that most Pl-s of the assumed processing caliber used in
an aiionic, processing suite will tend to be ome throughput or storage bound before they
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approach becoming 1',O-bound.' This apparent inefficient use of the Ph's functional resources is
actuallý a desirable situation withl respect to the DP/M system in that it indicates flexibility for
future system growth'reconfiguration in the communication facility of the system building block,
the PF. The communication facility is the one functional resource which typically restrains
"'expansion" as system growth is introduced: i.e.. as functional capabilities are added to a DP!M

system. the added processing load can usually be countered by the addition of Phs within the
function. but the added communications traffic introduced by this addition must be absorbed by
the existing busing facilit) This situation exists because the bandwidth capabilities of the
communicaiion system are fixed at the time of design and are not incrementally expandable as is
typicall% the case with processis g and memory resources. Therefore, the bus traffic analysis
indicates that the proposed communication facility will offer a comfortable degree of system
expansion flexibilit% unless data transfer overhead, caused b) the facilities protocol requirements.
"significantl) increases total bus traffic.

b. Real-771nw Response Requirements

In addition to the data throughput requirement on the busing facility by inter-PE
communications. the asynchronous nature of the distributed system requires that special
consideration be given to the response time of the communications interface. The response time
addressed here is the tUme allowed to process a received message in a given PE and to setup the
bus-interface before reception of the subsequently received transmission. This control timing
relatic nship is especially rigorous in the totally asynchronous distributed environment since the
time interval between messages transmitted to. or received by. a given PE is not easily
controllable within the system without sacrificing total system performance and/or interface
hardware complexity. Therefore. the interface element and the communication protocol design
were t.mulated. with this consideration being given priority. The actual response time constraint
%as analyzed in the following maimer.

3us message response time is primarily governed by the amoun, of time spent in
processing input messages as they are received in real time. The process of input-message
handling includes the actions required on the part of the Loca' Executive software (LEX) to
properly recognize. validate. correlate, and disseminate the incoming messages for application
tasks from both global and local bus interfaces. A worst-case analysis of response'reaction timing
to input messages was performed. assuming the asynchronous busing facility operational
characteristics.

Vectoring of the reccived message data sets to user-accessible buffer areas was recognized
as an area of design concern. Timing considerations associated with message vectoring require
that the bus interface be set-up to re-vector each sucsessive message by establishing a new buffer
starting address :ind buffer length to the bus interface input channells). This set-lip process must
occur before the receipt of the next message or the required data will be lost because of the
"'over-writing" effect of the following message input. To determine the severity of such response
timing constraints, a worst-case message transfer situation was determined and analyzed. The
situation identified is shown in Figure 7. It occurs when the PE receives both global and local
input message completions simultaneously. Following receipt of these messages. if the next.
immediate local message is a message destined to the same PE Ii.e.. back-to-back message
receipt), the minimum time al!owed before the input channel begins the next message input
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aind. thus. bioth requires tile ne% bufler set-up Information and destroys tile last received

messge dettilicaion i onl% 42 mnicroseconds. Ihis respionse tine is well beyond the interrupt
response tim~e and. rtcsin JpahlI~itje of a micro-class processor. It was determined that the
Bus Igiterfict L'nit IltIU design should aid and facilitate thie solution of' this respons:-time

C. Pl. Pe~rforr,,wiwe lidif

Asilent lofed Iin fli ovrjill oli'ecti~ e' of the mute, -P1- commnunications facility design. this
1fJCIlIt% shOUld 1n01 -I-We WIN undule bItrtden onl processing requirements for the PI: and should
ettecti~el% .lugmient [lhe P1 in its mnessage processing duties by alleviating processor intervention
InI message input Output Jctivities as mutch as possibkt without severely complicating the bus
inte-face hard-Aare requiremnents. 17iii' design goal is v'ery important in allowing maximum use of
thc Ill in ill1 Information processing tasks due to a reduction in "overhiead" activities.,

d. .S iern Lk-gn SMmpkeirii

rhe informition transfe'%r facility should lie dt igned to use %simplified, low-risk, low'.s-ost
hard%%are Special attention should he giveni to design impact on inodul'-r LSI implementationI a~~pplicabilit>. :Xddimmniill%. thle communication facility structa.-c should allow use of
homogeneous elements of as. I e% uniq~ue part types as practical if' thle goals of a modular

building-block approach to %ersatile sys-temn design and low life-cycle cost are to be eventually

4. Svstern-lei'el Fault-Tolerance Implicatiomns

Sinc.- the global hu'.sng ficilit% is the only *'central** resource of thle DP'NI system. it
should he fault-tolerant within itself' and should be instrumental in aiding fault recovery in all
other sN, tem elements,. In keeping with) the simplified system hardware approach. fault tolerance
in thle conmmunication facilitý is effected b% orderly. system-software controlled recovery
procedures in response to detected errors faults within the communications facility, Thus, it is
tile responsihilit% oit the hus interface hard~are to provide thle necessar- failure detection
mnechanisms required to ajcominotaite this approac:h to fadult tolerance it the s~ stem level.

C. BUSING FACILITY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND
TRADEOFF CONSI DERATIONS

fihe prcsent functionil design of the inter-PI1 comnhmunication facilit) i,. the result of a
series of design alternatine and tradeoff' investigations which progressed gradually during thme
%ttidý. Tradeoffs were judged in accordance with the system-level communications facility design
criteria set forth in pre~iousi disetussions. The following di cussions; are related to the delineation
of %arious basic busing )%stein functional %Icsi,.m parimeters and time design tradeoffs.

I. Data Link Type

All inter-Ph comnmuni..atmons are accomiplished ýia a set of' bit-serial. tiime-tivision
mlultiplesed fTI)M m. I Mblp% data-rate. tviisted-pair cable Isingle siaenal line) bus data links. The
ireconmmended bus coni umon an md electricad interface characteristics of these -;erial i '-wirmat ion
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transfer buses are identical to those defined and specified by recent standards for aircraft
information distribution systems (e.g., MIL-STD-! 553). The advantages and applicability of this
approach to information distribution in the aircraft environment are documented in
contemporary studies and need not be repeated here. In addition to the functional and physical
advantage; offered by this data distribution approach to the DP/M system, adoption of this
standardized bus common hardware concept for DP/M would greatly facilitate integration of a
DPiM system into future avionics systems incorporating standardized bus equipments.

2. Bus ianguage

Due to considerations of physical distribution and length disparities allowed in PE-to-PE
bus lengths (tip to 300 feet) and reliability in the aircraft environment, data should be conveyed
along the bus using an asynchronous transmission technique. Asynchronous transmission means
transmitting information in a manner which combines clocking, or bit-framing, information along
with the actual binary data in a single signal.

To meet the above requirement, biphase leve! (Manchester 11) binary data encoding is to
be used for bus data representation. The encoding technique is popular in aircraft data bus
standards (i.e.. MIL-STD-I 553): thus, it is a proven technique, ensuring DP/M communications
facility compatibility with available (future) aircraft data bus hardware (Manchester 11
encode/decode equipment). The DP/NI busing facility should allow use of the data and
synchronization signal r.epresentation specified in MIL-STD-l 553 and shown in Figure 8.

3. Bus Control

Since the physical inter-PE communications media are shared by multiple PEs, some
mechanism must be included in the communication facility design to provide proper allocation
control of the common bus facility among all users of the bus. Bus control means how the
individual PE allowed to transmit data on a given bus at a given time is determined. Basically,
there are two general approaches to achieving orderly bus control: "Centralized". and
"-Decentralized." The main difference between the two techniques is the physical location of the
bus access resolving logic.

In general. a centralized control scheme requires that a single, "intelligent" control entity
included in the system is responsible for all control activity. In a DP/M system, however, this
philosophy has several disadvantages compared with a distributed, or decentralized approach.
Since the DP/M system is composed of a set of homogeneous PEs, the hardware required to
achieve centralized control must be used in each PE. Depending on the type of bus assignment
technique used, total system hardware requirements may increase, which is equivalent to
providing the hardware for decentralized control. Since the DP/M system is intended to
accommodate multiple TDM buses (global plus local), a PE for each bus is needed to provide the
control function. Depending on the allocation scheme used, this PE role of "Bus Executive" may
use a significant portion of the processing capabilities of t e PEs responsible for bus control.

The centralized bus control hardware technique represents a critical, single-point system
failure source because a fault in the control hardware could disable the entire system. Recovery
from centralized controller failure requires complex redundancy or back-up controller scheme.
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The reliability of properly implemented decentralized control is usually superior becaus6 most
bus-control-related failures will only disconnect the associated PE from the bus. Depending on
the allocation scheme used. the centralized control approach is usually less flexible for system
growth or reconfiguration than is decentralized control.

Using a single bus line for transferring both allocation commands and data, a centralized
control approach reduces effective bus bandwidth because of the bus overhead introduced by the
presence of command information sent over the bus between each transfer of data (message
transfer). Decentralized control results in faster Ailocation of the bus to users and offers more
efficient use of available bus bandwidth. However, centralized control is better with respect to
dynamic bus-user priority resolution and/or strict ordering or timing of the transfer of data
elements (messages) with respect to each other. This advantage, though, is not of great
significance in the avionics environment since the bus requirements of each PE (proessing task)
can be reasonably forecast at system design: i.e., the communication requirements are static, not
dynamic in nature. Furthermore. the timing relationships between individual data transfers from
(tol different processing tasks are typically not critical within the realm of responsiveness
(:hough statistical) offered by a decentralized control technique with a I Mbps data rate bus.
Exceptions to this general rule can be handled with proper bus assignment technique. as
discussed subsequently.

Another potential advantage of centralized control is the hardware simplicity it affords
when useu with *'dumb" terminals which do not possess the "intelligence" to determine their
own bus access requirements. Again. however, this advantage is not applicable in a DP/M system
where all bus terminals are -smart" terminals 4 PEs.

The above considerations of centralized and decentralized bus control attributes favor a
decentrahied approach in a DP/I system. A decentralized approach is further justified by
consideration of the previously outlined DPMNI system-level design objective which requires that
the homogenous building block Processing Element be compatible with those system operational
constraints present in a totally distributed system application environment. Centralized control in
the context of a central command source for establishing and timing all inter-PE communications
activity is representative of conventional *federated" system approaches. The federated system
configuration is a special. but not general. class of distributed system architecture: and confining
the communication facility to this class of environment was feared to preclude application of
other possible system configurations. 'herefore, the decentralized bus control approach was
adopted for DP'M in an effort to eliminate any busing facility dependencies on particular
distributed system applications or configurations.

4. Bus Assignment

Bus assignment refers to the method by which each bus user (PEP is allocated access to. or
control of', the shared bus facility. Since the bus control technique favored was the decentralized
approach, several basic types of bus allocation or assignment were considered: however.
system-level desirability of using a single signal line (bus) for all data. timing. and control
inlormation reduces the set of candidate techniques, with the primary candidate being static
scheduling according to -position- in a cyclic control sequence. A static scheduled bus
assignment approach allocates the bus to individual users based on a repetitive. fixed-sequvnce
algorithm. This technique is commonly used in TDM telemetry systems where the bus alloca!ion
requirements of each individual data source are predictable, based on a priori knowledgt, of
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system operational characteristics. Each bus user. or data source. is assigned a unique "slot" in
the total bus allocation pikcedure cycle.

The algorithm chosen for scheduling the bus facilities is a modified **round-robin" slotting
technique which provides for simple advancing of the **bus control slot" from PE to PE. in a
predetermined order. among the total set of PEs attached to the bus. This round-robin technique
affords a modularity attribute typical of 'daisy-cha:q" techniques without the reliability
problems of daisy-chain control functions. This algorithm incurs a relatively unpredictable system
responsiveness to user requests: i.e.. the latency time between the generation of data la message)
to be transferred on a bus and the receiving of bus access by the associated PE is indeterminate.
This latency time is a function of the number of bus users and messages transferred before
control is procured. As a consequence of the avionics system and the DP.M system design
philosophy, the avionics application can tolerate a statistical distribution of bus access latency
without suffering degradation in performance. To accommodate unique or critical scheduling
requirements of high-priority data transfers. it was determined that the bus assignment algorithm
should allcvx some level of super-commutation of bus allocation tinme slots. The super-
commutating approach allows assignment of multiple bus access slots. cr usage opportunities. to
particular bus users during each cycle through all user%. The users can be prioritized to assure
them of a particular percentage of available bus bandwidth and,'or minimized access latency.

To advance or propaga.e the bus assignment sequence around the total set of bus users, a
method was chosen for delimiting or framing individual bus transmissions (per allocation slot).
Each bus transmission, referred to as a message. is terminated by the transmitting PU. Message
termination is denoted by placing an end-ol-mesage. or mcssaae-sync signal on the bus
immediately following the last data bit it) the messge. If a PFI cannot transmit data when it
receives bus access. it merely 'passes' control to the next subsequent bus-controlling PE by
transmitting only the message-s.ync signal.

While a PE has .ontrol of a bus. it may transmit a variable-length message as desired.
Considerations of response-time requirements for system control information transmission led to
the decision to limit the maximum length of global bus messages to eight data words. T7his
arbitrary choice was made as an attempt at a reasonable compromise between global message
lengths encountered in the system processing requirements analysis and tentative estimates of
Global Executive system-level response time i.e.. bus access latency) requirements.

S. Bus Communication .Methud

Given the above decisions to incorporate a decentralized control technique with static
scheduling of bus allocation to multiple PE bus users, the next design characteristic addressed
wat the method by which a Pi: transmits data to other PI:s after it has gained control of the
bus. An asynchronous scheme of data transmission between transmitter and receivertsl was
already recognied as a firm recluirement owing to consideration of physical distribution, data
integrity, and overall reliability of the communication system. tThe term "asynchronous" as used
here means that no common data timing or clock source is required between transmitter and
receiver.)

Asynchronous communication alternative% basically can be zategori/ed into responsive and
nonresponsive methods. Responsive communication requires a response from the data
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destination. or receiver. which affirms the correct receipt of the transmissioy.. This respond-back
characteristic. however. increases bus traffic overhead and thus reduces effective bus bandwidth
and efficiency. Principal advantages of the responsive technique are:

* Accommodation of communication between nonhomogeneous devices.

* Rapid notification to the data transmitter of correct or incorrect receipt of data at
the receiver.

The former advantage obviously does not apply in a DP'M system hecause all bus users are
homogeneous Pl-s. The latter advantage is valid but of uncertain value in the DP!M system
application. Of primary importance. in conjunction with the receipt of incorrect data or a faulty
transmission at a receiving PE. are detection of and notification of the fault to the data user
(processing task). If transmitted data errors are detected in the message transmission. the user
process has the basic options of:

Waiting for the next subsequent transmission of the data

Ignoring the data and using old or extrapolated data values from previous
transmissions of the data set lapplicable to iterative or cyclic processes)

If previous data cannot be used. a request can be sent to the data source for
retransmission of the data set in error via normal bus access procedure: i.e.. a
responsive communication sequence can be effected with a nonresponsive
facility.

If process or data criticality is such that none of the above basic options is satisfactory. the
critical data l messages) may be multiply transmitted, with the transmitting PE assigned a high
priority in the bus control sequence 4super-commutated). Alternatively. critical data can be
traasmitted with error-correcting code techniques to allow reconstruction of the correct data by
the dat3 user. These procedures are applicable to offering a relatively high degree of
responsiveness to message data correction requirements for data transmission errors only: message
errors (data or message structure/protocol) caused by transmitter/receiver faults are typically
nonrecoverable by a simple retransmit procedure. Thus. the degree of responsiveness in such
cases is not critical since hardware fault recovery must be accomplished by either systeir
software or hardware elements.

The preceding considerations resulted in the choice of a nonresponsive bus communication
technique. The only advantageous feature of responsive communication. the facilitation of
message retransmission due to detected message data errors, was not considered to be of special
value ir 'ie DP/%I system. especially when compared to the advantages of bus efficiency and
hardware simplicity afforded by the nonresponsive technique.

"rtie nonresponsive communication meth(xi chosen is an output demand driven method
whereby each bus user transmits its exclusive data sets (messages) under its own cogni/ance after
acquiring bus access. A possible alternative to this approach was to use a command-response
technique whereby data can he either sent or requested by a transmitting PE. Accomplishment
of real-time responsiveness to such data requests in a recipient PI- would require either complex
hardware in the bus interface unit and/or a decrease in effective bus bandwidth caused by data
response latency.
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Additionally. a data request scheme applied in the block-oriented, serial data transfer
environment of the inter-PE communication system ,'uld result in detrimental et"fcts on the
applications processing throughput of the system because of applications-processing latency, or
"hold-up." due to relatively lengthy data transfer times (i.e.. the wait time a data-block user
process must endure during the data retrieval and transmitting process). This data response
latency time is a function of message overhead, the number of words in the data block, and the
processing overhead time associated with handling the data in the reipient PE (interrupt routine
time). This time was estimated to be on the order of 50 ps plus 1 7 ps for each word of data
transferred. This magnitude of data response latency could easily increase effective applications
processing time (hence. decreasing processing throughput by a significant amount. Additional
processing delay is possible because of round-robin bus access latency with respect to actual
delivery of the data request to the data source via the associated information transfer bus.
Possible latency contributions by this factor can significantly deteriorate overall processing
throughput.

Possible alleviation of the above degrading effects on applications processing throughput
may perhaps be accomplished by prudent Local Executive (LEXI software design (via
"*look-ahead" procedures. etc.). However. this solution was judged unsatisfactory because of the
added LEX complexity it would require and the inescapable latency uncertainties associated with
bus access delays.

Due to the above disadvantages associated with the performance of a "data request" mode
of data transfer in the DP/M real-time environment and since it was decided that no real
functional requirement for this mode of operation existed in the DP/M system application, it was
decided that the system would operate in the fashion of an asynchronous. loosely ordered data
sampling system with sample timing determined within each individual data source (PE). This
mode of operation allows autonomous and asynchronous delivery of all user data before actual
time of usage. foregoing the requirement of synchronous data request/response operations and
their attendant real-time problems.

Once bus access is gained by a PL. it then transmits a message. The length of time that the
PE is permitted to retain bus usage is variable and is equivalent to the duration of the single
message transmitted. Each message is a word integral transmission of a variable number ,.f data
elements. Global messages can be optionally limited to a maximum of eight data words. enforced
by system software protocol and monitored by bus interface hardware.

When a PE is not transmitting (i.e.. at all times other than its bus access slot I. it remains

in an active "listening" mode as a potential receiver of each transmitted message.

6. Bus Synchronization

Data between a transmitter and all receiver% can he synchro'i/ed at three basic levels:
I I ) bit. ( 2) word. and t 3i messige.

Bit synchronization i, inherent in the encoded data format owing to the
"embedded-clock" property of Manchester If modulation.
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W'ord ,,)nchronl/ation is not included in the nitsige deslgn since word %ynchroni/atiosl
can he eftectivtel) obtained by dl1,iding the inconming data bit% inodulo the fixed data word
length. In addition, no %alid ju-tilication for including a word sync on the basis of data
Io%% recover% during transmnmion errors has been identified. however. actual inplementation of
the BIL' in.i, impose word - n, constraints on the inconling data %tream within a n1ies.age. such
contralnts. though. will not change thet ftnlctional design of the buing facility.

An t.ception to thits word sync phiiooptly C\li%% for tile special case of thie nIlesagt
header which is the first word transinitted in a nllltg.e Since tilhe itegrity ot fill% data word is

critical to proper commulnmication lacilit\ opkration, it i, deimited b% an "end-of-lheader.- or
*'header %\nc- lqnthronviation signal to rehahl delitmi header information. ThI% techni(lU•
greatl iml rtnes the probahliht% of detection of header dIata error% caused h\ bit timning error%.

\e.,-,,,age ,nchronlation i, reqUIred to delimit thie but, alIoation tillIm %lot%. MeCSaSg %',ili

denotce the end oti a bus ajce.s slot and call IhIlm hle used h\ tile dimtributed bim control lopiL to

l•.rtrnl hbit- a%%gnlment %eqimencing at the propel" time. 'he message % nc chosen is all iu-.;lid
Manchester I wajictluri so that s t:,nchroni/aation inforination .an be diLfrimnuated from data

pat tern%

To pretnt tile occurrence of tnltsýsgc o~erlap caused b% data propagation %ke., between
videl% separated PL.s in the % item, mnter-ns%%age gap timing will be obwned and enforced bý
each PI1. Gap timing i, a nwaLtivit% tfint intrted between tile mesage %ync signal and tile
beginning of the nc\t message transtnllm on. To ensure circumvention of data propagation skew,
problem% in tile )P M application where buf length divermit. between P's may be as great a%
300 to 500 feet. a minimum gap time of 2-hit times. or 2 ps will be enforced. L-ach P- bus
intertja' logic ,ill wait a ininnMmlln of 21s after receiving l'u% control Ivia detection of a
niesvsge -, ni. signal bhetore beginmnning data tranlnmision

7. %Ie-.ciie Structure

lithe tedmhnikitic u, d to ct.bhlih !ranmnittei ieceier link-. for cachi message was a prime

t.onsideration in the concepual design tlt tile inter-P! busing t.tciht\. At the outset of' tile busing
fat.hlit design. it was recognimcdt th.. thfi single funmtional design characteristic would assrt a
prominent influence on tile ,eraill performance of tile. tfling ftacilit. l)eign of a message
routing technique inut consider it, etlfect% on the fohlhoming %%-tern parameter%.

Bui, banduidth efltkenc%

Processing throughput o%erhead incurred it address recot,:lltlon

M1e%,,sp handlihg I1 ti the message rooipient

S. ,,enc i nit igur.ttion and aplphLiatlon tlemihillth

Fault tolerani-e

Ilardtarcý it plement.taion reqtluirenent,.

A.L.ordtngl%. it %a-. decided that tile Ine,%age routing. or addresing. technique adopted should:

-:flfcicnti, %upport tile, .atg' broadcat% to multiple P1 s
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Incur minimum interference with ongoing PE processing daring the address
recognition process

Relieve PE processing responsibilities (software) associated with the handling and
control of message receptions within the PE program

Accommodate system expansion and differing applications by eliminating physical
dependencies or limitations to the fullest extent practical

Aid system reconfiguration in both on-line (in-flight) and off-line (system design)
environments.

The routing approach chosen is a message-switched approach wherein all link-estabhshingL information is present in the actual message transmission. Owing :o the decentralized,
static-scheduled bus assignment method used in the busing facility functional design, the only
routing information required in each transmitted message is addressing information which can be
interrogated by all other (nontransmittingi PlEs to allow individual add .ss recognition and
ensuing message reception.

Conventional message routing/addressing schemes are based on specification of the physical
address of the desired receiver. This approach. however, does not directly support message
"broadcasting*' to multiple receivers without complicating receiver hardware and increasing bus
overhead. With this approach. broadcasting must be effected with the transmission of multiple
headers to allow specification of all recipient PE physical addresses. Another disadvantage of the
physical addressing approach exists when applied in a totally distributed system environment. As
mentioned previously in the discussion of bus control design tradeoff considerations, the
communication facility sy stem-level design constraints precluded the assumption that a Central or
Global Executive entity will exist in all DP!M applications. With the possible absence of this
system control entity, it ii not feasible to assume that the various distributed PE members of the
system may each contain system "resource map" information if dynairic rcvonfiguration is i
required in system operation. Without this distributed knowledge, re. ,.,nment of messages to
physical destinations is impossible, and therein lies another weaknes- i physical addressing in
DP/M applications.

With the undebirable attributes of physical addressing identified, "logical" destination
addressing was the next choice. Logical addressing requires assigning a physically independent
identity. or logical address, to each bus data recipient. To achie', physical independence.
identities are assigned to processes conm:red within each PE. Thus. th' Bus Interface Unit within
ca, 'i PI must be capable of performing an associative address optration on each incomingI niessa6, address with the set ol process identities ("soft" names) resident within the PE. The
number of unique associative "'names'" rquired per PIE interface is thus dependent on the
maximum number of prces,'s allowable within a single PE. This number is indeterminate and
must be arbitrarily chosen to accommodate a reasonable number of processes without overly
complicating the hardware requirements of the PE Bus Interface Unit. To allow message
broadcasts, a hierarchical addressing structure is available with the logical destination naming
approach which allows a process to be addressed as a uitique, single entity or as a member of a
logical or functional group ol processes. However, this technique limits proiess membership to a
single group and does not allow a true universal. flexible broadcast capability without further
complicating bus interface hardware.
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Duanng the design process associated with establishing a desirable message routing
iechnique. it wa, determined that destination information alone did not provide enough
information to allow correlation of a niessages data content with a particular use or user. i.e..
multiple data sets received by a given PE or a process within a PE must somehow be
differentiated tinessage data de;nultiplexing). Message discrimination requires that a message
identifier NiMssagi I.D.) coexist in the message body with the actual .ata set being transf.-rred. It
was further recognized that this Message LID. information is both necessary and sufficient for
satisfying the functional requirements of a true broadcast routing approach, given that a
complementary level of associative addressing capability exists in each potential recipient.
Subsequent study of the possible exploitation of this unconventional message routing approach
revealed it to be advantageous with respect to the DPM inter-PF communications facility
functional design objectives. This approach was adopted in the busing facility design. The
detailed operational characteristics of this message routing/addressing technique . pear
subsequently, however, the functional advantages afforded by this approach are listed here for
prefatory purpowN"

Broadcast capability is inherent in the addressing method since messages are not
directed to spectifc recipients by the, transmitter (i.e.. "source" addressing
instead of -destination" addressing)

Message overhead is minimized since no destination addressing information is
required in the message content. thus information transfer efficiency is
increased

Message-routing determinations associated with the processes of system design and
s'. stem configuration modification is simplified. Primary impact in this area is
asOciated with the routing of messages from a data soarce (task) to all users.
Usge of the Message Identity Associative Address (MIAA) routing scheme
greatly simplifies routing assignments since no destination designation is
requited at the time of message generation. This concept is valid if each task
is allowed to generate a single data set of all output variables generated within
that task. Each user of any portion of the data set must then input the entire
data set. possibly incurring a small amount of storage inefficiency. This mode
or message generation and delivery is also desirable because it offers the
greatest expediency in niessage delivery, requiring only one -pass- around the
"*fiut control loop' to deliver a given set of data to all users as opposed to
splitting a data set among various users which requires multiple messages and
thus multiple "bus-loop" pasws.

C'rrcAt and et ident message reception control w--itin the PE is hardware facilitated.
tiaret-, removing some of the processing hurde r, !ron the PI: control software
4 Lo-.al ExccutiveI

D1ata distribution is autojnjatcalli managed bý. 1hc aissociativc addressing mechanism
implemented in the bus interface hardware of :ach Ph and therefore does not
iequirc alhxation ol PI: processing to thi% function.

DPtI application in any system application where data distribution is determined by
tdynamic properties of the bus data traffic i6 permitted and facilitated.

With proper implvinentatioma practices. the approach permits minimum bus interface
hardware .oinplexit5 a'sociated with address recognition
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The Message Identity Associative Addressing technique is a somewhat fundamental
departure from the previously -nvisioned message routing scheme. but its impact on system

C design is advantageous. The scheme is an inherent broadcast nesNagc-addressing technique which
associates the identity of the message data for data source) with the message routing function. In
effect, the technique operates by each processing task anittinjg an output data set with an
associated identity header onto the bus ani each potential receiver (all other bus users-) actively
ch.cks the header (Message I.D.) to determine if the me-Sside is one which is to be received.
At,suming that each PE has stored the "names" of ll nietsages which it ii intereste.d in receiving
(predetermine,: during system designt, no destination routine information is re:uiired. The
techn;que requires a single-address broadeast-only mode of 1its mcss.Ie communication and uses
the message format shown in Figure 9. This format thiws accomnmodation of up to 1,024
unique messages (source data sets) in tiie DP!M system. an arbitrary choice based on
compromising maximum (feasible) system mc:,xage population requirements with minimum bus,
interface hardware complexity impact.

Each message is preceded by a header which contains all message routing and control
inforniation. The hWader length is chosen eqcu I to the basic message data word length of 1 7 bits
for reasons of hardware simplicity and ifunctional capability. The message header is subdivided
into the following control fields:

S--The Message Start bit is fixed at a hinary dati -1- to denote the beginning of
message transmission (required for Manichester II duc(ding opcrationi.It -The High Priority Mc,3age tag is used to alit, the iaesiagc recipient(s) that the

message requires immediate antention.

GC.- The 4-hit General Control field allows spocification ot special .ontrol/status
information which further defines or alters the interpretations of the message

data being transferred; field assigninvu-ts are defined and interpreted by system
software.

MID The 10-bit Message Identity field specicfic- the idzttijs of the iassociated
message data. This field is used to establish uesird t;ai~smittvrreceiver links
during message data transniksion It niav ANor i.t interpreted a,; the data
source address).

- P The Parity bit is used to o Lt- odd pintN .1.. hia -'cadr %i" 1ta 17 nit), for

data-validity checking purpot-sw

The message header i6 inimediately sucecL-dcd i,% ani d t i1t .t' 0).1 .'irtsiiitiOi signai

whih uniquely delimits the header content horn the reaiamidcr of 'hc taw ii%age oat,., The

insertion of this Header Sync is intended to increase tl priiotl-abhi)i titf d.tecting he',der data
errors with a simple parity technique. thus incieaing -. stel iuit Iolerti•'c. Simple parity,

tone-bit) is included at the end of each word of az nwis,.11c %';,,us ,taiislical study has
indicated that this level of error-checking code ii more than suflizeiit t) ajlu• rdmbl,' dte, lion
of bus data errors. However. since the %ahditv of header iniormation i- ,I pa.ricuhir i'nporiance
to correct system operation. the Header S lc is used to rclibi, idt-iihillt ;l parit, bit localion
if data bits are added or dropped during hicade; lranliniii.-wi h ft-j' •it. rTheforc, thi. lieader
Sync should be a reliably discriminated signal. unst'- •pi'hlu i, .itrinUwl datw hit errors.

Consequently. a unique invalid Manchester hi-phiis 61ati p.tic.i tf iou ii in Fmgore N! S wa. Ahtosen
for this purpose This signal is represented by a long'-l Iov'-ilctl drahttli (: I5 J.5 1 .t4 hit times
followed by a "long" high-flvel duration ol 1.5i tillls, biir a tot ,d s% i signal ,liii.tiii o1 3

equivalent data bit times.
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The actual data content of thle meage imnnediately ioliow% the header sync signal.
Mvsage transfers are block oriented: accordingly, tlhe mnessage data content is orgainized into
fixed-length. 16-bit data words 0 match the P|: word-length. A parity hit is added to each data
word. resulting in an overall 17-bit message data word length. Each me&.saeg data block is thus
composed of an integral number of 17-bit data words. Each message may contain a variable
number of data words. Global bui messages. however, can be optionally limited to a maximum
length of 8 data %ords to guarantee Iobal communication responsiveness by limiting global bus
access latency.

It i- of interest to note that no mL%,e:;c length infoimation - fixsMd into the message
structure. In general, individual inessages are nontarying it length. The unique length of each
message then is determined at systemn design and this information i% "placed" in the user proebs
tprogram). In exceptional circumstance%. dynamic mesage length i'dornmation can be inserted as
a part of the messat data content and handled by iftwarc conention.

iMessage transmission termination is denoted by an end-of-message synchronization
appended immediately -ifter the final data word. The occurrence of this Message Sync Mignal is
used as the dynamic cueing mechnmism %tich activates and controts sequencing of the
distributed bus control logic throughout the UPM system. If a PE lhas no data to transmit when

given bus control. it can eff-ct "pa.sing- of bus controe by emitting a -zerowength"° ntessge_
represented by an isolated Message Sync signal Considerations of Message Sync v tlidiy
requizements dictate the use of a unique invalid M'.ci-es 'r bi-phase signal as was the decision
for the Ileader Syvnc signal The Message Sync stunal chi. sen is the binary complement of the
Header Sync signal tas shown earlier in Figure ki.

8. Message Receptiion Control

The procedL.e known as Message Recel tion includes the primal) activities of Message
Recognition and Selection. and Message Vectoring which ol,,:ur internAl to the recipient PEs.

a. Message Recogxtion and Selection

The mesage routing. or addressing. scheme choscn for the t)PM systcm essentially
remove% the responsibility of determinine and specifying transmitter receiver link% .from the
transmitting PU to the receiving PI:lfs. .as. some l~csl oi associative-match hardware must exist
in the bus interface unit of each PI. which is capal'le of storing the identily (or 'addres$") of
each message which i% to he recersed. The nessage rc~ognition logic ,ct'veli ctans each message
header appearing on the btu, in search of an addrev, match.

As a matter if interest here. with respect to nie-ss3eC .iddresoing/routing design philosophy.
it is important to note that an. mnessawe receptlo' ,apahiity within a receivin, device in a
multiplexed data svstem requires some type or Ieicl of associatise mcmory implemertation. '1r1
basic. intrinsic difference between the logically difi'crent,.ied routing schemes which may be
described as "physical destination." "logical destination." or "source" addresing is manifested in
the amount of associative memory requited ir address-nmat-hing. I-or example. simple phlsical
addressing effectively requires a one-word i--%ocialise mentor:.' which contains the physical
,ddress of the receiver Lo.ical destination addressine usually reqluiire the asociamivc storage of a
relatively small number of multiple logical identities which tile receiver ma.% a,,ume. Depending
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Son implemientation and;or the number of addresses allowed per rceviver, source-leveL. of emageF-identity. addressing may require an issociative memory size equivalent to the total number ofme5ýsages in existence. Vile immediate Jesign implemrenitation implication o~f souch a schu-me is that
of relatively large and coinplex -'asso)ciative memory" hardware nqauirements, in the BIV.

However, the novel implementation scheme ptopostd hereint requires A• relatively small amount of

PlU hardware associated with input message recognition, less thaa that required for a logical
t destination 1a3ic schtemite.

Lssentiulay. the. netliod of associjtive addressing used -removes" the **associative memory"

hardware nornmal, used for input mnes.iee responsc control (in the form of "name register4
i urdwarel from the BIl into a "dedicated" portion of PF memory. This area is known as the

Identity Associative Maich Map and is etqul in size fin bits) to the maximum num. r of
unique me•aSu, required 1by a particular ,ysteni application. The scheme associates each bit
within thw "jasociatie-responic map" with a particular message identity. TVe binary value of thc
assoialtive bit determiýn Seeelection. The message population thus far experienced in the

DPM _baseline wysteni is in the (4 to 128 region. An arbitrary maximum mesag quantity is set
at 1 .024 mes;ages. a chowce which allows a comfortable system flexibility/growth margin while

IF • brntage amount of the 'PE nw y (1,02- bits - 64 words).
abscrbing a relatively small percenaeaonofteEmmoy SJ bs-.4wrd)
Hlowever. it is important to note that the usage of the FE main memcoy is virtually ftee" in a
hardware economic sense, whereas design and implementation of similar assochitive tmnmuff

functions within another unique LSI device (the BIU) is relatively expensive, both in tam of
nourecurrirn development and recurring hardware procurement costs.

Another consideration to be noted here is that the functional implementtion propowdr does somewhat degrade the processing throughput capability of the PE because of the memory
cycle-stealing effects ov :he associative-match interrogation operations which occur coincidentally
with the existence of each message header on both the Global and Local buses; however, an
analysis of the baseline DP/M system message traffic indicates a memory bandwi degradation

of approximately 0.1 percent. Even reasonable worst-case esanuates produce an anticipated
maximum degradation ot only an ajproximate 3 percent tuwer improbable conditions. This
analysis azsujnes a 1.0-p-, memory cycle weed; faster memory cycle rates are considered possible
for the DPIM PE. further rtditictng the magnitude of this aeady insignificant effect. Clearly. the
practicality of the scheme is a function of the ratio of the bus bandwidth (bit rate) and resulting
mcsage rate versus the PL memory bandwidth. Present anticipated design parameters are well
within the bounds of practicali.v for DP'M.

It. lJksre Vecring

S"Mcsige Veciunag-' refers to the procedue by which an input message is handled within
the PE as the mncviae data is extracted from the bus. Basically, each message data wet must be
passed, or "'vctored." to an area in PVI memory where it can be stored for later use by an
applications software process. Data buffering is required since the DPW N system operates in a
loosely-coupled. asynichron'nz% mode with respect to inter-process communk-ation. Because of the
data rate involved and It prtwc-snig overhead considerations in message transfers, to attempt

r- handling of incoming oneages on an interrupt-by-word basis is impractical. st was thus evident
that an atutonomous h')ck-ohentcd Direct Memory Access (DMA). cycle-stealing capability must
:xist between the Pt Bus, Interface Unit (DIU) and the PE memorny to minimize program
proceU'Vng intervention during input message data transfers. The nwflhod of autonomous DMA
tran•lrr kontrotf thus becme a mubject of design investigation.
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Conventional autonomous block-oriented DMA data channels require processor (program)
initialization, or "set-up" of the channel before beginning data transfers to memory. The
initialization pt .edure allows the processor to specify control parameters for the impending
transfer activity. The control parameters consist of a starting memory location which defines the
data buffer beginning addremss and the number of words to be transferred, or buffer length. This
initialization process is required per message received, thus associated proce.•s.ng overhead is
directly dependent on input message volume and the amount of processing required to determire
the desired transfer control parameters (i.e.. the data buffer address and length).

In addition to processing overhead considerations, a mere constraining performance
requiretment is placed on the input message handling capability owing to the nature of message
traffic in a totally distributed environment. Essentially, a stringent message !hroughput
requirement exists Ointernal to the PE) because of possible "back-to-back" message situations
where multiple messages to be received by a single PE appear contiguously on the bus. This
potentially troublesome situation is further compounded by the fact that the PE interfaces with
two asynchronous buses (Global and Local) with potential simultaneous message activity
occurring on each. From a worst-case message traffic condition analysis, it was determined that

t- the minimum possible time between message completion in a recipient PE could be as small as
42 microseconds. This critically short allowable processing response time is further reduced to an
"effective 21 microseconds in the potential situation where processing service is required for
simultaneously comp teted Global and Local messages with a subsequent, contiguous local
message impending,

The above observations and considerations indicated the desirability of special BIU
functional hardware features to solve the problem unless the hardware compexity incurred
became prohibtive. Several schemes were formulted and considered. The initially considered
hardware alternative involved. functionally simple double-buffering of the BIU input channt_'.
buffer address and length registers. This appj 3ach, however, allows an input message processing
response time equal to only the length of the subsequently vriving message, thus, unless a
minimum message length of 10 to 12 words is somehow enforcer in the system, the result is not
satisfactory.

The approach finally decidcd upon as a viable solution to the message processing response
time problem uses a hardware-determined message-vectoring technique. "Hardware message
vectoring" describes the process by which the Bus Interface Unit extracts or derives a buffer
storage area of a message in PE memor) from information existent in the message being received
and then autonomously transfers the nressage data content to this area. No program intervention
is required in setting up the input chaxinel before each transfer. The functional implementation
of the technique also allows the BIU hardware to validate the length of the input message with
its expected (correct) length. "known" within the PE. To facilitate message processing
subsequent to the buffering opelation. an additional functional capability was incorporated
within the BIU which permits posting of each received message identity in a first-in/first-out
tFIFO) queue located in PE memory. This capability greatly reduces Local Executive (LEX)
processing required to determine received message identities ex post facto. The functional
processe. involved are described in detail in subsequent section relating to the detiiled functional
design of the BIU. The overall advantages associa;ed with the adoption of this technique in the
DP/M system are several. lhe primary advantages are listed below:

liminates LEX message proc.ssing response time problem--no interface set-up
operations are required by the program, and received mestsage identification



queue posting is automatically maintained by the BIU. If double buffering is
required. the LEX control software has the entire sample period of the data
being double buffered to set up the alternate Buffer Address in memory.

Reduces LEX overhead significantly - the BIU hardware automatic message vectoring
performs the overhead functions which otherwise would be handled by the
LEX. This overhead corresponds to a significant reduction in LEX memory
requirements (100 words of storage estimated): execution time savings are
also appreciable. This results in increased applications task processing
throughput capability within each PE.

Increases efticienct of buffer storage space- alternative dynamic buffer allocation
schemes associated with LEX message buffer handling are wasteful of memory
in that each buffer size must be of a quantum ,i.,,e equivalent to the longest
message receised by the PE. Pie Hardware Messag, Vectoring technique incurs
no buffer size inefficiency.

Message length validity checking is eliminated from LEX responsibility, thereby
resulting in additional software overhead saving.

Hardware Message Vectoring technique requires less BIU hardware for
implementation than any other alternative scheme investigated.

The operation of this technique caused initial concern vith respect to memory addressin,,
validity and write-protect cc.•i:er-itions since externailv i.-ceived data is used directly to
determine an associated memory aduresN. This concern .va, eliminated owing to the address
validity assurance afforded by the message "address" r rcognition mechanism. The message
selection mechanism inherently presents undetected data er. 'r in non-selected message identities
from becoming an agent in erroneous memory address deriv it.Jn. The memory addresses derived
and accessed by the BIU during message data . .,ut will correspond to correct
software-determined message input control or buffer locations such that the accessing of random
data in memory to be used as buffer control informati( a is prevented.

9. Fault-Tolerance Considerations

Since the integrity ý,; various system nrocessing functions is dependent upon the correct
transmitta! of d;zta perw•,; mrocesses. the inter-PE communication facility should provide the
capability to monitor all data communications between system PVs and alert the system upon
the detection of data errors; faults. Since the Global communication facility (Global bus) is the
only "centralized" system resource, it should be fault-tolerant within itself.

IW'M System ftault-tolerance requirements, as applied to the information transfer b,±sing
facility, necessitate the existence of certain fault-detection mechanisms within the BIU of eac!h
PE to facilitate system fault-tolerance via fault detection/isolation and ensuing system software
recovery techniques. The following discussions concern each unique fault detection capability to
be impleme .'ed within the BIU design ani the fault condition requiring the existence of each
mechanism.

a. Bus Akssage/Data Errorn

Bus data errors may be caused by various phlicomena' statistical signal-to-noise ratio
induced error rate. spurious noise bursts. transmitter!receiver malfunction. etc. Such errors may
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?1e evidenced by various inanil.'stations in the bus data stream. With tlhe bi-phase-encoded :
.,Jnchronous data transnmissionI technique used, such errors may he detected as: (I)improperly
encoded dala representalions. (2I) mssing or added data bits, or (3) data content error (bit value
errorl. 'lie 131I1 will detect any of the above error manifestations in a received message data
,trtiam with tihe following mecha nisms to ensure input data content validity:

Biphase encodin!,g patterns received in the input/receiver section of the BIIU are
internally compared against legal Manchester II encoding patterns. This
includes both data and unique synchronization signal representations.

Information content validity is checked, using simple odd-parity checking of each
1I-bit word received (i.e.. each data word transmitted on a bus is received as a
I 7-bit quantity in each receiver). Parity information is accumulated during the
first 16 bits of' each received data word and is compared against the I 7th bit
of each data word.

I lformauion Iit presence validity is checked subsequent to the reception of an entire
message data stream. The check is performed by testing the received bit-string
length for a modulo-l 7 length (i.e.. an integral number of 17-bit words). This
validity checking measure decreases the probability of nondetected data errors
from that achieved by parity checking only.

Bus data error detection of tile types (lescribed above are performed on each message word
(i.e.. both Header an(l data). Ileader data errors are discriminated from data word errors in
conjunction with BIU activity following error detection. If any data error is discovered in lhe
content of the message header, tfle message is totally discarded as a possible candidate for
reception: data errors detected during reception of the "data" content of a message do not
chancge the normal input sequence: i.e.. no message data will be "thrown-away" if a message data
error iS detected earlier in the message reception. It is intended that any message "dumping" be
left to the discretion and option of the Local Executive Control (LEX) or the applications
programs (data users) only.

h. Mtlessage Protocol lrrors

Owing to the deterministic nature of avionics real-time processing requirements. all message
definition and routing requirements can be determined off-line during system design (e.g., during
Process Construction). Therefore., the amount data content of each message is known a priori
and this knowledge can he inserted into tlh, F program responsible for message reception
control/management. "lhw BI1 automatically tracts this message length descriptor for each
messagc received and verifies the correctness of -he incoming data word count (message length).
If a discrepancy between the expected mnessage length and the received word-stream length is
detected, the message is termii ted at the shorlei length.

A special message-length protocol is tbserved for all messages routed via the Global bus.
All (lolal messages are required to be limited to a maximum data content of eight words to
ensure a relatively quick system response-time (timeliness) for Global Executive control
information transmission and control action initiation. Hardware enforcement of this protocol is
provided in the IIl U by detecting and inhibiting an attempted violation. Thus. an attempt by the
i'1 oper:tion:l program to transmit a omessage longer than eight words will result in hardware
dI, t aci.n , ind tile mnessage tra nsmission is aborted (i.e., no transmission is initiated) with an
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appropriate interrupt stimulus generated to notify the prceo (propamj of the error. Apparent
in this design. witb the safeguard mechanisms above, is the attempt to minimize the probability

of software-error-induced Global message length protocol violations in any PE (perhaps a "mad"
PE) which may severely affect entire system operation.

The PE is notified of each of the above error occurrences via hardware flap set by each
detection mechanism. Under program control, these flags can either by interrogated (read) or
allowed to generat, an eppropriate interrupt stimulus, depending upon program option.

c.Bus CouuraI E~ren/Fau~rs

Since the DP!M bus communications facility incorporates a distributed bus control scheme,

each Pih in the bus control "chain" or "loop" must actively participate during its designated
access slot (time slot) to maintain proper bus control circulation throughout the DP/M system.
Bus control faults can occur in two basic modes: bus quiescence --no access activity: or bus
dominance-- monopolizing or incessant activity.

A bus quie-scence condition may be caused by "functional" or "physical" discontinuities in
the bus control chain. A functional discontinuity is attributed to a faulty PE (for internal
reason) which fails to participate (transmit) during its allocated time slot. Physical discontinuities
are caused by failures in the bus common itself (e.g-. broken cable, faulty connection, etc.)

To allow recovery from a bus quiescence fault. the condition must first be detected.
Detection is provided in the BIU for both Global and Local buses by a Bus Quiescence Watchdog
Timer (BQWT) implemented in each bus input interface section. The VQWT measure the
duration of -no bus activity" periods (i.e., the absence of bus signal transitions, or data
bit-clock). If a no activity" period in excess of a maximum allowable quiescence time value is
detected. the BQWT causes an appropriate interrupt stimulus to be generated and forces the
Global output access mechanism (including the Bus Control activity) into a disabled state. The
latter event is performed to bring the Communication System to a known state (halted) in
preparation for ensuing recovery activity which is performed under the control of a system
software recover) monitor. The BQWT time period is hardware-fixed at a period of time which is
a function of anticipated bus control response delays in the BIU, bus path propagation delays,
system initialization related timing considerations, and errw detection response time
requirements.

A bus dominance condition typically can be caused by a faulty BIU output interface
section which acquires access of the bus. not necessarily during its appropriate allocation time
slot, and retains access with incessant transmissions (e.g.. a "chattering" ME'. Hardware
safeguards are provided in the BIU, as described previously in Subsection Ill.C.9.b to prevent
dominating conditions caused by PE program execution errors. In the improbable event that
these hardware safeguard mechanisms fail or the BIU output section (transmitter) fails in a
"chattering" mode. the BIU provides a hardware Bus Dominance Watchdog Timer (BDWT) which

essentially monitors the length of each independent bus access period, checking for a maximum
length message violation. The BDWT may be implemented quite economically using the basic
bit-count iogic incorporated in the BIU message input section for input message assembly and

length verification.
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If the BDWI detects a maximum message length violation, an appropriate interrupt
stimulus is generated and the BIU Output Control Section (including all Bus Control functions)
is forced into a disabled state. This action forces the bus communication facility into a known
state to facilitate recovery actions by a software routine and forces (i.e., attempts) termination
of the faulty transmitter.

Multiple bus user atcess errors present a particularly troublesome problem in detection.
This class of bus control faults/errors can be caused by either hardware or software faults/errors.
Hardware faults are expected to typically result in an "out-of-position" PE which attempts to
acquire bus access in another PE allocation slot. The result is indeterminate data presented on
the bus. depending on the electrical coupling characteristic of the bus interface receiver/driver
circuitry used. This case of multiple access errors will typically produce an eventually detected
bus quiescent condition since an "out-of-order" PE will not honor its allocated tune slot when
reached in the system bus control cycle.

Unfortunately. unique failure modes can arise wherein the quiescent condition is not
introduced, and thus non-detected. These specific situations occur when a PE assumes an
erroneous bus position (or access slot periodo which is a binary submultiple of its correct
position in the bus control chain. For example, an incorrect position of "4 will overlap a
correct position of "8." A more extreme example is the situation where a PE erroneously
assumes a position value of "!'" which causes the PE to transmit during every bus access slot.
Direct. unambiguous detection of these particular multiple bus access situations is virtually
impossible. but indirect detection can be accomplished via the recognition of other message/data
errors which will be caused by the multiple access contention: i.e.. multiple accesses Will
invariably result in continual data errors tbad parity and/or biphase encoding). and/or message
length error. andlor Bus Dominance error caused by non-discriminated (non-valid) message sync
signal reception. The latter of these indirect error manifestations will bring the bus
communications facility to a halt. The data/message error manifestations can provide valuable
information to the GFX {after a certain repetitious threshold is surpassed) about the fault's
identity. This information can indicate that a dominant condition exists.

d. Bus Inge•fe Feedt Dttion

The bus interface unit is designed to allow a full-duplex mode of operation to
accommodate self-test message transmission and simultaneous reception. This "rebound" test
capability can be exploited under program control to verify correct bus interface operation at
the small expense of added bus traffic.

e. Fmtks &sesoon .4kdwnaism Control

All of the hardware fault detection mechanisms included in the BIU design are under the
control of PE program execution. All data/message error detections are recognized by the
program at its option. depending on the associated interrupt mask setting associated with the
fault/error-denoting interrupt stimulus. Those hardware detection mechanisms which affect BlU
status (i.e., the BQWT, BDWT. and Global Output length limiting mechanisms) are also
controlled (enabled/disabledi by the setting of their respective interrupt mask bit. Thus. it is

imperative that the software commands/routines which control these devices be structured with
fail-safe interlocks (internal pass word access codes. etc.) which prevent unauthorized or
erroneous control of these mechanisms.
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f Redundantl Gtobal Buse

It has been previously recognized that since the DP!M system Global bus is the only
"*central" system resource, Global fault-tolerance should be especially emphasized. It is also
recognized that either catastrophic Global bus failure (i.e.. an irreparable failure!fault which
make% the Global bus useless) or certain "removable" faults require an alternate, redundant
Global communication path to achieve system recovery. Potential inter-PE data busing failure
modes have previously been identified and discussed. Appropriate provisions have been made in
the BIU hardware to allow detection of related failures and consequently alert the system (via
the LEX) of their occurrence so that fail-safe or failure recovery procedures can be performed.
One primary important fault-tolerance design aspect deserves expanded attention with respect to
busing facility design. This area of concern is Global bus back-Lp capability if the Global bus
facihty fails irreparably. Irreparable bus failure can occur as a result of physical failure/damage in
the communication path itself (e.g.. electrical interface devices, connectors. cable). or particular
hardware. software failures within bus users can effect a bus monopolization condition and make
the bus useless.

The above class of bus failures cannot be tolerated by the system unk-ss some facility is
provided to allow "circumvention" of the problem in order to allow fault-tolerant activities to
occur. Clearly. this additional facility concept is required at the Global bus level to prevent a
single bus-failure at that level frota becoming -catastrophic" to the system. Global bus backup,
or redundancy. is then considered as a primary fault-tolerant design objective within the busing
facility. Global bus failure recovery via switching to an alternate bus can be effected in different
manners. For purposes of hardware simplicity, the originally investigated scheme allowed for
constructing a "quasi-global" bus from the set of local buses of the system as shown in
Figure 10. If the global bus fails. the local bus nodes in each PE are switched to form a
"'daisy-chain" bus link coninecting each PIE. thereb) effecting a "quasi-global'" bus. Howeser. ! ,vo

distinct disadvantages were discovered associated with this approach:

0 Global bus failure recovery must be accomplished via "back door- (locai buses)
reconfiguration control infornation passage under the direct control of each and
every PIE: thertfore. the construction of a quasi-global chain of local buses requires
that all PEs in the system be "well:" i.e.. a failed PE which cannot perform the
necessary local bus node switching (for whatever reason) will prevent the
quasi-global configuration from occurring. The failed PE may have been the ,,ause of
the failed global bus.

* Global bus tailure recovery may force degraded system operation because of
combined Global; Local bus traffic of entire %ystem onto a single bus facility. (Thc
dual-level busing structurc disappcars.j

Wuring the analysis of the above global bus backup concept. it became apparent that an
alternate, or redundant. facility of some type must be incorporated ,in the busing facilit) design
to allow global bus reconfiguration control information passage to all PEs if a primary global hits
failure is detected. Clearly. the operation of the facility should not depend upon or be affected
by the operational integrity of any individual system element (PE). The intuitive concept of
redundant global buses was then introduced for investigation and tradeoff analysis.

The simple redundant bus approach is shown in Figure 11. This approach allows for the
routing of doubly redundant. identical global bus lines to every PF in the system. This approach
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requires an increase in system cabling over the previous srheme, but the increase is insignificant
since the additional cabling is in the form of twisted, shielded-pair transmimion line. and the
previous scheme required additional cabling between affinity group clusters (effectively "PiO0e"
of a redundant global bus). Design questions to be answered with respect to this approach
include the technique of alternate bus usage, or switchover, control and Global Bus Interface
funmional element redundancy requirements.
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Functional redundancy desirability versus BIU hardware complexity tradeoffs resulted in
the design choice of a single Global Bus Interface functional hardware element with tile
capability of switchable interfacing with redundant physical global bus paths. Switchover control
requires hardware augmentation to allow establishment of the proper bus usage. The underlying
philosophy of the sought approach is to provide backup. or failure recovery. capability for the
global bus communications path only. not to provide each FE with Global Bus interfaice
failure-recovery at its local level Iie.. failure recovery techniques are required at the system level
only, not at the individual resource tPEi levell,

The above mentioned Global bus redundancy philosophy led to the search for a functional
redundancy design approach which would offer satisfactory Global bus reliability while

maintaining abbreviated hardware complexity additions in the BIU. As a first step toward
formulating such an approach. the responsibilities of a (;IGk!al bus redundancy management
function section of the Bit were identified to be:

Provide a redundant bus ihstenmng" capability to detect alternate bus activity tfault
recovery commands)

Detect a -switchover" situation

Select the alternate Global bus as th- valid input source and switch the Global
reception section to the alternate (backup$ bus

Provide switching of the Global interface output to either of the redundant Global

bus paths under software control.

The redundant Global bus management scheme adopted has resulted from the
aforementioned functional design considerations as well as a somnewhat speculative but
conservative future LSI implementation impact consideration. The approach is represented in the

functional block diagram of Figure 12. The primary underlying system level fault-tolerance
assumption reflected in this approach is that all Global bus failure recovery activity will be

initiated and supervised by an intelligent software system entity, the Global Executive IGEX1
ji.e.. the detection of a failure condition requiring use of the backup bus and the ersuwng system
recovery commands fvta the backup busl will be left to the discretion of the GEX software
onlyl. The redundancy management logic performs the following activities mvolv.,d in
"'.Latastrophic" pnmar) Global bus failure recoery.

When a recovery action is decided apon by the G(EX. it issues a -switch to alternate bu%**
oommand 4 predefined. dedicitedj mcssage identity, over the alternate bus. Transmission access to
the alternate bus by the GEX PFE is effected by previously commanding the redundancy
management logic to switch the Global bus interface transmitter to the alternate bus with a
""*Switch Global Output" 10 instruction. Upon receptn of a valid "switch to ahtnate bus""

nommand message on the alternate Istandb)t Global bus. the redundancy management logic in
each PE Bi' (including the GEX Pl-I will automatically switch (connect I the Global bus input
,nterfce to the alternate (now prinary) bus. and all subsequent communications will be
performed via the new bus connection. This input switchover action will terminate any current
message input activity in cacti PE bus interface b) forcing a 'reset- of the associated input
intc~rtA,;c control logic.

Now that the GIX haN tile system "'lstenmng' to the backup bus. it can transmit recover)
daton commands in a normal Global communication mode. The procedure follow 'd for recovery
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k. IdkW Dam Ec**1Tiu*

This subfunctional element converts the parallel 16-bit data words extracted from the PE
memory by the Output Channel Control Functional element into a serial bit-stream of
bi-phavs-encoded data transmitted onto the bus. Parity is generated for each data word and
inserted as the last bit in a 17-bit transmitted word. This section also generates the unique
bi-phase synchronization signals as commanded by the Bus Access Control functional element
(for "passing' bus control) or the Bus Output Channel Control functional element (for
terminating data transmission or header denoting).

2. MeW Iaeception Contral

The message reception control functional element is composed of two primary functional
sul.elements. Message Selection Control and Bus Input C'hannel Control.

a. .•.sa• Sekelltx oxaW•

The Message Selection Control functional element interrogates each message header as it is
accumulated from the bus in the Bus Data Translation functional element. This element "mapsw
the message header (which is the Message Identity) into a physical PE address within the Memae
Input Associative Match Map (MIAMM) space in fE memory (refer to the procedure shown in
Figure 14). The control logic then extracts the word addressed in MIAMM and tests the proper
associative response bit associated with the received header (Le., the MessW I.D. is mapped into
a physical bit address in PE memory). Detection of a -set" bit (logic "I") indicates that the
messag is to be received by the PE: detection of a -reset" bit (logic *0") indicates that the
message is not relevant to the PE. and thus, ensuing message data should not be input. The
correct associative match map information is assumed to have been placed in the WIAMM
memory location at time of program initialization. Positive detection (recognition) is relayed to
the Bus Input Channel Control functional element to initiate the data input sequence.

b. JAW qWu Cmid 6wra,•

The Bus Input Channel Control functional element assumes responsinility for message data
input to the PE memory subsequent to notification of input enable detection from the Message
Selection Control section. The procedue by which messaWg input is achieved is shown in
Figure 15 and follows the sequence below-.

The message header now resident in the Input Data Register (IDR) is input to the
PE memory location currently addressed by the Input Queue Pointer (10PL
The identity of the received message is thus placed into a FIFO
(frst-in-first-outo queue of modulo (8) words in a dedicated portion of PE
memory. This action provides automatic hardware queue posting of input
message identities to be subsequently scanned and processed by the processor
Local Executive software (LEX) at its convenience and throughput capability,
thus eliminating inteiru,- response execution time overhead, which would be
incurred subsequent to each individual message received. iThe IQP is later
in•remented at message termination.)

The message header in the IDR is now "mapped" into a physical PE memory
address corresponding to its appropriate location in a pseudo-dedicated
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(reserved) contiguots portion of PE memory referred to as the Message Buffer
Vector space. TDe contents of this location are fetched and used to directly
specify the predetermined starting location of the message's data buffer area
in memory. Note that the Message Buffer Vector space may be a maximum of
1,024 words in length 1corresponding to a maximum permissible 1,024
messages in the system). However, any given system application will require
"dedication" of only a portio, of this memory space within a given PE equal
to the number of messages to be input by the particular PE. This results in
"scattered" dedicated or pre-defined locations within this possible IK word
space. Use of non-dedicated space within this area is at the option of the
system software Iinking4oader operation. It is important to note also that
access validity into this address space by the Bus Input Channel Controller is
guaranteed by the preceding message input selection activity which effectively
ensures the validity of the header address if a response match is found (i.e.,
the M.I.D. associative matching technique is actually a fault-tolerance
mechanism associated with this Bus Interface Unit memory addressing
function).

The contents of the Message Bui, . Vector word fetched in the above step are now
used as a PE memory add,.-%s which corresponds to the frst location in the
me~sat data buffer area. The conter,: of this initial word, by convention,
specifies the correct message length and is fetched by the Bus Input Channel
Control logic and loaded into the Input Length Register (ILR).

The input channel is now ready to transfer incoming data words, as 'hey arrive
serially, and place them contigucusly into PE memory, incrementing the Input
Address Register OlAR) and decrementing the Count Register as each word is
transferred. Transmission is terminated with the occurrence of either a
message sync signal detection on the bus, and/or a Length Register content of
"zero." The first of the conditions to occur will cause termination at that
point. if the two events are not "simultaneous," an error condition 's flagged
via a.i interrupt to the processor. If the termination events are
"simultaneous," an appropriate "input message received" interrupt is
generated. Message termination also results in the incrementing of the Input
Queue Pointer (IQP).

Two interrupts can be generated by the successful completion of the input data
transfer. A normal "input message received" interrupt is generated subsequent
to every message completion. A "high-priority message received" interrupt is
generated after the completion of a message which contains a "true"
high-prionty tag bit contained in the message header.

A timing analysis of the above described input message transfer sequence reveals that
single-word buffering in the BIU input data section is sufficient to maintain data validity
between receipt of the message header and final usage of its information content in "'setting-uP"
the input channel for data transfer. Maximum time which may be experienced for this sequence
is nine memory cycles for the local bus in a worst case memory access timing situation
4simultaneous global and local input activity). The next data word is loaded into the buffer 17
microseconds later. a much longer time than represented by nine memory cycles (49
microseconds) under presently envisioned bus and memory bandwidth performance figures.
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The above message input activi.es require the use of reserved or dedicated areas of PE
memory as d-scribed above. Tentative assignments of these areas in memory and, thus, definition
of the address generation rtquired of the associated message input cont: -A hardware are shown in
the memory map diagram of Figure 16.

Tae above described fs"'ctional capabilitks implemented in the Message Sekliton Control
and Bus Input Channel Control hardware sections offer a quick-reaction, high speed, efficient (in
terms of conseaying processor throughput) input mesage handling capability within the PE,
which allows it to adapt to and perform proficiently in the envisioned asynchronous,
loosely-coupled DP/M bus communications environment.
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J. Menw Trasmon Control

The Message Trunsmission Control section performs the tasks of retrieving output nwumle
data from PE memory and transferring them to the Biphase Data Encode/Tramsmit subfunctiorul
element. The operation of this channel is analogous to that of a conventional autonomous DUA
computer I/O channel. The channel is setup and initiated under program command by loading
the Output Address Register (OAR) with the address of the contiguous data block buffer to be
output. By convention, the first word in this buffer area defines the actual data buffer length.
This control data is extracted and loaded into the Output Length Register (OLR). The actual
output messae data block follows, with the initial word in this block being the mes&g header.
(Refer to Figure 17 for a graphical description of this operation.) The channel then oversees the
process of receiving each successive word as the previous word is emitted to the bus. Single-word
buff.ring of memory output data is used to maintain a continuous serial data stream output to
the bus. At the completion of the buffer transfer, the Bus Output Channel Controller directs the
output transmitter to issue a message sync signal and informs the processor of the buffer
completion via an interrupt.

Also provided in this functional element is the busing facility fault-tolerance mechanism
%which detects attempted violation of the eight-word-maximun Global message protocol. Upon
detection of an attempted violation (OLR loaded with value greater than eight), the Bus Output
Channel Controller aborts the output initialization sequence and generates an interrupt stimulus
to the processor to denote the occurrence of the attempted violation.

4. Bs Acces Control

The Bus Access Control functional element controls the access of the PE data transmission
section to the bus. Access control is based on a hardware implemented round-robin circulir
priority sequence which allows the PE to control the bus when its appropriate allocation slot is
detected. Up to 256 bus access slots can be accommodated, thus permitting a satisfactory degree
of supercommutation of available bus access slots in envisioned system applications (less than 32
PEs). This control section is jrogram initialized by software commands which define the
"length" of the bus (the PE's access control period in units of allocation time slots) and the
current -position" of the cortrol slot in the bus control chain. The functional supercommutation
of bus Allocation time slots among the various users is accommodated by this bus control
element as shosn by the exemplary bus system in Figure 18. This characteristic is considered
important in reducing bus access latency time for "high-priority" bus users.

When the bus control logic recognizes that its time slot has begun, it either enables an
output data transfer to begin or effects "passing" of bus control to the next allocation slot by
commanding the data transmitter section to emit a Message Sync signal, depending on whether
the Output Channel has been activated by the program. This output control logic is also
responsible for observing the intermessage gap-timing requirement of 2 microseconds minimum
before beginning data transmission.

Also included in the Bus Access Control functional element are the "watchdog-timer"
mechanisms provided for bus facility fault detection. These mechanisms are:

Bus Quiescence Watchdog Timer- measures time between bus activities (i.e.,
"no-signal" time). If a maximum allowable quiescent time of 50 microseconds
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is exceeded, an appropriate interrupt stimulus is generated and all nue Access
Control functions are disabled.

Bus Dominance Watchdog Timer measures length of each individual Global memage
transmission. If a memage transmission of greater than 8 data words is
detected, an interrupt stimulus is generated and all Bus Access Control
functions are disabled.

S. hrocesm/Memory Interface Control

This functional element of the BIU performs the necessary control operations associated
with providing interface protocol compatibility between the 3IU and the internal PE data
exchange bus (I-BUS) which interconnects each functional unit of the PE. All data/command
exchange between the processorlmemory and the BIU are accomplished via this internal bus. The
P/M Interface Control section contains the logic associated with decodingtrecognizing BIU
control instruction commands from the processor and effecting their execution within the BIU.
A list of BIU command/control instructions is shown in Table 4. This functional element also
contains the hardware elements required to retain and present the various BIU interrupt stimuli
to the processor interrupt input via the I-BUS. The section perfoinms program-conttoled masking
of each separate interrupt and provides protocol compliance with the processor interrupt-related
operations. BIU interrupt stimuli are listed in Table 5.

6. bedodmt " Mamagemet

The Redundant Bus Management (RIM) functional element of the BIU is responsible for
providing the necessary control e~ements reauired to interface a sing& BIU (and, thus, single PE)
to dual-redundant (pair) Global tusses. The conuri Lc-,c of thiF functional element acts as a
passive monitor with regard to the designated alternate, or "back-up," bus. This monitoring
activity includes "listening" for a valid predetermined (hardware) "switchover" command
occurring on the alternate bus. For purposes of fault-tolerance enhancement, the reliability of
this detection process may be increased with the use of various validity-checking codes or
"pump-up" schemes applied to the formatting and transmission of the "switchover" command
message. The required validation technique will then be implemented in the RBM functional
element hardware. When a valid "switchover" command message has been recognized, the RBM
then switchei the BIU Bus Input Channel over to the alternate bus so that all future memage
receptions are extracted from the newly established bus connection. This action forces the Bus
Input Channel logic to abort any input message activity in progress at the time of "switchover"
command detection and "resets" all message input control logic functions.

In addition to the above monitoring process, the RBM functional element of the BIU
provides the capability to switch the BIU Bus Output Channel to either of the Global busses
under program (p-ocessor) control. This switching activity can be performMd between bus
connections as many times as directed by program command. Thus "prir~ary" and "alternate"
Global bus identities can be established dynamically and interchanged as many times as required
during system operation.

E. BUS INTERFACE UNIT IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

Implementation requirements of the previously established and discussed functional
characteristics of the BIU were next investigated to assess the impact of these characteristic
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rTAKE 4. NU COMUANE TANUE S. NU INTEMI1.TS
(RMUCTIC")

Gi&W I4b#riiy:
Me n8uut ("ofte): I. Global high-priuity mensage received

I. Load Global bus Control Parameters 2 Global bus quiescent
(Sea Lenth and Poustion)

2. Load Local No Cogl Palrameters 3. Global bus dominated

(S"s Length and Pition) 4. Global messa length violation

3. Activate Global Output S. GlobA message header error

4. Activate Local Output 6. Global message word count error

5. Load Global Interface Status 7. Global messae word length error

6. Load Local Interface Status 8. Global message parity error

7. Load Global Primary Interrupt Masks 9. Global message enwoding error

8. Load Local Prime*- Interrupt Masks CAmbd Lw4tiuy:

9. Enable Global Output Activity I. Global meua received

10. Enable Local Output Activity 2. Global trmunimion completed

11. Disable Global Outpo, Activity Iald NWOh. ty:

12. Disable Lool Output Activity 1. Local high.pioty message reiv•d

13. Switch Global Output to Alternate Bus 2. Local bus quiescent

Fistme laps (Nod): 3. Local bus do"ins

1. Send Prset Global Bus Position 4. Local messg length violation

2. Saw Present LOW Do n S. LocaI message header error

3. Send Global Input Queue Pointer Local message word count error

7. Local message word length error4. Send Loa Input Queue Pointer

5. Send Global High-Primity Interrupts 8 Local messa parity error

6. Send Local Hig.Ptiority Interrupts 9. Local mems encoding error

7. Send Global Low45rority Interrupts tLacl Laww4luy:

8. Send Local Low-Prioity Interrupts 1. Local message received

9. Send Global Interface Status 2. Local transmission completed

10. Send Lo"a Interface Status Note: Interrupts are listed in order of
decreasing priority

12. Send Global Primary Interrupt Masks
1 2. Send Lev¢.al Primary Interrupt Masks

requirements on actual hardware design. Of
Note: primary importance in this design investigation

Global/Local Status Information contains: was the effect of each BIU functional element
" Bus Interface Enabled/Disabled condition on LSI device complexity. One of the
"* Output Channel Busy/Available underlying criteria of the DP/M Processing
"* Interupt Mask regiter contents Element design was the compatibility ot the

functional design with LS1 device technology
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capabilities in both the near future (mid-to-late 1970's) and early 1980 time-frames. Thus, design
simplicit) it the functional level was sought and 7avored in many of the tradeoff areas discuswid
previously.

I. Iu IRegister .vel ileftriosn

To allow determination ot the practicality and extent of LSI implementation achievable
with the functionrl design given. a preliminar- register level design of the BIU was performed.
This level of hardware design •escrilbes each basic hardware functional element required to
implement each BILI functional element and thus allows approximate. but representative.
quantitative estimates of' LSI device complexity requirements. Also defined are the interface
sign.' requirements of each functional element to allow reprewentative estimates of device 1/0

signal (pinouti) requirements.

The regi.ter level design of each Bus Interface Unit functional element is shown in the
register level block diagrams of Figures 19 through 27. Note that the message selection control
and bus input channel control functional subelements have been shown collecti ely in the
message reception control register level description because of their directly related and

somenwhat common hardware functional requirements. Also. the major hardware sequence control
functions required in the Message Reception. Message Transmission, and Bus Access Control
functions are reproented only at the block ' For complexity estimating purposes, a state
flow iflow chart) de-.ription which descri-c the procedure, or state sequence. required of the
control logic elements is given for each of i --x control functions in Figures 21. 23. and 25.
respectively.
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, I IIIIm i81PAELEVEL NRZ 81-PHASE LEVEL

I DECODE j ENCODE

ODE 
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I-- a- 00 z 1-O n a z z
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H E NIDLE UNTIL A MESSAGE HEADER IS
RECEIVED
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I SR -IDR BUFFER;INITIALIZE MESSAGE SYNC
MMAX -SMCNTI WAIT TIME COUNTER

AN I HEADER ERROR___
DAN- HEADER ERRORU IF ANY ERROR EXISTS IN HEADER.

R STIMULUS GENERATE INTERRUPT

HIGH- I HIGH-PRIORITY 1 IF HEADER INDICATES H.P.
MESSAGE IFLAG MESSAGE. SET H.P. FLAG

GENERATE MIAMM MEMORY ADDRESS
(1111112! IOR (6-11) -- IAR (13 BITS) FROM HEADER BITS (6-11),

STARTING AT LOCATION IFCO (HEXA-
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P 77
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REQUEST MEMORY READ FETCH APPROPRIATE MIAMM

DA CTEST APPROPRIATE ASSOCIATIVE
T SMATCH BIT IN WORD

IF TEST TRUE-CONTINUE
BIT= I IF TEST FALSE-ADORT TO IDLE AND

WAIT FOR NEXT MESSAGE

REQUEST MEMORY WRITE P INSERT SUCCESSFULLY MATCHED

IQP -. ADDRESS HEADER INTO INPUT MESSAGE

IDR - DATA QUEUE IN MEMORY

ACK

GENERATE MESSAGE BUFFER
(0001112~' IDR (6-1) IAR VECTOR ADDRESS FROM HCADER

BITS (6-1s)

P 78
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REQUEST MEMORY READ

IAR-- ADDRESS

FETCH INPUT BUFFER LOCATION AND
AI, PLACE IN INPUT ADDRESS REGISTER

DATA IAR

Et

REQUEST MEMORr READ
IAR - ADDRi-" SA

FETCH BUFFER LENGTH WORD FROM
M•EMORY N INITIAL BUFFER LOCATION AND

ACK PLACE INTO INPUT LENGTH REGISTER

I

P 79
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I•=0

MESSAGE INPUT TERMINATED BY
'4 EITHER ILR DECREMENTED TO ZERO

o OR MESSAGE SYNC OCCURRENCE

• NIF DATA ERROR EXISTS IN DATA
NDATA$ WORD, SET APPROPRIATE FLAG

I -, AIPPROPRIATE
DATA ERROR FLAG

REQUEST MEMORY WRITE
IAR - ADDRESP WRITE DATA WORD IITO CURRENT
ION "- DATA MEMORY BUFFER LOCATION

A 7K

IAR +I - AR INCREMENT BUFFER LOCATION
ILR- I ILR DECREMENT WORD COUNT
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I -COUNT ERROR FLAG I
ENABLE APPROPRIATE INTERRUPTS

RTFROM VARIOUS ERROR FLAG

CRRORIINTIEFKF IT STIMULI

I 1[ INCREMENT INPUT QUEUE POINTER
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RETURN TO IDLE STATE

II
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SYNC HAS MESSAGE SYNC OCCURr-ED?

I -- MESSAGE I -COUNT IF YES, SET NORMAL MESSAGE

COMPLETE ERROR COMPLETION FLAG; IF NOT, SET

FLAG FLAG ERROR CONDITION FLAG

IQP+t -,I I 

OR 
I2M

{ 1 DEPENDING ON NO-ERROR OR ERROR

CONDITIONS. RESPECTIVELY

EN4ABLE APPROPRIATE

INTERRUPT STIMULUS

RETURN TO IDLE STATE
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IDLE UNTILOACTIVATE OUTPUT"

O U INSTRUCTION IS EXECUTED AND
OUTPUT CHANNEL IS ENABLED

Y N

DATA ... OR LOAD OPERAND (OUTPUT BUFFER
DATA--OAADDRESS) OF "ACTIVATE OUTPUT"

! -- OUTPUT ACTIVE FLAG INSTRUCTION INTO OUTPUT

ADDRESS REGISTER

P 84

REQUEST MEMORY READ READ INITIAL MESSAGE WORD
OAR -ADDRESS (HEADER) FROM OUTPUT BUFFER

*N PLACE HEADER INTO OUTPUT DATA

DATA- ODR BUFFER REGISTER: INCREMENT

I -OUTPUT PENDING FLAG MEMORY ADDRESS

OAR+ I "-, OAR

P 85
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REQUEST MEMORY READ FETCH CONTENTS OF INITIAL
OAR -ADDRESS B3UFFER LOCATION (SUFFER LENGTH)

<MEMORY >N
ACI(

Y--

DATA -OLR LOAD BUFFER LENGTH DATA INTO

OAR+I -OAR OUTPUT LENGTH REGISTER;

INCREMENT MEMORY ADDRESS

IF MAXIMUM MESSAGE LENGTH

MIMUM VIOLATION INTERRUPT IS ARMED

MESSAGE LENGTH AND BUFFER LENGTH GREATER
ETHAN 8 IS READ FROM MEMORY,

ISSUE INTERRUPT AND ABORT

OUTPUT ACTIVITY

I -MESSAGE
LENGTH VIOLATION

INTERRUPT STIMULUS
0 -OUTPUT ACTIVE FLAG

P 63
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PLACE HEADER WORD INTO OUTPUT

ODR OSRSHIFT REGISTER AND WAIT FOR BUS
I -OUTPUT PENDING ACCESS CONTROL TO BEGIN OUTPUT

(INITIALIZATION PROCESS NOW

COMPLETE)

TRANSMISSION HAS BUS CONTROL BEEN OBTAINED?

OUTPUT ENABLE STATUS CHECKED
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3 OF PROGRAM-COMTROLLED

DISABLING OF OUTPUT ACTIVITY

o OUTPUT ACTIVE FLAG
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AS EACH COMPLETE DATA WORD IS

OUR OR SHIFTED OUT. PLACE NEXT DATA WORD
INTO OUTPUT SHIFT REGISTER

NTERMINATE DATA FETCH ACTIVITY
OLR 0 WHEN WORD COU.rT IS DECREMENTED

TO ZERO

DAkTA WHEN FINAL DATA WOPD IS SHIFTED
WORE)

OUTPUT OUT. ISSUE MESSAGE SYNC SIGNAL.

COMPLE7ED DEACTIVATE OUTPUT CHMtNEL. AND
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STIMULUS
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INTERRUPT STIMULUS
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IDLE STATE

N SYNC CURRENT MESSAGE ACTIVITY (IF ANY)
•DETECTED FINISHED? IF NOT. CHECK TO SEE IF

PROGRAM CONTROL HAS DICTATED BUS
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P IS BUS TRANSMISSION ACTIVITY
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BEGIN GAP DECREMENT BUS POSITION REGISTER
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LENGTH REGISTER. OTHERWISE, GO TO
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OUTPUT N . IS BUS TRANSMISSION ACTIVITY

ESTILL ENABLED?

N GAP TM ALLOW MINIMUM GAP TIME TO EXPIRE
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--- II
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OUTPUT N .BLS TRANSMISSION ACTIVITY STILL
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IF NO BUS ACTIVITY IS DETECTED.
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2. Hadwae Comupxsty tWstimates

The register level design description of the HIU functional elements allo vs a satisfactory
estimate of device implementation complexity requiremnents to be performed. A lugic -gate" was
cho-n as a standard unit of measure of device complexity. however, the interpretation of an
actual -gate" in terms of actual functional and physical attributes is somewhat variable,
depending on the semiconductor technology used in the device implementation. Since the
char.acteristvcs of present generation bipolar T11.. technology logic devices are universally known,
each BlU functional element was sited in units of TTL-equivalent gates as an interim gwidard:
this choice keeps the sizing estimates from becoming too biased - toward any given LSI
technology and also affords a unit of measure which may be relatively easily converted
quantitativel% into appropriate units of measure for the various alternative LSI technologies.

The actual complexity estimate resuits for the BIV functional elements are given in
Table t. These estimates were formulated from the following sizing quidelines and assumptions:

Where applicable, catalog-advertised TTL device gate counts were used
straightforward to estimate similar BIU fsictions

Each hardware register assumes conventional -flip-flop" dev;:e implementation with
6 gates r-.quired per bit of register storage

All sequential control functions were assumed to be implemented with conventional
encoded-state sequential-controller techniques

Manchester ll'NRZ data code conversion (encode/decode) hardware estimates reflect
a conservative best "guesstimate- of worst-case implementation based on
examination of possible alternative implementation techniques (e.g..
frequency-independent, or frequency-dependent )

A "blanket" estimate factor of 20 percent was used to estimate the amount of
ancillary logic elem.-nts 4clock-ogic drivers, clock gaters. etc.) required in each
functional element implementation as a function of the amount of
control-only logic utilized in the functional element.

There is one area of potential significant BIU complexity reduction worthy of note. If
overall system fault-tolerance considerations allow, the BIU device complexity can be reduced to
approximately 1.525 gates. a reduction of 475 gates (or approximately 25 percent of overall BIU
complexity) by implementing the BlU as a half-duplex instead of full-duplex data transfer
facility. This functional modification would remove the capability to use the BIU in a "self-test'"
mode since simultaneous message transmission and reception could not be facilitated.
Recommendation of this modification cannot be established until the actual impact of the more
complex design on LSI implementation considerations are more well-defined.

F. BIU SIMULATION MODELING

A furctional simulation model refletting the current BIU register level design was
developed as a portion of the PF: functional simulator. This model accurately represents the
operation of the BIU hardware 6.t a functional register level. The BI) model is modularly
structured as the integration of a s.et of BIU-event models, each of which is a FORTRAN
subroutine representation of a discrete functional operation. Each event is modeled in terms of
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TAtBLE 6. BUS INTERFACE UNIT
FUNCTIONAL HIARD)WARE COMPLEXITY ESTIMATES

A h ordwarc Complexiity
Funclional Element 47 'IL-equivalleni gpies)I*I W%s~age 0(l1)11 pu 1t('itri' 620

2 Mes.sag ipt j nut Ct'iitrol N5iq

3~ lius Access C(mitgaol .101

5 Bus ALlaIpIage TralsnsIatifin I0W

6 lldundtidni llis Minangignic 2147

fola~l 141111 ('11111np 11%t 21 11+ 21 21+ 21( 3 21 4) +14 5 + 6
4,601 gales

tile effectj (it tile event ol filhe runctional registers ol' the Bill hardware. The models arc driven
hy exogenlots event-. and also interact with otlher PhE functional element models (e.g.. thle PIE
niienioryP in thle performnance of* particular 13 IU-related activities.

Basically, the Biti) model is segregated into two primary runctional activities: Message
Input anld Message Output. hia,.h major activity is then subdivided into a collection of
regkter-level events associated with tile performance of (lie activity during Phi operation.
Figutres 30 anid 31 show the event flow structure of the Message Input and Message Output
activities. respectively. Fach event model is essentially duplicated for both Global and Local bug

atvities, with minior deviations Occurring in a few event models where GiL operational
characteristics differ. The structural andt operational characteristics of the PIE Functional
Sitniilator are diescribed in Section ViI and will not lie discussed fuirther here'in. It should he
mnentioned tha~t the miodular structuring of thle BI U activity model' along with each
hiard!ware-dependent timing characteristic expressed in parametric form allows flexible definition
of' the Ill U functional operation. The valuec (it this attribute has been proven during BIU design
and l model dlevelopment,

Pie 1311 fuinctional desigrn was validation-tested with a test program written in DP/M PE
assembly lanygaage. Code and executied by thle I'll Ftuncthinal Simulator. This% programi manipulates
a set of' exogenous events (predefined messages) defined specifically ror testing tile BIU behavior
under a comnprehensive set of* test conditions reflecting the inter-PIE hus communications
environment. rue following 131 U functijonalI perrormance parameters and cond it ion.', were tested
by this jir(gratn:

All BIlU-related 1/0) instruict ion executions

Message Receptioni control

Message Selectiotn

Message Length I)eterininat ion
Message flu Ier Location D~etermni at ion

Precedinlg Page blank
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Input Message Data Transfer

"INITIATE GLOBAL/LOCAL Input Message Data/Length Error
OUTPUT" INSTRUCTION Detection

O Iligh-priority Message Recognition

B201 ID1U Interrupt Generation (all
"•timuli)

MESSAGE LENGrH / Bus Access Control Sequencing

D ETERMINATION-START (including Bus "passing")

Global Output Length Violation
I Detect ion/Prevent ion

GLOBA/LOCA DMAConcurrent Global/Local Input!
GLOBAL/LOCAL DMA Outlput activities (all

REA D CYCLE permutations)

Worst-case Input Message
TB202 Occurrence Timing (back-to-

back receptions)
DETERMINATION-END G Input Message Queue Posting (with

DO and without message errors)

Bus Quiescent Watchdog Timer
Bus Dominance Watchdog Timer.

MESSAGE HEADER
EXTRACTION-START This simulation testing has shown

satisfactory operational performance
characteristics of the BIU functional design

"1 (thus making it a viable candid:ate for use in
GLOBAL/LOCAL DMA the DP/M system environment) as well as

READ CYCLE validating the correct operation and interaction
of the various BIU functional elements. Simula-

S2tion results of particular interest include those4B204 which indicate processing time degradation
owing to memory cycle stealing effects caused

MESSAGE HEADER by message reception/transmission. The
EXTRACTION-END simulation test cases present an extremely

heavy bus loading per unit time 4condition
which may be considered "worse than worst-
case" for normal system operation. Even so, it

SEND was shown that the interaction of BIU memory
cycle stealing activities associated with this
rather exorbitant bus loading and program
(instruction) execution resulted in a total
processing time degradation of approximately
only Q percent. Thus. processing time
degradation concerns due to BIU functional
characteristics were dispelled. Also of particular
inl crest with respect to BIU design

Figure 30. Global/Local Message Output Event performance were the simulation results which
Scheduling Flow (Sheet I of 2)
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CONTROL

8300 1BSACS
BUS DRI\vER--

B206

CDATA OUT PUT-H

STARTi

GLOBAL LOCAL DMA

READ CYCLE

SB8207

DATA OUTPUT-

END

MESSAGE TRANSMISSION I

-START INTERRUPT

L -. J - - - -

(END)
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sltimed %.itisflacto)r% perfrm.riu1ie (it the Inputlieue.4pr 1111ti,11i.ituu td'i lIon der thle
\%%urst Idaw t~indmonui ouf mitill~lmirois iI111atI/ifi/jf 111iput l-ij fr ketip; pruikckuieN In bot h ( uhobI~j
anld Lot.ah Ii fi.e' L, es-%ith atenat Iieiii Ie I Lah IIwli. (! oIth t, IN Um'] ,.'. ip1111ilt

initiahiiation ninie tindkr this %%orst a~onditionii I. niiirowe~midh\I ~a~%%.Is to lie %%ell %ý ithin

ba ItdI%%IL itII .I;. ap b I It11 of I MIII It )io nIutt I 11 \I L ~IVN e' C, nd

G. AREAS OF FURTHER INVESTIGATION

[hle present Bus Interfa.k, L nit kle"1ic deC*.r bell prev it iu~f 111 1t11-1 SALIt fl IN 11ifltklded as~ .1
tent.mtic haseline approach to) a final fun.h tu1 ita I re`_i~lter heCh 'I.' dIN.I lMihJ 111,ý be fuirther
tailored Ito represent a i'ett.'1 10at DI toI )P\1 ticn rc(Iitill V111n CaI J iliece rcquirenents bec. otue
Identified and or more ~%ke!-knomi and *.ini uhr~tud It I. twin'iid ind rL, Pill M nded that I irther
lI\L! '1I1!ti M' cile t rt, ý%ill List: fit,, hdlktiuIal 'it1L)LIP0at Itt 1. ' j' ,'-%ied ill oniiomfl io %i tillsV i li'
desigln etlort 10 N1.111 )rt the deimr!urctintivi aill '-111id,111111 JiltItiN

In the .uir~c,() lofnrrultiniliL the present s\,ikem dcJcin. ~t.rdue'of mitjd\nI altrd.
du. Nuns \%ere made inl an effort to mitiinui/e liaid~arc oumuplemit\ and tI( satisf\ N> stefll
func:tional retimrement, '\ ith infornution ivamlahle at thle ltime tifi ,nestigation \%itfli proper
c\tcilded sinitiu at iou-aidecd inmes cat ig~ eI; ort t hese tentIjlk ti~c,1de11e parmiffet ers ma>J be
Lon ittrite d or furt her relined mnodif ied ti hebIette meet empirk.Itll' determined N\ stemn

I howe milttional designi I'm ra I I.t crs %% lii a 1rei p r Inimr % L.iitdid.0tes !or WIfutict ial\ttic.ile
dind 07 enpirit.ai inmestialiton in1, mde die 'b wn

lI min11ationl ot I u1l-ulupleik Bit operation flcth rAdeLOll eruiouniered i,, reduced Bit'
hardk.-re .omiplev\;t at t 1e e\pen'e III .!,ifint ing Bit NIitst.p 1biIit\.
luxestigcation should .n. ethe true %,title or iimlit% IIt the selt-test feature
and thle a. wal III~ntta ieipatofIts .Ittend.unlt de:%L 0111111pCMI\t> on IS!

.Xtent.1tic (14.1 1Ihte'sace len im iit hasi~ h~~ foscin At S mords as. an anaih\tiai-
()illprtri 2 bet1 IN' ''Ik L .11 TuJ (tl l TII\'N.i2! Iitnuh reuluirenlent'11 ind I'u%

aj~ess iatcnl.% tor Ilk' miatorit\ II (,dd I r.! ?)asm ns~ion' espe, ahh\ mitn rvspei.t
to) (;oblufj .\e"Utitit .uin'tnils) I 011the' uIMCItILAfiu11 N1I0uuli 1ii0t OtIl
determtine the best-stuited itiianti.jitv %,duk.ahi o this paricatiee but shotuld list)
inxestwigte if tu!IIIrerlleri V\i'.f' fun Iiitit\ tIII. ln"Jsion llo proi-cr.im- n I. rolled

leuch-Izt~ttinnt tobet.i a"miti'diini. perhap, \%idct\ \an m- ung \> ten

apphi tinr - t r IfuiretI I I t'I I at tI It' kA 1) V Iof . C Ide ia rdwI AIre k. tmp'ifc II

Quctilinv 11nut111m:%x inptnesicde, iti.s :i'j been arbitrnkrl I iwe at eghit-\%ordI% Ii

be % -rifi'd throlch ' l u vii~l %, simliuliaf. )I ut nijL'a~ati if cn~otiiitere.d it,

ni.in\ %.iiou' .ippli,.awl , VdIfloninall ,h lt:une It,:I o.z Iirit egnit of the
(I eLCieCiite ~trII. I lt kr lit een an he vevi il In lt ifudwing tInk smnte %imulationl

prunkedlire and if renjairedl .114di110on.11 tfleu~JLleine oplerational feaiture, cmn he
in. urpl. r.ite-d into thle deicitni ILI'-,. I~ uiarn_1.I1-. out :ohleuf c ueiie-si/e harnfw .mre
queueli omci I owk %hete'~l t 1`011' in Lre utin e.I Present deign faranwtet' %crcn
,hosen lin a ilumproniiws effort I., meet v).daL~ da reftouremeuts11 v ithiltitttl
hard %.-rc omple.t-w Io I, e% ,%Lr f itlith I cmitpir I at In ill .I Iit ioi mj\ re~eal a



requireille i toir aldcd hi uuiona~l tapabili tes at ilI e e \pense of Bi1t' hardware

131 U L'flictiofl mlelcnior% a.tmiu.!ion retp in-ti !,% tilt prest:uli LICsigil the% fI i~d
I hard i ;red i poirtions (it PI iternI'r', Aet-iial Lis-aLe C \p erle evia c\e t.nued
sit uat i 'n Inajii e;%vI ai deir ibi Iii to aulh'k progra .uin .Olrf) or sele tiofl of
lileuiol \ arc.", All' k at id 1 to I IM fii t. 11o Ion 'Net.ail .1 tilhe es pNs.,N of added Bit1

.X,.Itil or tiniquie prioriti/atioul re(fiimenients, of tdoio -1 Local lils users maJ ewceed
t hose aI.0 i lloatd b thle baseline bus 1onltuol algorithmn and or
%tiper-Loimmitiialn -jpimbillit, N %i;.h Ii i the .ase. it canl lie revealed onl%¶

Ani, degraduing i'flen.' oN processing, performnance -aused b\ tile BI L\
tilm. I 'mal lu~mec (0' PI mlemlo'% cin he e sposd (,III h% cwr-cising actual

.uppuc~ t uin qidt: upr igrainsi Lu~ sim ulat io n. If all\ U c\peCLtedl but significant
deer.iding, initictluukes art: fou~nd. it III, hie d ecided tohWe tile phy%iclCI
design tif ill,- III( I. l pit i~idmig~ a separate. t iniqu Lienioec r\ to provide thle
J55 V.t10' e INCm IIIIJT\ 1011,10h iol req uired Inl thle design of thle message input
Lontrol elciment

01e thle .1-A i al 'osts ()I iL fiellt h~ard~x.nue de' i~ s are ascertained, it mia\ he desuable to
addp; at alternate te, huiniue 1ii rkeduuidmit global.1 b~it- management The present design
rev ommenda111 1%~ .1s resutll of stressing c o'il Brit' 1311.ard \ are sim plicit% Iltm~e~ er. if B1 U
litinltkire -osts are su~igfl. antk small enouigh \%it h respe I to omerdll DP \1 system %Cost
ohie. tiws%. it 111,1 he desirable from thilt- %it:%yimft of application flemubilit, and C~tendahili:>. to
impleme i redundant bus imanaLecilent %%tl it l h m dmudual Bi 31.-per-bus .ipproach. Flu s approach
V002 d essent iall\ req uire replit.at ion (fl thle I unmional ltard aire req uired to intert ace a mgi~en bus

to lithe P1l for ahilul required it) the s,%Nlen'I m three Bit.s %%ouIld he requmired for the
l.uselin'- %ý ste Lin I% ith It he e li ImInai o n oif the re(pluiremeilet for a 1uniq11e Redundant Bus
\IdLauaeemei m iu on Tliis jjpfro~ia.h tifler, hltle it aif)% 1011010i1Ailal ipa oil s\,tem design

oetinS\' stern CVlet Tedtinldantbu n1111eme 1.1IWI teL1 l~hnuquesV- v\ old not ipueiire Ili% alteration.
I 1- , )II\ t iun, t ion~d itmUrait on 1311 oplerat ion N the posbereqLuirement for additig'

pr~~ramabe .ab,11ni- uls'lisulin of1 wklm idua hus nun a~c niessaige reception actum ii after a
fau~ltl b)Lu s kis teLt- iian isolated Th primar\ '~>s implementation impact is, that thle BIt'
must he roduharl\ partitioned tot .i-.% a1 "i~ltI-erb s~sistem construoion. In addiliiou. each
Bilt v. uhf require- "pnoriiLrmable- wentitm apabilit\ for All characteri/ations of each

in1d~i~dli~i NiIS in1terhf, ie g VI nlenor% alilati.on for sepamrate ;::,putt message queuies. interrupt
.iNsionmemN vi. keti ring s1'stem uujv~timiton thus introducing! additional hlarth~are comiple%.it

Ithle fill* Jcw :1s~ I x e properl\% implecmented. thle a1pproach mas realime added flembi hli
benefits h% prmif ting, a %arwiabl number (ot s~ stem huses per ipplication with a greater nutmber

(if topolol'"ica Lollllytraltl(iliu lloVkclf

It should be empiiasued he-re thai tile *u~m; identifiied candidthe areas of further desiL'
unmesil ugation %. i.A aM umlatwin ol empiu k .l that~ ih b>smulautuon I do not ilecess~iril\ suiggest
Ituiwliiion uitl(esl') (let CiLkuenus Inl thle present baseline: Bit' de-~ln The\ do. llowver e relate to
areas of desien trndettI~s reL iL'ni/ed f ii the piesent I unc lional design process %% itli tradt-off
detistijols illde tpninlri% finta L(ir tif miinititun, hardware reqluirenments. based onl iilal~tical
uIClWxstigaio WINl little. If Ill\. emp.rucaf dait.: i\,naulblt: to aid] itl tile (ecisions. 1t is thus
re, oinmientded that tIlle ilest phase of 'ei% alithi ion. i e . ialidation with empirical data

L'attierilg ia 'pliL.itioii slintluilalmul e~penimlnis. lie performed before finail BWI desien
forrmilaiii-11 JId .u%%C1.1epi1ke
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SECTION IV

PROCESSOR/MEMORY DESIGN

This section sunniari/es the recommended design specifications for the D11 M PI- prccessor
and memory modules. An internal PE. bus facility (the I-BUS) is described as is its potential use
for aiding hardware and software maintenance functions. Tic design approach for these modules
was guided by a number of objective, with primary emphasis on identifying and incorporating
those computational features required for a large segment of different avionic processing systeni
applications. Likewise. a parallel effort was made to stress simplicit. , modularity. standardiiatin
of interfaces, and low-risk hardware features that would result in a cost-effective design and
implementation. The design effort had ais its goal the definition of a standard reprogrammal-le P1
whith was:

C'omputationally capable so a% to be saitable for a wide range of aionic proce.i.,ng
problems

Simple enough for the processor to be fabricated as a low-cost module.

These requirements were reviewed in light of previous Air Force avio-n', processor
requirements'analysis efforts and current trend-. in commercially available technologies and design
concepts The general PIh, characteristics satisfying the first requirement are

I 6-bit processor architecture

250 KIP (thousand instructions per second) processor performance

8K word memory module per PL:.

The second requirement for a low-cost implementation appears attainable based on existing
semiconductor technologies and their Current expected rate of advancement, and is discussed in
Section VI.

Items considered in the design specification of the processor.'memory were:

Elimination of the need for instruction code miodification at run time (e.g.. dynamic
shift counts)

Addition (1 a short instruction formnat for high-tusage instructions to conserve
program space and to improve execution speed

Inclusion of certain uninterruptible basic read'modify'write instructions (clear bit.
set bit. test and set bit. and store through maski to prevent inLorrect action as
the result of an interrupt

Identification of a need tor signed multipl. and divide for numerical data processmng

Definition of a common ii.!er-PI- data bu., (I-BUS) to provide for internal
communications between the Processor. Memory. BIt' and I () modules.

Investigation of a simplificd Processing Element maintenance control panel and AGI
concept mmplenmentahle through the Use of tit' I-BUS.

A. PROCESSOR FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

The following paragraphs describe the functional architecture of the DP M processor. The
term "'functional architecture*" is used to describe thi.t set of computer capabilities available to
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mied d'it, eig tit tChe rtDIt\1 pof .ifpessnoru flione topg monml apiroah ire e.,tedaae thesignsterrute

\anud nI amlhteaion e% jto e cn didat % forth intco%&rprto inoheDM rcsordm.Te

rhaeni l~ci)P ~ NIIpoer I thisit sbe tion i a onpfnet eightm ofie f ile mL100f. rchite~ture o'the
prot esAor arnd someo the n dc%irgI n I1t trd ott idenrfie druringthuet. deigini e hffot. Tid dItam thatnare

permmt ion.Oed md forLL the poe~e uson of i ni/tion instrucire otmipilemeto. thrsshe regtefiters.

pruIn 111111aion req.uidrements fo he it ihr the reirer'k pogi nmo> roeo

,tatu Ih \ rd. or tran%ferred a-, input output damtm

I. Wdressable Revisters

rhe DP \1 P1 processor ha% in eiL'ht-regi%ter general icgimer file with two registers
designated for the programn counter I IN I and the interrupt stack pointer (ISPI. These general
registers .an be tised as .uccumul it--r%. indexc%. bases. and or to hold temporar-y '.inahles. This
rqn~hter tilt: contiguration wis -,Jczcet aifter .s careful re~iew :inmI%'%i% of iltertiatike approaches t*.-
!he iddre-,,ale register -Lonf igurit ions.

Trhe alternmtiiies e~amined for the addresamhlc rqnhtt-rs iniuded both accunmulator register
tile orgini/ition. \Man% processor designs 11.11e Used in icCumtulator and extended accumulator.
s\ Ith Ind \%itliott additionail inde\ regi,,ters, A more recent approach is. to have a file of up to 16
general-purpose registers. These register-, :min he used is ammuulators, inde\ registers. and 'or to
hold teruporai) res~ults. Tlie ad~antaigcs of the dedicated Jccumulator approach are:

Minirmies Mirdwire With a g!eneril register file, there are more reL'i-.Iers and several
rnilt iple\ers t hat ire nIot needed \411 Jt Ii1I a ipl ccumulitor extenided
it cu mu lit or c01111gurat ion InI add ition, when a register file is used. 1 here
fretluent lý will 11%,) ha~e to be additional w orking registers LiSed ir
conjin~tlion \Aith th~e regist-er file These work~ing register% ire simply tCie
nmicro-prograinifr %r accumulator Ind e\tended iccumulator (or MQ register.).
It is, possible thoug'h. to impleimen t the general regiser file a% a part of' main
inenor- ait the expensc of de, reasecd performance due to the handwidth
limi1tit ion of nuemor% I or hoth1 storage ind file operat ions

(oruser-.eN Instrut-tion Bit - It , general register approach is used. hit% miust be
resered in the instructio'n word to specif'% which of the general regi~ter io is
to he used In the %!tip!,, itclimuiitor extended accumulator approach. there
ire few if in) bib- used to spetity registers.

Minimaied Interrupt Sa~e R~estore The more registers that exist. the longer tne
sit0ing and restoring of themi take,. when entering- and returning from an
Interruipt %erice routine' Thus, the accu mulator'ext ended accumulator
architecture tend-, to he faister and mo(re efficient it interrupt servicing. One
point in fas~or oit the % irft il register file is% the ahilit\ to Sw itch quickl> to a
new, set of **register,," by merely assigning an ilternate section of memory to
he the new file.

I It)



The disadvantages of the slilple ac'culator'extended aJLcumtllator arhLhitelturkr are

Intermediate Loads Store Since t here is only one accumulator \tetiided
accunmulator, inlernme.diate results and teniporary salues mutist lie retained in
main memory. This cajuses a signilfint increase inl the number off load and
store instructions. The result is art increase in program si/e and C\eCtcolon

t I nle.

F xtra Index Instru.lio-ns With the simple a.cumliazor extenued accumulator
confl',,ratlon. e\tra instruction,. are needed to manipulate the index
registerl.i. With the register file approadi. aln. and ill instructions Call be used
to manipulate the inde\es.

As hardware L.ots hase decreased, the performance and effllClenl% of the register file
architecture hi-,e become lmotst attractive. IFor the l)P MI processor, the two prtlmarý adiantage,
of a register file are.

Reduced .emr>r ior ,njcls application sottware there are typical]> 4 to 5 times
a, ntlich nellniuI' de~oted to ý,ograrn as data Thus. there can be a significant
svings in tnemor\ due to eliminating man> ol the instruction%, associated with
loading and storing tempor.r% value-, and intermediate results.

Simphlfic:l Control StruOture There is no distinction between index register
operatlons anti other normal register computations. Thus. there are fewer
instruction operations to decode and execute. This causes the control
stru--ture to he smaller and simpler

The ,election of a general register file organi/ation required sewral additional design
decisions. The number of registers in the file and the functional use of the registers bh the
processor instruction set and architecture had to be determined. The determination of the
number of registers had several factors to consider One opinion always persists: most
programmers and compiler writers feel there are never enough registers and-or memory for
real-time application%. Thus the difficult problem is one of determining what the majority of the
avionic processing apphcation% require. Because of hardware. instruction bits 'ised per instruction.
and interrupt save/restore considerations. the number of general registers nteds to be held to a
usable convenient minimum. Processors have been built with 4. 8. and 16 general registers. Most
contemnporarn minicomputers use eight general registers. and avionic programming experience
indcates that the majoritN ol programs generally require 4 to 8 accumulators, indexes, and
temporr. storage locations. For thes reasons, the DP %l processor was specified with an
eight-gencral-register file. %sith two of the registers having special functions.

The next design consideration was the handling of the processor program counter (W').
Thl PC is useful as a base to address into the program space both for branching and fetching
fixed data. It also simplifies the manipulating of the PC if it is one of the general registers. This
allows hoth the PC to be used as a base and the use of the full instruction set to manipulate it.
For example. an unconditional branch is a register 1program counter; load and a brancd' relative
Lan he effected with a register-add instruction.

A second file register is designated for uise as a stem nor interrupt stack pointer (see

Subsection IV.A.6I for the processor interrupt sytem design). The di,,adxjntage of including the
stack pointer in the file is that ills uses up one more olf the general registers. This is only true.
though. if there is not re-entrant programming. If there is any re-niitrant programming, a stack
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-:id pominc r arc ;I nvc..sisi t . For thIe I )l/NI PE. it was decided t hat tilie advant ages of using one
of' I lic ecriera I registers for aI stack pointeri out weighed file disadvantages. Tlhus. for file DI)I/M III:
evcreranl rcgisir or is dedicat ed to hei ng thle interrupt stack pointer. It can also, bie used as a ruin
timetiv ri-aric memcnory stack pointer where tmultiple registers can he saved/restored automahtically
III .1i llab Ic mc mu rv for stibrourt ine a rid interrupt processing routines.

2. Processor Word Lenigthi

I'lic b isic word si/c forth I ie DII Ill.. has becen set a1 10 Ih its. The choice of' a I 6-hit
,rddrcss.01hle word was made inl view oit thie following data:

A large port ion of' the avionic sensor/actuator input and output signals have an
accuracy rang'e from 10) to 12 bits, with a relatively few signals whose dligital

Jr Value ex\ceeds I o bits.

\lost niumnericalI ca Iculat icns withI this sensor dat a can be accomplished with 1 6-bit
tix~ed-poinit an ithmetkic with om inrstances requiring double precision (32-bit)
opera tions.

'I lic use of' a 1 (i-bit address field wit hin I aIll: instruction format permnits -Ian
inistrcict ion address reach tol' 04K words of nmemory. which is more than
adequate for e xpected D P/MN applications.

C haracters and short integers (128 to + 127) canl be packed twvo per lb6-bit word.
ý%hule double words (32 bits) are more t han adequate for double precision
ti\%cd -point variables anrd for soft ware floa ting-point variables

An add it ioril considerat ion inl thle basic word size selection was thle number of' bits needed
[F n~or instricrmions. This is part; *ularly Important since. except for large data base programs. there is

norinalký 4 to 5 timles as much memory (devoted to inst ructiotn storage as to) data. Various studies
ha~ e been nmade as to tilie informat ion content (lit'inst ructions for different maclines (IB1M 7090)
and have shown that anl average number of useful bits for instruction field is inl thle 1 5- to I 7-bit
ra ie. Thu Is. if' thle instrut ,:ion set allows for variable-lengthI operations (i.e.. short one word] anrd
lonrg muItiliplc word)t. thien a I b-bit word lengthI appears suitable for instruct ions also. This is
espe-Ai~rlv true it' special at tent iOn is giveni to thle Most frequentliy execuited instructions. As will
bie weln later inl this sect ion. this choice was quite satisfactory since 75 percent of the l)P/M
cxccutrvic code and 64 percent of thle diagnostic code were able to use single word1 i I6-bit
Inst ruct ions.

Two ot her t'actor% that were considered1 inl the selection of the 16-bit word] length were the
li kely cormmercialI market evaluartion of' ISI mnemory and micro processor devices. Present
inidicat ions concerninirg semiconductor memory devices t hat e ithe r currently exist or are proeceted
for develo pmenet inrd ica te device part itioniinrg ili mu nl tiples of' 2 or 4 bits anrd a 16-bit data word
could efficielt ly' uIsecit her approa' ch. Thle 1 972 1 974 product booni ot 4- and 8-1bA micro-
processor cliip sets lends creditability to tilie DPl/N1 concept of a low-cost LSI commercial
e(luiivalerit processor suitable tor 1978 80 avionic system applicatins It is felt thata, S
technologies improve. tilie I b-bit -mnicro class" processor will bie an established computing device
withliin tile next 2 years that will be scrita ble tor use inl 1)l/NI-like systells.
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3. Data T.• c%,

I hle )P %l proevAor data It pc% availnbal to the programnmer are bit.,. bytes Icharacters and
short inleger% i. and integer- s1%inglc and multiple precision ). AsocIJted with each data type is a

Ia+ Of in,%trtu. tijol A% %kith ii1ost pr t'e%%ors. ithe ,1ingke precSion integ'er procesing is used for
Addre%-- gcnerat ion

a mt.%

Bi re addrescd Ib s pcitl ing lhie %hole word that contains t he desired hillts and then
,qpeci••ing the hit or bit% ,ihin the word either with a mask and using an AND or OR
opcrition, or hN .pecitf •irig Ihe bit posit ion within the word and using a SI-T. 'LI AR, or TIST
BI r operation

b. 81-e%

A \ Ilc is ue+' to hold a character or a short integer I Fgure 321. The 1IWPM hbyte is an
S-111 Mto,, compnlehent iiumber %•,h.h -.an tlke on the values 12h to +127. Before a byte is
tLied i 1'igrre 331 it is signl etended into a I i-bit tqualtnity.

1 7

7

IS ; I ,;'-

BYTE DATA REPRESENTATION BYTE USAGE

Figure 32. BYTE tiaa Representation Figure 33. BYTE Usage

C. Single Precision Numbers

Whole words are used to store addre,%e, andi single precision utiimlers (integer or fixed
pointI. A single precision ntumther :- a I J,-hit two'% complement number which as an integer can
take on the ýalu.e .327,'8 to +-1270'

d thltliple Precision .Numbers

The format %ele ted fI<or mutlliple precision number,, fintegers or fixed point). as shown in
I'igure 34. v~as derived in order to simpll'y the software nece%%ary to implement the hasic
arithmetic Ihinctions Of add. %,uhtr:icl. nmiltipily and divide. Thu% the most signisicant part will he
in the first word and the leat significant in the last word

4 Instruction (omplemcnt Selection

Tite %chleltion of an inlrut'tion complement was b•awd upon %eeral l'actor,. A reCiew of
many of the contemporary commercial and airborne minicomputer intruction sets reveals a
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FIRST WORD SECOND WORD SUBSEQUENT WORD
15 1 is

01MOST 15 16 17 3 1 .-----------------

Hpigre 34-. hicl liple Precisimi tlzuta Rteprewidtatioui

stinking. s imilar;ttN in [fie capabilities ofl'erect by tile diffe'rent designs. [~he approach onl l)PM was
it, ~.t/ available exislti ýi n vionilc operat ional soft %vare. determine thle set of* opeiit ions most
tretjcnieitIl% requ iredl of* reaI-timlie avionic programis. anidt define an instruct ion set that reflects the~se
rqure W eIl'n t . Inl add ition. a co ncenlt rated eth irt was miade- to simplify thle prograriiiner'5 uise of'

hie instrrimioi n %-.t antd the hard wa re~ control Ifor decoding instruct ion f'ormats. TFhe select ion of*
hie D P \1 insmt mc ion t'orniaIs st ressed mi nimi/ation of* decode contIrol and standardiz.at ion of' thle
iisiticol ion operand dlerivation andi e secolionl% cycles as much10 as possible.

I vert. 1)1'M i nsf mtwlii i eixecutiloll cycle call lie Viewed as occurring in two phiases. The
first pfhase is a1ssociated with) ofbtaining anl operanid ( from ininiory. at register. or Within thle
Ilustrilk 1011. M1 id Ililt secuitid 'liase is filke 01% of fiat tiier'ii't ill conjunctionilwih a1 secotid
0p1vranud l a register or nmemory l catlion I to effect I hie desired operat ion. This process of' an
n lst reA ticn ' ped f~yi ng I~k I unet ion% Ithle select ion ol oiperaiid sources and tilie instruct ionl

cesemit ion cy~cle uising thlese operands) has t wo major advanta1ges. *[he soft ware programmer (or
com111piler) has a basic set of* ins~trtict jols t ha t can lie used Withi a variety of' sorarce/des i nat ion
opera rids. Fo'r examiple. a in add inst ruct ion canl have an iimiplied destination register andti multiple
operand sources (another register. conitents of' a memory adldress that may fie indexed, or an
runiliedjat e dIata Valtue i nilledded wit hin tilte instruct ion)i. This flexibilty of* specif'ying a wide

Variety of* ol-orand types not1 only adds flower to thle (use (if thle instruction setf. it also simplifies
the .-min!rol log'ic required to impllement a given set of' instructions'. Whenever anl inistruct ion is
fet -ched from ileinory and readyV Ior decodle. a predefined set of' fields within thle instruiction can
bie &'deCctd to derive thle tiecessary opserands. This operand derivation can bie independent of' the
inst ruIletic eueco tic n cycle arid, hience. bee oiie cotmmion to all opera t~ions. Once tilie operands
have beeni derived and placed inl ft-he appropriate internal working registers, one common
inst ruetwicn e secutic in eycle can he invoked to' perth mm the operat ion uising thle internal work inrg
ret!iim Is ters operands.

lb ii s t wo -st ep a pproachi cit oc pra rid dleriva tion and inst ructioni execution is fiurt her
en han ccl in the Dll,'NI processor dfesigni by tilie use cf' a minim urn numriber of' d iffereiit instruction
'firria rs. This enipthasis on regularity is alsoi imntened to simplif'y instructiotn decode andi

enecourage el'f iieiicy of isti mud ston usage antid execution. rwo instruct ion formats have been
defined f'or thle I)1'! N.

[lie standlard instruct ion l'ortiat which provides bothI short (one-word) and long
(two-words inistructions

The ext ended short i nsf rut iclio f rria t which provide% a limi fed nuliiiier of* short
hisfut di nis Acir high; f'req iency/e Ificiency opera tio ns.

'The standlard fciriia i provides a lutll comiiplemient of* instruct ions Witlli tilie desired types oif
oiperm ils det erminin ifii e lenigf I of' file inlstrmuction word genera ted. Opermnds found ill registers
reqfuire shocrt insit rict icis while operands requiring hull memiory addresses or I 6-hit or constant
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data requigre long Ii%trciL titm% Fhe e~ tended %liC)t fotrmait pros Ides smnall con'-4tari IIifiiiiied Ijiel
,ialue% to fie tu%ed (Or either di ta aind or di%plaeenients Iin olt Sho rt inrtrutktion to 1)1111111 /e
prograinm rneiorn and e\ecut 14)1 t ime f or hgfremrc operant ini.

a. Standard Forima hislnictiomL

Fhe %tand.ird tfornait rn%tru(tioil are iritentlet toC lroide a It ill range ofI operatimis suitable
for real-t ime aj C~ioic %%stern ipplicaitions li ke 1)1' M. A hcil set tcit irl%t r~ti o10' operat ion rind
operand Ilodilwict loll', %4cre on%idered t or imo Crpo rat Ion in to tilie 1)1 \1 processor pct iio~tit onICCr
[lie operand I\ pcs and Jddrv-%vi g rno0dC% nll liall idenifi ied J d id~t ted CS fr Dl),-%kr

Cons%!art tor immindi.,el dataj that I% milhedded is ixart (0 Ithe iil-1OttCrio n fo~rmalt

Regi%ter-I C-regiI er M here bloth o Cpernds i1re IOLCkaed it liin regmters Iin tile tile

IDireo t khirv thle operand I-, tile .ontei cmts of Iiemor\ iddres, Ill thle ilistrticti(Ci

D~irect jndt:exe \khere tihe operand is thle conitents o)I a rineJinor\ AW-IL - Wev, '- wo%J .IIC
i% tile Suim o1 j field Iin Iihe instrutcict IC ilad An i do:\ reg~ister

hid iret %here thle fdi% i eld Iin the instructison I,, a rinciior\ IO()tjt ion O%
content% are, tile mieiniC1r% ddre%% of the de%irt Li lialf it%.

Inrdirect I ntic~d I% te ititnal to Inrdire~t t \CCep IIWkC\ irigL 1% applied

Register Indirea I RI Iwhiroe thle iiierorý atdrev% tit the demiretl operand I% contained
iii (bre tit thle tile register%

Regi%ter IndireCL with Aut' untrementimg MARI Ati% ident k.CI to Regi%ter Indire~ti
except the register containing the niemri1 \r iddrev. i% incremented juto-

lliILJlII alter thle o~peranrd is tetchief.

The latter t\%( foCt(rmsl IRI aind RIN~I of indlirect addressinig t~e tilie corntent,, (Cf a rt.ýister .t% in
addre,% for thle data [liit, tm forms~ ofI jdfre%sin:g allkn, clIt itent data a t esinig within
prok e'-S rig 100C1p%. Jand the RI A 1 ,rni i,, part ico tlark% efficiernt f C r %teppirig seqenet ia~l1 thirouigh
table.. Regis.ter Irifireo tIS Used bor jrhiirariIN generated adtire....e. B% e\aimiiiing N%etr.1a S.amiples
of a~mi'lk rltaplnca(ICorl 0code. it \4 .is C Ckefled t ha t I I thiere \%a.. Ireq nerilt LI%e ofI d irLt.t i nde~ed
iri.trnu I ion ( the foCurt h iteri Alove ) %4 if Ii a riaddress d i.placticien f Iield ofI /cro I I c the addreo..
\%I a.cC Cntai ned in the regis.ter), and 112) table acces%. Wit111 hin 1) loop.. UNJI\ .i.u.ull .e iential. 111C..C
ohs.er~at ion. influenrced Ili part file -,electio ()I Ctflie follo~kie INl MI prCte...or addre%..inlu operand
InoCdes

Regr..er-to-Rvgister IRHi

Regis.ter Indireq. RlI

Reei..tcr Indirvet Ikith Autoiricrenierin RIRlA I

( orl%tart or Immi~iedIiate Diata I( (

Iiret~t (M)

D~ire, t lI de~ed I DX I

The IrIlpleriien itat loll oftIhes.c s.ix desi.irble addressi.nrg miodes. wa. accompli..lied in the following
manner. nit~. RR. RI. andi RI A modes. were gi~en uniq~ue hardware de..criptiori code%. f*(r tile
operand derivation cycleý. a.. wa. thle IDiret t ilemriir addre%%. mlodlificatiorn. The remnairning two
address.ing modes.. Dinrect I ndc~ed and 'or.tmanl. were iiiplerentertd Withou~t unilqueC opt-rand]
mnodfit kaItion (le.criptCor. The use of one o)? lie regis.ter trie rmembers. for a defkinilt coridit ion oi'
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no uinkicfur~ .ilou%% tile DireLt Im IfIII I 1 .1It Mi10 be It( )11i-1 iid'Ctc (I )r I Idcl\Vcd I)A ). dpCIVIdillp

upon the %.titleit tle little\ register A %lundaird ome ntio tuo mintinI\ titld i-3 that regi~ter /vr(
IRu ) i non-mndevihI, Iv. and I lia I ic nn-iero mde\ rcgi~ter uimpliesI if torliIi. I lt I hC\ I IIg (I el)DX I%

I~'\ lilt Inirm I itL I'll fill-. lnii'dtlt~hIlw I,% ej.i~ik h1II1PIIhsILd h\ using tic r-cplij cr file iniinhr

.m'liJlamn11, tl prt)cr.II ~tonlac I N~ I loi thoi RI.\ olperan3d rcgistcr (Ic L-.lic N( 1`101111 I0 lilt'

n1C\t Ill-blt %wtlr n ant! - imnat~ii\ lL cnct Iol then~ n~t lit.\ 1,sru1iI AM the ."oh'ldi3ll

tdald has% h'cell Ic! clhc

I A R1.1 7 S I %%[)%Rl D FORIA I INSTkI('TIO% SEI

Iu'..ruuvion Fied%~

0 15 A. 1 31
Mitienitinai XX ((((C(( %M1%11T RRR AAAAAAAAA\AAAAA

D0I C~I) 1 11"4 1I4(hI

S1 CIRI N~I (9) 0(13iIlo

SICRI I I IRotI (JI \1 VK Is 1\1oM ('(3 lm3K1
P1.10;I Psil IM) 0 1000 1
MM I ~\%D \1 1 NMRI\1I \I MI\ 00 n 0 100 1 (
Il 'l %1 1 1 i'll I NI% 00 3 1 1 OW I( 1
POP ML] IPI I i'3P I 111\1 11 110 1

ADD l MP It WiI If Hot uini

NI 81 R V( I Of) NX31133)
( MIPARI SI06\1 1) ( u)0m I~I (I I310
MII 1P 1111)(M 00 )4(1m MI
l)I\11) DV\ filh (HoiI II

10 M~)(AI 0,6111 %if' I \'1X I" Off11 IHII~IIII
~\%D % 111) (33(1133(
OR 111 oumm 10
I MCI ISIVI ORJV 1101 11o(i1(1

lil

S11IllII JPPI R HNI %131I 33 (Il 10MW!
SI I HI I LOW1 R BYT I "Mt '3'' 1 II'3nf)
(11 A R ifIT I PTi R HI TIfC HI 0H Ill It)!
(ifIM ~fi HI I MVI k BNI BII 0I1 I (If11mW
ITI S I il; I I PPi. R HYI I I lit 00 oilol 1
IIs f il HI A (lI R 1) 11 fil 00 011100

Shilt

SdlIM SX, I SI~l Is 3() 00 OW 100(
111I W 1114I I SI II) uIN) 01n!111

and' *lrti .1( ~i'm 'il(l ( -. 111144

[SRAMX 1I (AX ( CXI)I lION 10 0n (31(11I11'
I XCI I AMA S I A I IA \ PC I \%P( (33) Ml I1I1I
HI I LHX I ROM 17I! KR! Ill RIX I 0(H I13MO010

hll;iml Ou1t p11

RI (ilS I I R INTN, I RiC Ill) I(3MO(1I
R1 (J51 (ILRW IIIl I H(J( (if) I(3M)I MI

1 I 0



Flil IN pproiJLI h t In lhe a nd Il)\X weprj dslh pvt.III,ý ifatiu )I, iJl m-1,li,:t tifil> a I% o-hIt
II il It stii (11 LeICSLstuu1i I II req~ircd Itikitc Iink-Ilc the I\t pe% (11 Ad I CS InMOd!I LI NMI, In. thC" hits to
spcekt.A the, iiide\ tr o)J)r~ild register and p% ih n .idditionn %ovrd Itir add~ic\s or minictindiate
ciat.

I het designi speci I Iled Ii ir I hie proessonr tises so pja tac rcgi,,t -r desigimt I(i' n% I R -. and RO I I or
tile IN *.ind non-inc~lnwg Itlln tlijns. resp".~ tijci Vh% Liin~enticin Is j1iiaiitalned 1thrnu.ghoIiit te
design %jpeki.Ilest ill Thriee I,,. liomwer. il11) tetrituiv e tim IN A'rth iibsider rg Fho:ue of~ tilt: h

PC fr indce~ing puirposes permhits progrini ounte Ir relaic i~ ddi-cs-ong. ini e i. In men % of (Ill!,
n~ltdV JrC 11 nLI.1 har.it! tilhe tle 01ii RO M I % r: I prcvoc nli n'nillmernhli '1i I it use ,I Ilhe PC to
diht !igml%h non-inde~inrg kiulid essL* dijlali I rec tpui ili more gez'eral rvgi,,t er 1ir it nc is in

tilde\ hs~e register for Operand iidIktnin

Tile ne~t prtI oii thle lin%trtilItion e \cLutio n utwn ium to tonl er I% filhe 41pevrd!Uio phxw~ Ilhree
hit% .ire required it s pe~if it> e soulrLe dc-,t i ntion rc tgl-,er durngl I 'iv nalioni I \ No bit" will he
UseCd as part oftil1we vit evied shiirt it .nit dcle'iniit ii. I Ii- h .tirgn, ill% U, 3 pr,;:c it thie
insttru tioii hit., to allo%% 40) pe..crut hi) *' Peo.L Ofi it -- I n~tru~Ins lo Iw ti. flie oni-word
etktended shiort fotnirii raitliet thin j I o -%%ord ,Ijiidaid Ii1,1. i [i I. Ieit lojc% it h~t-. to spe. ity one
of (14 possible %tandard I ornul * pri i n hLe%L it hit-. periit tilt: %Pe. t C ztI nA Si of 04 ifliqut

operstions. \16.c suhouICldL he lilt iteIhan cno ugh fo r thle DI ) \11 prti~ c iv*so I Ir X >ll miii 3Nt bsit.i
standaird f ormalt i nstrum tc % hsut beecn defined lit I hiepr r

Fligure 35; -hoA% tile stisndsrd instru~l inn foma L ini ld r ShIV - 15%list ie Nt.tsndsd siperition%

selected for tilte IN \1 insri-.ru tlull sc

In I igUre 35 the si\ f ields oft the stindird it ~trmtI1MinI formal d .i fld fo silr D1 1IP \1 P[
S ir

X *I V. s-bit field of Al /cro's tor the standijrd fo rnmat. Lised to dill erent ijtc between
stanidard ind c \ teiidid s.hor ittornist inst tui t ons

C Sivhilt %(Iiilnijnd fleUd. tused In spicejl\ the de-sired opet~itioti such is load. %tore.
Add, sutraiht.. etc

N' Tw.o-bit Operanid n110iodt iat~ionflCI iJ. Used in conjuncntion \%]mI il the T field and
possmhl% sit A field to determine lthe Operand I femed Operand 4 T)O or
hDemicd Address1 Ii) \ i to hie used dulrlng thle operjtioiis specified bN thle C
f ield Fig~lre 335 tlinV 11 ir~ioti IOs and D)As is .1 I ulclion of (lhe MI. T.

andu A fieldls

1 *hree-hit lielil %.Ill,1 %petltfles thle register or little\ hise It) be useul a,. part of
lthe Operand "soletha1t it register 0 or 7 is specifit ed. %pekt1i actionls (itcur as

dCS~rjhed jhovte

H Three-hit Iil~d MUhi1 "PII spe iticIlie accumulLlato tolI he isdduLiting thle operat ion
or tile branch conidition fnr a kondlitinnl branth.Ii

A The fle'. instruct inn word lin ltie inst ruct ion st ream Il Vdlltl it used t ontains a
word of nOI coSlali data or an Jlddre1.s

Note I iat the F ind R tield Itia% he tlesi to SpCcity eitlher i single register or a register pair
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The 30 standard format instructions specified for ihe 1I0 %1 rc,,,t r.int

minimum but adequate set of operations lotr expected rcal-iimc .ieii. rvirrotninvl:', '11C
capabilities of this instruction set include:

Memory bit field manipulation under a mask operation

Data movement instructions like Push and Mose and Nttoimrrcment for 01;icflt IIN
ard table processing

Register file save restore operations for inter,-upt oroce,,sng and ,uhroutnc
processing

A full complement of signed I (,-hit ar , imeti- (peratiown

A full complement of 16-bit logical operations

A full complement of bit manipulation operations that provide in unmnterruplibhl
memory read /modify, wnte capahilit

Single- and double-length shifts including arithmeti,. logILul and circular t.pes
whose shift counts are specified hy the derived operand of the instru,,cton

A conditional branch/transfer capability with full 64K addrts,, rca.h

Basic interrupt sta'us save'restore instrucuion-

lnput/output instructions where the data command information it be pro.esed is
found in the register file.

The standard set of hardware instructions shown in Table 7 can be expanded by adding new
operations (and more hardware) to use one of the 34 unused operation codes or by using an
invalid "op-code" detect iterrupt to simulate desired instructions with interpretive software
routines.

b. Extended Short Fornat Instructions

As mentioned earlier, a frequent use was identified for a few instructions that oiily need a
short (8-bit) data -, displacement field. The DP/M PE extended short instruction formats are
shown in Fi,'-. 36. The usage of the DP/M PE extended short format instrution set is shown in
Table A ihe extended short format duplicates the most common standard format operations but
.n a short format. The inclusion of this short format is based on the observation that a few

LOAD/STORE DIRECT SHORT EXTENDED SHORT FCRMAT
(BASE-RELATIVE) FORMAT

01 2 9 10 12 13 15 0 1 2 9 10 1213 15

X I T I R I X I I I R
X 102= LOAD X 012 (FORMAT DESIGNATOR)
X= 112= STORE I - CONSTANT DATA OR ADDRESS
I = RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT DISPLACEMENT (SIGN-EXTENDED

(SIGN-EXTENDED VALUE) VALUE)
T-- BASE REGISTER C = OPERATION CODE
R = OPERAND SOURCE/DESTINATION R = DESTINATION REGISTER OR

REGISTER BRANCH CONDITION

Figure ;6. Extended Short Instruction Format%
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and one for the subroutine entry address), once the linkage address is defined, all odher

subroutine calls requir, only a single word instruction.

c. Input/Output Instructions

The DP!M I/O operations use the standard format for register I/O and a variant of the
extended short format for memory I/O. In both cases, there is an 8-bit 1/0 Command Address
Word (CAW). This, in conjunction with the direction of data flow (in versus out), is used to
specify which external device(s) are to respond and what action they are te take. In sonie Ldes.
there is no data to be processed, but simply a comman, specified by the particular CAW. Thus.
the 8-bit CAW and direction of I/O can access 512 devices (256 in and 256 out) or specify 512
operations or any combination. Normally, a CAW is directed at a particular device and the data
word transmitted is the actual device command. This allows each of 256 devices to he given as
many as 64K unique commands.

The register I/O instruction uses the derived operand as the CAW and inputs or outputs
the data to or from the register specified by the R-field. The memory I/O instructions use a
modified extended short format instruction (32-bits) (see Figure 37). The 8-bit immediate I-field
is the CAW and the memory location is specified by the second half (16 bits) of the instruction.
If the R-field is other than register 0, indexing takes place. To keep from "hanging" the
processor 'waiting for an external device to acknowledge an I/O operation, the 1/0 control chip
performs any required timeout function necessary to allow a device data receipt/acknowledge
sequence to be generated. If the timeout on 1/O occurs, the processor-condition code will be set
to reflect the failure of the I/O operation. Further, if the I/O timeout interrupt is enabled
(device error mask), an I/O interrupt trap will also occur.

d. Summary of Processor Instrucilon Set Characteristics

To reduce the complexity of the instruction decode, the number of formats has been
limited and the instruction cycle standardized. The majority of the instructions are in the
standard format that allows for a large number of operations (64) and a full range of addressing
modes (6). Added to this powerful set of instructions is a small set of extended short format
instructions. These short format instructions implement the more frequently executed
instructions. These short format instructions can save 25 to 35 percent of the space and

0 1 2 910 1213 156 31
X I IClf R, A
X 012
I COMMAND ADDRESS WORD (CAW)
C OPERATION CODE
R INDEX RFGISTER (NO INDEXING IF" R = 0)
A MEMORY ADDRESS

Figure 37. Memory Inpult/Output (Special Extended Shorli Formal
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STANDARD FORMAT

0 162 7.. 910 1 ; 1. 31

STANDARD SHORT (,6-BIT)
I I V
I iSTANDARD LONG (32-8IT)

LOAD/STORE DIRECT SHORT I I

(BASE-RELATIVE) FORMAT I I
1• 2 .. .. . 10 1213 15

XI I I I

EXTENDED SHORT FORMAT

012 910 1 21i 1S

1X II I C IR.
MEMORY INPUT/OUTPUT (SPECIAL EXTENDED SHORT) FORMAT
I I I

0 12 910 1213 15 16 31
X I C I RIlr A

Figuft 38. DP/M Proceuor Instruction Formats

execution time of a program. Figure >a ,!ows how the fields of the standard and extended short
format instructions arc aligned. Thli% reduces the amount of hardware logic required to
implement instruction decoding. Tables 7 and 8 list the processor instruction set. An;, of the
invalid instructions can be used to implement a trap and emulate operation. Th:s would allow
the inclusion of extra operators through the inclusion of the appropriate software.

S. Instruction Usage Observation

Several different program.s and sample cases were studied during the course of the DP/M
processor design specification. The first such operational software module was a 12,000
instruction H-ectronic Warfare (I.W) program. This program was written for an avionic digital
computer which had an instruction set similar to the DP/M standard format instructions. The
next programs examined were the DP/M executive and one version of the DP/M instruction
diagnostic program. The results from these three programs are summarized in Table 9. The use of
register indirect autoincrement for manipulating data structures is shown and the applying of the
DPIM instruction set to a simple FORTRAN subroutine linkage with "pass by reference"
variables is presented.

a. Extended Short Inutructlon Format Usage Analysis

The sample static instruction usage shown in Table 9 is based on postulating the effect of
the extended short instruction format on the aforementioned EW program written for a digital
computer whose instruction set was similar to the DP/M standard instruction format. The
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515lsi was performed by limtining thle operational flight program sour,.e code through a program
Mthcounted th lie umber of F rles thfat each operation! modificat ion ornhbinat ion occurred. Tile

ext ended short format insti-uct ion usage was then estimated by counting the standard format
opera t ion/modifical ion pair that curres;ponded to the extended short instructions. Then. the
tract-ion of tiat uisage t hat could have used a -dhort (8-bit) constant value rather than the long
I I hilt 'Iit nt13.11 v311.11! Was estimated. [his instruction usage data corresponds to the static case

only , (% Cearly. the highest uqa~ec was for %hort relative branching. both conditional and
Li liCt )ntit io 'ia . M Iich accouliltedf for almlost 20 percent of' the instructions used. The increment
Anld branch it' negative insruction has been in'cluded because of its relatively high dyna mic usage
Ior loop processing. It-; function is to increment the register specified and to branch if thle
relliter is negative. [he suibroutine call in-;truction saves the current program counter (PC) in the
register specified and hrjincLive itidirectlv through one of thle first 256 memory loc.!tions. This
instruction tnakes subroutine linkage efficient and supports modular programming. There is also a
high usag ' e of short immtediate data for count and address; processing. Count processing records
niumber of events, loops. etc. Thus, the most frequently used instructions for short imm~ediate
dalati ( 128 to + 12 27 are load~, add, and compare. These three operations amount to more than
10 percent of' the static instrucktion usage. The next most frequently occurring,, class of
instructions is loads and store,; that are PC or base-relative with an address displacement from the
base of' 1 28 to +1I27. This sample case shows; a 31)-percent savings in memory space clue to
these eight extended short instructions format%.

Portions of' the code written for the )PP,/'M processor instruction diagnostic and executive
were also analyzed. The resLl~tS were somewhat better overall than that estimated leom the EW
program. This is probably due in part to a conscientious etfort to LIse the extended short
instructions since they were available. Both the executiwiv and the version 1.0 instruction
diagnostics showed at 30-percent program memory savings by using the 16-bit extended short
instruc~tions ratlher than the 32-hit standard format instructions (e.g.. BC'S -16 bit versus BC -32
bit). The dynamiic I simulation) diata wats also available for the version 1 .0 instruction diagnostics.
The static usage wats very close to the dynamic usrage except for the IBNS which was used for
loop closing. The extended short and the corresponding stanidard forma.t instructions have
e:xeciition ltimes limited hy the memory cycle speed.
TI' us. there is necarly at 2 to I saving s in execution litile
of' an extenided short instruction over it, standlard format TABL.E 10. DOUBLE PRECISION
equlivalent, In the case of' the version 1 .0 rliagunost ics. a1 OPFRATION USAGE

25- perct' ni savings ill executitiori little resti lled from uisi mtw
the ,-xlevdecd short instrutctions Percent

Load

D~irect 1.0
Direct Indexed 0.1Ili lotiuble Precision

Total 1.7
Thie LFV progranm had a small 11sage of' double Stole

pr.:isi'nf opera t ions. wvhichi are shtown int TFabl 10. D~irect0.
D.irect lIndexed 0.4

(kvarly. I by 3-perceni doubfle load/store operations Total 1.3
will rio t addh significanitly lo1 vit her t ho program %pacee Add
JImd 'or execuition titnis since they canl easily bie Register 0.2
accomplished by ,imply us~ing two single load/store Constant 0.1
operat i'ns. There were no doubile arithmetic operations Direct 0.1

cc'Ifo r lie 0.4-perce it doubile adds. Th us. even if' Total 0.4



they took 10 times as long to simulate. they still would not gr.:atlý affect prgram execution
time.

(2) Bytes

The EW program, as well as several other much larger avionic programs which were
examined, did extensive display manipulation. but in none of the cases was the lack of character
(byte) manipulation considered a serious problem. Fven though there was extensive display
processing. it did not constitute a large processing load. Thus. there was plenty of time to
manipulate character data by using shifting and masking (AND) operations.

(3) Floating Point

The EW problem and the several others examined could have used floating-point data and
operations. The increased hardware cost and loss of processor performance. though, could not be
justified and the next generation 16-bit commercial microprocessor is also not hkel. to hase
these operations.

Based on this information, it is difficult to justify the additional hardware to implement
these added operations. If some operations were to be added, the following ranking seems
appropriate:

Double precision addi

Double precision load 'store

Character (bytel manipulation

c. Data Structures Using Register Indirect Autoincrement

The register indirect with autoincrement operand modification, in addition to being used
for constant data and scanning through tables. can be used for more sophisticated data structures
such as queues and stacks. A queue can be implemented by u-wig two registers as pointers to the
queue. One pointer is for the irput and the other is for the output. The pointers are then
scanned through the queue by using the register indirect with autoincrement modification on the
instructions that access the queue. Similarly. a stack can be defined using one register whose
contents sev' as a pointer to the top of the stack. One way of defining a stack (last in-first out
list) is to define the tup to have a smaller address than the bottom (Figure 3() 1. This allows the
use of register indirect with autoincrement to remove (POP) data off of the top of the stack.
With this definition, all that is required is a single "push" instruction to store data into a stack.
The push instruction is used to store data into a stack just like a store instruction would be used
for other types of data structures. This type of stack structure is used for interrupts where
register 6 serves as the interrupt stack pointer. This interrupt stack can also he used for register
file savings and restoring for interrupts and suhroutines via the push and po p multiple
instructions.

d. Sample Subroutine Linkage

While at tirst glance. it may have seemed that. due to the lack of the indirect addressing.
there would he si-nificant inefficiencies in subroutine parameter passing. r'his is not true with
the I)P/M PI. instruction sot. An instruction normally would take two %.-ords if indirect
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addrebsiw were available (one word of operation, addressing mode and register and one word of
addrebs, displacement). Without indirect addressing, though, it can be done on the DP/M by using
an extended short format load direct short instruction to get first the address and then a
standard format instruction using register indirect. This sequence uses the same number of
memory locations and operates at about the same speed as would the two-word indirect
addressing instruction.

As an example, consider the following FORTRAN "pass-by-reference" operation
I Figure 40) where the addresses of the calling parameters are placed in the instruction stream
following the branch and link to subroutine. Assume the following register usage:

Reister UKe

0 to 3 Computation
4 Indirect Addressing
5 Return Lnk
6 Interrupt Stack Pointer
7 Program Counter

And where.

Standard Format

L- Load

ST-Store

A-Add

R-Register Modification

RI-Register Indirect Modification

Extended Short Format

LDS-Load Direct Short

ACS-Add Constant Short

BILR--Branch Indirect and Link Register

Assembler Directive

DC-Declare Constant (one word of address or label).

This code sequence takes the same program space and executes in nearly the same time as
thL more conventional type of indirect addressing were used. There was no attempt to optimize
the above code by using autoincrementing to step through the parameters or other such
techniques. The above code is -epresentative of that which a simple compiler would generate. It
does. however, show the flexibility of the DP/M instruction set and its ability to support
higher-order language-linking convention, It should also be noted that, when passing an array
address by reference, both pre- and post-indexing are required. This can be complicated with
conventional instruction sets but it can be handled easily with the DP/M baseline PE instruction
set.

From the existing and new programs that were examined, the DP/M instruction set seems
to be very flexible and efficient. It would be interesting to see if the previous programs, such as
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0000

UPPER LIMITI

TOP STACK

BOTTOM I
*ANY INSTRUCTION WITH REGISTER
INDIRECT AUTOINCREMENT N1 10)

PUSH pPOP

DATA \ \\ \N DATA

FlIVU, 39. DPIM Stuck Operations

the EW one, would show thle same sort of improvement that thle ID?/N executive andi diagnosticprogram did. That is. wouldi thc p~rogrammer,- rind more waiys ofinaking use of the extendedshort format and register-indirect/rcgjst er-indirectt uutoinecrment modificimi ion- if t hese o)pt ions,had been available.

6. Processor Interrupt Structure

This subsection covers thle interrupt structure as viewced hy tile processor, An attempt hasheen made to minimize the required hardware in thle processor while prcovi~ing as much system?capability as possible. The interrupt structure can lie brokeni down into two functional parts. Thefirst is the controlling or enabling ot individual interrupts andt thle other i% the switching of themachine state (context switching). This interrupt control call be accomplished bly having one or
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FORTRAN

SUBROUTINE TWOSUM t'IN 1. IN2, 1OUT,

lOUT - INI -IN2

END

MAIN
0

S

100 CALL TWOSUM (IA, IB, IC'

200

S

END

DP M MACHINE CODE

"SUBROUTINE TWOSUM (IN I,IN2,1OUT)

"lOUT -- INI - IN2

LDS R4, R5,0 GET ADDRESS 1ST PARAMETER

L.RI R0, R4 LOAD IST PARAMETER

LDS R4. R5, I GET ADDRESS 2ND PARAMETER
A.RI RO, Rz ADD 2ND PARAMIETER

LDS R4, R5, 2 GET ADDRESS 3RD PARAMETER
ST.RI RC. R4 STORE 3RD PARAMETER

ACS R5. -3 STEP OVER PARAMETERS

L.R R7. R5 RETURN

"END

"MAIN

*CALL TWOSUM

100 BILR R5. TWOSUM CALL TWOSUM

DC A

DC B ADDRESSES oF PARAMETERS
DC C RETURN POINT

200

"END

Fisire 40 Sa'mple FORTRAN Subroutine Linkage
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more le-s of interrupt masks. For example. there can be a primary interrupt mask with each
bit in it -ontrolling whether or not any interrupt will be allowed from a particular level of
interrupts 'n this case. there could be multiple secondary-level masks that enable individual
interrupts. v hich are at the same level. The second functional part of an interrupt sequence is
the initiating of the desired action based on which interrupt occurred. This can be done with
either hardwaie or software. When it is done with hardware, usually an interrupt trap vector is
used. The interrupt trap vector memory locations contain the address of the interrupt service
routine and the new processor status word(s). The hardware then saves the old program counter
and status word(s) and loads the new ones from the interrupt trap vector. An alternative
implementation is to have the interrupt trap hfcations contain an instruction which is executed
out of sequence. The latter approach is much more efficient in the case where the interrupt
routitne is only one instruction long (e.g., counting) but is less efficient for entering longer
routines. If there is not a hardware trap vector, the same type of action can be implemented in
,.oftmare.

a. In:errupt Control Structure

The first item to be de ied concerning the interrupt control structure is whether it should
he bingle-level or multiple-level and, if multiple-level, how many levels should be provided. The
%ingle level requires the least hardware but at the expense of slow interrupt response and
increased proce, sor software. By carefully determining which functions must be provided by the
processor and which can be external to the processor, it was concluded that the hardware
required in the processor could be quite minirm al. Thus. by pro% 'ing minimal hardware in the
processor. the interrupt structuie can be as sophisticated or simplistic as system requirements

dictate and'or external hardware ,rovides.

Thus, for simplicity and flexibility. the interrupt structure of the DP/M PE is distributed
between the processor. 1/O. and BIU. Each portion controls that part of the interrupt structure
that is appropriate to it. As such. the processor controls its own internal interrupts (overflow,
invalid op-code, I/O. and memory timeout) and all interrupt masks. The processor has a status
word (Figure 41) which contains a two-bit condition-code register. an overflow indicator and
interrupt mask. a device-error interrupt mask. a memory-error interrupt mask. and 10 bits of
mask for interrupts external to the processor (i.e.. the 1/O and BIU). These latter 10 bits are
e-ternai to the processor chip and reside physically on the 1/O and/or BIU chips, and are
aLL' esed by the processor performing an I/O operation with a CAW of 00 (Hex) as a part of any

MSB LSB
BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 * o & * * . . . * 15

EX;TERNAL INTERRUPT MASK (IM)
SMEMORY ERROR MASK (MEM)

so' DEVICE ERROR MASK (DEM)

0 OVERFLOW INTERRUPT MASK BIT (OIM)

SOVERFLOW FLAG BIT (OF)
I CONDITION CODE REGISTER (CCR) - SIGN AND ZERO

Figure 41. Status Word Format
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%tt t. r word read/writc tn•,frumt ion. I|hu.. whenever a %tatltt word read or write Infldtruct id is
Ve ti~Vd. :hle prwo%•ot directly a.'vv%,,% I11- own 0 bltm. unltd uv,',*. (to the prloc',.%ot) Ihe

rem.aminig externlul I0 1It,% ly itmulat ing ati/O tn1triuction with .a (AW of O0 (ex). 'ihe M10
external interrupt miutk hli ltca lie' iacld t) directlv control interrupt,4 or level% of Interrupt,. lit
the caqc of an interrupt level. the( ,tutti% word hit would enuhll or dlnahl a whole interrupt klvel.
Then t here would ie additional external maxk word(N) which would lie ined to control the
enabling and/or diltklaing or individ aal in errupts. ']Thme additional external maNk word(N) would
hie uecccqed via other IU) itiotructionr.

i. Inffirrupl (Cns11'xI NKwdi¢h111ig

AM wit th e incrrupt 1111Kk, the i nterrupt-ifnluated rqpon%, •% di,•tribo: ted hetwuw.n lihe
provmeor. 1/O. und itDI. The ptove%%ot %,Upport% Internally ant externally vectored tnterrupt%.
"fhul. whien1 an interrupt occurs. fle.' curient prograimi c•omitter aintil %tailt word tire ,•dvd and l te
new vihluc% arc loaded from a pair of memory trap loalutoon utllnque to the particular inlerrupt.
In the Ca of It'et1rnally genertCrid interruptli. the proasmor det•erln¢ec the trap locat•on,%. -o. all
externul (I/ ( and DIU) interrupt1, the trap locjtlimo are %lpcclflld by tle Interrupting unit in
repot1me t0o the interrupt acknowledge.

As mentioned hbove lit •erviclng an interrupt. Ithe current program1 co•• tr antd staltu word
mutt he saved %o that the interrupted program may le rmumed, The question then I, where
.should theie word. he ,aved. There are .everul cundidate upproaclic, in•cludi;.g:

Ddhicated Rcgi~tcr, lI thi, ,u,•c there 1, ua dedicatetd %el of1 registers tltt hold the
prevlouN program counter and ,tatus word. This works well for the first
Interrupt. hut handling or milsecquent lntcrrupt% rctquirc, ,,uving these register,
oiiwllwhre eke. Thul,. the bImil problem Jill% not beelin soived. only forcu tl~le.

Another disadvantage i% the additionul register antd hardware required in the
provcesor.

ldkicated IHardware St•aLk 12 tlliv. cage. the IV' anod statui word ire pu•hed into a
hardwrare %tack. This ,olves the problem of what to do with sut, iequient
intcrrup•% hut at lite expcni of even more hardware. It u•.o Iam a limitcd
nesti:ug of interrupts•, limited by the si/e of th, hardwure %tack.

Single M)ediwated Memory Location In tlli% case, the PC and ,tatui word are suved
Into u rixed pair of memory locution%. This hu, the udvantage of minimum
hardware. It still .ufl•r, a% "a" ,abov:; namely, what to do with subhsquent
itecrrupts.

Separate Dedicated Memory 1oc;;tium,% In this case. the PC antid stt•tu word are
%uvwd into differernt puir, of memory locutionm Ior each interrupt level. "'Thii
reljuirv. little hardware und ,olvs thlie case of" multiple interrupts us long us no
inure than one interrupt i% allowcd per level. This does pre.ent at *rious
problem. though, when tlite n•emory ,i/c und type i variable (ROM, and
RAMHOW. 'hut i,% the trap vctor wants to be in ROM and the suve vector i14tt
he in RAM.

Mcnorv Stack In tho,, ca,4c. the PC and tiatus word are puihtd into u stack pointed
it) by u hardware register. Thl% alluws virtually unlimited nesting of interruipts
from u diffe0rent or the ,,iime int-rrupt level. It also allows urhitrary separation
between the interrupt trap vector ,ind the save area.



INTERRUPT STACK

oooo

r ,-.0 ' -..

Figure 42. Restoring 0! Program Counter and Status Word

This latter approach is the one chosen for the DP/M processor because it appears to offer
the greatest flexibility with a minimum of extra hardware. Figure 42 shows the status word (SW)
and the program counter being stacked (PUSHed) onto the interrupt stack using the interrupt
sta,-k pointer (ISP). Figure 43 shows the SW and PC being restored (POPed) from the interrupt
stack. The next question is whether the stack pointer register should be an additional register or
one of the general registers in the file. The advantages of using one of the general registers are:

Less hardware

No extra instructions needed

Can be used as part of a general memory management scheme for re-entrant coding.

As previously noted in the register discussion, the disadvantage is that this approach uses
an additional general register. But, if there is any re-entrant programming, a stack and a stack
poninter are required. Thus, for the DP/M PE, general register 6 is diedicated to being the interrupt
stack pointer.

In summary, the DP/M processor supports multiple-level interrupt masking, vectored
interrupt trapping, and a memory stack for saving the machine state (PC and status word).

7. Processor Initialization

The initialization of the DP/M PE consists of setting the program counter of the processor
to the beginning of the initialization routine that is usually a bootstrap loader program in read
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Figure 43. Restoring of Program Counter and Status Word

only memory (ROM) which then loads a program module. This program module can be the total
program or another more powerful loader which then loads the desired program(s).

The initialization start address is sent to the processor over the internal processor bus
(Subsection IV.D) similar to the way that the interrupt trap address is sent to the processor.
That is, the address is placed on the internal data lines and the proper control lines are activated.
This signal forces the program counter to be loaded from the I-BUS data lines and instruction
fetch to be initiated. Therefore, it is the responsiblity of the element which issues a
CLEAR/RESET signal to supply the proce-:,r with its start address. This approach allous the
most flexibility for the processor while minimizing the necessary hardware.

8. Processor Functional Design Summary

This functional design offers a powerful but realizable microprocessor for the avionics
application. Functionally. the DP'M processor is a 16-bit. two's complement. 8-general-register
machine. These 8 general file registers are used as:

I-Program Counter (register 7)

1 -Interrupt and Temporary Stack Pointer (register 6)

6-General Pirpose Accumulators (registers 0 through 5)

7-Standard Format Index,'Base Registers (registers I througi 7)*

*Or, if the direct indication is changed from 0 to 7, then registers 0 through 7.
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8 Load/Store Direct Short Base Registers (registers 0 through '7)

The primary data types are single bits and full 16-bit words Neither double precision (two-word)
arithmetic nor byte (character) processing has been included due to their expected low usage
Floating-point operations have been omitted also because th- additional hardware would extend
the processor beyond what would be considered re.sonable for a commercially available
microprocessor for the 1978 80 time period. The primary candidates for instruction set
expa -)n would be a double precision add followed by doable word load and store operations
Of le,, importance would be double precision subtract and byte manipulation. The DP M base
line instruction formats are summarized in Figure 38 and the operation% are summarized in
Tables 7 and 8 The DP, M processor has a full complement of operations composed of 40 basic
instructions of the following types:

Arithmetit.

Logical (Boolean)

Data Transfer

Shifts (logical and arithmetic)

Bit Manipulation

Compare

Program Transfer (conditioG;al and un,.onditmonal)

Subroutine Linkage

Control (status word)

Interrupt (Context Switching via stack)

Input'Output

The DP M instruction set reflects the special emphasis that is placed on several design
areas:

Maximization of instruction code efficiency both execution time and memory usage
(extended short instructions)

Basic read modify. write memory operations (biL and STTM)

Ease of access to small local workspace (register fil, and LDS STJ',-,j

Loop control and indexing (RIA and IBNS)

Subroutine linkage (BILR)

Interrupt handling (multilevel with trap %e,.tor

No self-modifying -ode required te.g.. instructions whose characteristics are
determined at run time) an important feature in read-only memory
applicat'ons.

Flexible, efficient addressing mode I R. RI. RIA. C, D. MX)

As was observed in the programs analyzed, the extended short format instructions were
used between 40 and 55 percent of the time which contributed to a 30 to 35 percent savings of
program memory and 25 percent savings in program execution time. The instruction set has been
selected to make subroutine linkage easy and to support tht basic types oi data structures such
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as lit%., stacks, and queues. The interr'pt
structure uses an interrupt stuck to save the
prograim %lute and to allow multiple nesting of

INSYIRUCTION 'n Ierru pts.

DECODE Thec intent of the design effort was that

I ~ functionally DPIM huse line processor be a
powerful anti flexible machine. At the same
time, special consider.,tion has been given to

Sseeing that the processor is not too complex to

OPERAND '0e implemented as one to two microprocessor

DERIVATION Chips.

B. PROCESSOR PHYSICAL DESIGN

The processor physical design is
I-=characterireJ by the actual hardware registers

INSTRUCTION and memories, arithmetic and logic units, and
EXECUTION the data an.) ontrol paths. There may or may

1._1_.._J not be a close correspondence between the
I actual hardware architecture :nd the functional'-A architecture that the programmer sees. As
I previously cited, the register file may actually

be part of the main memory rather than being

INSTRUCTION an actual hardware register file. Thus, the

FETCH actual hardware Ta.3y be less than the
programmer thinks it is. On the other hand,
there are frequently a number of int.mal
working registers that hold intermediate results

INSTRUCTION that ar never seen by the programmer.
FETCH Figure 45 shows the overall general block

LOOKAHEAD diagram of the DP/M PE processor. It is
INTERRUPT composed of the instruction register and

decode section, processor control section,

micro data pro~essor, and status register. Two
primary considerations are the construction of

YES the processor control (hard-wired versus
micro-controlled) and whether the general
register file should be in the micro data

INTERRUPT processor or in main memory. Based on
PROCESS current trends in processor design, the

processor control will use a combination of
micro code and programmable logic arrays
(PLAs). PLAs are especially useful for control
applicaticns in semiconductor devices
(combinatorial logic) where .t is a requirement
to alter (change or correct) the control without
completely redesigning the chip. This flexibility

Figure 44. Basic Instruction Cycle
With Interrupts
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is enhanced by the high device packing density available with PLAs. The recommended approach

for the DP/M processor is the use of a combination of the following control techniques:

(1) hardwired data path-. registers, and ALU

(2) PLAs for control decode at the clock level

3) Read Only Memory (ROM) for clock-to-clock sequential control.

Furthermore. it is recommended the micro-data processor have a hardware register file instead of
a virtual (memory) register file. An 8-word by 16-bit hardware register file increased the overall
processor gate count by slightly more than 10 percent and ,ffers a potential two to one increase
in performance. The following paragraphs discuss the PE instruction execution cycle, the
hardware block diagram of the processor module, and develop a gate level complexity estimate
for the processor.

I. PE Instruction Cycle

The DPM PE instruction cycle can be divided into those phases shown in Figure 46. Some
of these operations may actually be overlapped in time: however, it is convenient to view them
as sequentially e ecuted The four major operations in the instruction cycle are.

Instruction decode which consists of determining what is the first action that the
new instruction requires. This first action will be the derivation of opexands
for use during the instruction execution cycle.

Operaad derivation which is the generation or fetching of an address or data to be
used during operation execution.

Operation execution which uses the address or data supplied by the operand
derivation and carries out the desired operation specified by the instruction.

instruction fetch which consists of loading the instruction register with the memory
word that the program counter is pointing at and incrementing the program
counter.

a. Instruction Fetch Lookahead

The simplest form of pipelining or lookahead is instruction fetch lookahead. This can be
accomplished by combining the execution of the current instruction with the fetching of the
next instruction. This lookahead is possible as long as the current execution does not involve
main memory (e.g.. a store instruction) or the program counter (branch instruction). In theory.
tins could result in a two to one improvement in the execution time for single word instructions
(extended short and reglster-to-rt gister operations that are not branch or store instructions). This
can amount to approximately 25 percent of the typical mix of avionic program instructions. In
practice. due to instruction mix and execution overhead, the improvement is limited to about a
10- to 20-percent improvement.

b. Instruction Execution Time With Instruction
Fetch Lookahead

The execution time of an instruction is the length of time to go completely through the
instruction execution cycle. The instruction fetch time. without lookahead. is independent of the
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pr~Vl)ili~ olthe nest in'iru I' tIIi l I' dit,
not matter whtliher %%t ,ineillc.' K I •¢ccil (lie
start of intrt£tlion de.ode m h,'ts•ccn the

[1start of instruction fetch. With thle c Mt. (of

INSTRUCTION ilntrtldiion IletLh ll(Iokalicad un hut. uh nitiL-

DECODE tions as branch and ,toit.. theL iihstrwlrtio Ietl Ii

time i,, dependent )1n the preLeL.lng Intru.L io

In this case. it i,, be¢st to delline in,,ltiu l.
-xecution tinme. as, t tine bhetwevi t at.,, ,ti

istructlconi deltodltlg 'h171 i k tile e\0' -10.t 11tirne of an IntrtLItl01l ITdependc11t (4 the+

OFERAND previous and the nt intrictiOn. e' on with
11DERIVATION instruction Iet,:h hl(okahead

I NST R UCT I ON C InteFrruips W'ith It.stntution l'-etch

EXECUT ION L~ookaltead

TIMEe Proper handng of intecrnal]pr glnerated

INSTRUCTION Iwithin the processor module; interrupts (i.e.,
EXECUTION overfl(:wl s-an present .special problem% with

instruction fetch lookahead. This problem
I resulttz when the next instruction his already

I I been fetched and the program Lotunter
incremented before an%- execution dependent
interrupt can be detected The best solution to

INSTRUCTION this problem is to go ahead andt fetch the next
FETCH instruction and increment th- progiam i ountr

___._.__while the current instruction complete,,
execution. Then. during instruclioi decode and

INSTRUCTION ltust before the operand derni~tion starts foi

FETCH the next instruction, a t1',t I, made hor pending

LOOKAHEAD interrupts. If there i, in interrupt pending.

exectution of Itthe 110nke ,it Illtolln just Ivik hed Is

aborted. the program counter is restotred to i,

Figure 46. Basic Instruction Cycle preiouns ,alue (i v.. it is decremen ted I. and the

appropriate interrupt serxice 5sc(tiCii. is

perlormed (IFigure 44)

Arithmnetic o).erflIoss is the primar. internal Itto the.- p: o e,, II Ill' .- ,h. It

deserses speclal attention in the design of the pro-.essor 1 here arc Ihirc oCtrlro.k ,itL~itIoin, of

interest to the programlmnler 1he simplest is %%here oserflo%,s .ire t) be ig:norcd s1h 01 a, dhriIlg

modulo number processing of angles The next situation ;s ii, ocrilo,\ duiring ,1 wcioi ot

anthmetu calculations. SinILC this case can be an abnormal situLiatilli. it I% intolluill ti that its,

proLessmg overhead be minimiied. The normal wa% of processing thc~e tso ca,,c, I- to cilthie

proside a maskable overflow interrupt and *,r Ito save the o)eirfhns ,itatu, toi 5,b,,tC:iiLUt tt.``tiag.

The last situation ot interest is an o( ertioh % during tile ext. litntill oll a lailittlair instilitl.tio.n

where inmmediate correctise atdlion + ust be taken. All exampIc 1, *,t ts,re multile Iprecisiol

routine% This t.ase is best handled bh follhssing thie instrutti.m that lat \ , ic' an (I)crtloh\ s•kith

an overflo% test instrul.tIt)n (e.g . bratlt.h on hNierflow i u h t. Iln dio. L i ltoss i Iterrtlpt •hould
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be suppressed, since it is being tested
explicitly., Because the next instruction has
already been fetched before testing ,or an
interrupt, it is a simple matter to test for an
overflow followed by a branch-on-overflow
instruction, In the DP'M Processing Elemer.t, DECODE

the overflow followed by the bianch-on-
overflow instrution is tested before the test
for interrupts (Figure 47). The branch-on-
overflow instru,-tion will clear the overflow bit
Thus, it is not necessary to change the OPERAND
overflow interrupt mask if there is to be DERIVATION
immediate explicit handling of overflow. In
addition to the intraprocessor overflow
interrupt con.ition affecting the instruction
execution cycle, a similar event can o,cur with 1' II
an 1 0 instruction that causes either an INSTRUCTION
interrupt to be generated WI'0 time out or EXECUTION
acknowledge) or requires only 1 condition code
setting response. i

II

INSTRUCTIONB
The previously described DP'M instruc- FETCH

tion execution cycle shown in Figure 47 was
extended during the design effort to include
sample microcode sequences for different PE INSTRUCTION
instructions A brief review of the microcode FETCH
control sequence defined for the PE is LOOKAHEAD
presented in this subs- ction, This microcode ,_EA

sequence applies to "'ie physical hardware of BRANCH ON
the processor defined .n Subsection IV.B.2. OVFL

The DPM micro control sequences
philosophy anticipates the more frequently
used PE instructions and provides lookahead
features to minimize the execution time for
these operations. The micro control sequence NO INTERRUPT
starts when a new instruction has been fetched
and placed in the instruction register and the
siga-e:,tended I-field of the instruction has S
been loaded into an internal working register,
the uMQ. The instruction decode then
generates an entry point to the beginning of INTERRUPT
.he appropriate microcode sequence. This entry PROCESS
point is also used in response to an interrupt
or to correspond to the beginning of a load'
store direct short, extended short. operand'
address derivation, or a register-to-register
standard format instruction execution. Figr47,DP/MIntrctionCycl
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Figure 48 ,liows the microcode sequ,.x ho; -f Di)P'"N d&tL.-t indexed operand derination cycle.
Remember. the instruction tetch L cie iq part ot the final operation of the preceding instruction.
and note that. during the instruction ,ecode the rc.ister pointed to by the T-tield of the
instruction is loaded into the micro accumulator (MAC). This action allows the bypassing of the
operand derivation cycle for register-to-register instructions, thus saving several micro steps and
reducing instruction execution time.

Figure 49 shows the execution portion of a LOAD ins',ucton. while Figure 50 shows the
execution portion of an ADD instruction. Note that during the operand derivation cycle, the
operand was placed in the MAC and the instruction execution microcode entry point was
generated. For these simple instruction opetatiuns. onlý a single micro step is required. Also,
because of independent program counter and addiess selection output control, the fetching of
the next instruction is overlapped with the execution of the current instruction,

As previously noted the pMQ register will have been loaded with the sign extended [-field
of the instruction during instruction fetch. Also, at the end of the decode cycle, the PAC will be
loaded with the register pointed to by the T-field of the instruction. Bec'ause of this. the
Load Store Direc: Short, extended short, and standard format register-to-register operations can
be executed imm diately after decode.

Figures 51, 52. and 53 are examples of the micro sequences for the following instructions:

Load Direct Short

Load Constant Short

Load Register.

A comparison of Figure 49 with Figure 53 reseals that the standard Load instruction sequence is
independent of the operand derivation.

2. Processor Hardware Design

The preceding paragraphs described the functional design of the instruction execution
cycle, and the control philosophy for the DP N1 PL processor module. This subsection presents
the hardware block-level design and complexity estimates for the processor. The processor is
composed of four basic units as shown in Figure 45. These units are the instruction register
select and decode, processor control, micro data processor, and status register.

a. Instruction Register. Select. and Decode Block

The instruction register, select, and decode block (Figure 54) is composed of the
instruction register, the instruction decoder, and the register select multiplexer. The instruction
register is composed of a single-bit latch for external interrupts, a 10-bit la.tch tor the X. C, and
\1 fields, and two 3-bit up-down counters for the T- and R-tields. The external interrupt is
synchronized by latching it into a register when the new instruction is loaded. The counters are
used for the multiple word accesses to the register file for double shifts, multiply. divide, and
push pop multiple instructions.

rhe instruction decoder derives its inputs from the instruction register (including the
external interrupt flag) and one bit of niiro control which is used to force a second operation
decode during the execution of standard format instructions. The o•erflow mask., overflow
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DO. I(T) +A)

INSTRUCTION AND - - -
IMMEDIATE DATA - -I
FETCH OVER- I IR • MEM (PC)
LAPPED WITH 

MICRO
I lMQ MEM (PC)* I STEP

EXECUTION OF I PC. PC+ I
PREVIOUS L -- /
INSTRUCTION _

GENERATE ENTRY T-REGISTERPOINT FOR pAC - REG-FILE (T)

OPERAND FETCH #PC - DECODE, OR)
DERIVATION LOOKAHEAD

ADDRESS 1 AC - MEM (PCs)
FETCH PC PC + 1L _--

GENERATEI
INDEXED pAC p pAC + 'EG-FILE (T)
ADDRESS

FETCH DATA AND

GENERATE ENTRYPOINT FOR /jAC MEM (WR)

INSTRUCTION I PC - DECODE 2 (TR)

EXECUTION

FIRST STEPfI INSTRUCTION EXECUTION I
OF INTUTO

OF INSTRUCTION I USING DATA IN PAC
EXECUTION I

1"HE pMQ IS LOADED WITH THE SIGN

EXTENDED I FIELD OF THE INSTRUCTION

AS A LOOKAHEAD FOR LOAD/STORE DIRECT

SHORT AND EXTENDED SHORT INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 4.1 D)irect Indexed Olwrand Derivation
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(R),- pAC

FINAL STEP I --------- DERIVED----
I pjPC - DECODE 2 (IR)

DERIVATION I I

- ----

REG-FILE (R) - /jAC

LOAD INSTRUCTION IR * MEM (PC)

OPERATION FETCH < MQ - MEM (PC)*
LOOKAHEAD PC- PC+ I

FIRST STEPP- SI AC - REG-FILE (T)
OF NEXT I -pC. DECODE 1 (IR) I

INSTRUC'IONI L J

* THE PMQ IS LOADED WITH THE SIGN

EXTENDED I FIELD OF THE INSTRUCTION

AS A LOOKAHEAD FOR LOAD/STORE DIRECT

SHORT AND EXTENDED SHORT INSTRUCTIONS.

Figure 49. Load Instruction Execution

k(ondition. deice and mnemory error masks. 1 () select. trans•'er time out. and memory time out

flag lines are also input into the instruction decode logic. The instruction decode logic is

implemented as a programmable logic array (PLA). has 25 input variables, and generates an 8-bit
nmicr() code entrN point and a data line into the nmemory timeout flag. There are six classes of
licro memory entrv points generated (interrupt. load store direct short, e.xtended short. derived

operand, derivecu address, and standard format operation) that take approximately 80 logical
minterms. ILastly. there is the register sel.tion multipk-ver which is a dual thre'-input
multiplex er.
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(R)-- (R)+ WR

FINAL STEP I WR, DERIVED OPERAND I

OF OPERAND I MICRO
I pPC - DECODE 2 (IR) I STEP

DERIVATIONI IL - -- -- -- --

OPERTIO NSTUCTON1  REG-FILE (R)*-REG-FILE (R)+ WR

ADD INSTRUCTIO IR ,- MEM (PC)

FIRST STEP f
OF NEXT WR - REG-FILE (T) I

I uPC - DECODEI (TR)

INSTRUCTION I I

THE uMQ IS LOADED WITH THE SIGN

EXTENDED I FIELD OF THE INSTRUCTION
AS A LOOKAHEAD FOR LOAD/STORE DIRECT

SHORT AND EXTENDED SHORT INS'rRUCTIONS

Figure 50 -,dd Instruction Execution

b IPnce'so. (•ontrol

The processor control is sho%%n in Figure 55. It is composed of the micro sequence control
i, hown in Figure 56) and the micro memory.

rhe micro sequencer is an h-hit-wide microcode address controller. It is composed of an
Adder. a mi.ro link. a micro address multiplexer. a micro address register and a micro control
d.'odcr. The adder is used to inmrement the micro address register and generate relative
ihr:,n.hes. "Ihe" micro link i% used to hold a return address for micro looving and micro
ýuhroutines. The micro addres% multiplexer ielccts the source of the next micro program address.
[his source can he the instruction decoder, an absolute or relative branch address supplied by
the micdro code. the next micro instruction in %equence. or the micro link address. Note that the
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(R) IR T) +EI(PC)

rr
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(R) IS

PREVIOUS I IR MEM (PC) I MICRO

INSTRUCTION 1 'MQ - MEM (PC) I STEPI PC PC + 1 I

MAC . REG-FILE (T)

pPC DECODE 1 (IR)

LOAD

CONSTANT SHORT

INSTRUCTIONINSTRCTIONREG-FILE (R)- pJMQ

IR - MEM (PC)

pMQ - MEM(PC)*
PC-- PC +1

NEXT I--

IpAC'- REG-FILE (T)I

INSTRUCTION Ij]PC - DECODE, (IR) I

* THE yMQ IS LOADED WITH THE SIGN

EXTENDED I FIELD OF THE INSTRUCTION

AS A LOOKAHEAD FOR LOAD/STORE DIRECT

SHORT AND EXTENDED SHORT INSTRUCTIONS.

Figure 52. Load Constant Short
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7R a -a ME a am a

PREVIOUS r IR MEM (PC) MICRO
INSTRUCTION I MEM- PC+I I STEP

E AC - REG-FILE(T)
0j PC - DECODEI (,R)

LOAD -.-

REGISTER
INSTRUCTION REG-FILE (R) - uAC

- - -IR - MEM (PC)-
O MQ -" MEM (PC)*

I R TI MAC REG-FILE(T)

INSTRUCTION PC DECODE I (IR)

"*THE MQ IS LOADED WITH THE SIGN =NOTE THAT THIS EXECUTION IS THE
EXTENDED I FIELD OF THE INSTRUC- SAME AS FOR ANY OTHER DERIVED
TION AS A LOOKAHEAD FOR LOAD OPERAND LOAD INSTRUCTION BE-
STORE DIRECT SHORT AND EXTENDED CAUSE IT ALWAYS HAS THE DERIVED
SHORT INSTRUCTIONS. OPERAND IN THE MICRO ACCUMULA-

TOR (,AC).

Figure S3. Load Register

branch address (relative or absolute) shares micro code bits with the other parts of the processor.
This reduces the number of micro memory bits while requiring an extra clock in the case of a
branch instructiua. Because of the instruction decoder for microcode entry points and the micro
link register for iterative loop closing, only special cases, such as multiply and divide fixup,
require the use of the micro branch. The micro sequence control has its own decode which has 7
control lines from micro memory and 14 internal and external condition lines it can test. This
decoder is also a PLA which has approximately 35 logical minterms a~id 6 outputs which control
the adder, multiplexer, and the two registers.

Previous design experiences with instruction complements similar to the DP!M PE indicate
that a 256-word control memory will be adequate for the processor micro memory. A
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INSTRUCTIOpt REGISTER, SELECT AND DECODE DIAGRAM
SREGISTER SELECT

3 BRANCH CONDITION

- --- .. . . -- a ... 1
I T

I7 mILr•.Lx CM• ,. T R I

IINSTRUCTION -MICRO CODE
I '8- ENTRY POINT

Lo• --- 76
16

CONTROL FROM DATA EXTERNAL MEMORY TIME OUT FLAG
/, MEMORY INTERRUPT

Figure 54. Instruction Register, Select and Decoder Diagram

w 40 STATUS REGISTERSr' - -I-- . . . .-- -

W r~

LI a 1 _3 v) 4 •

~U,
2 I A- 0

U 'BRANCH 8-0

-OINTERNAL BUS

(I-BUS)

Figure 5S. Processor Control Diagram
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MICRO CODE r . . ... . . . . .

ENTRY POINT
FROM INSTRUCTION ;AAR MEMORY

DECODE ADDRESS

NOTE ALL DATA

ITSW, DE IsCONTROL

7ýt1
MJBRANCH MUSC CONTROL CNIIN
AF"DRESS FROM j MEMORY

FROM ,j MEMORY

Figu S6. Micro Sequencer Control (WSC)

32-bit-wide micro control word will suffice based upon the different local decode sequence.
Therefore, the recommended micro memory for the processor is 32 X 256 (8192) bits of ROM

c. Micro Dala Processor

The DP M PE micro data processor reflects a conventional design approach for a micro
controlled processor. It contains its own local memory [the register file (RF)J, a program
counter (PC) which is a sounter rather than a register, an arithmetic logic unit (ALU), and two
working registers [the micro accumulator (pAC) and the micro MQ register (pMQ)J. The PE

memory and I'O devices are accessed by the processor as if they were externally addressable
deuices via the "address" and "data" lines. All of the data paths are 16 bits wide except as
shown in Figure 57. A few special points worth noting are

The 6 bits of the internal processor status word are merged together with the 10
external status word bits (brought tmirough the MAC) by the B multiplextr of
the ALU. Also, the internal status word is loaded from the output of the
ALU when the external status word bits are loaded via the data lines.

The address lines can be driven from either of the two internal working registers. the
program counter, or the intt.rnal interrupt trap location adaresses which are
supplied by the micro code.. When the addresc lines are decodtd from the
pMQ. only the lower eight bit' are used sinct tuii corresponds to either the
directory address of the BILR instruction subroutine or the MIC MO(
Lommand address word (CAW).
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Figure .57. Micro Data Processor
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The shift count and control are the lower half of the derived operand. This
information is loaded from the PAC which contains the derived operand. This
can be done a; the same time the PAC (and possibly also the juMQ) are being
loaded via the ALU with the values to be shifted. Note that the shift iteration
counter is also used during multiply and dwvide instructions.

The PAC, PMQ. PC. RF, and data out (as well as the internal status word) can all be
loaded with the output from the ALU. V.i addition, the PAC can be loaded
with the output of the ALU shifted left or right, as well as the data in. The
pMQ can also be shifted (left or right) or loaded with the sign-vxtended 8-bit
immediate data field of the m:truction.

The micro data processor control decode has 10 input lines to controi the 20 internal
gating lines. Based on previous design experience, approximately 100 minterms will be required
to implement this control function.

d. Status Register and Control

The status register and its control (Figure 58) is composed of a six-bit register plus the
status logic. The status logic has I I inputs, 6 outputs, and approximately 32 minterms.

3. Processor Complexity Estimate

Each hardware block of the DP'M PE processor wvas examined and an estimate of its
approximate device complexity was computed based upon TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic)
equivalent part and device counts. Table I I summarizes the factors used to estimate processor
complexity in terms of:

Logic% gates

PLA terms

ROM terms

RAM bits.

TABLE I . COMPLEXITY FACTORS

GATES(AND. OR, or INVERTER) GATES

Registers and Flip.Flops 6'bit
Counters and Shift Registers 10,'bit
Adders II 'bit
Arithmetic L.gi, Unit (A,-L' 20'bit
Multiplexers lines * Hi inputsi + 2 :g82 Imputs)

PLA PLA TERMS

Programmable I.ogi, Arra. (PLA) minterms * Q2 * inputs + outputs)

ROM ROM TERMS

Read Only Memoty (ROM) words * (address lines + outputs)

RAM RAM BITS

Register Files and Read Write Memories (RAM) I bit
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P LA ROM

MINTERM SUM OF ADDRESSw O DATA
W GENERATION MINTERMS DECODE

z (AND) (OR) (AND)

INPUTS OUTPUTS ADDRESS OUTPUTS

Figure 59. PLA Versus ROM Layout

Each of these descriptive terms is relatively technology-independent and, consequently. has been
selected to compute the processor complexity. As background information, a brief review )f the
impact on device complexity of PLAs and ROMs is given.

The semiconductor device construction of a PLA and ROM are quite similar (see
Figure 59).

In the case of the ROM, all possible minterm combinations of the address lines are
generated, i.e.. address decode (minterms = words = 2 address Ines). The data read from the ROM
corresponds to selecting those minterms (words) that are ORed together to form the output
(bits). The device area for an ROM can be divided into the address decode (word select) area and
the data area. A rough approximation of the address decode area can be estimated by taking the
number of address lines (true and complement) times the nriimber of words (minterms)., This
would lead to an area that would cor,-spond to-

Area - 2 * address lines * words

"h,! multiplicative factor of 2 is usec ,z, -:count for both the true and complement of each
address line that must be used for a ess l-.1 de. Since all possible addresses (minterms) must
be generated and there is no req :: f --,rogramming the address decode logic, this can be
accomplished efficiently. Thi,: ,-. " permits approximately a two-to-one reduction in the
area required for the address decode Similarly, the data area can be estimated by taking the
number of words times the number of outputs: i.e.. the data area is proportional to the number
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tit bits Sic ficetle dita area ot' tihe R( M must he progrimmable ind] call foirni an ' pitt-lrn. the re
is not the cori,- poniding area. redu ition poss.hlc is % itti thtic address deix .d Ific area of tan H( M
is% thus going ito be -neasured in -R( NI 'I I RMS' which is it inwesurec ot the word dix ide araand
the data area

RO M If RM, word * fout put, + address lImes I

hit%

I ~picall% . thti number of address li nes is riearl\ -qual to thle nu Lmber of on tpiit li nt' t heit ct're.

tile are.. Itr the address dix ode: is aititit tliv samek as the. aica 6ir the dat.,

I1li PI A is sinmilar it) an ROMI cxccpt not all possible mm tcerms ( words) are gener..ted. and
thle inuntermis to l-c generaited arc programmable 1 tins, hothI the inintcrms and ttie SUM 01t
mninternis arc progrmimmahlc. I its, struoturc permits random logic to be mask-programinable., as is
tile data in a mnieor% . thc mintcrtims arc also programmable. there is not the two-to-ofle
r%:du-.tion in Jeoodc' area., as there was in, the case o' thc ROM The PLA terms must indude the
hko-to-once expansion of thle in put lines into0 t 1w true amid complement signals. The eq uivalent

area factor tor a P1.A tcrm is

PL.: I I RM = ininterms *(outputs + 2 * inpruts

An -"stimaite ot thle processor cLniplexit\ is giien in Table 12. including the relative
coiiiplcxitý ot thle 'arions section,. ot' the! processor. 'Iih total processor device complexit% is
estimated to he

6,A1 I S 1.541

PLA ROM1 'II R\IS 22.2 K

RAM bit-, 1-12.

A ith currcnt 1 I L tcthnologý . there is about a 10.1 ratio betwcen tile device areai for gates
and l'LA ROM 11 RMS. with a RAM bit considered smailler than a gatv. Using these guidelines
for 1-11 tcohnologý ,. thc processor farcawise) would correspond to 3.873 gate equivalents These
ratios arc strongl% feohnologý dcpcndcnt. consequentlN , this number is not appropriate to usc for
othcr than 1T1.I I tic Ill As arid ROM% tcnd to dominaite thle acntie device count - en though
thcý paLk %cr\ Well duc to thecir structural rcgtilarit%. If desirable. seoeral techniques, can be used
to rcdutc tilc sli/ ot tilc PLA aind ROMs. One method ot' [ILA siie reduction is to limit the
PLA tlcmbihtli bý not .dlo)w:nig all inputs, to control all output,,. 'rhe micro data processor PLA
Could he tut In hi.ll by partitioning it into two six ions. eaich with 5 inputs, 10 output.%, and 50
ninterrit H As. 1huis. for a Jlight redu%.tion in flexibilitý . substantial chip area reductions, can be

aodiicscd. Similar teohniqucs oair be applied to thle ROM program. not all 256 words must have
32 hit,. I or instanic. min) of the blo;.ks oft micro operation% hawe the tame bit pattern on most
of their data lines. As an example, A\l). OR. ADD1. and Sl'BTRACT operations require identical
mno~ro control patterns, except for a fe% ot the ALU and status control lines. One of' the Texas
Instrumiensriv nvro iontrolled processors that was rec:entl\ designed took advantage ot' this
feature h% splitting thle micro control lines between a 322-word ROM and a 250-word ROM. The
32-'-%%rd ROM s-ontrolled the mahorti% oh thle micro control lines while the 256-word ROM
controlled tile tew lines thiat were unique to a part icula.r operation and or required inultiple
tdot~k operations. These techniques can he applied ito thle ROM ito reduce its active device area
while Imposing somle loss inl tlcxibifitý in .ippl\ ing tht- ROM to processor control operaitions.
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TABLE 12. PROCESSOR COMPLEXITY SUMMARY

PLA ROM
Term Terms RAM

GATES (000's) (000's) BITS

Instruction Register and Decode

Instruction Register 120
El, X, C. and M Fields 66
T and R Fields 60

Memory Time Out Flag 6
Decode (PLA) 4.7

Inputs 25
Minterms 80
Outputs 9

Register Select II

137 4.7

Processor Control

Micro Sequencer 228
Adder 88
Micro Link 48
Micro Address Multiplexer 44
Micro Address Register 48
Control Decode (PLA) 1.7

Inputs 21
Minterms 35
Outputs 6

Micro Memory (256 X 32) 10.2

228 1.7 10.2 -

Micro Data Processor

Program Counter 160
Register File (7 X 16) 112
ALU and Multiplexers 438
Micro Accumulator and MQ 320
Address Multiplexer 84
Data I/O 50
Shift Control 68

Register (3) 18
Counter (5) 50

Control Decode (PLA) 4.0
Inputs 10
Minterms 100
Outputs 20

1.120 4.0 112

_Status R'js~e-r
Register and Multiplexer (6) 56
Status Logic (PLA) 1.6

Inputs 22
Minterms 32
Outputs 6

56 1.6

Processor Total 1,541 12.0 10.2 112
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\ uolit her tel. ikque tall e applied to the pro ces~ot Ill i eduM e tile %:fi i ll) I0lI2 ) itN bN
dnid inlg Itie proxss'oi in to two jivarIý equal devices.. Iihi'. in be done bý putting thle micro data
I It evsol phis. tile regis.ter 'PC.eL kt on field oflfile i hisruction i egi'.ter oifl one thip and thle

remlaniling fu nctions onl a separate %:flli. Us.ing 11 FL onple\ ity a-, a basis. loi e't ilfat Ion,- this
partitioning ý ield'.

iDati r..vo Chip
%11ro14).r Dai hoAev..I 1.043

Ctip> it T&R Fiedd', 60
Regimrer Selie.. I i

mill )1 Cip L03 gates

Totai PreoCCS0 3,873
Lesh Nficro) Data Pi .),eswr I .632
Ie'.s Reg:'.rr Sclet I I

2 '30 gates

F'Ill'. partitioning poss'ibiliiy I'. s.hown later in Sec tion VI.

C. PE MEMORY SPECIFICATION

V, ii te there i, fa .ir> . lejr d i'1111.tion Ii1 between fthe Itmoincr at arid phys.ical architect orv of
thle N' prote'.'or. thc P1 ha'. a relat i~ et s.implpe one-tewet mina miemory Lonceepi. Hie de'.ilgn of1

thle DPI \1 P1 rnenior% s.Llbs ,tern cons.idered the following Item,,

Use and t~ pe oh mnleoi iS

Si/e and perhorinarhe

ProteLt tion and error die tv imi'

In it iah/atloll.

I he mernor\ subwvstern c:an be lhar~ih tel tid III term'.1 of +,' ikei\ tNi..c bo, ttie p 1110es'or

instruction and operational sotftware. HI he11111110k tiiiIUse of P1 lilCIII0ol ,ill he dil idL MW ii t hi

hollowing categories

Scratlh pad llnicorý I tellp,).j ira lu ~.tue. I is.'taJ I'

D~ata I %ariables and tonstjntsi

Program Inist rilt ion storage)I

The t~ pes of main Pl- tnemorý i~ailjblc are

High-Speed Read Write Random Ate.c., \Ienino\ itS-RA.Nli

Low-Speed Read %rite Randomn A..s.VS MeNICOIi> IS-RA I) Main Mvmor>

Read-O4ntý Random Acixss Memnory (R( )MI.

I hec relat ionship between the use and tile t~ pe ot memlol'% is shown in I able 1 3. 1 wt
itemns di'.iussed previously in tile protesmir design .ire 11LIll( ii Iý)'. pe ln t ions thle micro programn
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control store and the hardware register file. In TABLE 13. MEMORY
the D)P NI Pi' the high-speed RAM corresponds to USE VERSUS TYPE TABLE

the register file which is part of the processor. HS-RAM LS-RAM ROM
the lower-speed RAM and the PI()M orre,.pond
to main memor.y. rhe bootstrap loader is a part Scratch X

of the I (0 subss stem, the processor n1h1kro coritr, D lata

storage mernor% and ph• sicall, writc-protelted Variables / /

main memor% ,ire internal P1 iin'tt requi4ring Contants

RO(M functiont

Tile reoriniended si/e of the D1I %i
mernor% module is presently 8.192 or XK words. Past studies induate a large portion of avionit
processing algorithm,, are amenable to this segment si/c of computer memory. 'fhe limited
avionflL software %liung analysis that )ckurred during the design also found little reason to diff i
from the SK mnetmor. module specification.. As technologies improve and memory devices
increase packing densities and reduce cycle times, the 8K module offers the most use in applying
DP M to a%ionic ippliitions. The projected access time for the DP'M PL: memory is expected to
range from 1 3 to I . microsecond and offers satis,!aory P1 instruction execution time,.

For high-performance pro, eso,,rs. it •s not nLino omlTon to have the memory segmented into
several sections ipossibl• on a functional basis). In this case, the memory has several access ports.

T>,pically. one port will be asigned tn instruction fetching, another to processor data, and the
others to high-speed I,'. Projected throughput and partitioning requirements for the DP'M
s5,stem do not justify the use of such a segmented multiple-port memory subsystem. Therefore.
the recommended PL memory subs.stem has onl) a single port accessible to users via the
internal P- bus.

I ., Memor% t 'rotection

lhe subject of memory protection mechanisms ý4as reviewed fo, the DP NI design. The
requirement for memory protection wili depend upon the use of 'h 2 PE in a given avionic
system, and the demand of a given application for prevcvnt:or, of unauthorized writing ir:t.o
read write memory. If a suitable read write memory require,. such a protection in the application
of the DP NI. the following guidelines are suggested.

Memnory write protection generally takes one of two forms. The protection can be
classified as either word or address; protection. In the case of word protection, each word has a
bit attaLhed to it which specifies whether it can be written into or not. With address protection,
there is some form of address map that specifies which regions of memory are write-protected
and which ;!:e not. 1 he protected reiions are generall) specified by either a set of registers which
point to the ends of the protected region(s) or a bit map which specifies whether individual
blo.ks (pages) of memory are protected or not. With core memories, it is common to use word
protection since there is no performance penalty in reading a word before writing into it. This is
not true, though, for semiconductor memories such as will be used for DIP/M: it takes nearly
twice as long to do a read before write as a simple write This is because there is basically no
restore cycle associated with a semiconductor memory. In addition, the structure of the DP/M
memory space leads itself to region protection. For the I)P/M. low address memory can be used
for program and interrupt trap vectors and high address memory can be used for BIU message
control. This means that the two ends of the memory space need to be read-only protected
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TABLE 14 PE INTERRUPT
VECTOR SPACE ASSIGNMENTS

Location
i HEX) Ass.ignment

O((mi KX)l" Rcscr~ed for diagnmititts-
OW 2 Wo " Unissigiled
0004 WV)0 linjaid inistlu~ion RCSSRB

0006~ 000- Oweiflo%
000Sf 0001(N Devi.e ckiiowIledge~erot if %er~edI
OOOA OOOB Memnor% efror fis'fre.J

(JOOC' OWO! In1telrult C'0ME O
0001 0001- initelrupt I
0010 0011 Intleirupt 2
001I2' 001, Itilerrupt 3
0014 0015 r nuerrupt 4
00 1 f 001- hirerrlpi 4
00!, 00iP4 Interrpt 6
001-k 00iIB lInltifr rup
001C (JOI) I lDute-rupt Is Figure 61. l)P!M PE Sub-element
0011 001F Inierrupt I)

memor% is for the locationl of' it interatice finiction software. Subsection IV.1 describes how
these high order inmorN locations can be used for such functions as programmer maintenance
panel routines, or aerospace ground equipment (A(;[- ) maintenance functions.

D. PE INTERNAL INTERCONNECTION

The tour sub-elements of the D)P %I III1 (hown in Figure 61 ) require a method of' interf -ace
for inter-P"I communiLation. The PF internal interconnect ion must provide facilitices for data.
address, jind %arious .ontrol. status, and clock signal-.. This require-. -ither several sets oft lines, or
the tinit-in tlt iple\ ing of svseral of' these onto it single set of lines. Multiplexing decreases the
number (it linies but At the expense of some increase in chip complexity and a corresponding
dc~rease in III perlorianme. Thus. the use of' separate address, data and control lines in the P1- is
re,_ortnennd:-d. t he alternatise is to timie-mnultiple\ the address, and data oser the same lines while
keeping tilt: Lontrol lines separ..,e. To maintaiin an adequate performance level and to simplify
the mrntr1-P ý.onfrol. the I0P \1 III will use separate address. data,. and control lines.

1To mrnimrie the number of pins required onl the I'[- sub-clements, a simple internal
addrcss and data buts I1-BUSt structure ha% been Lised. One of these control signals is used to
speut.il whether a memor'. or an 1 0) transfer is in progress, thus permitting the same set of line,
to scr'e for both I 0) and nie-mor\ transfers. Additional control lines allow several difterent users
ito shatre the I-BUS and the use of intra-PI fun..tional modules ha'.ing different speeds to operate-
with I-BL S users. ( ontrol lines are promided in association with the interrupt, maintenance, and
memnor control fundions. D~etails of the I-BUtS are given in the I-BUS specification and the
I-RI'S signals are summarized in Table 15. Although there are 80 pins (20 are power and ground)
defined for the interface to the hits. onl> a limited number are used by an pi~rticular device. For
exaniple.. thle protessor requires an interface with only 48 of the 80 pin%.
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TABLE 15. PROCESSING ELEMENT INTERNAL BUS (I-BUS) SIGNALS

Processor
Function Mnemonic I-BUS* Module

Data DATA 16 16
&%de:ess ADDR 16 16

Mai and I/O Select IOSL I I
Data Dat.. Receive DRCU I I
Crantrer Tran ,ter Rtquest TRQ I I
Control Tranifer Acknowledge TACK I I

Transfer Time Out TTO I I
Transfei Abort TABT I I

Bus Request BRQ I I
Bus Bus Release BREL I
Master Bus Gran, In BGRI I I
( ,nirol Bus Grant Out BGRO I

Bus Master ID BMID 4

Interrupt Requ..st IRO I I
Interrupt Interrupt Inhibit INIIB I -

Control Interrupt Acknowledge In IAKI I
Interrupt Acknowledge Out IAKO II

Free-Running Clock FCLK I -

General Master 'lo4.k MCLK I I
Bus Master Stop MSTP I
Facilities Clear 'Reset CLR I I

Power ';round 20*

Prcessor Status PSTAT I
Special Memory Parity MPAR I
F .nctions Memory Write Inhibit MWI I

Special Functions Line SFL 3

80 48

*urmally I.BUS signals are distributed as "low true."

*1-or 1roper power distribution and signal ground returns, there are multiple power and
grou .1 puts. In addition, all the standard supply ,oltages shall be provided to allow
inixt v of different technologies

A major advantage of this I-BUS structure is the flexibility that it provtdes. The I-BUS is

simpl, a set of signal lines with a standardized interface specification. This standard interface

allows the use of a wide range of different functional modules as well as permitting the

upgrading of the system as newer technologies evolve. Figure 62 shows how the processor

sub-elements may now be built using current low-power Schottky TTL devices on three small
pnnted-circuit cards. One card would contain the control and the two others would be byte

18-bit) slices of the data protesor portion of the processor. As more complex MSI and LSI chips

become available, the data portion could be reduced to a single card. Similar situations exist for
the memory. 11O. and BIU. The I-BUS structure permits the I)P'M PL to be built with present
technology, and provides for integrating new unplementations of PE sub-elements with minimum
impact on existing modules.

A short review of the general capabilities of the I-BUS will serve to illustrate its flexibility.
The I-BUS characteristics can be divided into the data and transfer control, bus master control.

interrupt control, general bus facilities, and special functions.
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I. Data Transfer and Control

D~ata transfers on the I-BUJS are effected as a demand /response sequence batween a bus
master (Such as thle processor) and a bus slave (such as a memory or an 1/O device). Figure 63
shows data being sent from a master to a slave. This activity is initiated by the master via the
transfer request (TRQ) line. The slave identifies tOwl it has been specified by decoding the
address and I '0-select lines. When the slave has completed its decode process and recorded the
data. it responds b) assurting transfer acknowledge (TACK). When the master receives the
acknowledge, it completes its part of' the cycle by terminating its transfer request and releasing
the data. address, and 1 0 select lines. The slave completes its part of the transfer by terminating
its transfer acknowledge when it sees the transfer request end.

l-igure 04 shows data being received by a master from a slave. This sequence is similar to
the send sequence except the slave places the information onto the data lines and then asserts
transfer acknowledge. When the :r'aster has received the data and latched it into a register. it
terminates the transfer by dropping the transfer request line and releasing the address and 1/O
select lines. The slave then releases the data lines and drops its transfer acknowledge signals.

In addition to this normal transfer request'acknowledge sequence, there are two ways in
which a transfer can be terminated abnormally. I le first is with the transfer time out line (H`O)
which is generated by a watchdog tinier on the memory control chip. This time out is used to
prevent a master device from locking up the I-BUS by attempting to address either nonexistent
memory or I 0 devices. When the time out occurs, the master uses the time out signal in the
same manner as a transfer acknowledge signal. except it sets its own time -)ut error flag, and
proceeds. In the case of the processor, this will correspond to either an 1/O acknowledge time
out or a memory error. The second abnormal transfer termination is the transfer abort (TABT).
This line is used in conjunction i'th the bus release (BREL) by a higher priority master to force
a oe roiybus master fomel iniqus control sipycniustof the poiWhn thitws whenrs ithegan ontro prorty
aboe rirt us master tome4 reiqus control sipycniusfof the busoWhnt ithias occurs ithregan lowero prorit
the bus. The only effect this has on the pre-empted bus mnaster is that its transfer appears
(without time out) to take longer than normal. These "handshaking" sequences for transfers
ensure that the data has been correctly transferred independent of the speed of either the master
or the slave device. This allows mixing of technologies for memories, processor. 1/O. and BIU.

2. I-BUS Master Control

There are thrv, control lines and a set of four identification lines associated with bus
master control (Figure 65). These three ;Lontrol line% are used to control the assignment of the
bus to a bus master. The assignment is performed on a first-come-first -serve basis, with hardwired
priority used to resolve simultaneous requests. 1 ne four identification lines are associated with
the maintenance function. The master that is in control of the bus places its identification code
on these lines (processor = 0: the 11) default value). This identification is especially useful during
the -address breakpoint" maintenance function where it is in,portant to be able to identify who
issued the breakpoint address. The use of four line% allows the unique identification of up to 15
bus masters in addition to the processor.

The three bus master control signals are bus request (BRQ). bus release (BREL). and bus
grant (BGR I. The bus request line is used to initiate .m bus master assignment. while thle bus
rclease line is used to terminate the assignment. The ')us grant line is threadeil through each
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nliodtlL .ind is used to resolse conflil.t, when two or more masters request a bus simultaneo•usly.
I igur" (it) shows a represeritatiie bus-assignment %equente. When the bus qulesl.enlt master "A"
requtetst, the bus by asserting bus request line. no other master may request tihe bus. When the
bus request lint i, asserted, the hus grant signal starts propagating through the mnodulks on the

I-BHS W'hen the ..ignal reaches the highest priority requesting module, it activates that bus
master. whi,.i blo,.ks the bus grant signal from propagating to any lower priority module which
nia> also he requesting the bus. At this point, the bus master 1whith ha% been selected) places its

identilit.ation on the bus master I1) lines MBMID) and start,, transferring. When it starts its last
transfer fdepicted bN the X-X %ertical line) it issues a bus release. trhis command forces all bus

ter% including itself it) remnoe their bus requests. As soon as the bus request(s) have been
renlowed. bus release is also reniosed. When the bus release has been removed, any master can

request the bt,, by requesting thle bus request line. Again. the bus grant signal will propagate to
the hIighest-priorit% requesting bus master. This new bus master will wait until the bus is
quiescent (transfer request and transter acknowledge have ended) and start its transfer cycle(s).

rhi% sequence allows bus mastership resolving to be overlapped with the data transfers. thus
minilnniing or partially Lliminating the overhead associated with bus mastership assignment. As
was noted under the data transfer discussion, a higher-priority bus master can force a lower-
priori!% master off tile bus by pulling on the bus release line which will f'orce all bus masters to
release the bus and remoe their bus requests.

3. I-BUS Inteirupt Control

"1lhere arc three I-BUS control lines associated with interrupt control. They are interrupt
request I IRQI. interrupt inhibit I lNt|B) and interrupt acknowledge flAK). Interrupts are serviced
on a jr't-,.ne-first-,erxe basis with priority resolution if there are simultaneous interrupts. The
interrupt request is issued by +iny device that wishes to interrupt the processor IFigure 67). There
ma,, or ma>,, not he trn interrupt mask associated with (and internal to) the device which will

inhibit the de•,ie trom issuing an interrupt request. In add:tion, there is an interrupt inhibit line
which is used b% the maintenance panel to inhibit all desices from interrupting the processor

when it is operating, in thle maintenance panel mode. When tile processor :t.mpletes the
execLtion of the current instruction, it honors any interrupt b, asserting interrupt acknowledge.
Tihe inteirupt at-knowledge line is threaded through all modules and activates the highetst-priority

interrupting dcsiLe. I his deuLe inhibits the interrupt acknowledge (IAK) signal fr,,m propagating

to lower-priorit% modules. %he-n the device receises its interrupt acKnowledge. it places the
address of' its inemor, interrupt trap %C0Lo1 location onto tile data line,.. It then indicates that it
has plaked this address or' the line,, hy asserting transfer akknowledge The processor Hltches tile
address into :t- internal register and compleCtS the cy dc b% remosing the interrupt ackný, vledge
The des •ie will then xcmnoe its intcrrupt request when it a,-ert, trnswfer request and removes the
addrtess 1aoi th,' data hnes -nd terininates its tlin,,er a.knowledge when the interrupt
,Kki!OwledgC end,,.

4. General I-,'US FN,'.ilities and Special Fuitctli,on

"- lie genera. bus lacilities are composed of a Iree-running dock R-( LK). a master (MCLK).
a master stop (.MSIPI. a dear reset (CLR1 iignai. power and ground. The free-running clock

([( LKI -,an he us,-d b%. any device that ne1ds, a dhock signal. It doe-. not necessarily ha-,e any
partiLular timing tclationship with respect to any of the other bus signals. The master clock is
similar to the L.cc-running L.lo.k ekcept that it is controlled bý the master stop signal while the

free-running -lok is not In general. tile free-running Llotk will be used by slave desices. while
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E. MAINTENANCE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

One phase of the I)PAM design el'ftr examiined the impact of the likely maintenance
l'unctions t) he required of thle PL in it% role as an avionics processing unit 'I his e,\aniilatlon
included both the hardware- and soltware-related aspects o'l ma•ltenatLe Ifhie followmg

su,.ections discuss the key point% identified for P! hardware check-out. built-in-tet, (BI'l
ctn.cpts. and a programmer maintenance panel interf'ace concept.

1. PE Hardware (heckout

Since the proces•or portion of the P1' is likely to bh- a single LSI chip. or posibl% a few
deices. there is little point in attempting to isolate hardware fJults below the major PI.
sub-element (Processor. Memory. BII.t and 101. Thus. for hardware checkout. it would be
adequate to provide a maintenance capability which is based upon a PI" memlory and !,O
extension and use a single go no-go BI3 soltware program. '1 he following approach is proposed.
The processor can bhe tested hb initiating an interrupt that causes the processor to execute its
BIT diagnostic program. If the processor is operating correcti). it will execute its program and
send a "status good" complete signal back. It' the processor has failed. the signal will not be sent.
thus indicating that it has I'ailed. Once thle processor has shown that it is operating torrectly. it
can be used in conjunction with additional test programs to test the remaining sub-elements,

2. Built-In-Test (BIT I Concept

The um.niional design and architecture of the Pl- allows the sys.tem user a choice as to the
level ot BIT to he used. This section highlights one approach to BIT go no-go teting. The key
lfeatures ot' this BIT approach are•

('ontrol of thie internal bus memory address and interrupt line to f'orce the processor
to execute a BIT sot'tware routine

A small and thorough software BIT diagnostic routine that performs processor and
memorý sell-test

Mnlim'uj external onltrol circuitry that is required to initiate and monitor the BFI
result%.

This BIT approach has an added ad~antage in that the same testing philosophl canl be used
for lllght-hnce. in-blight, and A(6I diagnosliL environments.

'he kc. t) this testing philosophy is the common internal bus 0 I-BUS)I that interconnects
the PII sub-elem.ents and allows data transfer% between merlorN. processor. and input output
deut.es. B) proper control o• thie meinor, address and interrupt hlnes. the processing unit can be
dirL.•ed to ex,:.ute tile BI I soltware routine in thfe .iani manner as a normal interrupt routine
.niampulation of' these I-BI. S .ontrol lines. can be Nia external A(6I c.rcuitr% through an AGI
conne.tor on thie II or bN similar .ircuitr, within the PI. Pre•.ious applications ob thfi BIT
LonLept used a spetial operator (pilot) control line to initiate the Bli' The choice ofI
implementation and degrtr e o sophistication is anl option ot thie system designer.

When the II', starts execution ot its B1I' routine., a watch do•g tmner can hl.'e Lid it) verity
that V.c..ut)n of WIlie BII is withii allhwhble , time limits. It. in the course of' running diagnostic
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E. MAINTENANCE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

One phase of the )1'NM design effort examined thc impaL t of the hikel. maintcnance
functions to be required of' the Pl. in its role as an avionics proessing unit *I his e\ailllnatiOii
included both the hardware- and sot tware-related aspc,'ts 0t main lCnanic fohe t allowing
subsections discuss the key point, identified for PI hardware check-out. built-in-test 14 HI)
concepts. and a prograninler maintenance panel interface Conc•cpt

I. PI Hardware Checkout

Since the processor portion of the P1' is likely to be a single LSI chip. or possibl% a few
deices. there is little point in attempting to isolate hardware fa-ulls below the major PI
sub-clement (Processor. Memory. BII. and Ir'O. Thus. for hardware checkout, it would be
adequate to provide a maintenance capability which is based upon a PI" menlory and 1,0
extension and use a single go no-go BI1T software program. '1 he following approach is proposed.
The processor can be tested hb initiating an interrupt that causes the processor to execute its
BIT diagnostic program. If tile processor is operating correctly. it will execute its program and
send a "status good" complete signal back. It' the processor has failed, the signal will not be sent.
thus indicating that it has failed. Once the processor has shlown that it is operating Lorrectly. it
can be used in conjunction with additional test programs to test the remaining sub-elements.

2. Built-In-Test (BIT) Concept

The funtiional design and architecture of the Pl- allows the syteim user a choice as to tile
level of BIT to he used. This section highlights one approach to BIT go no-go testing. The key
features of this BIT approach are-

Control of the internal bus memory address and interrupt line to f'orce the proLC,;sor

to execute a BIT sof'tware routine

A small and thorough software BIT diagnostic routine that performs processor and
meinorý sell-test

.linimnin external control circuitry that is required to initiate and monitor the BII
results.

"This BIT approach has an added adxantage in that the same testing philoophl can he used
for 11ight-line. in-flight, and A(1! diagnostic environments.

1 he ke• to this testing philosophy is the common internal bus II-BUS) that interconnects
tile PI sub-elements and allows data transfer- between memory. processor. and input output
deviles. B) proper control oa the ineilor% address and interrupt line-. the proLessing unit can be
directed to exe.ute the BI I solftware routine in the same manner a% a normal interrupt routine.
Manipulation oa these I-Ilt'S tontrol lines can be %ia external A(;I circuitr% through an AGI
connector on the PI or hý similar .lircuitr% within the P1'. Pres mos apphiations of thils HIT
comnLcpt used a special operator 4pilot) control line to initiate the BI1 The choice %t
implementall•in and dcgrte (oI so phistication is an option at the systemn designer.

When tihe PII starts execution ot its II',I routuinc. a waith dog tnier Lan be used io verif•
that ex'ecutio n ot tWle BH Is within allowable tilme limits It. in the course of running di.ignostit
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tests onl tile proO.Cessor and Ii1ViI~r% . all ciii is detected. anl applruilri.Ite %iliialill ieiIt genlt.itd
to the kterriai Bil coriti ol circult rý. or tile watch dlog tlundl can lie .iIlotwk-% I it tfun to

.iripietori.Nigrrt~ ug3a111 -tail conditloll.

3. Prog~ramme~r Mlaintenance Panel Interface

.A net cs--ir) IliaiIt of htil use of anN~ 5%,'5iCII sifiia i t) D P %I is hent hl-lelle tici tckt t W tile
operat ionalI solt tlare \orniaiI mean% of* hent-h-icl ci ceUtkot r.,r pri aidcd h% piogram hidI uaintenanoe % onsoic% or pancIs. O)1ten this %picku iai tet tliptuiciit prt a ides liimited 111ii i ' 11i t

tile VCLet tI~fl of programis arid display % resoits, of liarthkaic anid sit! ~arc act mit ies %Ia binaI~i-
he\ data rcid-out high IN Input data It, liht main tenant cPanei tikcwise I% of ten %Ia toggle tIl

rotary dial SV. itchles. One result otl thc D11 M NIll. design was, thle identi iit ittl(it ol a ~cible
programmer maintenance Interlace that required minimuni e~iernaI hardware and pirt mided a
Consenient and adaptable iethittd tit loading and monitoring thle cextution ot Ill. prouirains.

I ti proposed Programmer ulaintenaiLte Panel consist% 1)f a set o1lihe\ 1.1 1) displaý s.

he.xideciniai data entr) ke~ hoard. mnode control pushbuttons. diagnostic in~ ok ing pushibUt tons.

and a swries of' programmer read modit' write tianction keys. The mnaintena~nce Paiei call alo
provide a standard teiet% pe Interfaice. [igure 6') shows the maintenance Panel organi/ation.
Representative software r. -,, pro%ided in tile maintenance panel would he:

Program Ntart 'd %top

K-,% hoard control

I)i-.pia\ control
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I'li purpi s tit lthe inaiitenarite cPanel is tit) tat nlrtatc: scN. tIbt-s% sIVIi*. iiidw arc. alit
sottwAare Lhceckout It% lutilt ions are totmposed of prmostr and trcnior\ hatrd\%.arc d~~~ ~i
program CXetution diNpiaý and tontrol I .aturcs. and .i menior address or I 0) ( oniinniand V\dti
Wo rd break po int All (Iit I hseIC ur I ItIOtns1. Wi11t il e C\Csei itII ti t tilt e ht1CAkpt 1in I. IuSC tI le rot cS%0 i
It-eitI tt' periirmn lhk nve~ ssar\ ttpivraltimis lili' 1.111 INC JltttIIIjI N1I d h\ 1111116i,1114- tilt'

InInJIiciMLan l"c l p \trtci '(1iti 1 thL.miioiadI4 11pthV~ltlttll Mit 1i 1 0 \ttetllI- Ild~ ..ltCt
setiittn Ill mIIWIoIM lI hS SCOVIIIt Ill riiairltcnar c11LM [ten i\tt~ahi.ic l L5i'tPrtI1.1111 anid

data sttt)ragc it) mijilt-crci the dcsirk'd maiiie.111 a e parw 1)Ik Ipt raitis is. liNNitil Iti lIkci1

tOperafitri ti thi llne1a it 1. Ixin l t 1MIn. 't jl t 1014%%

Prtv'tng the "'MP 1 )1'tr InsoI tile ihc iIe test kt*\*, onl liltb.1e %knil -Ii .11 list-i applttplil~lc
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Ilardware diagnostic% including processor BIT. memory check-sum, and read/write

Program execution display in a uer-defined format (hex. octal. decimal)

Program execution control to include instruction step. memory address breakpoint.
IO ( command address breakpoint, and internal bus step

Program modification to include memory and register content read/modify
operat ions

Programmable intert-a .4,e to a memor, load device such a% a paper tape reader or
magnetic tape cassette or a hard copy pnnting device.

F. PROCESSOR/MEMORY DESIGN SUMMARY

This ,ection has described the i)PAI processor, memory. PF internal bus. and presented a
possible maintenance p:'iel interl'ace concept. It has described their functional and physical
characteristics. Variou% tradeoffs hbae been made and a final DPIM baseline design presented.
This effort included both a top level as well a% detailed analysis. The internal bus (I-BUS)
structure, one of' the most important feature% of the )P'M architecture, hais been defined and
described. By defining a standard bus and it% interface characteristics the P|: architecture is given
considerable fle•ibility and growth capahilitles. This allows an orderly growth and evolution of
the I)P M PI as new technologies evolve and mature. and as requirements change. One of the
applications of this flexibilit% is the implementation of a simple but powerful maintenance and
AG! int':rface that take% advantage of the processor for execution of test function and requires
minimal external memorv and I () circuitry This concept allows the mnaintenance!AGE function
to be much more flexible and lower (ot than normally would be possible with the use of unique
spccial test equipment.
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SECTION V

EXTERNAL DEVICE COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE

A. SYSTEM INPUT/OUTPUT APPROACH

"The I)P M sy)stem approich to providing a comlnnundtioil,,% interface between the J)P!M
,yteim and the vanous external aircraft ,uh.system equipments is directly via the individual I)P/M
Processing Elements Pbs). as shown in Figure 70. Thus. all external (1/0) device data can be
introduced within the D)P!M system by being "relayed" through the individual system PEs. This
approach. in effect. dedic; tes devices to Pi-s but simplhfie systez bus interface requirements and
,,)stem hardare overhead. The method of interface chosen is a straightforward parallel digital
nterface with external devices. PF: access to multiple device-, or multiple P- access to common
deoice, must be accomplished external[% to the DP M system hardware (i.e.. all multiplexing
functions required must be provided by eternal hardware interfaces).

The primary advantage% of this basic approach are reduced system hardware complexity
and simplified system operation. No special ihs interface hardware is required for i/O devices
and F/O deoice activities can he placed under the direct flexible control of user programs resident
in the PE to which the device(s) is connected.

Intuitive dGlo dvantages associated with this approach were concerned with system
reliability or fault tolerance owing to the -dedication- of PIEs to ,0' devices and the potential
increase in Global bus traffic res•ulting front the distribution of' iultiple-u.ser 10 data. These
nitil concerns were adequately quashed. with the following realizations:

With respect to overall ,ytem reliability, an LSI IWP'M P" will possess comparable
hardware operational relhabihity to that of a specialized bus interface for the
external de\ice fas,,uinmg in i:O di,,tributio bus 0ytem approach). The

reliability of the device interface. %pecifically the I)P'N PL. is inherently much
greater (perhaps by several orders of magnitude) than the majority of avionics
device-, to which it must interface. Bolstering the rehability of the device
would be a fallaciou, attempt at improving omerall system reliability. This
alternate approach becomes even more impractical when its implications on
added hardware complexity are considered. It is recommended that improved
-,%stem 1 0 reliability be accomplished in the external equipment (e.g., via
redundant dttces) where critical reliability requirements, prevail.

With respect to potential Global bus traffic increase resulting from the distribution
of interfunctional data. it was recognized that most iPO device data tends to
be unifunctional in usage. ix . most 110 data is functionally unique and used
exclusivel) by a single function. The bulk of' F,0 data whit i is distributed
to from the device inierfacing P- can be localized and routed via the Local
bus links within the ajtfnit. group users of the device data. Global traffic
increases are expected to he insignificant, with prinmary bus traffi't loading
occurring on the Local biase% of the "host" affinity group where it is most
easily acconmnmodated in tlerms of' bu, bandwidth conumption %ith minimum
effect on overah sys'tem performance
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In the chosen system approach. the PI- can aissumne ti e system roles of an1 external device
interface. an external device data preprocessor. or a distributed member of a "centralized"
processing function. A PE caii assume any or all of the above roles. depending on system
requirements. Topological and functional identity boundaries are not necessarily fixed with
respect to each other: they may or may not coincide in a particular application.

B. INPUT/OUTPUT INTERFACE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Having decided upon tile aforementioned system-level approach to interfacing the 10P/M
PF with external devices, an analysis of tl:e actual functional requirements imposed by the
envisioned DP M system I/O envi'onment was performed. In the course of arriving at a "most
desirable" PE-to-external device interface design the following basic concepts were considered to
be of rudimentary importance in molding the des~gn.

I. Standardired Digital Device Interface Compa'ibility

A "'standardized" interface compatibility concept ranks first and foremost as an
Input, Output Interface Unit (IOIU) design goal. Since definition of a preliminary standard
interface for aircraft equipments and TDM data bus systems is being developed by the Air Force
for future avionics applications, the desire to confornn DP/M concepts within this standardization
framework is intuitively obvious. The subject Air Force standardization approach is presently
governed by MIL-STD-1553. -Military Standard for Aircraft Internal Time-Division Multiplex
Data Bus." The subject standard external device interface is defined for the Subsystem Interface
Unit (SSIU v'i ich interfaces various unique aircraft sensors/effectors with a serial TDM data bus
intertace unit referred to as a Multiplex Terminal Unit (MTU).

It is believed that an avionic equipment standardization approach sought by the Air Force.
as reflected in NIIL-STD-1553. is a viable and imminent solution to many present avionic system
ailments. Therefore. it has been previously proposed that the DP/M I/0 interface be compatible
with the SSIU specification. However. such an interface has not been firmly specified/defined
and the chance for it assuming a �special-purpose" configuration. tuned to the requirements of
the MTU to which it interfaces. are perhaps great. It m:,:, he argued that such an interface
should be driven by "general-purpose" requirements to allow compatibility with a large number
of alternative avionic information processing system elements. one of which is the DP!M PE. It
also seems rational and feasible to develop the DP/M input/output interface capability around a
similar set of goals to allow maximum compatibility with a variety of equipments The interface
designi described herein reflects this goal. Furthermore, it is recommended that the present SSIU
interface definition be modified and driven by the same interface philosophy if' true aircraft
system flexibility is to be achieved in the future (e.g.., asynchronous instead of synchronous data
- isfer protocol).

2. Data Rate Requirements

The actual performance potential requirement placed on the I/O interface in terms of data
tlro)ughput has been initiall) established b) analy/ing the 1/0 traffic experienced in the baseline
,s>stem mission processing functions. The results of' this analysis have shown that total system
I () 1external device) Itralfic is 7(,2.40() kilobits,,second. The worst-case maximum for a given
function is 522.1.0 Kbp,. this corresponds to the worst-cawe requirement possible for a single
P! , assuming a single PI, were assigned to the interfacing of all function-. elated equipments. This
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wkorst-case data rate ol 522.1ieU Kbpis I, roughly equwalent to a word-trattic-rate ot 32.035
I ,-bit %ords .cýond fhu%. filt bandwidth reqluirement% tol the avionic systemn application

eml bioned do not illmpose a e,.re requlirement oil the throughput capabilities ot tile I/O
mnllert'a., from all implelmentation vl lpOint.

3. Progaln Interferenie

A I) 1) 0 rcsponibiht asSotlated ,ith a pr•cessing function inust ble kconsidered in the
'onle\t ot program,. or procesing. iiiterteince caused bw the ! 0 data transters. [0 data rate-

alone call be misleading• unless fleir etteLts oil protessill e\eLutioln time are considered. rlue
baseline processing 'Uihiions requiring the relativel. higher data r.aes t.,pically are associated
%kilh block transfer% ol large ainbouis of dtja [Lhus. it) alk'liatl what ma) become appreciable
I () oncrhead e\ecution till);: inl the avsocialed process. it is considered desirable to provide an
I 0-p•,oc,ing oterlal, ap',Jilll hr I (1) data transl•er operations It) reduce processor intervention
inII thec operi. iollo, a ,ininillMuIll.

4. PE Support lFunctions

Se\eral e\isting ancillarN tunctions milust lie provided \,lthin each PI" to allow proper ?L
performance in th%' D)P \I :ncironnient. in the o%erall Pi- design. it is the responsibility of' the
Io1Ll to provide these tuncaons. These ,ariotUS functions are individuallk discussed below.

a Real- Time Reference

Since the D) . sM stemi must operate in a real-time avionics environmnent. *some accurate
means of timne-keeping mlust Ie accessible b\ each [P-. Owing to reasons of system distributive-
ness. tault-!olerance. and overall performance. it was decided to incorporate a programmable
"'tmmc-tick" mechanism in each PE. A programmable interdal timer was considered most
appropriate for this r'equiremnent since it allows dynamic time-keeping resolutions. depending on
indiidual application proeramn timing requirements. as well as allowing either "short"
tine-internal or "tlrne-ol-da%- real-time•-keeping proiedures with reasonable accuracy.

b. PE hIifialization (Cntrul

( ,introl Imust bie pro, idud %kithmn each Pl- to proide an orderly and predictable sequence
of Pl- operations subsequent to the alpphiation of regulated lX" power to the PE or the
oLcurrence ot an emtcrn.,*1 insokcd CLi AR RI SI F signal. This control pl ices each PE mI a
kni(o% %.ltate %hmL.h accomml odates s%%,lein start-up or ilniiahlallonl actismlles

'. !' ('IheA (Control

ihe 10i" i-, responsillc loi genetalingt all %.locks required internal to the PE from an
esternall% prosided -t ree- JioL k sotire ('lock-gating control pro,.ides for proper timing of PE
JI(,Ak ucneration during posscr-up conditions and also provides appropriate clock inhibit control
in re.',ons, to c\ltrnal ýonniiands e L, g . from a maintenanlcte programmnner's control console').

5. Impf menntltion (onsideratioi•s

( onsistelnt \lih overali l)P \I PI deigni goalk. tile Il ntional design of the 1V0 interface
elcmnlts -'hould he nllmlelable iit I l -, .l implementation %%ith lo I no) risk
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semiconductor technology. Actual electrical characteristics of the interface should abide with the
requirements of the standard digital interface (SSIU').

With respect to the actual functional characteristics of the IOIU, it is desirable to design
the interface so that a single, common 1/O channel. or set of common signal line%. can be used
to effect all modes of data transfer operations. i.e., both program (direct) 1/0 and direct memory
access 1VO modes. This functional characteristic is of virtue when i/O signal pin-out requirements
are conmidered. In .he same context of 1/O pin-out frugality, it is desirable to organize the
input/output channel as a half-duplex bidirectional ("party line") I/O bus configuration since
onv dilf-duplex functional operation is required: however. where special interfaces can dictate
nonbt;-oriented V'O (i.e.. separate input and output lines). the functional design of the IOIU
should accommodate this design extension, if practical from ani implementation viewpoint.

6. Extended Capability Considerations

If the DP/'M PF is to become a true universal avionic system building block, its application
in nontypical DP!M-like applications should not be precluded. To adapt readily in this
environment, the 1/O interface shouid be as flexible (general-purpose) as possible and considera-
tion should perhaps be given to direct PE-to-PE (o0 processor-to-processor) communications via
their 1/O interfaces. Therefore. it shou!d be a target of the IOIU design to allow such direct
communications via the same 1/10 channel design as determined by previous considerations.

C. IOIU FUNCTIONAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The IOIU design described herein is functionally represented in the block diagram of
Figure 71. This design provides the mechanisn.s necessary to fulfill the functional requirements
outhned above. The operational characteristics of each individual mechanism are discussed below.

. Standardized Data Transfer Channel

The actual '1/O Channel" design chosen for the DPiM PE provides a block-oriented.
autonomously controlled direct memory access (DMA) facility for transferring blocks of data
between an 10 device and PE memory. Each block transfer activity is initiated under progam
control but then proceeds autonomously until block completion, at which ti.me an interrupt
stimulus is generated to denote data transfer completion. The autonomous channel design was
chosen because:

The SSIU interface inherently requires half-duplex, block-oriented data transfers

It provides an "overlapped" /O capability, requiring minimum program execution
time overhead

It does not significantly impact the design with respect to LSI implementation.

This design meet% the basic I/O interface conceptual design criteria established from an
overall system viewpoint. The operation of eacti functional element of this design is conventional
in nature and is well understood in operational characteristics. The specific signal lines appearing
at the physical interface are assigned primarily to provide MIL-STD-1 553 SSIU interface
functional compatibility and versatility while minimizing pin-out requirements for "single-chip"
LSI implementation. In the interest of application and usage flexibility, special operational
features have been added to the Data Channel design to allow efficient use with a wide variety
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of external equipments.. A chaining operation feature has been added to the autonmioius DMA
operation to lessen programn ovetncad associated with managing block data I/0 operations among
multiple devii.es and to facilitate interfacing with multiple data-block oriented devices (e.g..
magnetic recording devices which may be used for in-flight recording equipment. ma,., memory,
etc.). The added complexity to the IOIU hardware was judged minimal and should be of no
significance in 1011 impementation.

Tie channel operation all,.vs the discrimination of special *"c,,mmand' information
transfler froum normal data transfers. Importantly, the transfer of commands and data cn be
intermixed in a -sngle. common data transfer. Thi: "device-controller-oriented' feature expetes
data transftr act'vit) where each transfer of a block of data is preceded by :mn associated
comman" to the device to be used in interpretation of the data. Such is the case ',ith the
standardized SSIU operation. where each bloci, of data transferred is preceded by a control word
ito tht- SSIU) indicating the data transfe- activity desired. In addition. it -as determined that
program-synchronous transfers of single data words (i.e.. direct program controlled i/O via
instruction extcution) is not required in the SSIU interfav," environment. However, the
preýiousl, mentioned device controller oriented design featare facilitates "single-word-block"
data transfers with on*y one operation (channel activation). If actual program-synchronous I/O is
required in extended applications. these activities can he easily accommodated via direct
I buffered) interface with the PE interoal hus 1l-bu'.). Ihus. the "device-controller" approach was
incorporated withi a conventional autonomous DMA inputoutput operational concept in arriving
at the final I1O Data Transfer Channel functional design described herein.

The external interfac, control protocol accommodates asynchronous, fully-interlocked
transfers for maxim, m iutc,ia-e generliht. ins:ead of the more specially tailored synchronous
interface defined in r elimmarý SSIL' )ecilic.etion An explanation of each 'nterface signal line ;s
presented in Figure 7 ,.

A functional register ievel design of the Data Transfer Channel is shown in Figure 73. The
sequence of data, transfers etents governed h- this interface is represented in the flow diagram of
Figure 7.1 Figure 75 depic:• the Lontrol word and data block structure used by the Autonomous
Data Transfer Channel during channel initial/ation :-ad actual data transfer procedures.

2. Programmable Interval Timer

A Programmable lnterral Timer (PIT) was chosen a% the most desir-bl, real-time-keeping
device for the I!'NM application. The PIT is a down-counting register which is decremnented every
50 ,s. The PiT is prese, with a dcsired time interval (in 50-ps units) and initiated under program
control. The contents of tile P11 can he read under program control at any time without
affecting counter r'rition. At tile completion of a count-down procedure (i.e.. when the
c,,unter value reaches /croi.. at interru,; ..timulus is generited to denote the expiration of the
time interval "'h, PIT length is Lhosen at I,- hits. allowing L maximum time interval in excess of
I.0 seconds. thus offIering ;, good iompromise between timing resolution and maximum time
interval capabilities.

3. PE Initialization Ciontr d

Immediate con.rol of the PLi subsequent to the application of pcwer or the occurrence of
a ('LEAR'RESET commatid from an extctial source is tnmifested ny "steering" the PE program
execution to all appropriate .e.:r' addre,s for each initialization ,!vt nt. If a system power-up
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DEVICE COMMAND (DCMD) ,

OUTPUT REQUEST (OREQ) I l .

OUTPUT ACKNOWLEDGE (OACK) I

INPUT REQUEST (IREQ) EXTERNAL
PE (01U)DEVICE

INPUT ACKNOWLEDGE (IACDK)EVC

I/O DATA (0-15) 16 ,

, DEVICE INTERRUPT (DINT) I ,

SIGNAL SOURCE MEANING

DEVICE COMMAND FE THE I/0 DATA LINES CONTAIN A VALID

(DCMD, DEVICE COMMAND WORD.

OUTPUT REQUEST PE THE I "oDATA LINES CONTAIN VALID PE

(OREQ) DATA.

OUTPUT DEVICE THE PE OUTPUT DATA HAS BEEN

ACKNOWLEDGE (OACK) RECEIVED BY THE DEVICE.

INPUT REQUEST DEVICE THE I ODATA LINES CONTAIN VALID

(IREQ) DEVICE DATA.

INPUT PE THE PE HAS PECEIVED THE INPUT

ACKNOWLEDGE (lACK) DATA.

I1O DATA (0-15) PE! I DATA BUS (16-BITS)
DEVICE

,EVICE INTERRUPT DEVICE AN ASYNCHRONOUS EVENT REQUIRING

(DINT) PE ATTENTION HAS OCCURRED.

Figure 72. IP/M PE Input Output Interface Signab
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I0

, ACTIVATE ATC' IDLL UNTIL "ACTIVATE ATC"I/O
COMMAND INSTRUCTION EXECUTION IS DETECTED

PLACE OPLRAND OF -ACTIVATE ATC"

DATA ICAR INSTRUCTION (CONTROL WORD ADDRESS
POINT ;f INTO I/O ADDRESS REGISTER

E I - MEM READ REQ READ FIRST WORD IN BUFFER

IOAR - ADDRJ (BUFFER CONTROL WOr4D)

N MEM

ACK

PLACE IST BUFFER WORD AS
FOLLOWS

DATA (8-10) IOLR BITS (8-10) - 1/O LENGTH REGISTER

(I) -. DIM BIT (I') -OEVICE INTERRUPT MASK

(12) -. CIM BIT (12) -. COMPLETION INTERRUPT MASK

(13) -. DCFG BIT ('3) -DEVICE COMMAND FLAG

(14) -. CHFG BIT (14) - CHAIN!NG ENABLE FLAG

(15) -. IOFG BIT (IS) - 1/0 DIRECTION FLAG

DATA (0-15) -- IODR BITS (0-15) -. OUTPUT DATA REGISTER

OAR +I -. IOAR INCREMENT ADDRESS REGISTER

IOAR - ADDR

P 181

Figufe 74. Autonomou• I/O Data Transfer Conitroier Flow Diagam tSheet I of 81



IS A DEVICE COMMAND RESIDENT INBUFFER CONTROL WORD?
IF NO. CHECK TO SEE IF ANY SUB-
SEQUENT COMMAND WORDS ARE TO
BE SENTSI - DCMD IIF YES, ASSERT DEVICE COMMANDSI -•OREQ AND OUTPUT REQUEST SIGNALS TO
DEVICE

N I HAS DEVICE ACKNOWLEDGED

COMMAND WORD RECEIPT

t3Y

0 - DCMD RESET DEVICE COMMAND AND OUTPUT

0 - OREQ REQUEST CONTROL SIGNALS

N OACK -0 HAS DEVICE ACKNOWLEDGE BEEN
REMOVED?

N I = 0ARE ANY SUBSEQUENT COMMAND
WORDS TO BE SENT?

P 183 •Y

P 184

Figure 74. Autonomoua I/O IDa Transfer Controler Flow Diagram (Shect 2 of 8)
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ME:M READ REQ READ DEVICE COMMAND WORD FROM

OAR •ADDR CURRENT BUFFER ADDRFSl'-;

[ N MEEM
ACK

DATA--. IODR PLACE COMMAND WORD IN ODR.

IOAR - IOAR INCREMENT CURRENT ADDRESS.

IOLR - I -- IOLR DECREMENT WORD COUNT

.I DCMO ASSERT DEVICE COMMAND AND OUTPUT

1 OREQ REQUEST SIGNALS TO DEVICE

L N OACK 1 HAS DEVICE ACKNOWLEDGED COMMAND

RECEIPT?

y

o0 DCMD RESET DEVICE COMMAND AND OUTPUT

0 * OREQ REQUEST SIGNALS

N HAS DEVICE ACKNOWLEDGE BEEN REMOVED?
0

N
-IOLR 0 HAVE ALL COMMANDS BEEN OUTPUT?

P 184
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•N BEGINNING OF DATA TRANSFERN _SEQUENCE

I - MEM READ REQIOAR. - ADOR READ DATA BLOCK LENGTH

MEM
ACK

DATA IOLR PLACE BLOCK LENGTH IN IOLR
IOAR +1 -IOAR INCREMENT ADDRESS

7 " " > IS CHAINING SPECIFIED?

P2187

I MEM READ REQ
bOAR -ADDR

MEM N

DATA -A LAHR AND PLACE BUFFER ADDRESSIOAR +-I "- IOAR IN HOLDING REGISTER
INCREMENT ADDRESS REGISTER

P 186

Figure 74 Aulonomou% I/O Data Tramfer ('onrolet Flow I)iagram (Shee 4 of 81
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E MEM READ R~E
IOARM ADOR READ CHAIN LINK ADDRESS

<MEM
A>CK

Y

DA VAA - LAHR PLACE LINK ADDRESS IN HOLDING

LAHR -IOAR REGISTER AND PLACE HOLDING REG.
I- CONTENTS (BUFFER ADDRESS) INTO

IOAR

N IOFG = IINPUT TRANSFER SPECIFIED?

Y

P 168 P 187

I?*-- 1 (CHAINING NOT SPECIFIED)

I -MEM READ REQ2
EOAR -ADDR

< MEM N READ BUFFER ADDRESS AND

ACK PLACE BUFFER ADDRESS IN IOAR

IOFG = IINPUT TRANSFER SPECIFIED?

F~igure 74. Auturnsniuu% 1/0 Ilma tra iisfer (onnriilkr 1-14p% Ituagrjim I~het 5 of So



INF UT TRANSFER SEQUENCE

IS INPUT DATA TRANSFER BEING
IREQ I REQUESTED BY DEVICE?

Y

IODI -DATA

I - MEM WRT REQ WRITE I 0 DATA INTO MEMORYI IOAR .-, ADDR

IOLR -1 -. IOLR DECREMENT WORD COUNT

I -- OACK ISSUE ACKNOWLEDGE TO DEVICE

S0HAS INPUT REQUEST GONE AWAY?

0IS BUFFER FULL?

INCREMENT BUFFER ADDRESS AND
IAR + 1 --7IOAR PROCEED WITH NEXT INPUT TRANSFER

Figure 74. AUlntmonuu% I,11) Data Iranfer 0nm, ie1r FIo% t)iaram Ihel 6 of •)
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OUTPUT TRANSFER SEQUENCE

I-MEM READ RE-Q READ OUTPUT DATA WORD FROM

BOAR - ADDR CURRENT BUFFER LOCATION

DATA ~ORPLACE DATA IN BOOR
IOLR -I-IOLR DECREMENT WORD COUNT

l-.OREQ I SSUE OUT FUT REQUEST SIGNAL TO

DEk ICE

OACK I HAS DEVICE TArEN DATA?

0o OREQ RESET OUTF-IJT REQUEST SIG~NAL

QACK w0 HAS DEVICE ACKKOWLEDGE GONE

AWAY7

y IOLR 0 15SBUFFER EMFTY7

BOAR +I - OA7R INCREMENT BUFFER ADDRESS

Fig~ure 74 Aultonomtw% ViO Dulja [rJinsfe (untroller Fio% Deasgrir I~tvb~t ' of hl



IS COMPLETION INTERRUPT TO BE

GENERATED'

Y B. ES --- ISSUE INTERRUFT

N1

SCHFG I iS C,,AINING SPECIFIED?

P 181

LAHR ý IOAR 'YES - MOVE CHAIN LINK ADDRESS
FROM HOLDING REG. TO ADDRESS REG.

BEGIN NEXT TRANSFER PROCEDURE

FROM BEGINNING

P 181

Figure 74. Au.ilOhOmu% 1/0 D)ula 'trngfer (ontroller Flo% iiagram IShee: 8 of 8)
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DATA BIT NO.

0 7 8 t0 II 12 13 14 15

DCW EDCL DIM CIM DC CH I/O

I N/OUT

(DIRECTION)

CHAINING

ENABLE

DEVICE COMMAND
ENABLE 1 !" DCW--

DEVICE

L-- HANNEL INTERRUPT
ENABLE (MASK)

DEV'CE INTERRUPT

ENABLE (MASK)

L EXTENDED DEVICE
COMMAND LENGTH (1-7)

IMMEDIATE DEVICE COMMAND WORD

CONTROL WORD FORMAT

PE MEMORY

DERIVED OFERAND

OF ACTIVATE TRANSFER

I NSTR UCT ION CONTROL WORD

EXTENDED

0-7 WORD s DEVICE
COM MAND(S)

LCONTROL
PARAMETER

BUFFER I IST PE MEMORY

LENGTH I Cn-ro WORDFr

BUFFER DATAADDRESS tBUFFER

LINK 4l
AD11RE SS "

I DATA

L_-0 BUFFER

(LINKED)

FARAMETER LIST AND DATA BUFFER STRUCr'URE

Fig.ur- 75. Autonomous Data Chiannel Transfer Control Word Format



or a (I. EAR RI-SIT stimulus occurs. PE i:iitialization is performed by first providing a
Pl-h.lo)t.trap program starting address to the processor via the internal bus (I-BUS) interface. The

Pf-bootstrap program is implemented with a sm..a. Read-Only-Memory (ROMi contained in the
lOU. This memor- residt-, in the remaining memory address space between the program/data
memory hiinit 48K) and the maximum processor-addressable memory location (64K). It is the
final respoinsbilit. of the P--bhoottrap program to enter the normal processing entry address
06(.) .Address) .,fter inutiahation has been accomphlshed.

As mnentioned above, the initilah/aion signal. (LEAWI'AR ESET, must b,: externally supplied.
[he ocurrence of this signal o•¢ridae• and causes the cessation of all other PE activity, as shown
,n the tining diagram ofI Figure 7fi. Ain. I-BUS data word transfer activity presently in progress
.A the time of CLEAR RI.SIT occurrence is aUowed to finish 4within a specified time-out
p'eriod) before actual initiali/ation activity begins to prevent possible destruction of memory
data.

The htiatliiation Bootstrap program is a normal sequence of PE instructions contained in
a %J11,all hardware Read Onl) Memory. The execution of this piogram controls all inner-PE
parameter mnitialzation as well as gomerning t.e interface between the System Program Loader
de•ice and the PE- to which it is attached ivia the PE's I/O data transfer channel). The actual
initialiation procetfure followed during swstem start-up is discussed in Section VIII. The
ncc.ssaor instru,.tion sequence required to implement this tentative initialization procedure was
coded. consequcntl%. it %as decided that an ROM program size of 32 words would be
,satiact(r to achieve all inmitaliration Lontrol procedures.

4. PE Clodk Control

This functional element of the lOlL is r.-sponsible for generating the prope; clock
frequencies used internall) to the PF and providi t. the necessary gating cot:.rols required to
inhibit PE operation in conjunction with maintenance operations.

All internal PE clocks will be generated from at. externally supplied -'free" clock source. A
frequcnc) ot' 8 Mliz is presentl) ewisioned as the desired free clock frequency. This clock is
then di~ided down to the appropriatt PK clock frec•uency which is technology-dependent. but
presentlN assumed to he in tihe I- to 2-'-NHz range. (Clock drivers are then applied to this clock
ignal wi thin the IO1U ofter gating) to allow distribution to all PF elements.

5. Priwft,,,r'Memory Interface' Control

This• functional clement of the lOlU performs the necessary control operations associated
with providing interf'ace protool compatibility between the loll and the internal PF data
.xchine bus (I-BUS) which interconnects each furnctional unit of the PF. All datacommand

ex;change between the pro'essournmemory IPA) and the lOIU are accomplished via this internal
bus. The P M interface contiol section contains the logic associatd with decoding prograni
initructiots re(;uiring lOlL' actio•,n. A list of i'0' commands finstructions) is given in Table 16.
The P-M interface control section also contains the hardware elements reqUired to retain and
present th ' 'L' interrupt stimulh to the processor interrupt input via the I-BUS. This logic
performs n .m-controlled masking of :ach separate interrupt stimulus and provides protocol
complrh'ce with $he processor interrupt related operations. I/O interrupts are listed in Table 17.
A functional block diagram of the P M Interface section is shown in Figure 73.
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TAKLE I1. KNU CVOMANDS TABLU 17. IOMU

(NfTmucnONw INTE hRRS

humiem O0 IWdk)e I hoparmabie Interval Timer

I ALittvaie Autonomous rrazster 2 lixternal Interrupt

2 L•a•tnate Auttminnous Transfer 3. Buffer Transfer Complete

3. Lnsd Autonrmouis Data Channel Status .Note Interrupts aze lsted an order

4. lad Priwammable Time Interval of decreing Prkratt

Pommui k"t ft(Raw):

I. Send Authmomous Data Channel Status D. HARDWARE COMPLEXITY

2 Send Current Mlufiey Address ESTIMATES

3 Send Current Bufter Length To allow a relatively accurate assessment

4. Ser.J Current Link Address of the impact of the above IOIU functional

5. Send Interval Timer Value design on LSI implementation. a device
btmplexity estimate was performed for each

.Note Saatu• Word Inofmation mlude functional element of the IOIU. Complexity
* Autmonomus Data C'hanel Bus)Avaalable estimates were made in uni, of TTL-* Chuamnin Inabied'DuCaBled equivalent gates. using the same rationale and

procedure as desc-ribed previously in the
SCurrent Transfer Dire~tim Eln,'Out Ianalagous sizing ,ffort performed for the Bus

* Interrupt Stihmulus Flags Interface Unit (BIU) in Section Ill. The gate

sizing results are given in Table 18.

TABLE IS. INPULT/OUTIUT INTERFACE UNIT
FUNCTIONAL HARDWARE COMPLEXITY ESTIMATES

Hldwm Complexity
Finctinol Elemi (T7L.eqviaest Sues)

Autonomous Data Transfer Channel 726

Programmable interval Timer 230

PL Initiahzation Control 37 + 512 bits ROM

PE Clock Control 50

Processor Memory Interface 124

Total IOIU = 1.172 + 512 bits ROM
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SECTION VI

PE IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

[his section considers the technology. performance. packaging. and cost% associated with
I)P %I PIl hardware. The first part looks at the current technolog.tes and their trends This
includes considerations of the ease o)1 fabnrcation. packing density., performant.e, and operating
temperature range. The next subsection kx)ks at the eftfect of the technology. processor
architecture, and the instruction execution to determine the performance that can be expected
of the DP'M PE. Partitioning and packaging are examined to determine the most flexible and
least expensie method of building the PE. Special consideration is giveti to ensure that future
growth and ad•,ancements in technology can be incorporated as they become available. One
fe'ature of the partitioning that greati) enhances this ability is the separation of the processor
from the memory (Figure 77) and the use of an asynchronous demand/response transfer
intercommunication structure betweer the two modules. This allows the memory and, or the
processor technology to be easily changed without adversely affecting the timing of either.

|Vinally the cost of the P: is considered. It is shown that a DP'M-like microcomputer can offer
significant cost performance features for avionics. The cost reduction for a DP'M P E is not as
great as that expected for commercial microcomputers becaus, of military environmental and
reliability, requirements.

'B UtI
1/0 

MEMORY ' r'O

Figure 77, DP/M Block Diagram
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B. TECHNOLOGY

It appears likel, that adequate I)P ki Pf performance can be met with current semicon-
ductor technologies. which imnpl. low risk and perhap% low cost. As with most systems using
senwonductor de¢ices that are currentl) a.ailable. the cost and performancc of the system are
closel) tied to the technolog) and packaging of the system. Both current technologies and likely
future technologies hase been examuned for their applicability to DP'M cost and performance
goals.

The cluTent semiconductor technologies include:

Bipolar
Standard (iT'I. I)TL. I-CL. etc.)

lligh denstf•I ,:1 FFI. ('. L. etc.)

.%OS (metal oxide semiconductor)

PM()S Ip:osti•¢e-channel MOS deviceo)

NMOS (negative-channel MOS devices)

C'MOS (complementar) MOS devices)

Special processi ig (silicon gate. ion implanted, depletion load, and self-aligned
gate)

Futu..- semiconductor technologies include:

MOS

SOS (silicon on sapphire)

MNOS (metal nitride oxide semiconductor devices)

('('D (charge-coupled devices)

Magnetic

Bubble.

The DP/M technology and packaging research has considered previous, present, and
projected trends in the semiconductor industry, particularly with respect to the newer tech-
nologies. In the past, certain technologies with definite performance advantages have never been
able to make the transfer from the research laboratory to the commercial marketplace. For
example, silicon on sapphire (SOS) has been in the research laboratory for nearly 10years, but
has not been used extensively, except in military applications, because of its relatively high
production cost when compared to that of other commercial technologies. In contrast, the
integrated injection logic (12 L) ha:. gone from laboratory research in 1971 to a commercial
product (as a memory cell in Intel's 256-bit RAM) introduced in June of 1973. In 1974 several
new consumer (watches) and commercial (4-bit register file/ALU chip) 12 L products were
developed. Thus. in less than 3 years, this technology has gone from the laboratory to volume
production. The DP/M technology research started with currently available technologies as
candidates for baseline implementation for the PE. and the effort was directed toward the
development of a cost-effective processing element for the 1978 to 1980 time period.
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I. Memory Techology

In specitling i nmemor% technohog•o tr )lI M. se•eral factors were considered. All the
current men.or% technologie%. with the exception of magnetic wire%. cores, and surface recording
techniques, make use of photographic techniques to define the memory cell The photographic
process used has reached the leel of development where it is limited by the wavelength of light.
Thi% limits line width% and or spacing to about 0.0001 inch. Thus. the siue and cost of a memory
cell is directl related to a cell's complexit) fTable I'll. "[he static semiconductor cells aref the
nmot complicated. typicall% having six devices, wrtnsistors. diodes. and or resistors) per bit cell.
Ths newer dynamic \I(OS nmemnories have two deices (one transisor and one capacitor) per bit
cell. File newer ,econdar. memories generally h.,e a' single device per hit cell. Other factor tl:.t
affect hit cell sie include the device and or process complexity. The current magn,'tic bubbie
technolog, requires two patterned metal layers to form its cell. The dynamic NMOS requires one
diffusion, two levels of conductors, and four to five mask s•eps, while the bipolar. CMOS,
MNOS. anti ('('1) requ're se•eral more steps over the NMOS. Another factor that affects bar size.
and thus cost. has to do with peripheral (on chip) circuitry. The bar utilization for memory cells
ranges from a lov 4f 22 percent for CCDs to a high of 62 percent for magnetic bubb,'s. These
cell and bar utilization factors are what cause the 20-to-I variation in bit density. W,.:n all these
factors are taken into account. however, it is t" - same photographic processing that limits the bit
density for all these technologies.

In selecting a memory technology for the DP!M PE, the requirement for a military
temperature range has a strong influence. The high temperature makes it difficult to use any
technology that makes use of stored charge such as dynamic NMOS and ('CDs. The reasor. for
this is the ino-eased recombination and surfac- leakage currents associated with the +1250(C
operation.

Scemiconductor manufacturers are gaining experience in building the current 4K dynamic
NNIOS memory chips. The maximum refreshi time for these 0' to 70°C parts is typically
guaranteed at 2 ms. The current square arrays of meenory cells (64 X 64) of a 4K chip require a
refresh cycle every 31 ps. Wth the current cycle time of 400 ns. the refresh takes about 1.3
percent of the available cycles. It has been iound possible to screen parts for +90'C operation
which still have 2-ms refresh times. There are indications that these parts may be able to operate
at +125"C if the refresh time is reduced by 8 to 1 (0.25 ms). If designed with a 16K (128 X
128) chip operated at +125(C. it would appear conceivable that, by refreshing 1:8 times every
0.25 ms. the memory might be made to work. This would amount to about I I percent of the
available cycles devoted to refresh. These data indicate that it is too early .o rule out a dynamic
NMOS memory as a military temperature DP/M technology candidate. Conversely, other factors
must be considered. There is currently no evidence that anyone has actually triec, to use dynamic
NMOS devices at temperature extremes in a system to determine the problrms that may exist.
Several people knowledgeable in the technology have serious reservations as to potential
reliability problems that may exist at continued operation at elevated temperatures. Alternately,
dynamic NMOS appears to he the only practical way to getting the bit density that the DP/M PE
needs. All other approaches are much more expensive in terms of size, weight, and cost. Even if
the dynamic NMOS dev;ce can be made to work over the temperature range. it will not be
without its disadvantages.
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Because of its high refresh rate at elevated temperatures. NMOS standby power will be at
least 10 times that of ( MOS. Thus. any standby power source for a dynamic NMOS memory
must be capable of at least 10 times the power (hat a CMOS memory would require to be
nonvolatile. Of course, the advantage ol the dynamic NMOS is 4 times the bit density. For the
;)P'M baseline the primary choice is dynamic NMOS for packing density followed by "MOS for
it% Ixtter temperature and power characterinsics A possible contender is Integrated Injection
Logic 12 ). The 12 L technoP)gý seenm to have good ;otent.al butt has not seen extensive
inmeory application to date Many of the read mostly memories IRMM) such as MNOV are either
quite slow by comparison and or much more difficult to produce. Because of the-,e reasons there
appears to be little commercial interest in such technologies, and high-volume ,ommerc.al
production is one means t .sLhieve the desired DP'M cost goals.

the recommended baseline DP'M memory chip has the following features

* I6K bits'chip 1 l978 to 1980)

8K words X 2 hits

Single device cell dynamic NMOS

0.33 to 0.5 us access time.

Over the next 5 years. substantial improvements can bt expected with representative
characteristics shown in Table 20.

a. Dynamic VMOS

With improved layout and sense amplifier design, a 2-to-I improvement in cell size coupled
with a larger bar should allow dynamic NMOS to reach 16K bits per chip.

b. Static N.OS

A 2-to-I improvement in layout and bit cell, coupled with a 2-to-I bar size increase,
should allow static NMOS to reach 4K bits per chip.

c. CMOS

With improved layout and isolation techniques (such as SOS), a 4-to-I improvement in cell
sie coupled w;th a larger bar should allow CMOS to reach 4K bits per chip.

d Bipokar

With improved !solation techn:ques (such as oxide isolation) and irnproved memory cells
(using integrated injection logic). a 4-to-I improvement in cell size should allow bipolar memories
tc reach 4K bits per chip.

* MNOS

With improved layout and device technology, a 4-to-I impruvement in cell size and an
increased bar size should allow MNOS memories to reach 16K bits per chip.
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f CCI)

With improed layout and multiple hit% per sell.., 1(1-lt-I ilnprocmlent In ell %i/c. a
2-to-! Improvement in bar utilwition. and a larger bar ,,iould A.losu ( (1) memo ric% to it.d h " 1'V
hit- per chip.

9. Vtagnefic Bubble

By deeliopmng the single patterned m.eta la)er teklinulog\ ,impled wih \-r.i% photo-
graphic processing (rduced wavelength to allow smaller hine widthi. an 1-t -l impr,,t\ment in
iel! s•i/ .oupled lii I larger .hip should all,,% magnetik bbhblI, itc,•l - ,h1 bit', p,.f 'hp

2. Logic Technogtg.

For the processor. BIU. and I 0 logic chips. seseral LSI technologics hase the required
performance of under 4 xs asc.'rag i,,rut,.ltIon time (I Ilgure -8 lhes include M\IOS.
SOS-( MOS. and P1,!

As with the memory. one of the most important considerations in selecting an I SI
technology for the processor is the operating temperature range and the manutacturing associated
with the technology cost. The bipolar technolog..y (e.g . TTL. P21 ) ha% a major adantagc oser
the MOS technologies in that it does not require spe-.al layouts and or procc"sifng to opt' ate
oser a full military temperature range. To operate over this range. MOS devices generall) require
either a much larger layout (2 to I) with guard rings around each device Ias with ('MOS.
I-igure -79) cr special processing as with SOS. These special techniques cause the military version
to he significantly more expensive than a commercial %ersion. Thus•. from a cost standpoint. it
would be" bettcr to use a bipolar technology such as 12 L for ti-c processor and take advantage of
any commercia, production base. An additional advantage of bipolar is the cas of interfacing.
which could significantly af'fect the overall system cost and flexibilit).

The best bipolar LSl candidate is Integrated Injection Logic (12L•i which applies linear
circuit techniques to form a high-densit%. low-power logic circuit. From a circuit standpoint. a
lateral PNP transistor is used as a current source load for the insertrd NPN logic transistor
IFigt. e 80). The logic transistor can have multiple collector outputs. and the desired logic
operation is performed by wire-ANDing several of thes collectors together. The 12 L approach
uses new and novel device and circuit techniques rather than a new technology to achieoe its
high performance and packing density. O course. as with any device senes, some process
optimiiation will be required to achieve high yields and improve performance.

In addition to operating temperature range. the other important itemns to consider in the
selection of an LSl technology are power dissipation (speed power). performance (propagation
time). and chip size (gates per unit area). Of the available technologies (Table 21). I'L has the
best speed, power, and gate densit) attributes. It is faster than MOS devices, but somewhat
slower than other bipolar devices. Further. as pointed out above. since it is a bipolar device, a
military temperature range version can be simply selected from the commercial devices, thus
taking advantage of volume commercial production. 1V L is the recommended technology for the
logic portion of DP'M. There should be no problem interfacing 1? L logit. with NMOS. CMOS. or
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Figure 80. Integrated Injection Logic 12 L

hriolar memories since thee teLhnologie% are all normally built with TTL level interface
,.ompatbilitit. The recommended DP'M baseline togic chips have the following characteristics:

12 I. technology

3K to 4K gateS Lhip 1I 978 to 1980)

80 pW ind 20 n3 ,nteal gate

2 mW input ITTL compitil)

6 mW output (Ti I. compatible)

It should he rioted that some of the more complex 12 L device, currentlv in production
(e.g.. 4-bit proLe.,sng element .hip%) have up to 1.450 eate, per chip. Thus. with the partitionings
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shown in Section IV (especially the 2-chip processor) it is possible to start development of the
DP/M processor chip(s) in 1975. The most likely alternative to !2 L is NMOS which has good
density and performance. Its major disadvantage is that it does not normally perform well over
the the full military temperature range. Neither ('MOS nor SOS technologies appear very
attractive because of their relatively expensive ma,'ufacturing process and lack of commercial
production base experience. Both technologies have advantages for military applications but
neither have done well in the commercial high-volume low-cost market.

3. Summary of Technology Recommendations

Based on the current state of technology aevelopment. it appears that dynamic NMOS is

the best choice for the memory if it can be made to work over the military temperature
environment. The best alternative is probably CMOS with its lower power and better temperature
characteristics, bi't at the expense of density. For the logic portion of DP/M the newer [2 L
technology appears to be the best choice. One potential advantage of 12 L is that it may be easier
t3 m~re it radiation hardened without adversely affecting its cost. based upon the following
general information:

12 L is a bipolar semiconductor technology and is therefore comparatively -harder"

than MOS technology

12 L has few, if any. nonactive device functions to be exposed to radiation

Photocurrent (i.e., radiation-induced current) is one of the methods used to power
an 12 L device.

The best alternative is probably NMOS except for its potential temperature problem. The next
choice would be CMOS. but it suffers from poor packing density.

C. PE PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS

The performance of the DP/M processor is dependent on the number of microsteps
required for each operation and the time for each nikrostep, plus the memory speed. Examples
of the number of microsteps reqJired for ifistruction execution are given in Section IV. The
number ranges from as few as two for the simpler instructions. su,'h as Add Constant Short and
Add Register, to over 20 for multiply and divide. The time for each microstep depends on the
number of levels of logic (gates) between registers and the propagation time per level. Normally,
the number of levels of logic between registers is dominated by the control and carry
propagation paths through the arithmetic logic unit (ALU). This path, counting the multiplexers.
ALU data/control/carry, and register input/output, typically has 10 to 20 levels of logic.
Depending on the logic technology used, the propagation time per level can be in the 20- to
50-ns range. This gives a range of 0.2 to 1.0 ps per processor microcycle. By minimizing the
number of logic levels and projecting technology performance, at would appear that microcycles
in the 0.25- to 0.5-ps range in the 1978 to 1980 time period are reasonable for the DP!M PE.

When considering the memory performance needed to match the processor, the number of
levels of logic in the "address out" and the "'data in" lines should be minimized. Then to match
the memory to the processor, the memory should have an access time 20 to 30 percent less than
the processor's microcycle, and the memory cycle should be no longer than the processor
microcycle. The memory technologies that have been proposed should have access and cycle
times with this range in the 1978 to 1980 time period. l'hus. the DP/M PE should be able to run
%ith a 2- to 4-MHz clock. Figures 81 and 82 show the microcycles involved in the extended
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short and standard short format instructions. With the exception of a few instructions such as

multiply. divide. and shift, the instructions take from 2 to 5 microcycles. Excluding these
instructions and assuming an average of 4 microcycles per instruction would give a processing
rate of 500 to 1000kilo instructions per second (KIPS) Including 10percent multiply/divide
operations would drop the rate to 330 to 66G KIPS. This level of DP!M PE performance will be
more than adequate to do a large portion of the avionics problem.

D. PE PARTITIONING AND PACKAGING

(Comparing the complexitq ol the various Pl- elements based on the DP.M design analysis
(Table 22) to projected semiconductor technology trends. it appears that in 1978 to 1980 the PE
cannot be economically fabricated as a single semiconductor chip. Further. the memory
complexity dominates the Pt. An important consideration in the partitioning of the PE is to
make it modular to be abe Pto tan p advantage of technology hpdvancements and commercially

available parts and tailor the processing element memory and I/O to the particu'ar application.

There are several factors to be considered in specifying the partitioning and packaging for
DP M PE., These include size, weight, cost., and reliability. The current semiconductor industry
standard is the dual in-line package (DIP). This package is rectangular in shape and has two rows
of pins on 100-mil centers pointing down along the long sides. Low-cost plastic and high-
reliability ceramic pa•,kages are commercially available in this form factor. There are currently
packages with 6. 8. 14. 16, 18. 20. 22, 24. 28. 40, 48. and 6', pins with this form factor. The
ceramic %ersion of this package is the one recommended for LSI devices for the DP/M PE.

TABLE 22 PROCESSING ELEMENI" COMPLEXITY

Complexity Packages
(ptes/bit) Power

Functional Unit (X 100D) Type Total Pins/Package (watts)

Processor 3 it 4 I to 2 I to 2 48 07

Memor) L•iohrollet 0.6 it 0 8 1 I 48 0.2

Memory 128 t) 132 1 8 to 9 20 32

Bus intertacea 4 to t 3 8 14. 20.48 1.7

I 0 interlaceb I lo I 5 2 to6 6 to 9 16. 18. 24. 28.40. 48 1.9 to 2.1

a I •imIte% do floi n Lo w bu% line drvt.'cr.rlv ci devce,%
bvauti-,on in ettimatlc i% cautcd by dferent purrtmaoning apr ,Achc.. Devicc quantity estimate', do not

inLIude 4 w mnhimellinecu% .tjmdjtd devoie, required for P1 inualthz~tton ontrol and Ph. clock control
W:th(,ut and '.ltth I hit Partr)

Note Pw ,er diiapaition,, '.o-n ire Lnserva nve. , veit'.t caw e'.timAaes refiectinr implementation with both
I1 L-i.SI (low-power) dt %i(" and standord te.hnolop I iow-pcwer Schottky bipolari device',
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The next consideratioi is whether the whole PE should be placed into a single hybrid
package using beam lead (or wire-bonded) chips or into multiple packages mounted on a printed
cirmuit board. The single hybrid package has the smallest size and weight and also has the highest
reliability itf beam lead chips are used. Its major disadvantage is a very high cost. The hybrid
package can be as much as 10 times as expensive as separate packages mounted on a printed
circuit board. When the size of all the peripheral devices such as clocks, power supplies, and
interface circuitry are considered, it is unlikely that the modest size reduction gained by using
the hybrid package can justify its high cost. Thus, for the DP/M PE, it is recommended that each
integrated circuit chip be mounted in a separate package. The PE is then fabricated by placing
these packages onto a printed circuit board using conventional techniques. This should result in a
PE with an approximate 4- by 5-inch (excluding peripheral circuitry) form factor. Because of the
low power and small size of the DP/M PE. it is envisioned that the PE will normally be a part of
some larger system As such, it is expected that the PE would be a single card within a line
replaceable unit (LRU). In this case it wodld share power, cooling, and packaging with the
remainder of the equipment within the LRU.

The number of pins per package also affects the package size and greatly affects the device
cost. The partitioning of the PE must be done carefully to minimize the number of pins per
package. Cotiversely, as the number of pins is reduced beyond some point, performance and chip
count will suffer because different information must be multiplexed onto the same lines.
Examples of this are the processor's data and address sharing the same lines. The address is
plac.d on the lines first and latched into an external register (possibly on the memory chips).
Then the data is transmitted over the same set of lines. The disadvantage is the increase in
execution time. external circuitry, and complexity. The advantage is a 2- to I reduction in
address/data pin count. As discussed in Section IV, it is recommended that the data and address
be placed on different pins to maintain maximum performance.

I. Processor

One example of a commercially available 8-bit microprocessor is the Intel 8080 which uses
a 40-pin DIP. The 40 pins are divided into 8 data, 16 address, and various control, clock, and
power pins. The next larger commercially available package is a 48-pin DIP that will be adequate
for the DP/M processor. This would allow for 16-bit data, 16-bit address, and the various
control, clock, and power pins. Figure 83 shows a one- and a two-chip partitioning of the
processer using this 48 pin package. Details of the processor design and complexity are given in
Section IV.

2. Memory and Control

As discussed in Section IV, the memory control is a separate DP/M element (Figure 84).
This controller handles memory refresh, parity, and write protect of the memory chip shown in
Figure 85. In addition, the memory control chip handles the I-BUS timeout watchdog timer
mentioned in Section IV. The refresh (if required) is controlled by a memory control chip which
allows easy modification to handle different classes of memories. A bus address decoder is also
included to differentiate between I/O and memory operations. If other than the first 8K of
memory is to be addressed by a controller, an inverter must be placed in one or more of the
memory control address lines. The memory controller has a chip-enable line which drives the
nine 16K-bit memory chips.
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BUS MEMORY

ADDRESS /16 ZI0- ADDRESS

TRANSFER A2 -*CHIP ENABLE

REQ/ACK A

TIME OUT 4

!/O SELECT -0

DATA RECEIVE

INTERRUPT4
REQUEST

ACK IN/OUT

CLEAR/RESET -/ READ/WRITE

PWR/GND/CLOCK *PARITY

DATA 4 v DATA

48 PIN PACKAGES
763 GATES
212 MW

Figure 84. DP/M Memory Controller

The [-BUS master clear/reset line is used to command the memory controller to place the
memory into the powered-down, or standby, state. This is used in conjunction with an auxiliary
power source to allow the data in the memory to be retained during the loss of primary power
with minimum power consumption, thus relaxing auxiliary power supply complexity.

The memory control chip generates and checks memory parity and enforces write
protection. As discussed in Section IV, the write protection consists of a pair of registers which
establish the read/write and the read-only regions. If a parity error or write-protect error occurs,
the memory control chip generates an interrupt. When the processor acknowledges the interrupt,
the memory controller issues the interrupt trap address over the data lines. The memory control
interrupt mask and write-protect bounds registers are accessed by unique I/O device Command
Address Words (CAWs). The memory controller is in a 48-pin package and has approximately

763 gates.
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CHIP ENABLE
(CLOCK)

NINE 20-PIN PACKAGES,

READ/WRITE 16K BITS EACH,
l 350 MW EACH*

(3.2 WATTS TOTAL)

20 PIN

PWR/GND O (3K WORD

3 X 2 BIT)

MEMORY

ADDRESS 3 *ASSUMING

DYNAMIC NMOS

DATA /O

Filure 8S. DP/M Memory

3. Bus Interface Unit

The advantages afforded by 12 L bipoiar LSI technology for the DP!M processor apply to
the bus interface unit (BIU) as well. The performance characteristics of 12 L appear more than
adequate for the logic operation speeds required for all BIU operations, including the Manchester
II encode,'decode functions for a I-Mbps data rate. With the decision thus made to employ 12 L
technology in the implementation of the BIU, the final tradeoff consideration is one of physical
partitioning and packaging. The two candidate choices are "single-chip" and "multichip"
packaging.

Major tradeoffs can be encountered in the area of device complexity and packaging, The
approach chosen to partition a functional design into unique physical monolithic devices is
primarily dependent upon the following criteria:

Device complexity requirement

Gate density

Nonrec'arring cost (layout, checkout, debug)

Recurring cost (yield, producibility, unit test, packaging assembly)

Technology requirements

Performance

Environment
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Packaging

Commercial compa:;bility

Recurring cost

Device reliability

Technology requirements can usually be determined at the outset from the device's
functional requirements. Major tradeoffs are encountered in the area of device complexity and
packaging.

Ultimately, the problem tradeoff becomes what shall be referred to as 'ultra iarge-scale
integration,- or extremely complex custom LSI sii-gle chip implementation, versus partitioning
into a set of less complex multiple LSI devices. l-valuation criteria for the DP/M application
should be weighed in units of added-value-per-cost requirements for each approach.

Typically, single-chip implementation means large devices for complex implementations
3uch as the envisioned BIU (4,600-gate complexity estimated) with high package pin-out (1/0
pins) requirements. In summary, a single-chip BIU would require a large. complex custom LSI
device contained within a custom package with device realization optimistically speculated in the
late VY70s to early 1980s.

The multi-chip LSi approach possesses merits in all areas where complex, single-chip LSI
suffers econumic drawbacks. Disadvantages of the multi-chip approach are PE size increase,
reduced reliability, and some logistics complexity increase. These disadvantages, however, are
judged to present only minor, second-order effects as rationalired oclow.

Overall PE size may actually be decreased by multiple-chip implementation depending on
the larger custom package size in comparison. For example, in present catalog dual in-line
integrated circuits, a relatively complex 24-pin package requires more board area than two 16-pin
packages with perhaps halt' the device complexity each: the Lnd result is usually driven by
package pin-out requirements. However, these size considerations for "he BIU appear to be
insignificant because of the small magnitude of the differences involved.

Semiconductor LSI device reliability is roughly proportional to the complexity of the
device implementation. Therefore, there does not appear to be a significant reliability difference
between the implementation choices because of the number of aevices alone. Instead. device
reliability becomes a function of physical connections (e.g., solder joints) required to electrically
connect the device in the subsystem (PE). Hlere the single-chip, and hence the single package,
usually has a slight advantage because of overall pin-out reductions. However. this advantage is
considered minor and i.; more than offset by the economi, advantages afforded by the
multi-device approach.

The initial considerations of single-chip versus multi-chip BIU implementation are one facet
of the overall physical partitioning approach. It is recommended that the physical partitioning of
the BIU produce a BIU device, or set of devices, which is not tied to any one particular bus
interface technology/technique. This suggests that all functional elements of the BIU related to
unique electrical interface or "language" interface with the TDM buses should be physically
segregated from the basic BIU functions for the cost-effective purpose of device (and PE)
flexibility and the reduced degree of device obsole.cence. Thus, if the 'standard" DP/M BIU is
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to withstand likely future bus technology/technique modifications (e.g., the replacement of the
bus common cable with fiber optics), it should be physically relieved of the bus driver/receiver
and bus language translation functional elements. Furthe- implementation considerations should
attempt at least a rough-guess prediction of commercially applicable devices for the expected
high volume microcomputer/microprocessor market in the DP/M time frame. This area can have
a marked impact on device cost if commercial market compatibility is achieved. Finally,
consideration should also be given to the implementation time frame desired for the DP/M.
Optimally, the functional design should not constrain implementation of the BIU in either LSI
approach, and should allow a reasonable, relatively near-term (perhaps interim), implementation
realization. Therefore, it is recommended that the BIU design should accommodate and
emphasize multichip implementation in accordance with the guidelines discussed previously.
Thus, the BIU device partitioning shown in Figure 86 is proposed. The rationale supporting this
particular partitioning is presented in the subsequent paragraphs.

The proposed multichip BIU implementation shown in Figure 86 is the result of
incorporating all the previously outlined partitioning considerations. The design will require a
maximum of four device types for realization of the moduar BIU LSI implementation: one of
these device types is a non-LSI (SSI complexity) line driver/receiver which may be satisfied with
existing catalog parts.

The proposed partitioning first requires segregation of the Global and Local bus interface
logic into two physically separate but identical devices (i.e., one common part type) referred to
as the Bus Interface Logic Unit (BILU). This is permitted since the functional BIU design
requires nearly identical operation by each separate bus interface. There are, however, several

minor differences in Global/Local operation which may be handled by a "personality"
device-input-signal technique. This concept of the standard BILU device permits the common
implementation to perform one of two specific sets of operations based on the binary state of a
bus characterization signal connected to one of the device I/0 pins. The different operations
which must be distinguished within the BILU are:

Both the glob,-' and local interfaces respond to the same type of I/0 instruction
commanus, but each must be addressed (via the I/0 instruction Command
Address Word) with a different command address: thus the command decode
logic must decode different command addresses for global and local opera-
tions.

The Input Message Queue Pointer (IQP) in the global interface must address a
different region (queue) in PE memory than that addressed by the local ICQ.

Primary-level interrupt control/interfacing is different for the global/local interfices
(e.g., interrupt trap address generation).

The handling of these differences within a common device by external hardwired control
requires very little additional hardware complexity introduced into the common BILU device
implementation. This technique does allow the usage of a common part type to implement both
global and local interface functions, a characteristic which is important in reducing BIU hardware
costs and permitting a near-term implementation realization because of greatly reduced device
complexity. In addition, it allows PE configuration with or without both global and local bus
facilities, depending on different application requirements. The BILU device will require an
estimated complexity of 2,000 gates and may be packaged in a standard 48-pin package. With
12 L implementation, this device will dissipate 606 mW of power. The BILU is by far the most
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complex BIU device, but its complexity is within the expected near-term realm of 12 L

technology. An I/O signal definition of the BILU device is shown in Figure 87.

The suggested partitioning of the BIU removes all functions associated with "language
translation" between the Global/Local buses and the PE. The unique devixe which performs
these functions is referred to as the Bus Interface Translation Unit (BITU). This device is
effectively inserted in the serial data channel path between a BILU and the bus with which it
communicates. It is important that the interface between these two BIU devices should represent
a "standardizable" serial interface to accommodate various system bus language requirements
with the changing of only one part type, the BITU. The BITU device may be housed in a

standard 14-pin package with a complexity of approximately 100 gates. With I2 L implemen-
tation, expected power dissipation is only 62 mW. An I/O signal definition of this device is
shown in Figure 88.

The remaining BIU device is one which is required to manage the DP/M redundant Global
buses. This Redundant Bus Management Unit (RBMU) is functionally placed between the BILU
and the redundant bus BITUs. An alternmte approach is to place thL RBMU between the bus
drivers/receivers for both buses and a single BITU. This approach would require one less BITU
but would require the inclusion of bus reception translation (e.g., biphase-level to NRZ decoding)
lokic in the RBMU to allow switchover command decode. '",is capability inherently exists in the
BITU, and, moreover, is responsible for a large majori:y o: lie BITU complexity (biphase-level
encoding is much simpler to implement than asynchronous biphase decoding). The partitioning
approach suggested requires a simpler (less complex) RBMU device at the expense of an added
BITU device in the BIU.

Th.• RBMU may be implemented in a single 40-pin device requiring 290 gates. With 12 L

implementation, anticipated power dissipation of this device is 41 mW. An I/O signal definition

of this device is shown in Figure 89. An alternate and perhaps more desirable partitioning
approach allows packaging of the unique RBMU functions in a smaller, standard 20-pin package
An auxiliary device, a standard available quadruple 2-to-I multiplexer, is required to complete
the RBMU function. This alternate partitioning is shown in Figure 90.

The Bus Master Interface (BMI) device shown in Figure 86 incorporates all functional
elements related to interfacing the OIU with the PE internal bus (I-BUS) and thus, with the
processor and memory units. The BMI device complexity is relatively low; the prime motivation
behind its inception is the pin-out relief it offers the BILU, allowing the BILU to be packaged in
a commercially compatible package size (48 pins). If further detailed investigation of BILU
pin-out requirements allow, the BMI functions may be included in the BILU, assuming the
resulting density is attainable in a single device. The BMI functional device implementation is
discussed in Subsection VI.C.4 on input/output interface unit (IOIU) device partitioning.

In summary, the BIU partitioning approach presented above stresses near-term LSI
implementation compatibility with minimized device cost and allows gradual merging of multiple
device functions into single devices as LSI technology progresses, if such measures are deemed
cost-effective and desirable. In contrast, implementation of the entire BIU (excluding line
drivers/receivers) within a single LSI device, as shown .i Figure 91, would require a device
complexity of approximately 4,600 gates and 55 1/0 signal pinouts. A nonstandard LSI package
would have to be used and a rather optimistic furthering of present technology would be
required to achieve the required density. Both are very costly, in dollars and risk. The
multi-device BIU partitioning approach is presented as the most flexible and cost-effective
foreseeable near-term solution to LSI implementation of the BIU function.
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4. Input 'Output Interfate Unit

Initial iniestigation% into ph~sit~aI partitioning and LSI device pa.ckaging reveal that the
ph~ sical imiplemnentation ol the 10 )IL will be driven and constrained primarily by pinout (1/0
signal) considerationis rather than desiý.e co,?nplexit% concerns. A% is the case with any parallel

10interlace. miore Pinout,1S ire .ilwajs required than are available. This truism holds in the case
ot' the l0O1.. A relativelh large number of' pinouts (71 ) will be required to implement all IOIU
function% with a single I'SI desice. even though a reasonable device t.,mnplexity of approximately
1.300 gates is required. It' ai single-device implementation is desired. then some concession to
increaisd packaging costs mnust be endured because of' the nonstaodard pinout requirement (i.e.,
custoni p.i,. kagmngl.

To determine the advantage% aifforded by the use W . standlard-package LSI parts, a
prelinitnarN multichip partitioning was investigated. The initial approach was to relieve the single
l0lt, device (if the pinout burden imposed by the interface with the M16 10 data lines by
buttering these signals with separate Input Output D~ata lnterfa,.e 1101M)l devices The 101)1
desi,.c- prov ide an output data storage capahiiit% and line driver reLeincr compatibility between
the Mt I-BUS and the es~ternial 1 0) data lines. Remaining IOIU functions were retained in a single
lnr,.t Output Logic Unit IlIOLt' device,~ however. this partitioning was still unsatisfactory, since
remaining lOLL1 pinout requiremients were 55 pins. With a standard device, dual in-line packaging
goal of 48 pins maximium. further Partitioning technique% were sought. Removal of the ancillary
support functions ot' Ph initiali/ation control and P1 clock control allows implementation of the
remaining, basic lOlL' functions in a 48-pin device with a complexity of 950 gates. This level of
lOLL' de% ice implementation is shown in Fvi-ure 92. The segregated support functions would be
implemented with standard. available integrated circuit 4l() devices. Using this abbreviated IOLU
approach. the physical partitioning of the overall IOIU functional design is shown in Figure 93.

With the realiz.ation of' the partitioning Lonstraints imposed by pinout requirements alone
(with respect to the use of' standard IC packaging techniques), further investigation into the
ad~antages of a multichip implementation of the IOLU functions was undertaken. This
investigatton revealed that the development of an -110 devict, family'" could yield many benefits
with respect to l)P'I. The unified bus itticture of' the PE design both facilitates and encourages
the rise of' modula . building-block 1 0 construction. Of primary benefit are the following three
tfactors afforded bv a "family-' structure of common 1 '0 Kuilding-block device types:

"* lDierse application l1exthibitN Individual I 0) characteristics, which are typically the
nongeneral and miost difficult to standardize portions of any system design, are
easily modified for purposes of' system reconfiguration or extended usage adaptation.

"* Commercial compatibility A generaii/ed family of building-block I1'0 interface
devices is directll compatible with commercial multiple application concepts. Since
most, it not all. of' th: IOL.U functions defined for l)P'M could be conside-ed basic
for a n~aiority of applications, a pblysical partitioning of these functions which
allows variable I 0 configurations could be significant. If' the DIPM Ph is to become
a cost-effective systen 'Suilding-block device, a primary design goal should be the
establishment of parts commonality with a standard commercial production bast.
Proper struicturing and partitioning of' the input/output Linit functional design could
be a key fao.or in the achievement of this. goal With,.i the vein of the partiiioning
philosophy. a functional family partitioning oft the IOLIJ functions was developed.
The various device partitionings and the interconnection of thewe devices into the
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DP/M IOLU are shown in Figure 94. The individual functional devices are discussed
below. Several functional features are included in the suggested family of devices not
representative of the DP/M application per se; however, these features have been
included (at insignificant hardware complexity expense) to enhance applicability in a
more generalized functional environment.

The Autonomous Transfer Channel (ATC) interface provides an autonomous, block-
oriented I/O data channel which possesses the functional characteristics described in Section V.
This interface is partitioned into two discrete LSI devices: an Autonomous Transfer Control
Logic (ATCL) device and an Autonomous Transfer Control Register (ATCR) device. The ATCL
device performs all data channel controller functions; the ATCR provides the necessary register
elements required for data channel operation. The two-chip partitioning is dictated by pinout
requirements to allow the use of a standard dual in-line packages. Input/output signals and
physical characteristics of the ATCL and ATCR devices are shown in Figures 95 and 96.

The IODI device provides data buffering between the external I/O data lines and the PE
internal I-BUS. An output data holding register is provided in the IODI to allow asynchronous
transfers of data from the PE memory to external devices. Input/output signals and physical
characteristics of the IODI are shown in Figure 97.

The BMI device is responsible for providing interface compatibility between a master
device and the PE I-BUS. The primary functions of the BMI are I-BUS control protocol
compatibility and data transfer timing for either single-word or data-block transfer modes
between devices connected to the PE I-BUS. For system design convenience, the BMI also
provides transfer time-out determination with hardware-selectable timing. The BMI device serves
the same function as the IBIU device mentioned in the previous BIU partitioning investigation.
Input/output signals and physical characteristics of the BMI device are shown in Figure 98.

The Bus Slave Interface (BSI) device provides a straightforward and convenient means of
interfacing slave I/O devices to the PE via the I-BUS. The BSI can support either responsive or
nonresponsive communication with these devices. The BSI provides address decode and read/
write operation determination associated with slave device data transfer operations. The BSI
allows selectable (hardwired) address definition for the slave device which it interfaces and
selectable timing of slave device data transfer control signals. These selectuble characteristics
permit the BSI device to accommodate virtaally any type of passive 1/O device includi ig most
conventional semiconductor memories. An I/O signal level description of the BSI device is given
in Figure 99.

Functionally, the BSI is used to achieve programmed 1,0 operations between the processor
and I/O devices where one word of data is transferred to/from the device per I/O instruction
execution. In DP/M applications where this mode of I/O data transfer is desirable, programmed
1/0 may be achieved by direct connection with the associated I/O device (and BSI device) via
the I-BUS, as illustrated in Figure 94.

The Interrupt Interface (INTI) device provides a flexible interrupt stimulus interface to the
PE via the I-BUS interrupt-associated signal lines. Basic INTl functions include:

* Interrupt request and acknowledge logic/timing

* Interrupt priority resolution
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';,ADDRESS (ADDR) I$ERGSE
4 REGSTERAUTONOMOUS-.DATA (D AT A), IOTO rRT) UTNMU

END-F-TRANSFER

CONTROLLER1 BLOCK EOBK C
• " ' LOGIC

I-BUS MASTER ATCR (ATCL)
CLOCK (MCLK) I_

POWER (VC -

iGROULND (GND) I

FUNCTIONAL REGISTERS
(EACH 16-BITS IN LENGTH)

BUFFER ADDRESS REGISTER (BAR) 40 PINS (40 PIN PKG)
BUFFER LENGTH REGISTER (BLR) 755 GATES
LINK ADDRESS HOLDING REGISTER (LAHR) 352 MILLIWATTS*
INTERRUPT TRAP ADDRESS REGISTER (ITAR) *ASSUMES 12 L TECHNOLOGY

REGISTER CONTROL ENCODED FUNCTIONS:

OuU ACTION

0 0 0 0 DO NOTHING
PROGRAM- f 0 0 0 1 BAR - DATA

CONTROLLED 0 0 1 0 BLR -* DATA
READ 0 0 I 1 LAHR - DATA

PROGRAM- 0 1 0 0 DATA p.ITARCONTROLLED•
LOADS 0 1 0 1 DATA pBAR0 11 0 BAR 1ADDR

0 1 1 1 DATA go BAR, BAR .- ADDR

MEMORY 1 0 0 0 DATA -* BLR. BAR -*ADDR. BAR+ 1. BAR
READS I 0 0 1 DATA (08-10) --* BLR. BAR -*ADDR. BAR+I- BAR

1 0 1 0 DATA o LAHR, BAR-*ADDR, BAR+I.*BAR

MEMORY 0 I I DATA - oLAHR, BAR-* ADDR, LAHR .BAR
WRITES I I 0 0 BLR-I - o BLR, BAR *ADDR, BAR+I1* BAR

I 1 0 1 DATA oBLR, BAR+I --WBAR
1 I 1 0 LAHR - BAR

I I I I UNDEFINED

Figure 96. Autonomomus Tranfer Controlhr Re&un (ATCR) Device Attriutes
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Figure 97. Input/Output Data Interface 1I0DI) Dvice Attributes

* Program:'able interrupt mask (I-hit)

* Programmable interrupt stimulus reset control

hIput/output signals and physical characteristics of the INTi device are shown in Figure 100. The
Programmable Interval Timer IPIT) function described in Section V can be readily implemented
with a single low-complexity LSJ device. To permit PIT compatibility with a wide variety of
applications, the suggested single LSI device design possesses some additional features above and
beyond those required for the DP'M avionics application investigated. These additional features
are:

* Timer resolution is programmable to permit a selectable count period of
i I

to - X 2''
f 1A, fuk
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where fd is the input clock frequency.

0 Additional control logic allows hardwired selection ol device 'undibtol as .# pro-
grammable interval timer or real-time-clock ("tinic-tick" source) and allows La1scading
of PIT devices to achieve larger time interval capabilities.

These additional features will require increased device complexity. but the magnitude of the
increase is not considered significant with respect to idded device cost. An P0~ signal defilnition
of the suggested PIT device is given in J-igure 101.

The above "device family- partitioning results in a set ot low-risk .-omplexit% I SI t' o

complexity (MSI) devices. The MSI caliber devices (i.e.. the l0DB., BMI. BSI. anid I\ HI (1c% i-, I
allow implementation in a standard, conventional, non-L.SI tcLhnology. ;tic;) as, kurictitb rk ac
ating low-power Schottky bipolar technology, without an overhearing increase in power ds:
pation while enhancing overall device applicability because of improved des ice pertf)rrnannc
capabilities and potentially decreasing device cos.ts associared with developiuent ifth prT'dut4,101

Remaining IOIU functions not provided in the above family of devices are Pft initialization
control and PE clock control. Since both of these PF support functions may IV straisghi~orwardly
implemented with a few standard (catalog) integrated circuiit part v~pes. the ta!)ricarlon ot,
special, unique LSI devices to be usedl for their implementation is not considered costcfcis
and, thus, is not recommended.

The PE initialization function requires a 32-word by 16-hit ROM loi. a bootsirap progra-m
memory plus the control logic required to sequence menmory address steering to *he bootstrap
program address. From a physical viewpoint, the bootstrap ROM (probably two R( mci.eray
be considered and partitioned as part ot the PE memory. The bootstrap prociam -Ieenrin!
functions may be implemented with a few available small-scale integration (SSI) ICK '.L'

The clock control function requires the necessary conteric circuitry to divide uown an
externally-sourced "free" clock frequency to the basic clock t'reqiienc.y usahlc ty rht. HL. This.
PE clock must be gated in response to a mainteniance-functior-iclat:ýt dIýJ dock 110 onrlSILNAI to
provide `'JN/STOP modes of operation. To present the PI_ desrwvi 'tu',icional aii,:u -a
from *ning tied to a given technology, it is recommended th~at ali PI clock trLiju-1k%

deriva. dements be physically partitioned outside the hasic' PL~. BS placing ihct.-s dvc' ices
externah to the PE proper, improvements in PIE, performance through rechnolouN adsar~cment or
alteration may be accommodated without requiring redesign Irela~out) (it aii;% P1 LS! dexi~cs
An analogous consideration applies to the clock gatinp functioni as~ %kell. because of pos,'.Ibfv
unique maintenunce function clock control requirements. It is rccommended that all cloc:k
control functions he segregated from lOIU LSI desice implementation. regardless of' %khetlrer ilbc
single-device or muliti-device 1OIU partitioning app-oach is acc:epted.

The briefly discussed family of 110 devices aiid reiulitant l011 physical partitioning ..re
deemed to possess the functional and physical properties representatise of a truls CMicmrhcuszsc.c
universally applicable I/O building-block structure. These desiceý Allow basic interfacing with
many I/0 device types and offer an expandable -pay-as-ý0U-g0- %ystem di.sign using the l)PAI
PE. It bears repeating, however that this particular device partitioning approach is not required
entirely for the DPIM application per se. hut it affords the cost-ct lective virtues of systemn deuice
flexibility and likely commercial part% base compatibility. factors to bt: weighed v. ith i oer.,il
DP/M PE design guals. The use (it commercially availabce part types andi thle promi.%mc (it
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ILIia ilemenInltation with overall reduced LSI p~arts costs isimlpk'i dtkvies) )jusiIill)ly tuidc

the lo0! design towari tile multi-device partitioning described herein.

E. COST PROJECTIONS

It is admittedly difficult to make acctlrale cost projections as far into the future as 1980.

F'hv cost figures presented herein are for production units only and :g,',".tli a qtjaulaity order of

5.000 units. They do not include any design, de"hlohpuient and/4 w uliuht'i4atton costs nor any

factors tor inflation. The basic factors that have l•,cti wed Ior ,ostiunaing are that a high-volumc

,tanl(lard-produc[ion, dynamic NMOS memory cell will be ustd. it will cost about I cent/bit: and

the processor will cost about I cent/gate. Bothl of thwse estimates dire hased on commercial grade
parts (0'° to 70*C, plastic package). lBcause tlie memory controller, the I/O interface, and the
bus interface are not 'is universally applicable, they are expected to have a lower volume
production. It will be assumed that they will cost twice as .mch per gate (i.e., 2 cents/gate). Fr,,

comparative purposes, projections have been worked up for three ditTerent versions of the DP/M
Ph (Table 23). All cases assume an external power source.

I. Comimercial Miemconmpluter

The commercial microcomputer Ven, ion uses commercial plastic parts (0" io +70C', ,io

device acceptance test burn-in), a 4K word memory without parity or write protect, no bus

interface unit. and a two-sided printed wiring board (PWB) with a one-piece (edge) connector.

TABLE 23. PROJECTrED 1980 DP/M PE COSTS

Cuunmercial Commercial Military

Microcomputer Grade DP/M PE Grade DP/M PE

Temperatute range 0, to +700C 0'" to +700C 550C to +125 0 C

Itaarn.in No No Yes

Packaging (DIP) Plastic Plastic Ceramtic

Memory:
Size ( 1024s) wolds 4
Parity No Yes Ves
Write protect No Yes Yes

('i nector (PWBj one piece" on01Wc'aea two-piece

Cost
Plocessof S 40 I 401 S200
Memory h4 144 720
Memory controller 5 b 15 75
I/0 interface 3C 30 150
Bus interface unit I00 500
PWM. connector and aseml)ly 20 20 ion

Total $159 $34) S 1.745

PWB edge conleclo4
i, Re'resh only
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%his ll' 3*barC hontes" I i`-hif mnicrocomiputer for uinder S20G, and these figures aire somewhat
to wk-r 1. I'l ha pjectiotii mnade by others. "or example, H erman Schmtid %peaks of' I (-hit CPUs for
SSit anld 16(ihit inicr iprocesslits (elect rotdcs onlly) for $200) both int (luatititY anti in 1980. As

wa n ilcipated . thle Ineimoty tends to (lomiina Ic anliouniti ig 14) almost half (fhe cost of the
midI dOiiiptter.It is noteiCwourthy t hat thi;.i cost correspondls to between - 10-to-I and 20-to-I

reducit!ion ill Cost oMeI Co11VnI'in ora y miinicomnpu ters Whidh hlaVe thle same11 leVel o1' 1FOCC.sinlp

2. Coumnmercial G;radek lP/NI IT
I lit nv ~i ste p in I(I- co est project ion is to start ad ding feaittires Ito) thle "hare hones"

Illri roc' lm ~Iit' to t ( ipplraIde it to a I P/M PE' This involves doubling tile memory (already thle
mlost e spvnsive i~e m ). addinug parity alit( write protect to it, anid finally adding thle BIU which is
moi~re comiple\ fi an tile proce~ssor (('PU). These aidditions more than double thie cost of thle
iniicroprocesso, and bring its costI for a commercial gradle DlP/M tip te' between S300 and $400.
Illiese l'iptircs air3. well inl line wil)the lii'fgures p~rojected by Honeywell in their J)P/M study 2

SpeCkia liV Whe01 Considering tha:t thle m1emjory has becen doubled in siz.e to allow better use of the
prultessing powe'r of' file Pl1. ,Vailn these coisf% are hetween a I 0-to-I and a 20-mc'-I reduction
ovvr whai~f (,ie wonuld ctirrenitlx' pay tfor a in in icr un p ter with these capahilities.

31. -tliwiarv G irde DI) /N PF

Fhe bi~etsingle la:ctor;; in, thle cost or the~ DII/M PP are tile military environmental and
'reliahilitiv rlet i'ire univis. All devlie(s nim ins e prominnimli parts wh~ich can operate over the t'A11
nulitn f:r empera t~ire range oIf 55 'to +1 2 5'(7. Tht-se wre thle requnirements l'or components. to lie
lise~dill eqiuipment whiie" miuinist lmacel .1 Ni(--40 'far 2. environment. This specification
retlidres equiipmfenlt to operate 4'o~irtin-lusiy al f"I' to 471'UC Wvith intermittent (30-minute)
opera lion at 49.5"C(. Thmis latter coinditioni wouild only ,!low a 30Y~ thermal gradient between thie
ex ternJ1 f 1<U env~irnminent anid thle serniconmnuctor device.i inside t he equipment. In addiion. thle
reliability ri-quirements dictate many in-pirocess4 inspection%, hermelicallv sealed ceramic packages
rat her than plastic, and Li stally anl cx telisive blrn-in and testing cycle. These additional rcqv',rv-
imeals normrailly increase tile complonent co~st byv S to 1. Other Factors that increase thle Pr. cost
-ire t lie adlditional P1WI flibricationt inspections and controls, as well as the requirement fot
tv~ i-piec.e mill tary-qtialit'ied conrlcttoiis. Thiese I'Avtor send thle cost of' the DP/M PE in to th-
SI .500 to $2,)000 range. While this I ~iure may sc'.,i . 'g%, it is still 0.05 to 0.1I the cost of' most
cuirrent in ililary-quiluait'ied comnpuaters. This 5-to-i' prem iiini for nIllilitary-qutalified senmiconductor
VoliiPoiienlts an1d eqllipuletw!' has to dov with the Ilo wer volu me of military procuirements coupled
with tile cost of' the addd rocessinp siteps and tile requirement tfor premium parts.

Thme D)P/"'M PLK will allow between a1 I10-to-1I and a 204-to-I decreaSC inl thle Cost Of
conaputers for thle ri~iitary avionics application. It will not allow the 100-to-i decrease in cost
that s'mmie have proiectedl. The reatson t'or this 5-to-I diffecrence is that thie military requirements
for operating teniperatu re and reliability are mutch more severe than the commercial r4qtire-
merits. It' the commercial req uirements became more like the military, or vice versa, this
(lillercrnec wouild dlisappear. An example of a conmmer-cial application that has a military-like
requ'enieuti it, the antomohile. Similar high-voluime. rugged applications like thli; couild bring thle
iiiil t ary-grad e cost down to ne atr~Ihe 5;if stnie as tOlie cominercia I-grade cost.

AIi AI I V 71..'I Asisll 19?3.



SECTION' VII

FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION SYSTEM

A. SECTION OVERVIEW

This section is concerned ,ith the Functional Simulation Task (SOW 4.1). In particular,
this section describes tasks to be performed. deslign approach taken. design results, and key
features of the resulting simulation system.

B. INTRODUCTION

Within the context of the DPM ,,stejn concept. the: objective was to design. develop, and
us.e the necessary simulation and analysis tools adcquate lr evaluating the major design
considerations of a DP!M network. The Simulation S.•stem is divided into two separate
simulators: the System Network Simulator and the Processing I-lement Simulator. Each simulator
will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. however, a general description of each will
be included at this time. The System Network Simulator is a high-level traffic simulator whose
main function is to study the efflccts of different topological network organizations. The
Processing Element Simulator is a more detailed simulator concerned with the internal
performance of a single procesing element. The PE Simulator actually simulates functions
performed as each instruction is executed by the Processor.

The nature of the DPN1 architecture requires -crtain capabilities of the eventual
Functional Simulation System. The design simulator approach wa, strongly influenced by the
characteristics of the DPIM system to be simulated. In particula,. the DP/M system consisted of
a iietwork of autonomous processing elements connected by two levels of time-division-
multiplexed buses. Control of the buses was distributed as well as some portion of the executive
control. The Processing Element itself wa, similarly constructed with processor. memory, 1/O.
and bus interfaces all communicating over an internal bus. In addition. there were requirements
for variable levels of simulation detail. Some events needied to be modeled at the register and/or
clo,.k level, while other events were sufficiently mrcdeled at a higher functional level. For
example, the Bus Interface Unit was modeled at the detailed hardware register level in the
Processing Element Simulator but the bus was modeled at the functional level in the System
Network Aimulator. To satisfy these goals. the Functional Simul.,tion System was structured as a
discrete event-oriented simulation bystem built around a nucleus of ,.ommon model independent
utility routines. The model independent routines are the tools by which the actual simulator is
constructed. The model independent routines by themselves are not a simulator. but are used to
build tht different simulators. The simulation control is implicit within the basic simulator and
explicit control of the event- is not required. The use of a common simulation language allows a
uniform methud of development, implementation and modification. The two simulators are
functionally compatible. allowing for interaction and interchange of data.

Key feat,.res of the simulation tools developed include a common uniform structure
written in ANS FORTRAN that also permitted ease of modification and future growth. The
System Network Simulator can be considered to be a continuation of capability. Although the
System Network and Processing Element Simulatorm are logically separated for the purpose of
discussion. they are actually the same type of simulator with different events modeled to a
particular level of detail. Each has the capability to model variable time quantum events and
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'.i~ItI1..' l ol'I i lela'~iI Tilt.' most5 v'alwiille fuaititre by rair thouigh. is tile extnrsibility 0t' ti..e
%P1111itt-i~t i4''i '. ~lr flrt' ill i~cliial hardw~are tlvign oilibIIr'ltigh fi ti sofIlware (feeVlolfi1l.ivt and

011-1-n jtlCatioll Ior mo.tl~t' l t' lelsd.l for fliii'aviolliji'soflW~lwar within file System Network
Sm iatl 111.1 heu lt'platcuit hý hifeict midl h~igher t'ittuity mlodels until tile model represenis thec

ti~t :~~'tnI~ ~llt that!4 llt~i ltu ilgav' hi' sii'tiitulla by file Pr~ocessing, Flement Simuii~laor. In
tlt' tOI%'0111S (11 t't110SuCitt Sijlohlltiions1. fi t* system tinder deuvelopmlent goes thlroughi ai

111('t , illm t'lt'sit ill flit, st'll-w that onle start% Wvilli filie 'li-level siitiulalnon of' tile entire 5V5L1'ifl.
i *.dl~~\ ~h gh-~Itv I llodelu 10' sIcii ( mpotiv'li a .rt, oiie-hy'.one replaced Willi t heir miore

ddci a ld 01il'iterilarts. O nce In tact baaiim simiula tion has been completed. implementat ion anid
%niliniI 1iol' 4' tilt actuail ~olacModel K-ginlS. Finlly01, the entire system will)l all of' the acLtua~l
1mpi..111h,.lfm sill%%iaru k 11611" -,i' mtiilated. This lvitl~lot (of Systemt deve~'4lopmen.'t provides flexibility

wlia Il!Iillil l~'llim in't l :iclttili Iiardtwarc id :ttt axinlltil piosSibility of, ultimal~te ysvteml

C. SIMULATION APPROACH

1. De-l~eimii of' Terms

Inl order 1o remol~ve anyV ani ligipuit y colli'irnling simiila ion terminology. the following termns
Will h!e tit iliii'd ill (fts5ribitl) tile Dl)''I Simuilat ion System. A sývslemn is ai collection of'
iti ncioni l aiitI logically ri.'lt ci entlit ies, ach c'ia~racictried by :11iributi s whicih. ill turn. mlay be
relatled a mong hellnseivcs. All 'Pji(ti deniote's anl (Ibjuci of' initerest in a systemn. An aflrihim'
denotes a property of' ai enctity. All 'lcrn/ Jlili' a chal~nge in LI state of* an enftity. F~or example.
an iirvrtf~t anid its pilot Can i e considered to cons~titutel a system; the entity "aircraft" has the

Itributes (if type, cost, etc.; tile entity "pilot" may lie described in terms of* his are,
tIlinafiicalioti. etc. Relat ioniships bet weeun eatit icis may lie classified into s/al/c relationshuips and
.1*iludith r-cltilmslnsd' Furthermiore, dynamic relat iollslips canl lie expressed aIs d'lerminxi~le
Itimcifini.s of' time or as k/i~c~hasU ii( mictn'm (it t imei. or as a mixture ol' bothI.

2. Siniil: Iitioni Contirol Sirtrctlire

The I)I/,'N Ftlm:ilc(IlaI Simulation System is am discrete event -orientled simulation systemn
built arountd a nucleus of* common miodel independenti titility routine;;. Unlike a continuous
,y~teml where transitions from one state to tile next are at contintiious f'unction of' tirtie. within a1
d ,kcrt-le %sfeimt. t ransitionis from one stale to another occ~er atl discrete lime points. In discrete

sysilit. d1stingtisi suie5at,: Ira'ivit ions are called events. Thus, an evetnt can occur only at
specific 0I10 .tnes. anthere. are no changes bet ween event-;: l'irtliernore. anl event is an idealizedc
ptl~ilnlnem olit(f' /L'i0 dtiirat ion. [: ' eilt orietited simulatl~tion sysi ems Vinphasize it detatiled
dvscript 1(11 of* t he steps thfat occur Wheni ill intdlividual event takes platce.

Simu~ltat ion contitrol striel tires withbin a d i%crete eveilt-orielited simulator are represetnted by
114111 re W1C . Thie Sinmu Iaim ion wlIrol A Ivorit ii in(S('A contirols sitmu lation time. matintatins tile
Future [~vent List. and provides aniy atwiiiiary system routines. The heart of the simulator is tile
F~utunre l'veLlt L~ist. The F utunre [vent List IFF!.J is a chlrontologically ordered list that contaitnts
CV1I't1 noi t ices. A~ssociated Witlli vhet vein( not ice is an activity routine thtat simuhlaites the actions
oft ilie part icuitar' eveilt to hie imodeled. The S('A remloves tlie first nlotice frotm the F[.L. advances
Simutionhl ol tim~e to the timle associaledl with thle event, determitles which activity routine is
aws~ciated Witlli that event and passes conitrol ito it. Sitmulat ion little may he advanced to the timle
avsocimttet Willh tile niext [I 1. etitrv since tilhe iF'E I is chirotnologically ordered, tihus there canl be
nf, ecii bef'ore f ile first tli'llwi Ioil tilie vEii.. Tu.t itu is det ermiined by the seqIitetce (it
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figure 102. Simulation Control Structure

events and not by some fixed interval. This characteristic is sometimes referred to as a variable
time increment or next event approach.

Each activity routine performs essentially the same task. First. it destroys its event ic.c;,:e.
after extracting any pertinent information. by returning it to dynamic memory. Next, the
activity must test. via its data structures. if all precedence relationships have been satisfied, If
not. the activity is placed on a waiting queue until such lime that the constraints are satisfied. If
all constraints are satisfied. the activity maý he executed. thus changing the state of the system.
Necessary statistics art then gathered. Finally. a new event notice is generated, a time for the
event to he executed in the future is computed, and the event notice is returned to the SCA to
he placed on the FEL. The SCA will then reniovec the next event from the F-L and proceed in
the same manner as heft -e.

3. Basic Simulator

In order to efficiently implement the simulation approach previously described, certain
useful characteristics were identified and package of routines that provides a powerful tool for
the development of discrete event-oriented simulation systems was developed. This Basic
Simulator is characteriied by model independence. FORTRAN orientation, dynamic memory
management. list processing facilitkis. clock management. random number generators and error
diagnosis and reporting.
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\1,it v ,,I li,: Iiin'tionls perl'ormed within the siilhilation approach are completely
I , l'peth'ct ( of t1114 , ii,ýllI SYSIC lIt b le sim•nlated. I|l order to make the Blasic Simulator
.iil wh';lc t, o a v tkit., r.-.,, of' potent iail simtilalion problems, as much or the package as possible

',va. gcncraiicd i I provide flt' tool-, to develop a discrete event-oriented simulation system
wivtmt! l prCciC, 1ioV C 01'of tile SV%"h ni t11 1o be ShllIttlated.

h. )'Y)A' "i] T .V (I)rnien•alin

hit, l " Sic • i•tin r approacht of'l'rs several imiporltlat features: ( I ) the user ticed not learn
,I uew pslivahii I' tllp I p•o ,r~llillm ' In laInigige. i.e.. it uIIse FORTRAN as a base language; (2)all

-11 ud11I la'Jcillii ,V Of thl" Iiost operating system, (il witich the Basic Simulator is installed. are
:d(',iI> *.vil:aablc to thl" tUSer in a fa imiliar way 0) l il is possible to develop a simulation system

(h1.t mixa he ti twipot•rl' Ito other 'omipulter systems that have compatible FORTRAN compilers
V.d Plhierall td Memtcil Mnipageilities.

I )viliaiti iltlleittr) tlllltelellit l or sItorage reqtuired by flt' simulator provides thle capability
Ii)lllltipuila, d iiitin, pr(i-rllm execut li tin a vector of common mnnemory so that blocks from that
v'.'fhr cAi ihe I, illt io rilv alloca.ted Io the i.ser's prograill and then deallocated when no longer
neleded. Tl,, innnorvr itianteiiellt mitlhiod Imakes it possible to rcuse the same siorage many
liirc. Por dil'f'frr'l I"r'rposes th roughout a simnulation run and. thus, not only minimize total

pirogiam itiii•c reqtiurcillments. but also increase tile size of' the simulation problem that call be
li1ii11llicil.

\1 ativ InIstant IIIT , imIeory vector •olnsists of two tylpes of blocks: (I ithose that are

Ailhwcat'ed anill ct'ric'illvk, ill ul, I',i th is) Ihllos are deallocated and, thus, are available for use. All

aIllocuciled blokks art. c'iilitid togetlher as a linked list, which is called the Free List. When a

pri icralnl rt'i' I C11', A hindL of' mniorll thle Free List is searched to find ae deallocated block of

S1ufliii. cize. l'h' sl.cr.hi-,"allbocation ',.trategy works ais follows: ( ) during the search, physically

udi;accVitl hlock,, ill thei Free Lis( are collaptsed into a single large block. (2) the requested block is

allocaled Irc mi thle first sutf*hiciently large 1'ree block e:ncountered in this search. If no such block

C.1nb I'e, li>til, fuirlher 'ee':ctiotic n " Ih' ote sitinulation program is terniilated.

"Ilic fc)' toti K c t'ltcoln'iist' of' the following major Ioluitiles:

MI MAI. X AlhlW'atil Memory This rotiline is itisl to allocate a block of' memory
I'frm th" [r'e List.

MI' NI 'R X )callhocate 4 Freel Memory This rouitine is used to free an allocated
hhch: ()I' aelmlory and to retilrn it to tlie Free List.

MI:.\IZOX Stinc Zeroes in Memory This routine is used to store zeroes in all user
ajý.il;ih, lv words of' a slpecified memlory block.

It. L.is l'rvi'cevvii• liilh''i"

ilii 'nrdt lt 1el cielDft rclprest't•at iatill ut tle data sl itttiires withhil Ile simulator, as
wt-ll ia. to pinivid., lHct hiht, llii.' .i of iilo0rificalion to lhose ii ls, a stirict ires, some type of list
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ploce¢ming lacilh. Is required III addition. list struLtures. II p.11IlLUiJi tuucte, jilt .% lift gatiii0 Ii
Of Lu¢slu' statistics concerniiig s'.lstem variables. I'i eslimple. to Ilnvemlr¢ Owi" loJd.hIIW t a
comiuniil.La.Ion bus, data are* plaLed on a hus tiicL for t•lit lenglth of tl ii that Iould !)v
required to deliver that d.ata to some rc,;ier, and remioved b, the re ciser snomit:lrin lel
QuretitisiI s aet atomaticallV gathered that proslde such iih..rln-tio', as lnuiniiill fl'\iillwil
site. Illtea.ll hllet oil queueU. stadallrd deviations. etc. 'rims. list strFCItIuLS pi',l tAI~L'C 11CCIl ll)¢ls'

01 mi¢easurilng systenm parameters

List proc•t¢ulng facilities developed for the Basic Simulator ire used for dclining. scarlhiing.
adding deleting elemnents and maintaining standard list statistics fbr douhl -hnked lists.

The List Pro•essing FIcLilitihes consist ot thie oliowmijg major routines.

LTDI'|X Define a List
This routine creates a standard list head and then stores Into it ii•noriimatio(n

wlhih det'ines and initializes tie nc\; list

i.IAII)X Add an Llement t, a list
"This routine adds a new% element t) the %.orrect iogical position in lilt: list

identifned I, !fie list-head pointer.

LTFNDX Find a Specific 'lement in a L:st
lits routine searches a list in the direction ol dereasing rank of Its elements

to find .n element AhiLh contains a specific %alue stored in a specified
word.

I T-\'\,X Return a Pointer to lthe Ne\t Hement in a List

(Ow¢1n a poilnter to in eleinen! in a list. thils routine returns ile pointer to the
element w'hILli is logIcallJl netl to the first pointer.

I.TRSPX Rernow a Specific 'ltiment from a tist
This routine remnoves a spec!! ic elemient froni the spe•Litied list

e (Clck M.atagemetu

1 he (lock Managlement portion o• tile BJaiL. Simulator makes it possilli to it) simull t
-noLhurrent processes by representing ea-hi lproc.'ss as a sequence ot e,¢nts. The fliow of ontiol
during simulation is managed bý ineans ot a tune-ordered list. called the Future I-f'nt List
i1 LU. lnhih contlais the es ent notices for ;:eints scheduled to occur at some future ltile The

(Clock .faiiageinient consists of the Ic )folting major routines.

S( Ii)1 X Schedule an I vent
Phis routine places an event notice on thile luture E-ven List

I \ I RYX ( alculate the Ihntrj Addres to a Subprogram
"hills function, coded in -- semhli language. is used to compute the ruin-time

entr. point address of a FORi RAN suhroit::nC

(A\'I X (Canel a I-uture I'wnt Notice
this routine cancels a fLuture event notIice

f Random.-Xumber Genewraor%

Many phenomena within the DIP M s Steln ale slotLhat iLn it Illtur. III order to be able to
ja.tlrailtl model ithese rlndlomII pro esses, r-ndol-nuimber genm2Lrtrion .aplabilith "was protildcd
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I .ilatin~*niiil'l(t!'I.it,)rs dtI ola'j¶m p1imo iat~i .kiiie, fotr 11iodiI ng wtitimce*s of raindom

L'!. Il1!r~a~mik il iiilhl'rs fromil dl ,tvwmmLw% iii tis .~rcc distribuil111 ion tlom.-d hN Ow useir

I: I rrur DiagimbIED am/ Reptortiiat,

11; ý-i dimenoII is2a'l midii repotimp a12 p.ibilitics ki~daaped pronide tilt LiLr % ith too, hit)
Jcii,- i.-imidaIitionI pro-minri-,ll% In irtaiklm aa~ilthre lm%i, t'ý pl% oft tool' arv, pro~ided I I I (hlost

itar ý k ana. dwenosu' Mid le aie fiol ha, ptiiinilha iilatii.- htirther '.imid~lmoiir ctt'ut~ionI "2 ItIhow.
lai '.~~'I! L~.l,it of? a'perotlimml p ir~i'll'.er% mid~ %tiirititint, m-irgIlernts rdIlitik' to) D%~ I1.1111k
%lena). 1r% I '!listVIet;ru,~ia. if lit )iun I % Ithiau' hair dlal;umpmv Ic t, pr~IItI--. I II.' k )II~llclt% oftil t-

d~t~ ~ il ~raa huie'~t\ ;i~.II\ a~cI n silmaillatiolta. sLi2l 'I% i '.fiitlm poalllo til of iii~~
%lIvilr%. lo,~t o ~t ir I hI'' tm,,J lic'rta'riua' lin milmane tmoa .ir lLi ontinillahlli. and vwix

he %(p~ir'%%LIf 1141 l ktllkt l eq iidt, IIIkrv.lsc *.lillil.,hiun t it tA

D. SYSTEM NETWORK SIMULATOR

1. S %-tcln %etwork Sinmulaitor Modelte%

II%. he )1 \1 S% %tem \et mork "iinimlaihtr I% I Iie.-Il a t: a sha imulatorit used to0 %It~I~I% hi'
to;i~o'ia al i~iide~itio (i t tliteD1' \) 1 net ma rk A%~ stit. Ii.t ,'. a high-1ci el siiiiuialor I tic

corr;"%ponindll, moldels thit form, lte %mitlitor aire comna 'red ý it h I arming.- I1 ral-tw re ustil
enlphi-o% onl %.,rmihul',i ot thos.e des.ign pa.j .ni er% at the. D)P \1 net nt:k Ie~el lin partICL1ilr. the
S%- Ietnl \etmork Slinmulator %%I used to' .inahl e and :%.,Iiiaae II prIa~%i telailla.'It
llarikl eristic-- Lakti~le'%ic. (-NI iul tll.'lr oh resource%' nli,.. the %%tcm. I ',I local anid glob.1I[11I%

L,. mi wurar.t ion. 1 4) imuer-l11 :~ommmukia.io (lam teditniiu. 44;1 111 Btth protocail .omlliHLIl.tIIloll
tea. hn nq tie. 1101ve \ckuviw kqala mt rl tea. initit l' it f ulf ill t ha. gouals oft Kh. IDP \1t S%%tvnm \a.t mork
Smitilatar f ile : ollaumg mode.k %%ere atec eloped BIIIus ( ontrtil Modtel (-1 X' Avione 1-witflion
P~rogrami MIodic. I ' I I \ekeut i'e MIodel,

lithe a~ iomi.I n. Iitioon programr nl' 't-ic tlest.rilic I lie cw,:u.ittfio oh .-: i't moniti progrinl for
eakh III 1in ternil oft Ihe t ime tio e \ea.utc thle moidel'ed a~imotu. pri ~igia. memor% %%(, it[ r ajinredi
..nld ilmnesq- Lecter.iteLI for t he loakal and !2Iohal bunc-- I% t hat programi A' ion i. praugrill
eiea.U t at inle Imc or a III irv det ermined frtont th Lw \C.'a. U in tinme es"t imates for inthi-altuti t-i'.ks

gencralted h\ th lie tcin rk~iie meq Lr'leiltao t~rt filhe ca a.Lut ion t iill% AreL desk.ribe it ttt iLlit ' -,I ilhi
proL a.'~ar oPa.r.it on% per sL'at'id Ilia. mci%%Le t talli etierit ,'d I )r tit %\sa. I 01111110omni 11-i.11it o
hiises' is 1leried IN tit he 'temfl req Lliri0 IIL'1II a.''ort

lithe e\VA.ltihe iitaIa.'l -%Iilula~tc.% IIIdl t~.i'l thlL %a.iclul'dLl- tLalt ii 1th \a' III, Tlik
a.'\aea.itIa. Na.IwdLIling! aluoritlin adewtrimnv%. %hiLh ti1 'ic ta4~s ~ire it, ha.' a."a.aut U! it IIIi\ onea.
in'latallt III t1Lc lit tilt'-~i. a.ont rol minatlel simidi.ia.'- thk Ines.' 1 I(~.Ia in.oltl.alj.t~a l'"
the ILoa.,il and ( lIuh~s haases 1lhe pv.rtalrml.iný te ali lie c la' I, iiltda.'ad lin l'rmNl otit ath hta
11allia~ton .i1Agrntllil I .0a i itii I'% Ia.s' IIsmahes .r Ia'" a III~e Il 'l ti. III sIIi 'ahi'..Ia'Ilt l Ia!~pa

2. Sý% rni Network Sitnudl:,or tList Strioctura'%

lIn ord,'r hair thlt S~~s.Ivin \et\ork Smiiiilmioi it) hk- a.Hhaiewllt midh i.?a\ a t in'ti .otm
ýariahlc DI)I \1 a.ontIw-ur~amina tai INC v%'Il.IIkIia'aI wtoitlaIi .1 n~lar lathh.I t o tilIi lt, %wililaitol
Its.elt I air ev~inilla.. ()lie were iii a..tait v.1,1114111 Illiulht hit atalikv~a.'Id %%II dlikkaa~ilnc thwet tea.1 t 0
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NTRMZ TERMZ7l I -

RESER\,ED 1

RESFRVED 2

ETIMZ I

- EVFNT
ERTNZ 4 - RO I

ROUTINE
RESERVED 5

RFSER\4ED 6

PrlDZ

ARGTZ 8

MSGIO 9

MSGOO 10

PA RA ME R BUSY0 11 -I INPUT

INTRO 12 - " BUS
• :I~OUTPUTI

PRT`YZ 1 3 QUEUE •

INTERPUPED 0

O(J I PU1T POLLZ 14
-- EVENTSMr- SSArFS PARMZ 15 VORDS 1-8)

0 0 0

I ,,.'iu II) I 'fLrt 1.11I ,' iq rligh I Inr'



it- 1iI1a.il ih'cludles .%si'hI I1g-l.1,% J l'processors, .lls4Oi'., llht% controllers, interrupt genetators, ttc.
I 1,h 1 clillaln detvice has .i list strIIL'lure as defined in Figure 103. The first seven words
c.' �;r,�,.l ,it) tile formial of" a standard event notice. PFI.I)Z contains tile processor identity
numtib iiher. AIR(;17 colililts a poiiner ht) a list o' parameters . that are ulnitiquely associated wilh the

c.iri iit .vent routine. MI(SGIQ contains a pointer to a quetucte that contdins any input mlessages
reulir'.d by Ihat terminal. MS(;O0Q coitains a pohiter to tlhe quucu that contains iny output

mtiessages required hy that terminal. BLJSYQ contaims a pointer to a quetie that contains any

1)111 pI il.ii ;sagcs from Ihe terminal 'fhat are currently on the hu.s. INTRO contain. a pointer to a

queuetic thal cotlliailts ally events that have hbeen interrupted and have not completed. I'R'IYZ

.. nt a i,.mus the priority of t[lie current event routine. POLL. contains the polling period if the

htriiival device has a polling loop. IARNI/Z is the first word tof' a list of parameters that ire

L.iim.itly aissociaed with thel terminal d.vice.

4. l'L 1I tlerevoile 'livily

'he' PI'1 ii (erc.'ii i'eet ivit I list ,,tructlure in IFigure 11)4 provides the me u.h nim Io &-.scril•e

mid ;,ry le ph.1 laica¢l eol uwetkits' of the ho)al3 and ( ;iohl NIuses without niodifitaltion to the

1aiiiilalor. For each af;lliniily got'np, a Local lhtis connectivity list as well as an entry ill the

I-.l ji tnil. grotirl association list is generated. Likewise. a global hbis Connectivity list is ge¢neraled

JL,,crilhinig lie! glhal I Pll inltercrnne¢tivily. (Current Position of ('ontrol (CP(') pointers are

ilitluali/cd t) the first Ill within each list. A; the completion of each message transmission over it

itts. the ('lP(' poitter is advanced. All messages are checked to verify that the destinmation P1 is

;.ittuall% comnected to IIlie lransillittiing I'll. The hI'-Affinity (Group association list is utilized to

hoc.ute I Hie correct Affiiity (G;rup for a transmitting l'l.

(AL.QEAL GUS CONNECTIVITY LIST PE-AFFINITY GROUP ASSOCIATION LIST

AFFINITY GROUP
PE ID NUMBER PE ID NUMBER 10 NUMBER

LOCAL BUSSES CONNECTIVITY LISTS
A FPI N-I -r..
G ROU P 1 2 n

NUMBER PE ID NUMBER PE ID NUMBER ... ID NUMBER

Figavc 104. IT' hlmtvmre'muiecliuildy Li•i Structure
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lit lintel it) provide tfe-Niil'ify~ willii filte Systemn Network Simoilaftaizr sgtht Ili-of
ph st-: (114t-m)'lli/al iols1% 11 i t-i he %:iluatlv. a1 iweet*-l: y rvhlliii-t'miiel I is ha Iotiv-ili'te e

,I'll it .11.hipiJ' I'd 4o.eL- lasks he replrentlal ik- int~ill il, olly'ical elIheaii% 11
11;.1101 ijOfto logical agiit ;h ieI.Lre.lal nshlp! Call lit accm)ilplillicdt l'ol lefulwri

111,4,01m.:iie I ) Llescriltie systeml lopical1 asedie ~lainh~ 9 dicecled grapli%. 1 21 te%clilite
kisk il) termsl ot' pert mclii parametelrs. (31 repireke,Inii mssage data) I tramit tila toi ,rocks%or% llv
fliptil .111d 4111ii t'IItiviue%. 1-1) pa%% all enil pti mcsagv ro~lteics% lot a virlital imi sage di%t riltifti r
11.1 tisi I egni/aillt of tflieat- .0al 1vinetoti ill which ta(1,1;1) istole tian11NllitllI.

0'. 1)1'Al l\'d NMissi)i (imracterist ies

1%ilip I lie t' vrvioLis,% I' sliIi%%t'l plit ieleines. a1 11 Vpol hle ical teI v ,n ission wa% formied wh ichl
-lto'l rct-minl ll a air-'s*-protond ( 'o-.- ,%ir Suppotr I CAIS1Iqikr~eii iio apaili%t

s horI-tite. tairtI% Stich as I.Ilik% o~r Irtick%. iThe set oft ttlnctian%. Was sceled~t It, allow Somte ol tile
11n01 e liitamiititg iligij.lIl p'rocessing loats for DI )/M tev lof:iip a ind m y%is. .andi are niot inlenidvid lo
I c iettsiII all (Ii' e gi'.enl or Comitplete miitmiic coltifgllr.atio4) Il'm a part it.'iiar Imis%ioll. For ti-Niiipie.

th10 Mknll~i~io tit anl iiterfial sir:Iptlowii navigaition systent inl a C'AS aviinics stiilv is miiiik-ly;
liotmt'vvI. anl titerlial %t ralidowit sy%lenl wa% inicluded lievaitse it po-les ai molre dvillamble.u
"(1it1itit t~onal loald 4)11 O11'M itanl tlov% anl ~rthiimrý pimtihalet inuerki miat~i)!ation sysIvi.

I igli classes fit i~llisioln fiiict iolls were dteilvl fe or Di"A' aI1:tlv%i%, Th~ese eight misi%%on

I I Navigat iti

I2 L.1 lidi~l).

.; A,.ir iData

r-.1 Flight ('olitrgd

(61t ehicle DI~t'te%v

q 7~ Simoe Mmiagemuenit

As%f% ,illite Will) each o)1 I lV%v gt'iit'ral loud imi% ;re deiitek niode% of (1ii .1il C.iI:~( I 'l;ttl
%1111bkluik )11. Filr ex.1i11i'le. '.tiI liii Itle lavivalioill runclklitin there art- flt-e %ailsfmicioni% 01 I raii,
hieriigal Sirapthown. as well as variOtim alternate and hacktipj modc1% oil miiatijia 14)0t'pealui.l This
ch%%i'icatl loll' 41, lunCiit1i% a.1114 t)1 ttjl Closely rC%el~llllc% tile Way ill Which thle p1ilot o~r
mitt%simo manager views Ili% avionic- system. A thlirdl level .)I deinkIitimn is required for thle sy%tl'Iil

:' religiectire and digrital processor dc%igner and Ithis is Ilhe ta%k level of1 del'ioiiui~i. A taj%k is a
14 igicalI mitl tit' file %illtithictioln. ailtt is Ii%tiill.1y associatled Witlli a1 well definled activity tir llrt'ccs
wit hil filie %lthittinlct oll. Iict) I% flthe receiver illterf.ace task wit hiti Iorail. [ortiilie motii)tp
dhisciossiIi dllcrnimny DP/./M tilisi%%4lt pliroc%sinll will Center (lit sIl'I'll ine tiom% anti I heir a1%%tci.itetl
laskN. A %itmlmary ()1I heit l)I/.NI lltis%i)l findci4)i%. %Itlittmlid 1)1%. and tao%k-s 111:1 werv delkineo is
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For the purpose of testing. a hypothtllcal test inssion time-line anaI.si,, was formed
showing the active mission segments for each suhbluiction in the system Tilt.% !ime-line had the
following I I mission segnments:

( I ) Preflight

( 2; Takeoff

(3) Climb

(4) Cruise

(5) Arm Weapo-is'Activate I-(CM

t6) Attack and Wearon ehser%

171 I-vade and IDepart

48) Cruise

49) Descend

(101 Lind
( I I ) Postfhight.

The pilot serves as tile system manager during the mission, and a-. such is responsihle for
initiating either master modes of' operation le.g.. select one but!,)n and cause actisation of
multiple sublunctionsi or act:wation of individual sublunctions The tune-line analysPi showg g
ictise mission subfunction per mission segment is shon in F-igure 105.

7. Data Analysis and Recording Example

To illustrate the process of gathering anti recording suli unction data for use either as
input to the SNS or process .onstruction analsis, the Loran asionic algorithm will be discussed
lnittallý. the Loran algorithm %as analyed and divided into live basic tasks. Each task is then
d.wscribed in terms of its scheduling requirements. inputs. computational requirements. and
output% This t% pe of information is represented in Table 25. The next step is to establish the
interrelationship of the tasks to one another in the form of a dirCLtCd graph. The directed graph
shows ncces,,ar predecessor .onlditions that must occur prior to task initiation, as well as
information mes,,sage) flow hetwcen tasks The general consention for direLlc ' 6raph representa-
tions of a task is illustrated in I igure I(M, The directed graph repre,,ntatlun of the gisen Loran
function is shown in Figure 10-

Once the information conLerning a suhlfunction and its tasks is recorded. thit data can be
prepared for input to the simulator The simulator builds a list struLture describing the dirctced
graph and a data bast for eah task A portion of the J3.Lial input data for the Loran
,abfunLtion i, shown in Table 26

Figure' IOX de,,rihes tile list structure uised o repreeni CaJLh t.1,k (1ne of thes list
structures is generated for cdch task

In order to represent the receipt and transmilttl of daia a processor his an input queue
repiesenting data rect •,ed anti an output queue representing data to be transmitted oter the bus
net work
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INTRAFUNCTIONAL

PREDECESSOR (DATA)

MESSAGE NO. (NUMBER DATA WORDS)

INTERFUNCTIONAL 
I/O INPUT

PRED4ECESSOR (DATA DATA (NUMBER OF

SOURCE (OPS/CYCLE) WORDS)

MESSAGE NO.

(NUMBER OF DATA

WORDS) TASK I.D.

P--(N)

DESTINATION,
INTERFUNCTIONAL CYCLE PERIOD I/O OUTPUT
OUTPUT , (psec. DATA
MESSAGE NO. 

(NUMBER OF
(NUMBERSOF INTRAFUNCTIONAL WORDS)

W OUTPUT MESSAGE

NO. (NUMBER OF WORDS)

* LOCAL BUS PATH

"4-- o GLOBAL BUS PATH

'- •> 1/o DATA PATH

Figure 106. Directed Graph Representation Convention
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TABLE 26 LORAN SNS INPUTF DATA EXAMPLE*

LORAN POSITION FIX

"* TASKIDII1.
"* NPRED=I1.

S IMTYPI-4
* XTIMI.- -00

* TNAMII=4011 R(VR INTI.RFACU
* &1 N)

* &MDFN)

T TYPI =h.
* I+N(GTIIl I

* TASKID=13
* c Id N= P).
* &END

0 W

* 1ISTYP- 1.

*TASMID= 12.
* 'PR D= I
* \INISI ( z
*SRI[)z 14 1.1
* \T\IMI:hh%

W ) IT 1A4(30tM,
* INAMi z4(tII We,~N, I I XPI-(T 1-) TIMI D11-1-1 RI \(I

&%IT 81)

* TYPI '

1 1ASKI=I):I
C* (I I =I~l

*Note Thri data input formal correslumds to a FORTRAN NAMUIIST function.
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PROCIFcý;0R It' NUMBEFR

,j%4BrR~0 OF6 r-#4rC1F'SOR4, QCMAININC NWA.RE R SIJCCf SSOR13

NPR7 NISU

n$ P~f (`CCC ',,.OR Poll, INF
1

AS P SnJRCF RQMT I A(IL r POIN"T ER N U4F~ -~ ~I;r o-r s~ 11JMBI R BRPANCH
SUCCESSORS

NUMREZ NNURR,*

I~IIA0~ TM ~PESOORC17 TYPE BRANCH SUCCES5SO

TIEIAPTZo PT'rPE ;aSIo.

CELTA IME0

DELTAý DELTAZ

RUN 'TIME BRPANCH SUCCESSOR POINTER
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transmission. As described previously, data is either on an input queue waiting to be used or on
an output queue waiting to be transferred by the bus network. The VMD has the destination
tasks for a data set via the logical precedence information as well as physical assignments. Thus.
tile VMD can determine if the data set must be transported over the bus network in the case
where the destination task is not collocated with the source, or may he placed directly into the
input queue in the case where the destination task is collocated with the source. An illustrative
analogy is the case of mail delivery. A person (task) addresses an envelope mnlessage requezst)
containing a letter Wdatal to be delivered to a person (another task). The envelope is then picked
up bý the mailman (VMID) who determines how and where the letter should he delivered.

9. Model-Dependent Routines

The model-dependent routines are built using Basic Simulator routines to aLtually
construct a simulator. "ho be precisely correct. model-dependent routines are all those routines
that are not explicitly part of the Basic Simulator. however, there is a class of model-dependent
routine- that are general in nature. These routines are designed for a specific data structure
organization and a specific generic class of simulation, namely distributed computer network
simulation. However. these routines are not predicated on a particular model of one of the
system components. i.e.. bus. processors. executive. etc. These general routines allow investiga-
tion of a large class of system configurations with difterent components without a complete
System Network Simulator redesign..

The following suhbections denot, these general routines deMeloped. along with a brief
description of their function and a comment on their use. Note that for a majority of the
routines, a particular data structure is assumed: however, the data structure elements are
referenced by name and the actual position within the structure is not important to the
operation of the routine. These routines provide a general system specification mechanism as well
as additional tools for simulator deMelopment.

a. ASSIGN ( Task Assignment)

The task assignment routine makes entrie, into the task definition list structure to assign
avionic tasks to a particular proL.essing element as defined by user-,pecified data. Figure 109 is an
example of the report generated b, the ASSIGN routine. This routine is used to define the
aviornc task configuration independently of a particular physical configuration.

b. DEFMEX (IDfine GEX Time-Ordered List)

This routine builds the time-ordered list required by the Global l-xecutive ((;['X)
scheduler

C. INTEND (lnterrupt End)

The interrupt end processing routine is uosed by an end-of-interrupt-processing event to
restart the interrupted event.

d. INTXFT (In/errup .Vet)

The interrupt process routine interrupts a currentl> running process it the priority of the
interrupt is higher than that of the currently running process and places the int-rrupted process
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on a walting queue. It' the priority of the interrupt is lower than that of the currentl running
process. the interrupt is placed on a waiting queue The entries in the waiting queuc arc removed
b, the INTEND routine. INTSI.T. in conjunction with INTI NI). allows for ease of simulation of
multi-level interrupt structures

e. REAIX't1 (Read Connectivi'" . latrix)

The read connectivity routine reads the user-specif'led Local and Global bus connectivity
definitions and builds the corresponding processing lemient connectivity data structures. This
routine allows for tlexibhlis in the delinition of the DIl'M busing structure.

f TESTN1M ( Test C'onaetirity Matrixr

The test Lonnectivit% mnitri\ routine is called b) the ASSI(;N routine to test for
consistenc. between Ph- conne:tivit% definition and task assignments. In addition. this routine
determines whether the distribution of a message should be oter the Local or Global bus and
sets an indication in the miessage data structure.

g. 7TKDEF (Task Denfitifioni

The task definition routine reads the user-specified task definition data and then builds the
associated list structure. Table 27 describes the input format for the task definition data The
task definition data is used to describe the logical precedence relationships between tasks and
their pertincit parameters

h. WAKEUP

The wakeup routine will, if the event time for a part-cular event is inlfnity I.e.. put
asleep). schedule the event passed to it at a time equal to "urrent simulation time plus a
normally fistrthuted random ii.'Iger number in the interval (O.Xi. X is the event sample rate as
specified in it- definition. [f the event time is not infinity,. the v akeup routine performs no
action. The wakeup routine provides the capability to place events i- an idle state when further
simulation is not required and to be "'awakened" when simulation is r:quired.

i. XFER

The bus transfhr time routine calculates the time required to transmnit a particular message
oser the bus The transfer tivit . a lunction of message length in words. number of bits in the

message ,-, ni. the bit period, and the gap tiiie

Fmiall>. under the class of modj, dependent routines are those routines that c\plicilly
model the performance oh each of the particular entities in the system. These routines
correspond to the starting and ending events for each entit>. In I'ad. these routines are the DPM
S>,stcm Netvtork Simulator. These routines have been designed with as much flemibilit) as
practicall> possible' to provide the capability to investigate various alterations in the model The
following is a list oh the model-dependent routines along with a brief discussion of their
function.
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a. INT7'I7. (Interval Timer)

file t•.erval timer eýent imlulates a GI-X programmable interval timer interrupt and :alls
the ('1 X time scheduler.

h G. X iT'I (GEx Time Scheduler)

The (1 X tilme .scheduler event schedules all subfunctions in the system. It uses and
injintims j time-ordered list ot subfunction start times. It also monitors the active, abort, and
complete flags associated wit i subfunctions.

c GEXE.ND i GEX Time Scheduler End)

Ihe G(-X time scheduler end event schedules the programmable interval timer event based
upon (;l-\TINI computitions

d LIISG (Inpvt $lessage Scanner)

The input mcsiage scanner foi the LEX event routine processes messages transmitted over
the LoLjl or Global buses. It provides asso.iation between messages and recipients and requests
data momes to tile Jispaicher it' necessry. It also incorporates a model for receiving activate/
deact.l .te and completion command messages from subfunctions.

e DECII.% T (Decrement Predecessor Countj

nhu. routine is a LEX eent thtt decrements predecessor counts of subfunctions.

f. OMtISG (Output Message Interpreter)

The output mess..-e interpreter is a LEX event that processes output message requests and
pluex, them on the processo" output quetie.

g SC'ItED (LEX Task Conmplete)

Thi•% Lvent routine periorms the task-complete processing for the LEX.

h BSSC.4.V (Branch Successor Scan)

I his eent routine scans, the branch successor hst and decrements the predecessor count if"
the task wupplics a hrinch successor ID.

i DISPIA (Dispatcher)

This routine is a service module called by several suhnodules to reset flags and move ready
tasks to the rcadý queue.

j SS(U4 % (Successor Scan)

This, ecnt rout;ne e\ammnes tile preamble of' the completing task's successors and
dic. re•ients predet essur counts
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A I.tLSCAIN (Input Message Scan)

The input message scanner for tile GEX event routine proces.ss messages transmitted over
the Local or Global buses It provides association between messages and recipients and requests
moves to the dispatcher if necessary.

I. OMRQSIT (Output Message Request)

The output message request interpreter is .i GEX event routine that processes message
requests from tasks and prepares them for output by placing them on an output queue.

13. Data Collection and Report Generation

A family of data-collection and report-generation programs was developed for the System
Network Simulator. These programs provide the capahili;y to selectively collect data on and
generate reports for the various system parameters under investigation for a particular DP:M
configuration and/or avionic mission segment. Both the collection and dispensation of data as
well as the generation of reports are controlled hy user specified parameters. In general. the user
has four options: ( I ) no data is collected and no reports generated: 12) data is collected and
saved. but no report generated: 13) data is collected and report generited but data not saved:
14) data is collected and saved, and reports generated. Data saved on magnetic !ape may he
processed at a later time. In fact. this saved data may be used at a later time to compare results
o, two or more different simulation experiments. iltwever. care must be exerulsed when
comparing results generated using random iuinbers. The particular options available are discussed
in detail in the following subsections.

Data collection and report generation occur at three distinct levels: ( I event level.
(2) sample period level. (3) postsimulation level. At each of these levels, reports concerning hus
performance. processor loading. executive performance. and number of asmonic" tasks processed
may be selcctmvely gcnerated.

a. Erent-Level Reports

L-vent-level reports consist of those reports that ire generated at the completion of each
simulation event. An event-level report provides a single-line output that indicates the current
event executing. These reports are used to provide an event-ly-event trace of the flow of the
simulation throughout a particular simulation experi'nent. Figure 110 is an exarnrm:e of an
event-leve:-report format "N.\ML-" is the name of the esttit routine currentlý executing. "NOW"
is current simulation time. "N" is the identification of the entity currentlý being processed by
th., event. N is normally an avi( nic task or message identification number.

* EVENT ROUTINE'NAME"AT TIME "NOW" PROCtESSING "N"

Figure 110. Event-Level Report Format
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b. Sample Period Reports

Sample period reports consist ol those reports that are generated at the completion of a
user-specified sample time. Data are collected during a period of simulation time (sample period)
and then reports 6if specified) are generated at the completion of that time. Figure III is an
example o" a sample period report for a local bus. Figure ! 12 is an example of a sample period
report for a processor. Tile user may specify which reports are to he generated.

In all report example%. timles are measured in seconds. A minor frame is the user-defined
sample period. A major frame is a user-defined sample period that contains an integer number of
minor frames. Message number% are those identifications assigned by the system test data.
Message lengths are measured in hits including all overhead bits. Origin and destination are the
message origin and destination processor identification number. Relative time of start is measured
from the start of the minor frame and bus usage is measured as a percentage of total available
bus handuidth

c. PostSimukation Reports

Post-simulation reports consist of' those summary type reports that are generated after the
completion of a particular simulation experiment. Post-simlation reports provide a concise
summary of all data collected throughout the simulation. These summaries allow rapid evaluation
of simulation results without massive data red iction. If, after initial evaluation, it is necessary to
investigate in further detail, sample period or even event level reports can be used. The user may
specify explicitly which reports are to be generated, even though data was collected oil all
entities. Figure 113 i% an example of the bus decomposition report. The bus decomposition
report shows the relat-ve usage of the bus bandwidth by each component of a message.,
Figure 114 is an example of the bus loading bar graph. This graph shows the percentage of bus
usage during each sample period. Figure 115 ;s an example of the bus usage summary report.
This report summarizes the performance of each bus in the DP!M system during the complete
simulation experiment. This report is actually a summary of the sample period bus activity
report,. Also associated with tile bus usage summary is a summary of all messages transferred
over that particular bus. Figure 116 is an example of' tile message usage summary rerort. Reports
for each bus may be selected by the user. Figure 11 7 is an example of thu processor usage bar
graph. This graph show,, the percentage of' processor usage by interrupt servicin., system
(executive? programs. and applications programs during each sample period. Figure 118 is an
example of the processor usage summary report. This report summariies tile usage of each
processor in the DP'M %ystern during the simulation experiment. This report is ac:ually a
summary of the sample period processor usage reports.

E. PROCESSING ELEMENT SIMULATION

The hbjective of the Processing Llement Simulator is to evaluate the major hardware
design alternatives of a PI-. In particular. the Processing Element Simulator is used to analyze
and evaluate: (I) PE: operations with respect to internal program execution and external inputs:
(2) major hardware design considerations and alternatives of the PI-h As sucil. the PE Simulator
must simulate the internal performance of the PIE to a much finer detail than was required bh
the System Network Simulator. However, a new simulation concept is not required by the PE-
Simulation: it is. in flact. iust a logical extension of the SNS to the next level of detail (i.e.. tile
discrete event-oriented simulation control %tructure is retained by the PI" Simulator).
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LOCAL
aUS INTERFACE BUS

PROCESSOR
GLOBALT I BUS

Z Z Z TIMING AND CONTROLI t
"I/O INTERFACE

.,DATA UNIT MEMORY

Figure 119. PE Block Iiagram

1. Procssing Element Simulator Organiiation

The Lt. Simulator is made up of five distinct functional models: the processor. the
memory, the I/O interface, the bus interface, and the intra-procesor element timing and control.
Figure 1 it) is a block diagram of the Ph as viewed by the PL- Simulator.

t'ach of tile event models that describe these iunctions is scheduled to occur at some
ftuture time by placing it on the simulation Future Event List (F1-L). The FEL is a
chronologically ordered list that contains all future events. F.ach event is then simulated in its
order of occurrence in lime. Interaction, resource conflict resolution. and sequencing of events is
.,utoinatlcally controlled b) the simulator structure and takes place during the execution of the
simulation experiment. Figure 120 is an example of the sequencing of intra-Pl" events on the
FI-I.. The instruction execution evei t simulates the execution of one instruction and schedules
itself at a future time equal to the length of execution of the instruction. Any Direct Memory
Access (DMA) transfer event execute% next, effecting a transfer to/from memory. and then
schedules itself at a future time equal to the DMA transfer rate. The interrupt event causes an
interrupt to be generated and may be reschedutled, depending on the interrupt type. These events
continue to be posted on the F-L. removed for execution, posted on the FEL, and on
throughout tile simulation. It is important to realize tht it is not necessary to be able to predict
the order of' occurrence of events a priori.
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DMA
TRANSFER

INSTRUCTION
EXECUTION INTERR PT

FEL A-TIME

Figure 1 20. PE Event Sequencing

START INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION OPERAND

Figure 121. Instructimi Execution Cycle Block iiiagmin

2. Procs~or Simulation

Tile proce~sor model dc~cribes the ;ar'ous m1achinec regi%ters available to thle programmer
through the instruction set the execution operation of each processor ins*.i~ction. the timing of
cad) hc\CcutI')f opcr-ition. and the mnterna! proce%%ur interrupt strlk ture. Thle set of Simulationl
routiies that %iimulatC thle proce-.sor will hereafter he referred to as .he Instruction Level
Simulabor (IlLS 1.

a. H!S Iniputs

Biiir\ program ohjec! -.ode module% generaited llý the a%sembler reprewenfing either avionic
apphikeaoi1 t'iictions or selected te%t cod-, kernels are inputs to the I LS. The hinar5 object
module, are link-edited together biý the P[ Simulator monitor to form an absolute object
module %%hid i i% loadiiig IW~O J pSeUdo-inemoi\ I hat repre%crt% the ictual pirocessor memor).
V'ariihics that descrihe proces%or pertormanccý piramecter% %tich as clock speed, menlor) read,
write times. memory si/e. etc., are located ini a single FORTRAN COMMON block to facilitate
miodification. '2o begin simulaition, the program counter i% minitlmaed to the hardware "(;O*
location and the first instruction is fetched from pseudo-memor\ for %imuitiitioii.
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,uhbew.aon. l1:O)1-X controls any concturrency or conflicts with other PE model events. This
routine %eritics that no higher prioritt events are pending at the current time and then calls the

instruction simulation routine. At the comp:etion of the simulation routine, IFODEX checks if
the nc\t eent on the Fl L is due !o occur before the next instruction. If there is an event

pending. the lFOII.X -.-vent is placed on the FFL. Itf there is no event pending, simulation time
is ad~anced. and the simulation routine is called to simulate the next instruction. This look-ahead
climinatie the unneceisar, placing and removing of the IFODEX routine on the FEL. Since the

lajoritý of the Pl simulation tim- ti spent during instruction simulation, this minor test results
in a maijor decrcase in ,imnulation run time.

d Instruction Mimulation Routine

Ihhe main instruction %inhulation routine 1SMLTR) contains the logic to simulate
i,|%trui.tion fctch. operand derivation. and execution. The first step in instruction simulation is to

letch tromn pscudo-inemorn tile instruct!on to be simulated. The instruction word is then passed
to the instructio. decode" routine (IDEC'. ID'C extracts the various fields from the instruction
and sets a flag trYPk) that indicates the source format type. Figure 122 shows the various values

of the TYPI. flag \ct.. the %arnou, field% of the instruction are passed to either the long or
short instruction operand derivation routine (LOPDER or SOPDER). depending on the type

intruction format. The LOPI)hR and SOPDER routine-, compute tile derived operand for the

mntruction based on the modification field value. Contro; is then passed to the execution
simulation section bh ue of a FORTRAN-computed GO TO based upon the value of the

instruction opcodc cl'ch instruction esecution algorithm shares a common data base of variables
that contains such things as processor register file. status word. value of derived operand. etc. As

TYPE SOURCE FOWAT KEY

1 op R rt X-0, M,0

2 op C r,A X-0, It,2, t-7

3 op R.1 r,t X80, *1

4 op R.IA r,t X-O, M2, t17

5 op.D r,A X-0, W3, t-O

6 oP.DX r,A,t X-0, M03, t0O

7 op CAWA X-1, C*6 or 7, r-O

8 op r,A X-1

9 LDS r,DOt X82

10 SOS r,O,t Xe3

U1 op CAWAr X-., C*7 or 8, ri1l

12 op C rA,A' X-0, W?2, tW7,
Double Instruction

Figure 122. Instruction Format Types
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stated pre•,iou.Jy, a particular algorithmn is selected hased upo t I he snst Uictwl;n opcode and
ex.cution is pertormed. At thie completion of c\ecutlion sitillatilou. control is retlurned to
IFOI)'X. As a.n example. coesider a load instruction with the direct modification v hich i hs tlte
following binarv format:

x C M "1 R

F:irst. ID! ( %0id determine that the instructio: is of tihe standard form.at. Know:nig the lormat.
11)I'( cxtract, the various fields alu stores tle following variables into the commnoi data base:
X = 0. C = I . M = 3. T = 0. R = 2. TYPI = .5. Since the insiriclion is of the standard lormal.
LOP)D-R i,, callkd to compute tle tl i.rlved operand (D)OI. LOPI)t.R use% the value NIt )
deti.,rzniine that the instruction is a direct modification. LOPI)1-R 'etches the A-field ine%.t word)
and increments thie PC ' iinally. LOPIIi-R retturns (lie contejit, Uv tile address pointed 1to by tlhe
A-rlfld as tile 1)0. The value of i is then Used in a computite( GO TO to pass control to the load
simulation algorithmf. The load simulation algorithim loads the ID) into the register specified by
tile value of R Lastly. the print line is formatted and control is returned to IF(M)i X.

"11,, exC,:uItion t:•w. for tile particular instrut.tuon is comLputed by u,,e of a table lookup
based upon its operation code. Any auditionial tine required for the operand deri~ation and
special execution time conditions is also added. Special execution lime conditions include such
things as the increased timn when a branLh is taken on a condition branch instruction.Se. Interupt Win idation

Tihe simulatimn of the interru,)t structure parallels thie following hardware characteristics:
(I I a stimulus tc an armed or enabled interrupt will cause a trap to be simulated using the data
address specified by tile ori:ginator: (2) a stimulus to an unarmed interrupt will be remembered:
(3) stimuih to two armed interrupts will result in the interrupt of the highest hardware priority
trapping first: (4) an interrupt stimulus that occurs during til ex\cution of' an instruttion . :1l
occur after completion of instruction eCecution. A diagnostic warning, message is printed if an
interrupt stimulus %sas present but could not trap since the interrupt was not arnaed. Thie
simulation of the ;nterrupt structure of' the computer allows the% following options in creating
interrapt stinltli to a program by means of paranletei cards:

sp.Ll ficat ion of the interrupt priority Jnd corretpondunl !ran address

speciflicaton of the frtquenco of occurr,lice 0f that interrupt

,p c'f I' .ittion of, a tilnle ntelal to hle used ii tile frequency of occurrence.

I!, ahdilltlion to) liligning tile hardwvire piioriky of an inmerrm.pt silnluh . it is also possible to
it -11 the fIrv uejncý and jilterval ofI til e a*, which I he inlerrulpt stiuiulu' is to o..cur. Therv are
1f'I i hut lc Ire(iltncl) optilons that mIn)J hi delincd

R Interrupt to ( .-u '.it randoni time intc•r.als

I nlu.errupt Io) oL•.•r it a fi\ed lime interval

. ;tl,'rupt I, ct' tir at single . 1c interval (i.e.. oniy O:1,cc durinig tlle Sidlat ion)

i- llt nr pi to ,•.'ur . ,,o ie iilter i;l ol *., lt.l Ater the %sulin of a -tpecified (C 'M.
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'ach of tile above frequenl- , can be associated with both internal and external interrupt
stimuli. Since ther. i, 110 ::•L.uJl distinction made between an internal or external interrupt
request. the mtli•ator does not rCquire such a distinction. It should also he noted that frequency
t[ pC C Is used to form the amount of time required to acknowledge a programmed controlled
I 0 transter.

The actual time interval between simulator-generated interrupts is defined in the form of a
trnie-to-interrupt equation. This interrupt.schedule equation enables the simulator to calculate the
time the next interrupt %vill occur. The e:luation field of hlie parameter definition card is divided
into a mantissa and characteristic to provide a wide range of interrupt time interal. The form
of the equation on the parameter card is

Immc111nic.

ninlin = tile nmanliisa

cc = the characteristic.

The above field can be translated into the following equation

innill X 10-" seconds

Interrupt simulation consists of an interrupt event routine INTF-NTJ. an interrupt stimulus
generation ,outine IINTBLI). an interrupt enabling routine (INTIST). and an interrupt event
notice list structure. The interrupt event notice list structure is shown in Figure 123. Only one
event notice is re(ltiird because tile prioriti/ation and ordering are handled automatically by
INTBLD. This, logiL and the use of the list structure are represented by the functional flow chart
shovn in Figure 124. Any instruction simulation that modifies the processor status word must
call INTEST to test it any interrupts have been delayed because mask bits have been disarmed.
INTEST searches the delayed queue checking for previous o.,urrence of newly enabled
interrupts it also searches the pending queue for aný pending in. rrupt that has been missed
previousl. In either ca.,. if an interrupt as found. it is rescheduleu by the appropriate call to
INTBLI).

When tile interrupt event occurs, it tests if the interrupt is enabled. if not enabled, the

event is plat.ed on the delayed quetle. If enabled, the trap Exchange Status and PC instruction
arc executet'. using the addre,,s contained in the event notice. In either case. the next pending
interrupt is removed from th. pending ouctue and the next interrupt event notice is placed on
the future event list.

The jiiterrupt simulat ioi: scheme just described has no constraint on either tie nuniber of
interrupt levels or the prior.ti/ation scheme. In other words. tile interrLipt scheme is completely
general and not constrained t) the D1) M point design.

f ILS Outputs

The outpuls of the i[.S consist of one print line ndica!ing the itsirm.-tion t1hat v, .s
eXCCUied. the current state, of the procvsor. and the i,1tru.ctioa e\ecution li•ne including an.\



RESERVED

RESERVED RESERVED

EVENT TIME RESERVED

EVENT ADDRESS RESERVED

RESERVED RESERVED

RESERVED INTERRUPT NUMBER

NUMBER INTERRUPTSRESERVED RECEIVED

POINTER TO
INTERRUPT DATA DEVICE TABLE INDEX

PENDING INTERRUPT INTERRUPT TIME
QUEUE POINTER __ LOCATION _

DELAYED INTERRUPT INTERRUPT TRAP
QUEUE POINTER LOCATION_______

DELAYED PENDING

QUEUE QUEUE

Figure 123. Interrupl Event Notice List Structure
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INTERRUPT EVENT TRME
OFUSTIMULUS EVENT
LL.SS THAN OR EQUAL NO

TO CURRENT INTERRUPT
AEVENT TIME

IES

INTERRUPT STIMULUS

PENDING QUERU

i YES

REMOVE CURRENT

INTERRUPT EVENT FROM

FUTURE EVENT LISTP QU

PLACEEN CURRBENT ALEDOF EDN

INTERRUPT ONTQUEUE

i iN

Figurt I124 Inlcrrup! Stimnulu% G',neratinn Funclimal FloA C'harl
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memory conflict delays. The print output Iuay be optionlally turned olf by user commands. -J-.J.
portion of the output bhowii in Figure 125 is exp)lJin2ed by tlie following. short annotation:

Column Label Comments

PC' Value I Pid mI ('tIIIItil ue)ol. i'I II )I t h ,u1 tet.iuui•oi!

MININ IM list 11 ut iiiliIlIIc)iIultl k'

OPtI 1D) O(lVei d Itel iII I•I%,( irt,. IIn
IX) I Value III deme••.d 41l),.t mir ,,I iddl, %S,

IX)2 Value ()I %.c•cdl dern•d ipct'•ndI addies,, 1piew..nli nInd% on double:i
ht.*ig in r': ' h u+- t .-h IIlt uli )

rW WrI ( i'li ten t, plitu•.'%c , i• i tep'.i er ttle' A per i it!, intdicat.e% that %.tIele i did niot

Slhal e rllih , • Pr etI I III)s 1 ,1,IIIN i

Iotents il Stll %%Old

NIT ~~A liii (~lI it litle! nieni ur ued b% them' um ietiesh ii ingin ctiirren

I.T Amolun t III line I nIi l . lsed h% (Iuhial hits lil•,l.ls lling •i tinrll i

Inst ructionu

L.T Amonn t 44 timze menior tiw sd h% I (Ical bus itariteis durngi 1 uit renit
Inst I ictIiol

AT Amotunt I III11# II M.I i , tised h% lthin,'ton iu- IMA ch.nnel duingrl
,urrent instlriu0 I nI

T(ST (inzitlative t,,tal oft +;T+I TeAT

IT I . lstitictl n�ne.c etitlun inel e,\scliudlng all\ dela. ca tud b• menIIur.

turii'icts

TOT TIMIEI Ctinulainue t•tal .l tit %ltulat in tfin. (.Not.e all II mes in nucruewcs uds.

ill tother data mu hexadecnml )

Also provided are the data and time that the simulation run took place.

An optional output of' the I LS Is a histogram which provides a sunm.'ary of' all instructions
executed during the simulation. The sumniar\ gives. for each ,nstrlUtlon. the number of

executions, total execution time. percentage h. time. anid percentage ',. wcurrence. Also
prosided is a sumnmarý imdicating ilhc number as well ,s percentage of ',-hit and 32-hit

instructions executed. I:Igtr I "20 is in e\aliple ot the histogram output.

3. Bus Interface Unit Fmmulation

The Bus lntertace Unit (BIU.I anitulation portion of the PI- SimulJtor consists of tIh+ose
event routines that SiMulate. the perlorin-ilce of tI,: Bit'. Trhite Bit' model i, tiodularl\ structured
Lis tle' ,ntegr:olton of i set of BI,-esnt io•Jlhs,, each of %his.lh Is a I-( )RTRAN sulbrou tine
representution of a discre'te Iunctionial operatlon. l-a•.Ii e',nt is modeled in termis of tlist: clh.t of
the event on the lfuictio•al registers of the Bit' hardware. *rhe mnodels irc driein 1y es\ogeticit.

events and also itetrtaict with other PI 1t n1tiihnil element m)od(.,s ( c g . tIIe Ph" ilci'iorl I iii the

perlf,rinance of particular BIl'-related is. Iis',. Is 'showa in I igitre 127

I It "1 IP" I I i l I 1 I -
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Figure 126. Simulation Instruction Usage Histogram iSheel I of 2)

Basically. the BIU model i, segregated into two primary functional activities: Message
Input and Message Output. Lach major activity is then su1d1i),dd into a collection of register
level event% associated with the perlorinance of the activity during PF operation. Each event
model is es•entiali duplicated for hoth (;Global and L.ocal ((;'L) bu, activities. with minor
deviations occurring in a f'w event models where G(L opjlratonal charactcritics differ.

a. BIU SjmL lation Input Data

Input message data Jor the BIU simulator consists of two card input streams arranged in
chronological order that define the input mesage that is to be simulated for a particular
simulation experiment. These dati set-, may be generated 11> hand or may be an output of an
earlier System Network Simulation e\periment.

FORTRAN NAMI LIST Input was selected to allow the data to I'., sellfdocumenting as
well as meaningful. Table 21) gives the torinat for the Input mnessage datat sets. Figure 128 shtws
an example of input inessage d&linitlo1n data tor one local aind two global nesauL'es.

b BU .Simulation List Structures

In keeping \lith the -3%er,*l l %)P1 M linitlatioan s,,stein philosoph%. a series of predefned.
identical euen I notice list structures % %,rc defined to fe used b\ all BIt" simulation ,eL.nls.
Tho)ugh not all portions of the list str'ilures were used Ih all event routines. the uni.rmii\ (it
the strwu•,Lt res greaitl. silliftied piograin development I s well as chleckout

L .... . _ . _ _ ,2, i
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FuNCTuONiL BIU FUNCTIONAL MODEL

DATA MESSAGE +TIMINGINTERRUPT INPUT• 0 RRR

ACTIVITY EXOGENOUS

MEMORY TIMING COMMUNICAT IO

FUNCTIONAL 4MESSAGE 
EVENTS

MODEL 1OUT.PUT

,DATAEACTIVITY 
ATA ES AG S)

Figure 127. BIU Functional %lodel/PE Functional Simulation Interface

&LMSG
GMTIMEUSSg
GMLGTNE9v

LLAST8,TRUE,
&END

&GM3G
GIOTIMEsd0t
GMLGTH*5o
GMOATAw~epP 1,Ptkj~v3vP,4vllp
SEND
&GM3SG
GMTIME@602,
GMLGT~lO•

GLAST@,TRUE,
SEND

Figue 128 DIU Input ,essapL D)ata L'ample
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TABLE 29. BIU Si ULATION INPUT DATA SPECIFICATION FORMAT

( of I
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Itl!-.tb Ip NIM A I ,\ : h el l di el d , e,• d n I11 1 IC .
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h (.lI IMI I

I (,1 ).)ATA = Saint icilinI.g J% ., ) fikI,
b (GQI RR

G1 (,L.ST -
It &I-Nl)
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Figure 12')1 gi•c. the structure of thc BIL' "cnt notice% IOSIMNZ is a vector whoe
elementsw .r:. pointer% to th. o.int notice lhi Ntruct ure%. I ach •e•it notice list structure required
is deflned it %imulition initiatlon flini and a pointer to it is placed in IOSINIZ. IDfining the
cev 't notl. list %truicture before Nimulatlon .ive% oth r leri•wad required to dninuicalh create
and destro% rt.wi notice%.

lite resriled %ord% are required h• the Basil: Simulation for ill ci.ent notice%. Prioriti I%
ued to resolve miemnory conlllit% to'r those c,1nt% %lmullling memory relerentc. Memory conflict
reI.lution %ill be di%cused in the section on mlmory %ilotllation. Next event address. reference
tille, and net ':.,cnt inotice arc ued Iy th,! bu% nilior% reference .',nt to %clwdukt succe%%or%
to evetl-, that requested a intlmor. transfer. The Ila il global flag allows one event routine to
simulate both th,' Local and (5lobal hu% based uton I!-1, status of lfe flag. The read write flag
specifis% whether an event i. requetlng a read from or a %rite to )lmmory. Memory data
Lontmin% the data to tic written to mentor). or the data returned fmrom a memory read rcquct.
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1 RESERVED

2 RESERVED

3 PESERVED

4 RESERVED

5 RESERVED

6 RESERVED

7 PRIORITY

8 NEXT EVENT ADDRESS

9 REFERENCE TIME 1 LOCAL

10 LOCAL GLOBAL FLAG 2 GLOBAL

11 READ WRITE FLAG IREAD

12 ME dORY ADDRESS 2 WRITE

13 NEXT EVENT NOTICE

14 MEMORY DATA

15 POINTER TO MESSAGE DATA NUMBER OF WORDS 1

DATA 2
16 CURRENT WORD BEING PROCESSED

FAULT INDICATION 3

Figure 129. BIU Simulation Event Notice Ust Structure

The pointer to message data points to a dynamic memory block that contains input message
data. The current word being processed indicates which word in the input data is currently being
input.

As stated earlier, corresponding to each BIU event model described is one event routine
that implements the logic specified by the model d-finition. Each model event routine schedules
its successor event(sO by placing them on the future event list. Co'icurrency. memory conflicts.
and event delays are automatically handled by the Basic Simulator and the memory simulation
model.

For the sake of hrevity. only one representative esent routine will be exampled in detaIl.
However. ill other events are approximnately eC(uaI in complexity. Figure 13G is the eent mnxlel
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IAR. --- IAR

ILR-1 -ILR

ILR 0

SCHEDULE DATA INPUT-START AT ATD (LDB) /uSEC

- SCHEDULE MESSAGE VALIDATION AT A) MT (SMB) pSEC

Figure 130. Data Input End Event Model

for the data ripit end event. Numbers in the follo wing discussion refer to the FORTRAN
statement numbers in Figure 13 1.

0001 [vent routine Bus Data Input Fnd (BI)li I

0002 Bi U simulation %arifables

00015. 20. 23 Bit" simulation e'ent notice list template

0026 Call routine to print status, of Blt. internal

0027 Fetch value of local 'global flag

0028 Begin actual model hglic: increment IAR

0021) Dccrement 1LR

0030 Test ý,alue of II.R

0(131 Schedule Bu, D)ata Input Start 135);S) event at a
(inte based upon the %tart of zhe lat input
word plus the time to transfer one data ,ord

0033 Schedule Bus Message Validation I BMVI event at a

time bhaed upon current si•.nation time plus the
timne to transtfer mesage . ni.

0034 l'rce dl namic niemor, used for iptllut mssagc.
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TABLE .0. (CA OPERATIONS c. I" S¥inulation IJ,,pul

Operalion RWad;Write The output of the BIU simulation
41-0 Infstruction FurCtiuni IR'W) rotines is interleavesd with the output of' the

ILS. '-ach occurrence of a BIt' evwnt routineOutlput Prnnurs Ievel
Interrupt \nask lc 5u % a line to le printed. indiL'ting which

I tevent routiue has, occurred and whether it was
Input Pnniarm Level R processing a% a iLu•tal or Global htu% ,% well as
Interrupt Mask the time of occurrence. The stitu, of all

Output (G LI Interface Status internal Bit' registers for both the Lo:al and

Input (G L.1 Interface Status R (;lobal bu, are also displayed as they c "ist at

Activate (C L) Output %k the beginning of the eent.

Output K1 Bus Controil WAll mernor. transler% initiated h,. DIU

Input Present ((; L) Position R event routines cause a line to lie printed at the

Input IG 1.t Queue Pointer R initiation of the Iransl'er. This line indicates

Input (( Ll tligh-Priont% R which bus initiated the transfer. whether the

Interrupts (Level 3'51 transfer was a read or a write, the data. the

Input IG 1.) Low-Priorit% R address. and the time the transfer was

Interitipts I Level 4 (I initiated.

Friable ICG L) Output W Figure 132 is an example of the output

Disable 115L) Output W generated h% the BIii simulation.

Internal Operations:
*Activate Autonomouis Transfer W* 4. I 0 Simulation
I~Activa'te Autononmous Transfer W
Deactavtre Autonomous Transfer %V The I 0 simulation section of the PE

Input AT" Statts. Upper Ilalf R Simulator consists of those event routines

Input A'f(" Status. Lower half R necessary to simulate the performance of the

Inp-it Proaramnuble Interval R autonomo.,, cl:nnel. processor controlled I/O.

Tiner interval timer operation. and pseudo I/0

Output Programmable Time W operations.

Interval
The processor (AW assignments given in

Input ai d Deactivate Interval R Table 30 provides the interface between the

I 0 routine% anti the ILS. When a processor
Lxternal Operations: F0 instruction is executed. the CAW and data

Programmed Data Output W are passed to a routine that simulates the
Progranmmed Data Input R action of that (AW. The result of the CAW

simulation may insoke other event routines
NOTE: (G'! i (;l=lha l'Lcal such as autonomous channel transfer event or

acknowledge event.

Detailed modeling of the internal operation of the autonomous channel is not required to
provide accurate simulation. The only operation that affects PE Performance is memory
conflicts. Since memory conflict reslulion is handled automatically, it is possible to implement
the functional performance of the IO system without detaild physical simulation of' internal
I/O register transfers.
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'rte Programmable Interval Timer (PIT) is a pr( gram-controlled counter that generates an
interrupt %hen its content% have been decremented to a count of /ero. The PIT is initiated by an
Output Programmable Time Interval CAW which inserts a program specified time interval into
the coutitcr. The current value of the PIT is read it any time by execution of an Input
Programinable Interval Timer CAW. Execution of an Input and Deactivate Programmable Interval
'rimer (AW will terminate the PIT activity and read t'le current timer value. Execution of an
Output Programmable Time Interval CAW while a previous time interval is in progress will cause
abortion otf the current countdown process and re-initialization of the PIT. The PIT has a
resolution of 50 microseconds.

The simulator provides program control capability via the pseudo-input/output instruction
Oass•.abler mnemonizc PIO). An unused op-code is used to represent the PIO instruction. The
Simulator recognize-. the op-code and performs the I/O or control specified. The type of
operation to be performed is indicated by the R-field of the PIO instruction. The R-fields and
their aiean;ngs are listed below:

R-Field Opeation Performed

0 Resotre previous trace flag
I Print 120 alphanumeric characters

2 Generate path usage statistics

3 Read 90-,olumn card
4 Save trace flag and start trace
4• Save trace flag and stop trace

6• Dump

7 Terminate simulatior.

PRLVT (IlO 1.A1 -The contents of 60 consecutive pseudo-memory locations (120
alrhanumeric characters) are printed on the next availab!e line of the output
listing when the simulator processes a PIO I instruction. The address field of
the PIO instruction is the address of the first word to be printed.

SA..IGE (P1O 2.A) The -generate path usage statistics' pseudo-command allows
statistics to be generated concerning dynamis, program flow. Sixteen unique
flow points are allowed and are indicated by the address field (A) of the
instruction b% the values 0 to 15. When the PIO 2.A-instruction is executed.
tile flow point specified by the A-field is incremented by orie. At the
completion of simulation. if the histogram (H) option was specified, a report
is written indicating the number of times each flow point was executed.

READ (P1O 3.A) The character content of an 80-column card is stored into 40
consecutive pseudo-memory locatiuns when the simulator processes a PlO3
instruction. The address field of the PNO-instruction is the address where the
first word is to be stored. The locatlons will receive packed ASCII characters.

TRACE (P1O 4.A. P1O 5.A. P1O 0,A) The trace is the primary output of the
Simulator. The trace consists of a printed listing of the machine conditions
which exist following the simulation of each instruction. The trace output is
produced after the execution of each instruction when the current value of
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the trace flag (TR('FII(; is one. No trace output is produced it the current
value of TR(FLG is ,ero.

The value of TR('FL(; is initiall) set by the Monitor program. The value of
TR('FL(; ma) he changed during simulation by use of the PIO instruction.
PIO 4 sets the value of TRC(FL(; to one. PIO 5 sets the value of TR('IF(; to
Iero.

It is also possible to restore a previous v'alue to TR('FL(; using PIO O. When a
PIO4 or PIO5 is executed. the present value of TR('IL(; is %aed at the
location in an array tTRFBUHI defined by the three least significant bit% of
the address field of the PIO instruction before the new value is placed in
TRCFLG. The PIO 0 instruction restores TR(':L(; from TRFBUL. using tile
three least signifkant bits of the address field as an index. This allows the
programmer to either trace or not trace subroutine.% and then restore the trace
flag to its previous value in the calling routine. Subroutine% may he nested up
to eight levels deep while %till maintaining individual control over tracing in
each subroutine.

If a PIO 0 is executed before a PIO 4 or PIO 5 for a given level, the result is
indeterminate.

LDUIP (PIO fo.,4 / The DUMP is the secondary output of the simulator. The DUMP
consists of a printed listing of the contents of 16 or more consecutive
pseudo-memor) locations. A DUMP may be requested in the following two

S~ways:

-Through the Monitor

By use of the PIO 6 instruction.

The DUMP requested through the Monitor is provided only at the termination
of the simulation program. This DUMP is a listing of the contents of all of the
pseudo-memory locations. This DUMP is accomplished by monitoring the
DUMP flag DI)MPFLGC after the completion of simulation. If' DMPFL(; = I.
the DUMP is provided: if' DMPFLG = 0. no DUMP is provided.

The DUMP requested via the PlO 6 instruction allows the user to specify a
pointer to a set of dump limits. The address field of the PlO 6 instruction is
used as the pointer to a Set of two consecutive memory locations. The first
memory location contains the start address and the second location contains
the stop address of that section of' pseudo-memory to be dumped.

If a PlO 6 instruction references a set of DUMP limits which are undefined.
at of range. or in an abnormal sequence. all of pseudo-memory is dumped.

Regardless of the start and stop limits given, the DUMP consists of a listing
given on 16 word boundaries in increments of 16 words.

TER.III.VITI SI.IUII..ITIO.V W'IO 7.0) When a PIO 7 is encountered by the
simulator. a normal termination message is printed along with the address of
the terminating instruction. The dump flag is checked. and DUMP is printed if
requested before control is returned to the Monitor.
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h. %ont. Simultion

The one central.vhired resourct e tha h PI: im s the memory, At any one time. there may beno
stveral entities requesting i memory traimfer. Consequently. the memohr simulation mi t provide
for conflict ritolutson and reul•quent ,lelaying ofr"mory anctsr to thow requhsters of Iower
prWrity. Since a pritori prediction of memora contlict. i% not po•tithle. slme mechanism must
exiat for resolving conflie t wpnhin the difmerenu memort reque.st routies tw•e melves. The value of
the priority elennt indicate% the relatrve ordering of prioritn of'h memory references. It di the
resporsieqlety of any event routine that meimulatan a memory reference to first verify that no
other event with a hioher prafrite im fourrently aending. If there i a higher priority eventu the
lower priorit% event must re--:hedute it•.eIf and relinquish control to the higher priority event.

When a memoy reference event finally ten. tiontrol. it must then call the delay routine
TI)h.LAY P t S move anuo pending memom requemtor ofn the FwL bdtween current thmueitP n time

and the length of the memois tran~tlr to the end of the memoal tranyfer. This delaying of
memory requesit eveng p is becauso a Pemory transfer request an inl) tr - honored on memory
cthle address Tul automatic selying also providesu a mechanism for studylme the efad eet of
dcfuerent length menors transfer tiRnes for reads and writ,.%. The ampunt of time to delay other
memtno) request events. i.e.. the cy)cle time. i-- in argument of the DU'LAY routine.

The PL Samulator uani d pmudo-memoth of n X uo -bit words. to represent the Pi mamory
s.icae. The %alue of n is currently 20O48 but may be modified to allow any" memory siie up to
maximum Addrc~sng capability of the PIE 465.536). Whenever an instruction references memory.
the "addre-., ictually referenced is modulo the peudo-memory size. Al! memory addr,.m-esse are
calculated It) means of a FORTRAN routine tADDR) that computes the actual pseudo-mernory
address las an index) modulo the current pseudo-memrr.' size. This ensure% a valid addr;.-.,s.

Currently. no error indication is provided to indicate an address "out-of-range." However. any
level of address checking ma) he provided h) simply modifying the ADDR routine. Isolation of
address computation also allows for future modeling of various memory mixes I ROM. RAM.
RMM. etc. vwho,. access time miy vary.

6. Ancilaty Routines

Several ancillary routine, were developed to, provide for ease of control and definition of
experiments for the Procs.'sing Element Simulator. These routines include a monitor. assembler.
and loader lin!k editor. Figure 133 shows the interface between tMe ancillary routines and the
simulator.

The monitor control the job flow t) provide user flexibility and to permit batch

processing of jobs. The type of options that ma), be invoked by the job cards include:

Assemble a source deck

Load one or more object deck-,

Simulate

Produce a post-simulation memory dump

Punch a relocatable object deck

Produce an instruction u%age and execution flo% histogram

Define i/O environment.
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CONTROL
STATEMENTS

MONITOR

S~SOURCE
PROGRAM

ASSEMBLER

OGASOURCE oJc

LISTING M UESDECKS

LOADER, LINK
EDITOR

SIMULATORMA

SIMULATION HISTOGRAM

LISTI NG, REPORTS

MEMORY

DUMPS

Fam 133. ytem Control Flow Dhs

The assembler accepts source instructions from cards and generates assembly listings and
object modules. The assembler features include:

Assemble relocatable object programs
Indicate errors and issue appropriate error messages

Produce assembly listings of the source code, object code, and program size,
memory storage requirements, and instruction and data symbols with a
cross-reference between names and each reference to their u.-

External symbol references

Assembler directives
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Hplue 134. Asembly List*n Example
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* * * JlNENOY uSAGE SUONMYt ** *

OEC XNA.L "Ex
INSTaUCT IceO OCCURtRENCESS

1"-SiT 14 1O"C 43.4 9 OF TOTAL.
32-SIT 210 002 36.6 X CF TOTAL.

STORAG6 s
INSrTRUCTIOSs 184 0310 12.1 2 OFe TOT".
CONSTANTS 29 0010 2.t I OF TOTAL
4ESEAVE0 2"6 010 24. I9 CF TCI,

TOTAL STOXAGI 1079 0;37

Fipw 135. Static Memory Lsag Report

Location counter origin initiation. static mix of instructions, data. and reserved
storage rtprt.

Figure 134 is an example of an assewhly listing. Figure 135 ii an example of the static memory
usage report.

The Inarier/hlnk editor permits the programmer to write small modular programs and to
then combine them to form the final absolute program to he loaded into PE memory. The
loader/link editor optionall will also tenerate an absolute object deck suitable for conversion to

paper tape.

7. Summar)

As stated previously, the objective was to design. develop, and use a collection of
simulation tools to assist the design and evaluation of the DPIM architecture. The programs
developed proved to be i-equatc for the tasks to be performed. The System Network Simulator
is applicable to a wide ra ge of system configurations without major modificatiohs because of its
flexible data specification capability. Detailed reports writing capabilities exist that vary from
event-by-event traces to post-simulation summaries. All report information is written so that it
can be saved for later detaild analysis. The System Networl: Simulator was also used to augment
the Process Construction stady effort. Simulation experiments were used to evaluate the

partitioning generated by the Process Construction algorithms. Finally. and probably most
importantly. the structire of the System Network Simulator provides a mechanism for function
design and system developiuent by use of the Loacept of top down design coupied with
successive, more detailed simulatioq.

The Processing Element Sinwulatot is a stand-alone system that allows several levels of
testing. Because of its sir,'lar structure. it can be used in conjunction with the System Network
Simulator whereby information generated by the System Network Simulator is used to drive the
Processing Element Simulator, or vice versa. The PF Simulator can be used to study the effect of
alternative bus control schemes by modification to existing models or key parameters such as bus
bit rate, word size. etc. Similarly, the effect of the various key parameters associated with the
Processing Element such as memory speed. clock rate, etc.. can also be investigated. Finally. ine
System may be used as a software development and debug tool whereby actual application
software is assembled and simulated with test driver programs. The detailed reports provided by
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SECTION Viii

EXECUTIVE DESIGN AND SYSTEM OPERATION

This section summarizes t?'e DP/M Executive design effort. The use of distributed
Processing Elements (PEs) in the DP/M system concept dictates the need for i method of
scheduling activities, transferring bus messages between PEs and general system control. These
operations arc referred to as Executive functions: the basc requirements for a DP/M executive
structure were investigated and a functional design specification was developed. Considerations
were given to design flexibility, expected avionics processing environments, and adaptability to
different configurations of PEs distributed on the DP/M dual-level bussing network. Simulation
models were developed for use in the System Network Simulator. and key modules were coded
in PE assembly language to determine PE memory requirements and likely executior iimes for
typical Executive operations. Methods of initializing a network of distributed "'Es were
investigated and candidate hardware and software bootstrap load procedures were defined.

A. EXECUTIVE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The role of the Executive software within the context of the DP!M system concept is to
provide a set of basic control functions necessary to schedule avionic mission software routines
and provide d common communication mechani. n for inter-PE data transfers. The Executive
must be adaptable to a variety of possible PE network configurations. This requirement for
adaptability and flexibility must be viewed in light of the expected processing capabilities of the
DP/M hardware. Ideally. the Executive should impose minimum computational overhead for
it-,21f on the hardware resources while providing minimum but necessary control operations to

ensure satisfactory performance of the PE network in accomplishing avionic processing in a
timely manner. The DP/M Executive must operate within the capabilities (and adhere to the
restrictions) of the system hardware resources and the modes of likely avionic system operation
within a mission. In addition, the structure or organization of real-time avionic programs dictates
that the Executive provide the necessary means of scheduling. monitoring. and providing data set
management between cooperating processing tasks.

The key characteristics of the DP/M system that influence the Executive design include:

The homogenous PEs with medium computational speed. dedicated i/O to an
attached external device, and typical program and data storage of 4 to 8K
words per PE

A dual redundant switchable Global bus interface per PE

A dedicated Local bus connected to all PEs in an Affinity Group (AG)

One or more PEs dedicated to a given processing function

The potenti : use of a mass memory device for initial program load of read/write
memory

A programmable distributed bus protocol for Global and Local bus data transmission
control.

The limited size of PE program and data memory, combined with the medium instruction
execution times, dictates a simple and efficient Executive design. The possible physical separation
of PEs in a network also requires that the Executive provide a timely method of transmitting
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data between Pus. This ability to configure PIs- In mul:ple networks imposes the requirement
that the D)P .M I'xecutive structure be adaptable to various topological interconnections with
minimun modifications and maximum vxpectation the newly created control soitware will
function properlý. Avionic processing with )P'AI results in a natural partitioning of system
operation% along functional line% I i.e., nasigition. weapon delivery). the dedication of a system
external device to a PE 1:0 interface also encourages this functional dedication of* Pfs to tsks
associated with a sensor ,-,id the algorithms necessary to process data from the sensor to effect a
mission function. This dedicated nature of fixed functions has a substantial advantage with
respect to system management. Design is simplified as is the control function when a heavy
emnphasis is not placed on maximum use of one resource fusually the processor hardware). The
processor hardware is not the priniar) requirement in systen concept formulation. design. anu
application since the projected cost. siue. %%eight. and power advantages of the )PAM hardware
offer a s)stem deigner this degree of fteedoim in applying processing resources to his problem.

These DP %I system baseline concept% coincide with the real-time computing characteristics
qplcally found in avionics processing systems. Within the avionics processing environment. every
actiIt) (itf inputs. response. and outputs) is known and also planned for. The worst case set of I
conditions in terms of system loading. resource allocation. and response time is prv.,.ctable. This
well-ordered nature of avionics processing is in contrast to ground-based computer systems that
depend upon run-time allocation of resources to satisfy user demand input requests and
maximize system use. If. for example. in a ground-based system. dynamic allocation of' resources
is invoked by the executive control scheme. a simple activity can suffer undue penalities fits
request to run is delayed) while awaiting the allocation of necessary data sets. compilers.
memory. and execution time, If an error occurs and the necessary system resources cannot be
made available, the requested activity may be rescheduled with little penalty to the user.
However. allocation of avionic processing resources must be known. certain, and timely. The
penalty for failure can endanger the suLess of tile mission. the aircraft. and the pilot. This
complete knowledge of the operating environment and capabilities of an avionic processing
system places well-defined hounds on the functions necessary for DP/iM :xecutive control. and
provides a clear contrast between avionic control functions and multi-purpose ground-based
operating systems.

Throughout this executive design discussion, reference will be made to terminology which
arises from the use of a directed graph model. A directed graph consists of a set of nodes and a
set of directed edges between these nodes. A node will. be used to represent a set of
computations which, once initiated. can run to completion without waiting for completion of
another set of computations also represented bý a node. An edge from node i to node j means
that. upon completion of the computations represented by node i, the" computations by node j
can be initiated. The implementation of a conditional branch in this model is accomplished by
an exclusive-OR symbol ( I. Use of' the symbol in conjunction with node i implies one of tile
following conditions:

Upon completion of the computations associated with node i. only one of the set of
successor nodes can be initiated.

Completion of' only one of the nodes associated with an incident edge is necessary
for initiation of node i.

These concepts are illustrated in the example of Figure 136. In this example. completion
of node I indicates that nodes 2 and 3 can bt- initiated. Upon completion of node 2. either node
4 or node 5 can be initiated, and the completion of only one of these is sufficient to initiate
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niode 7. Node S.4 o, tile other hIanid. icqLures
the completion of hoth node 6 aid nude 7 for
its initiation. Stated differently. 'tode% 2 and 3

are succevsors of niode 1 . and ouc 6;je and 7
are predecessors ofI node 8.

With respect to avionic inl-,siofl

processing. three levels of' directed graphs can
he used. At the highest level, a node represents

5 a mlissionl- or pilot-oriented function such as
navigation. For any given function, a set of
node,, or options may exist to ceifct the
function. These nodes are referred to as sub-
functions 4e.g.. navigation modes can include

7 6 inertial navigation. Loran. or doppler naviga-

tion). The intent of the subfunction definition
is to coincide with the normal division and

classification of avionic computer programs. At
the lowest level, a subfunction is represented
by a set of related tasks. In the DPNM Execu-

EXAMPLE OF A DIRECTED GRAPH tive structure. a task represents an executable
application software module. Aa example of a

task within the Loran subfunction is the
Fiure 136. Example of a Diected Grap1I computation associated with converting time

difference data to latitude/longitude coordi-
nates. These concepts are illustrated in
Figure 137.

The representation of software execution sequences via a directed graph concept has a
particular advantage within the DP/M concept. The subfunction directed graph reveals potential
process construction options in allocating tasks and program to Ps. If any one task or set of
tasks must he partitioned among several PEs. the options available in allocating this software to
PEs are clearly defined within the graph. Data sets that are passed from one task to another
represent Local bus messages if their respective tasks are not collocated in the same PE.
Likewise. collocated tasks need not generate bus traffic with their data interchanges.

The subfunction directed graph (Figure 137) contains the necessary information from
which the Executive can determine task-scheduling conditions (based upon required predecessor
events) and inter-task communication. Two types of directed graphs can be used to describe

avionic functions: the sequential graphs and the parallel graph. A parallel graph reveals where
within execution segments of code parallelism can be used. A sequential program graph renloves
parallelism and shows transition paths from one start node to an end node with multiple nodes
emanating from a single node having an associated probability of transition. Section IX. Process
Construction, discusses in more detail these types of directed graphs. Data derived from other
types of graphs can be used to derive Executive design parameters: however, the Affinity Group
(A(;) concept is most effectively used when parallel graphs are used for scheduling purposes.
Another desirable feature from the Eixecutive design viewpoint is to allow specification of the
size of a task (i.e., number of instructions, words of memory. execution time) Ito he flexible.
Ideally, tasks will be identified in a way to encourage increased system performance. It is not the
intent of the DP/M Executive design to require a certain (minimum) number of tasks to be
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Figure 137. Directed Graph Representaion of a Subfunction

{ created for a suhfunction. If a ,ubfunction can be most efficiently controlled by the Executive
as a single task. this option is available. If a %uhfunction has a potential (or requirement) for
parallelism. the Executive has a method or facilitating control of multiple PEs executing code for
the different tasks of the same subfunction. It follows that. as avionic suhfunctions are assigned

to Ph%. one PE will contain the %uhfunction start-node. This task would receive any "suhfunction
initiate" command. and start the execution c'cle for the given avionic software algorithms.

B. EXECUTIVE CONTROL OVERVIEW

From these th,,ughts. two modes of operation and control were considered for the DP/M
baseline system operation: a tightly coupled system operation and a loosely coupled system
control philosophy. The tightly coupled philosophy assumes system order is to he directed from
a central point in terms of scheduling and synchronization of functions. One function. the
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Global Executive IGEX) is given the responsibihty ot sci•edtilhng •chiuni/.unv. and ensuring
that the system will have a predictable performance and be capable of allocakiig necessary
resources to meet the worst case demands on system perlornmance. Several othel benefits result
from a tightly coupled operating philosophy. The system can be dihgnoscd both on the bench in
system checkout and in in-flight testing. By imposing a predictable seise of order. tile system
can be easily manageable without undue overhead in terms of hardware and softwre.

The loosely coupled system control philosophy assuines that each subfunction in the
system is self-scheduling and controlling, thereby minimizing the requirement for a central
control program. Consequently. each function broadcasts its data upon completion. and receiving
functions must be ready for the data when it comes. In the event of random or unplanned
events, synchronization between subfunctions can become difficult. Such a system also has
multiple states and conditions that could conceivably occut and caus. perturbations in system
operation. Predicting worst case event occurrences can bc difficult. as well as predicting knv.wn
states in the system for checkout and testing purposes.

Each of these operating philosophies had them mnrhts and influenced the design of the
DP/M Executive. A common feature of both control schemes is the use of 'directed graph-like'"
predeccssor/successor conditions for the scheduling of tasks. The tightly-coupled philosophy
assumes a common system coordination point that uses timing relationships a', a necessary
condition for process initiation. The loosel) coupled philosophy does not depend on time. but
only on the completion of program run tune events (e.g.. data-set-generated. prior iasks have
completed. etc., hereafter referred to as predecessor conditionsi. The DPIM Executive design
provides both capabilities. The need for a central control point for the scheduling and synchron-
ization of functions is provided by the Global Executive (GEXU. The scheduling of tasks within a
PE solely on the completion of prior predecessor conditions (and not on run time boundaries) is

the responsibility of the Local Executive (LEX).

The software structure capable of satisfying this dual-levO control structure criterion of
flexibility, reliability. transferability, and ease of testing. is a table-driven Executive. A table-
driven Executive provides a separation o" system logi,: and application software modules. so
modifications can be isolated to individual modules. and table data can be readily modified when
required. The complete separation of executive and applhcatiens functions provides better
reliability and ease of testing and maintainability. This sdieme also facilitates the deselopment of
common modules for the executive function in all PEs. since the uniqueness of the Executive is
in its tables. This also eliminates the requirement for a speoil Affinity Group Executive which
would be resident in a PE in an Affinity Group. In the baseline DP/M system. the executive
tables in each PE contain all the information pertinent to the tasks assigned to that PE: for
example, inputs to the task. predecessors. successors. outputs. douole buffering requirements. etc.

In summary. a Global Executive initializes the system monitors system performance, and
coordinates inter-functional relationships. It schedules on a time arid predecessor basis The Local
Executive schedules tasks within a PE isubfunction) based on predecessor relationships, directs
the task input and output flow of information, verifie! task completions. and schedules
Performance Assurance Tests when a PE hls tompleted all avionics processing for that cycle. One
local Executive per subfunction must return a subfunctiun complete message to the Global
Executive. Further details of executive design are discussed in subsequent paragraphs. The GEX,
LEX scheduling philosophy is shown in Figure 138. Note that. in addition to tunie. predecessors
such as -pilot initiate." "function complete." or messages from other functions must be satisfied
for the GEX to schedule a function.
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C. EXECUTIVE STRUCTURE HIERARCHY

The DP/M Executive structure provides two levels of control: the Global Executive (GEX)
and the Local Executive (LEX). Functionally, the GEX assumes the role of system monitor and
scheduler. It enforces subfunction interrelationships and is responsible for system performances
by coordinating those software programs required to effect mission avionic functions for the
pilot and aircraft. The LEX is a PE-oriented function responsible for sequencing and controlling
tasks assigned to tt PE. The LEX is concerned with scheduling those tasks assigned to its PE,
based upon successful satisfaction of all the tasks given predecessor conditions. The Executive
control hierarchy for DP/M is shown in Figure 139. This figure does not represent the individual
routines within the Executive: rather, it shows the inter-relationships between major functions in
the executive control hierarchy.
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The Global Executive initiates a subfunction when all the subfunction predecessor
requirements are satisfied and when it is time for it to run. These predecessors, in addition to
start time. woild be activation messages from one or more other subfunctions. The "initiate"
message is transmittd by the GEX to the Local Executive on the Global bus. The Local
Executive in the PE which contains the start node of the subfunction recognizes this message
and. if all predessors to that start mode are satisfied. it initiates the task. The task will execute,
and should it generate a data set. it will call the LEX for the disposition of the data set. The
LEX takes the necessary action to route the message over the Local or Global bus or returns
control to the task immediately should the message be for a task co-resident in the same PE. The
LEX message handler always releases control back to te task. When a task completes, it returns
control to the Local Executive. and the cycle repeats. Once a subfunction has been time initiated
by the Global Executive. it will run to completion under the control of the Local Executive(s).
Should an I/O device he connected to a PE. it is the responsibility of the task which uses this
1/O device to control this I/O device. This does not preclude the existence of a common 1/O
izandler routine which is used by multiple tasks.

D. FUNCTIONAL EXECUTIVE DESIGN OVERVIEW

The following discussion provides an overview of the function provided by the DP/M
Executive. Subsequent paragraphs describe each Executive module in greater detail and provide a
brief summary of the design considerations used in specifying module responsibilities. Detailed
flow charts for each routine are found in the Functional Specification for the DP/M Executive
that is supplied as engineering data.

1. LEX Funictional I)•*

The DP/M system has a homogenous set of LEX modules in each PE. The relationship

among the modules of the LEX is shown in Figure 140. Each LEX initiates tasks. honors output
message requests from tasks. and routes messages and data for the tasks. The LEX is Zable-driven.
thereby maintaining the modular nature of the DP/M system and providing separation of system
logic and application software modules. A Local Executive data base (or the LEX tables) in each
PE contains all information ,-rtaining to the correct initialization and control of the tasks within
that PE.

Major routines found in the LEX include:

The Bus Interrupt Service Routines which service interrupts produced by incoming
messages on the Local and/or Global bus.

The Task Scheduler composed of five sub-modules which service different aspects of
the scheduler function. The Task Scheduler is responsible for determining
which task- have their predecessor requirements satisfied and are, hence, ready
to he given control.

The Dispatcher module which transfers control to the highest priority task in the
dispatcher queue.

The Output Message Interpretor module which is called by an applications task
when it needs output message service. This module returns control to the task
after servicing the request.
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The Message Transmitter Module which is invoked by the Output Message Complete
Interrupt from one of the bus interfaces. The module is able to autonomously
output data over the appropriate Local or Global bus should such a request be
posted in its service queue.

The Interval Timer Service Module which is invoked when a hardware Programable
Internal Timer (PIT) interrupt occurs. This is an error condition indicating
that a task has taken too long to complete. The module returns an
appropriate status to the error monitor module for disposition.

2. GEX Functional Design

The Global Executive schedules time-dependent subfunctions in the DP/M system. A
time-ordered linked list provides the GEX with the relative times to schedule every time-
dependent subfunction in the system. A "go" message is generated by the GEX to a subfunction
only if other predecessor conditions for the subfunction have ",een satisfied when it is time to
run the subfunction. The GEX data base (or tables) contain all information pertaining to the
initialization and control of all time-dependent subfunctions in the DP/M system. Figure 141 is a
diagram of routines used by the Global Executive.

The GEX Scheduler is invoked by an interrupt from the PIT. The scheduling algorithm
processes a time-ordered linked list of subfunctions that are candidates for scheduling by the
GEX scheduler.

All the LEX modules described previously form a part of the GEX. Certain GEX modules
such as the Completion Status Monitor and the Activate/Deactivate subfunction monitor can be
scheduled by the LEX in the Global Executive PE in the same manner as if they were
application tasks.

The Completion Status Monitor module of the GEX is scheduled to run when a
completion message is received from a subfunction. This module supplies this information to the
GEX scheduler.

The Activate/Deactivate (subfunction) Monitor of the GEX is scheduled when an activate/
deactivate subfunction message is received over the Global bus. Like the Completion Status
Monitor. the activate/deactivate monitor supplies this information to the GEX scheduler.

The Mode Change Detector module is scheduled when a mode change command is received
over the Global bus. A mode change command provides a quick method of initiating a new set
of subfunctions such as might be involved when the pilot selects a master function switch on a
control panel and causes multiple subfunctions to become active.

The DP/M LEX design provides the following control functions for tasks assigned to a PE:

Task execution initiation (scheduling)

Input message processing

Output message processing.
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LEX task scheduling is based on satisfactory completion of predecessor conditions for the
task. The environment within which the LEX must operate is composed of:

Avionic application tasks

LEX task definition and control tables

PE hardware facilities.

The use of these items by the LEX is discussed in the following paragraphs.

1. Application Task LEX Tables

Every avionic application task that is under LEX control can be described via the
directed-graph conventions discussed previously. A table structure for these tasks is used to
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contain all information necessary for the LEX to control eacl" task. These task preamble tables
have descriptive entries as shown in Figure 142. The content of the task preamble table includes:

Task A 1dress: TDis information is supplied by the linkage editor, giving the address
.t which execution of the program code for this task iý to begin.

Predecessors Remaining: This dynamic entry contains a count of the number of
predecessors remaining that must be completed before the task is ready to
run. The value of this entry is reset to the total num r of predecessor count
when this entry is decremented to zero and the task address moved to the
dispatcher queue.

Total Number of Predecessors: This entry is static, and indicates the total iumber of
predecessors that are required by this task. This value is used to reset the
predecessors remaining entry (described above), when the task is moved to the
dispatcher queue.

Total Run Time of Task: The value of this entry indicates the maximum allowable
time for !his task. The Executive can use this value to monitor the task's
time-away from the Executive, by loading the PIT with this value.

Task Iteration Period: This entry is nat presently used by the LEX. The entry is

reserved for a vaiue which would indicate the repetition period of this task.

Branch Successor Table Pointer: This entry of the preamble table is also unused.
However. in keeping with the information content of the rest of the table,
this entry points to a list of possible branch successors generated by this task.
A branch successor is a task which the currently executing task chooses as its
successor from among several branch successors: this decision is made at run
time by the currently executing task.

Successor Table Pointer: This entry is a pointer tc a table containing the description
for a number of tasks which are eligible to run upon completion of this task.

Input Message List Pointer: This entry is a pointer to a table containing the
description for all input messages that are to be used by this task.

Output Message List Pointer: This entry is a pointer to a table containing the
description for all output messages that are to be output by this task.

A second set of tables. called the Auxiliary Task Preamble Tables (also shown in
figure 142). contain additional data for some of the entries in the Primary Task Preamble Table.
These descriptive parameters include:

Table A: Table A is pointd to by the branch successor table pointer in the primary
task preamble table,'. It contains a number of entries equal to the number of
possible branci successors that the task can have, plus one. The first word
contains a count of the number of branch successor entries in this table.

Table B: Table B is pointed to by the successor table pointer in the primary task
preamble table. It contains a number of entries equal to the number of
successor tasks that are eligible to run, once this task has completed, plus one.
The first word contains the count of the number of successor task entries in
this table. The successor task entries are pointers to the successor task's
preamble tables. Their value is assigned by the linkage editor/loader.
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TABLE A

TASK ADDRESS NUMBER OF BRANCH SUCCESSOR

PREDECESSORS REMAINING BRANCH SUCCESSOR

TOTAL NUMBER OF DESCRIPTION POINTER

PREDECESSORS

TOTAL RUN TIME OF TASK

TASK (SUBFUNCTION)
ITERATION

TABLE B
BRANCH SUCCESSOR

TABLE POINTER NUMBER OF SUCCESSORS

SUCCESSOR TABLE POINTER SUCCESSOR DESCRIPTION

INPUT MESSAGE LIST POINTER

POINTER

OUTPUT MESSAGE LIST

POINTER"

TABLE C

"- NUMBER OF INPUT MESSAGES

A POINTER TO INPUT

BUFFER POINTER

A - MULTIPLE BUFFER

INDICATOR
C - BUFFER USAGE BIT TABLE D

D - MESSAGE PREDECESSOR C BUFFER I POINTER

F LAG C BUFFER 2 POINTER

TASK DESCRIPTOR TABLE D MSG ID

(I PER TASK)

(1 PER SUBFUNCTION FOR GEX)
TABLE E

SNUMBER OF MESSAGES OUTPUT

ROUTING MES ID (10 SITS)"

Figne 141 Task PFembfe Tables Used by LEX
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Table C: Tahle C is pointed to by the Input Message List Pointer in the primary
task preamble table. It contains a number of entries (nW equal to the number
of input messages required hy this task. plus one. The first word contains the
count of the number of input messages. The next Wn) entries each represent
one of tile (n) input messages for this task. Field "A" is the multiple buffer
indicator. If "A" is set to logic I, it indicates that the message ha- double
buffering requirements and the buffers must be used alternately for input
data. Buffers are switched when a task that uses data in one buffer is moved
to the dispatcher queue. The "Pointer To Input Buffer" entry in Table C
points to the fii.,t of three possible entries relating to this message in Table D.
a% described below,

Table I): A set of a maximum of three entries per message in Table D are pointed to
by the corresponding message entry in Table C. The first two entries are
pointers to the two buffers into whicirthe input message is routed. Field "C"

is the buffer usage bit. If set. it indicates that the buffer pointed to by the
word in which -C- is set is currently in use. The third word is the ID of the
message to which the above information applies. Thus. each input message is
described by the following information in the preamble tables: multiple buffer
indicator, pointer to an input buffer into which the message is input, buffer
usage information, and the message ID. Note that if a message has no double
buffering requirement. it is described by two (instead of three) words in
Table D (a point.r to the input message buffer, and the message ID).

Table E: Table E is pointed to by the Output Message List Pointer in the (primary)
task preamble table. It contains a number of entries (n) equal to the number
of output messages generated by this task, plus one. The first word contains a
count of the number of output messages. Each one of the other (ni words
describes the message generated by the task. The "'routing" field indicates the
destination of the message: co-resident, local. and/or global bus. The message
ID field contains the ID of this message. This information is sufficient for the
LLX to route the data to the appropriate user as required.

A summary of the LEX routines that have entries in the task description tables is given in
Table 3 1.

2. LEX Usage of Hardware Resources

Several capabilities provided by the PE harlware are used by the LEX. The two primary
features are the local and global bus interfaces :-nd the Programmable Interval Timer (PITI. The
Bus Interface Unit provides an efficient means of inputting bus messages into the PIE with
minimum LEX computational overhead. A detailed discussion of this capability was given in
Section Ill. and key features that aid the LEX are now summarized. Figure 143 describes and
shows the software input message scheme used by the LEX.

The aim of the input message processing is to efficiently correlate input data messages
with those recipient tasks that require this data. 1-ach message broadcast on one of the
comnmunication buses is composed of a logical mnessage identification 411)) and the data in the
message. The use of logical message IDs permits the data to be broadcast to any number of PI~s
connected to a bus. Any PF desiring a given set of data in a bus message sets a bit in its Message
Identify Associative Match Map IMIAMM) that corresponds to the logical mnessage ID. The PIE
bus interface also uses a Message Buffer Vector Space (MBVSP which contains pointers to buffer
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TABLE 31. LEX PREAMBLE ENTRY D)ESC'RIPTIONS

Table Entry Users Description

Task Addres., Dispatcher Entry point address of task code.

m erfPredecessorR aining LEX PRheduler Number of predecessors remainiE When zero,
task is ready to mtoe to din p•Inter table.

Tot'al Number of Predecessors LEX Scheduler Number of difftirebt predecessors required for
tis task.

Total Run Time of Task Dispatch~er Mtaximun ie 1 t11 o CX•.CUl¢ tjis task.

Task Iteration Period Unused! Perio d of relvetition ot thifs tisk.

Branch Successor Table Pointer U'nused Po)inter to a table containing pointers to tie
preambles of run time branch suo4essors of
task.

Successor Table Pointer Successor Scanner of Pointer to a table containing pointers to the
ILEX Scheduler preambles of succesors of this task.

Input Message List Pointer Service Wodule, Input Pointer to . descriptor list for messages input
Message Scanner to this task.

Output Message List Pointer Output Message Pointer to a descnptor list of messages output
Interpretor b% this task.

Time.-Ordered List Pointer GEX Poiruer to this tasks descnptor list in the
time-ordered linked list.

Table A Unused Contains count of number of possible run
time branch succemsors of task and pointers to
task preambles for these tasks.

Table B Successor Scanner Contains count of nmuic', uf successors of
this task and pointers to the preambles for
these successors.

Table C Input Message Scanner, Contains count of number of meniages input
Service Module to task. Flag A indicates if message requires

multiple buffers. Flag B indicates muit.;;e
receipt of same message per one iteration of
the recipient task.

"Table D Input Message Scanner. Contains pointers to alternate buffers used by
Service Module an incoming message. Flag C indicates

cirrently active buffer.

Table E Output Message Contans count of number of messages output
Interpreter by task and routing information for each

message.

areas in memory where input message data is 'o be written. Addressing of the MBVS occurs as
follows: Each incoming message ID that has a bit set in the MIAMM is to have the message data
stored in PE memory. Once this occurs, the message ID (value 0-1023) is appended to the
address of the first word in the MBVS to form a pointer address to an entry in the MBVS. This
entry is itself a pointer to a data buffer area in which the incoming message is to be stored.
Three items are found in the buffer area. The buffer address from the MBVS points the
hardware to the buffer space as shown in Figure 143. The hardware uses the length (i) to count
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incoming data words into the buffer. This length data is initially preassigned for all appropriate
buffer locations. The word preceding the length word in the buffer space contains a pointer to

the preamble of the task that uses data from this buffer. If this word is zero, it indicates that
the message that has just been received is part of a common data pool. and has no successors.
Field B is the multiple-message flag: if set. "B" indicates that this message has been previously
received, and every subsequent receipt of this same message shall not be allowed to decrement
the recipient task'i predecessor count. *B" is reset when the task is moved to the LEX
dispatcher queue.

The other primary hardware feature of the bus interface used by !he LEX is the BIU
Input Queue Pointer dIQP) discussed in Section .11. Each bus interface maintains an eight-word
circular queue in dedicated segments of read/write memory that is used to store the header
tstatus and ID) information for each message received by the PE. The IQP contains an address of
the next entry available in the queue (i.e., *iQP-I"' is the address of the last romplete message
received). The LEX uses the IQP to process input data required for scheduling tasks within the
PE.

The two primary non-bus-oriented PE hardware facilities used by the LEX are the
hardware vectonng of interrupts and the PIT. The PE interrupt structure provides for the
honoring of armed interrupts by the automatic vectoring of the processor program counter to an
address associated with the given interrupt. This vector address contains the derived operand for
an Exchange Status and Program Counter instruction (i.e., a new program counter and status
word). This new status information is loaded into the proper PE hardware registers after the
program counter and status word have been saved. The PIT is a hardware loadable/readable
r.al-time clock (or counter) that can be used by the LEX for timing purposes such as ensuring a
task executes within an allowable time period.

3. Detailed LEX Module Deceiption

The DP/M LEX is composed of the following functional modules:

Bu. iaterrupt Service Routines

The Task Scheduler

The Dispatcher

The Output-Message Interpreter Module

The Message Transmitter Modules.

A detailed discussion of the operation of these routines follows.

a. Bus Interrupt Service Routines

Normal bus interrupt service routines for both the Global and Local buses are invoked
when an incoming or outgoing message completes transfer on its respective bus, and the proper
interrupt hds been enabled. The interrupt trap locations initially contain the address of the
service routine and a status word which defines the state of the other interrupts (masked Gr
unmasked). When the normal bus interrupt occurs, PE hardware saves the current Program
Counter (PC) and Status Word (SW) in the interrupt stack, uses the new status word from the
trap location for machine status, and branches to the Bus Interrupt Service Routine as pointed
to by the vector in the trap location.
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The Interrupt Service Routine saves all regislers. inputs the interrupt statuis word,
determuins whether this interrupt was caused by an incoming or outgoing message, and transfers
control to either the scheduler or the message transmitter. In the normal task processing mode,
the input message complete interrupt is disabled and is enabled only when a PL- is it, the
background mode. The term background mode is used within the context of the I)P/!A to
represent that time in which the P1h is not actively executing application tasks. Some dis.ussions
refer to this period as idle time: however, such time can he used for low-priority interruptible
tasks. Possible background tasks include execution of performatnce assurance or diagnostic test
routines. Any high-priority activity such a% r.•cipt of an input message for a task can interrupt
and pre-empt execution of background mode tasks with no resultant degradation in system
performance.

b. Task Scheduler

The Task Scheduler is made up of t'i~e sub-module~s which service different aspects of' the

LEX scheduling fun.'tion. The Task Scheduler is responsible for determining which tasks in a PE
have their predecessor requirements satisfied and are. hence, read\, to be given control. The Task
Scheduler consists of the Task (ompletion Fntry Point tO I'PI. Branch .-,uccessor Scanner
(BSSCAN). Successor Scanner (SSCAN). Input Message Scanner (IMISCAN) and the Scheduler
Service Module (I)ISPIN). The interrelationship between these reutines is shown in Figure 144.

COMPLETING
TASK

S• """" •TASK AT

SDISPCH '--- , TOP OF
LISPATCHER

QQUEUE

BSCNSSCANj• IMSCAN

LOCAL AND/OR GLOBAL
INTERRUPT SERVICE MODULE

0-"3 SUCCESSIVE SUBROUTINE CALLS

( •-•3 SUCCESSIVE SUBROUTINE CALLS

Figure 144. Task Scheduler Subroutine Intefrelaiioenhips
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(I Task Completion l'ntry Point (TCEP)

The Task Completion Entry Point segment of the scheduler is called by a completing task
that is returning control to the LEX. The task passes its task identification (ID). task status, and
branch successor information to the LEX. The TCEP disables the PIT (which was armed by the
Dispatcher modulel and saves the information that has been returned by the task. It calls the
Error Monitor routine it the task had returned bad status information, (e.g.. the data it had
computed was not valid, a device I/O error panty occurred. etc.). The TCI-P is the "main"
scheduler routine with the BSSCAN, SSCAN, and IMSCAN sub-modules called from it, and
returning control to it, The TCEP exits to tie Dispatcher after IMSCAN returns control to it.
The task ID returned to the TCEP is in the form of a pointer to the preamble table of the
returning task. The branch su'cessor ID is similarly translated into a pointer to the branch
successor task's preamble table. Thus. LEX modules needing this information are able to use it
directly without further computation.

(2) Branch Successor Scanner (BSSCAN)

The BSSCAN is called from the TCEP. Its purpose is to examine the branch successor data
returned by the complei.tg task to TCEP and take appropriate action. This action includes
examining the Branch Successor Word flag that has been returned by the task. If a zero flag is
returned. the completing task has no branch successors, and BSSCAN returns to the TCEP. If the
flag is non-zero, the completed task did have a branch successor, and the flag is a pointer to the
preamble table of the branch successor. BSSCAN uses this pointer to retrieve the value of the
".number of predecessors remaining" entry for the branch successor from the preamble table and
it decrements this value. If the value continues to be non-zero. it is stored back into its location
in the preamble table., If it decrements to zero. BSSCAN calls the Scheduler Service Module.
BSSCAN then makes a subroutine call to the TCEP.

(3) Successor Scanner (SSCAN)

When the BSSCAN returns to the TCEP. the T(EP then transfers control to the SSCAN.
The SSCAN determines the successors that are affected by the completing task a'd takes
appropriate action. A task's successor information is found in the completing task's preamble
table. An entry in the preamble table point% to an auxiliary preamble table which contains the
successor information (LIX Auxiliary Task Preamble Table). Each successor in the completion
task's table is represented as a pointer to each successor task's preamble table. Thus. SS(AN can
directly access information for an) of the successor tasks' preamble tables without any further
computations.

SSCAN uses the pointer to the completing task's preamble returned by the completing
task to find a pomntei to the successor table (Table B of the Task Preamble Table). If the pointer
i-. /ero. this indicates the task has no successors. and SS(AN returns control to 1rCEP. If the
pointer is non-zero, SSCAN obtains the successors preamble address from the table pointed to.
Using the preamble address. SSCAN obtains this successor's predecessor count (NPRZ). SSCAN
then decrements NPRZ and. if the count decrements to zero. SS('AN calls the scheduler service
module. If NPRZ is still non-zero. the value will be stored back. and SSCAN looks for the next
successor, and continues until all successors have been serviced. SSCAN then returns control to
the TCEP.
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44) Input Message Scanner (IMSCAN)

The Input Message Scanner examines the FIFO input message queues (MQ) for mesages
input from the Global and/or Local bus. It establishes a recipient for each input message and
performs necessary table update actions. It has an entry point from TCEP as well as entry points
from the normal Local and Global bus interrupt service routines.

The flow diagram of IMS('AN is shown in Figure 145. When IMSCAN is entered from
TCEP. the Global bus interface status is examined to see if any messages have been received
since the last execution of IMS('AN. If it is determined that no messages have arrived, the Local
bu. interface status is examined for similar activity. IMSCAN exists to T(EP if no messages have
come in over either bus. The following paragraph describes the action of IMSCAN when it
detects mnessagels) in the global IMQ. The action of IMSCAN is similar when it detects
messagels) in tile local IMQ.

The first operation of the IMSCAN is to obtain the Input Queue Pointer (IQP) from the
hardware interface. The hardware IQP contains an address to a list of message headers of bus
data received and stored into PE memory. To facilitate asynchronous operation of bus input
message processing and avionic application code execution. a software queue pointer is also
maintained by the IMS('AN mouule. While a provision does exist for a high-priority message to
interrupt the PF to gain rapid servicing, the normal mode of input-message processing is
non-pre-emptive and is accomplished during time periods between application task execution.
After checking for queue overflow. the pointer returned from the interrogation of the IQP and
the software maintained current input queue pointers are compared. If determined equal. global
input message processing is complete and the program begins examining the local input message
queue.

If the pointers are not equal. there are message I)s still posted in the queue that must be
serviced. The message ID is extracted from the location pointed to. and the location is zeroed to
signify processing is completed. The message I1) is t:.eai appended to a fixed-base address. This
new address vector points to a location in PE memory which contains the address of the buffer
pointer to obtain a recipient descriptor word (pointer to task preamble) associated with this
mesýage ID. This descriptor word is placed in this location at system initialization and can be
changed onl) by the LI;X. The message descriptor word is made up of two fields: I ) the most
significant bit (MSBi which. if set to one. indicates that this message has already arrived at least
once into the PE. and 12) an address which points to tile recipi-rnt task's preamble talle. If this
word is zero. tile message has no successors, anti IMSCAN services the next message., Messages
that have no successors are generally common data arriving for use by ieteral tasks that have
iteration rates much faster than tile suhftunction usin, this data.

If the MSB of the recipient descriptor word is set it indicates that the message has been
used previously to decrement the recipient task's predxessor count: the subsequent arrival of
this same message leaves the recipient task', predecessor count unaffected. If the MSB of the
recipient descriptor word is not set. IMSCAN sets the bit and obtains tile predecessor count
(NPRZ) of the recipient task hy u.,ing tile pointer to this task's preamble table from the
recipient descriptor word. IMSC(AN then decrements this predecessor count. If NPRZ goes to
zero. IMSCAN calls the Scheduler Service Module to take appropriate action: if NPRZ continues
to be non-zero, this updated value is restored into the appropriate table in tile task's preamble
table, and IMSCAN loops back to check for more messages. When no more message% are found,
IMS(CAN begins to process the Local bus input queue in the same manner as described above.
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After input queue processing is complete.. the IMSCAN returns control to TCEP, if it was
entered Ir4',, iTIP. Otherwise. it return-- to the processing in progress at the point it was
interr upted.

(5I Scheduler Service Module (IISPIN)

TThe Scheduler Service Module js called by all other task scheduler submodules texcept
TCIP) u~ben the% have determined that a task is ready to be moved to the dispatcher queue.
The function of the DISPIN is to move the ready task's preamble address to the dispatcher
queue. reset oontrol flags. reset the ready task's predecessor count. and provide an alternate
input buffer for data routed to tils task if required. provided all data input into the current
buffer is, complete.

The flow graph of DISPIN is shown in Figure 146. The calling program provides DISPIN
with the preamble address of the task requiring service. Using this information. DISPIN obtains
the pointer to the list of input messages associated with this task. If the input message table

pointer is, zero. DISPIN recogni/es that the task requires no more input message service and
proceed-. to move pertinent task information to the dispatcher table. If the pointer is non-zero.
DISPIN obtains the message count from the location pointed to by the table pointer and
information about the first message from the next location Isee Figure 142).

DISPIN then determines it the message has a requirement for double buffers. A
requirement for double buffering of input message occurs if the task using the message data does
not process all the data in the input buffer before the message is likely to be received a second
time. Is it determines tha b the message requires on) one buffer. it proceeds to find out if the
message is mereno being used by the task or is also a predecesu r If it is not a predecessor.
DISPIN take% no further action pertaining to this message. but proceeds to service the next

message. If the message is a predecessor. DISPIN clears the multiple-message flag in the recipient
descriptor word (Figure 1461 and then starts to service the next message.

When a mes:sage has double-buffering requirements. DISPIN's decision making becomes a
little more complex. First. it must determine which buffer is currently in use. whether data input
to the currently used buffer is complete. and then swap buffers accordingly. From this point on.
its logic is identical to that of the single buffer caw as described above. It detemines if( the
message in question is merely being used by the task or is a predecessor. If it is a predecessor.
DISPIN clears the multiple-mesage flag as described above. otherwise. it loops back to process
the next message.

When all messages have been processed by I)ISPIN. it proceeds to move the address of the
task being currently serviced into the dispatcher queue. The current dispatclher queue position
pointer is obtained first, anti the task's preamble table pointer which was supplied by the calling
program is put into the dispatcher queue. The number of predecessor locations ENPRZ) is the
reset to the total predecessors for this task. DISPIN supp'ies this information in a register to the
calling program. When DISPIN has posted the task's preamble address into the dispatcher queue.
it returns to the calling program.

c. Dispatcher

The Dispatcher is called from the TC'iP. The Dispatcher transfers control to the task
which resides at the top of the Dispatcher queue and provides the task with a pointer to a list of
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required inp1ut :nes.sage buffers. It also loads the PIT with tile maximuI execution time for the
task immcdiatel.% before transferring control to the task: this enzables the LI-X to monitoi the

task'- time away from the l-\ecutive. The Dispatcher obtains the current location of its queue
that it must sei•ice from a fixed location in PFI memory. It then examines the contents of this
location. If /ero. the LEX has nothing to run. and control is transferred to a background mode
program such as a PL built-in-test routine. If the Dispatcher does find an entry in this lohation.
it saes the entry and the new dispatcher queue position pointer. It then builds a list of message
pointers, to messages that are required by t &k. and provides a list pointer to the task. Finally. it
loads the Pi1 %%ith the execution time (from the task's preamble table), and transfers control to
the task.

d. (hapum .frssage lit erpreter .1lodide

l[he Output Message Interpreter Module (OMRQSTI of the L.X is called by a task when it
needs outpu! mesage service. When tasks generate outputs for other tasks. information about the

,)h.%.ical destination of these output, is not required by the message generating task. OMRQST
obtains logical header 11) information pertaining to the output mnessages generated by the task
trom the task's preamble table, and accordingly tr:insmnits ouitput message over the Local bus. the
(;lobal bus. or both. OMRQST takes no action for messages that are for P1- co-resident tasks
,ther than return control to the task.

The task calls OMRQST when it has a data set ready to output a message. It supplies the

I,,llowmng information to the OMRQST:

Requester task's ID iin the form of the task's preamble pointert

Buffer pointer to the output message buffer

Message ID.

OMRQST then obtains the pointer to the output message list by using the preamble pointer
returned by the task. From the output message list. OMRQST decodes routing information for
the message that needs to be output. Should the task return a message ID of /ero. the O,'JRQST
dcUodes this as being a request to output all message that are generated by the requesting task.

Af!:r identifying the proper destination bus routing. OMRQST determines if the desired
tus interface is available for data output. it' the interface is available, the output message buffer
pointer is sent to that Interface to initiali,e an autonomous output transfer. If the interface is
bus), the address ot the output buffer is posted into a software FIFO output quetue. Then.
dependent upon whether the task had requested the output of a specific message or of all

messages. OMRQST returns or loops back to process any, additional messages for the task that
mnust be output. After OMRQST has completed processing. it returns control to the calling task.

e., .1lessage Tngitsmiiter Modules

i he Message Transmitter Modules (MS(;XMT) (one each for the Local and tile Global
l'usesL, are invoked upon receipt of the output message complete interrupt from the Local and
the (;lobal buses. Two identical MS(;XMT modules are provided to service each of the two
interrupts. Their only difference is the use ol different output message queues and different
minttfaLc 1:0 commands.
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When an output message transfer completes, the interrupt vector which points to tile
mesige transmitter module in the interrupt trap Io.ation of the output complete interrupt is
automatically loaded into the program counter of the PE. The Bus Interrupt Service module is
invoked which then transfers control to MS(;XMT. examines the appropriate outrut queue,
obtains I'. buffer pointer. zeros the location, updates the queue pointer, and outputs the bufftr
pointer :o the appropriate interface. An autonomous output message trnasmission is thus
initiated. At this point MSGXMT returns to the PIE program which was interrupted when the
output message completed.

F. DETAILED GEX PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Global Executive modules will most likely reside in one or two designated PEs of the
DP/M system. The GEX schedules time-dependent subfunctions in the DP/M system. The GEX
generates a "go" message to a subfunction when it is time to run that subfunction and other
predecessor conditions have been satisfied.

I. Glooal Executive Data Base and Hardware Usage

As with the LEX control structure, the Global Ex..cltive uses a data base made up of
tables which contain information required to correctly iitiate and control subfunctions that are
scheduled by the GEX and initiate and control "tasks" which reside in thu, GEX PE. Information
pertaining to the active/deactive status of subfunctions, completion messages' subfunction
iteration periods, output messages, predecessor-successor relationships among tasks, etc.. is
contained in these tables. Two data structures are defined for use by the GEX: a subfunction
preamble table and a time-ordered link list.

a. Subfunction Preamble Table

The format of the subfunction preamble tables is identical to the LEX task preamble
tables described previously. Most entries which pertained to a task also pertain to subfunctions in
this discussion The subfunction preamble table format is shown in Figure 147, with the
exception of a pointer to the t :,'s time-ordered list. Task and subfunction preamble iable;
located in the GEX PE have one additional entry: the pointer to the task's time-ordered list.
Tasks or subfunctions which are time-scheduled by the GEX are described by time-ordeied
linked lists in addition to their preamble tables. The pointer that is being discussed in this
paragraph points to this task's time-ordered list. If the task (or subfunction) is not time-

scheduled. this entry is zero.

h. Time-Ordered Linked List

All subfunctions in the I)P:M system which are time-scheduled by the GEX scheduler are
represented by data tables which are elements of a time-ordered linked list (i.e., list entries are
arranged with first low values followed by successively higher values). The words of this data
table (shown in Figure 148). when viewed col,.ctively, contain information necessary to control
the scheduhng ot the time-scheduled subfunctions in the system. Entries in these data tables
include:

(lock Update Task Hag: If this word is non-zero, this data item contain,
information pertaining to the clock-update task. The clock-update task which
is a periodically scheduled GEX module is describlid in a subsequent
paragraph.
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Mode Flag Thsflag, if set. indicates, that this suhfunction requires mode
information (e~'.NARBS. RAD)AR. NAV. etcj. It is used by the mode
chinge detector module of' tile GI:X to post information into tile "go" output
message that is sent by thle GI:X to tile subfunction.

PLNAML-S: Thle PFNAML:S word in the timec-ordered linked list is bit-oriented. E~ach
hit (right to left) represents the number of the PI- U to 1 6) in which the
starting node or node% of thle subfun-tion is 1heated. While tile PUNAMES
%%ord B~ presently -,hown as one %%ord. mu'tiple words can he used. dependingj
upon actual system requirement%.

Conipleted Flag: The completed flag is a dN namie entry in thle time-ordered list, It is
set to indicate one of' three tonditions: I I)thle subfunction associated with
the table completed successful]% prc~iously. (2) the suhfunction associated
with this tabhle did not complete. 13) the subfunction associated with this table
has becen deactivited.

A. thijted Flag: Thle activated flag is a dlý namnic entry in the tinie-ordered list. It is
set to logic *I-' when a subfunL lion is considered -active- and eligible for
heing sent a -go- message by the GI:X.

Preinmble Pointer: The pr.-ainble poinivr is a static enitry in tb. tahle. It points to
thle preamble table associated willh this sublfilnction.

Ik-lta Time: Thle lWlta Time is a static entro in thle timie-ordered table. lVelta Time
indicates thle iteration period of this- subt unctionl.

Time Ulhen Run: This entr% is d% namic. When it is timec for a subtunction to run.
the ncxt time at u liich this suhilfunction must run must be determnined. The

tiewhen run"* entry shill be updtcitd to tills next time and the
timie-ordered linked list is reordered with thle new %alue of the time when run
entr%.

Pointer to Output NMessige Packet - Ihis %%ord is i pointer ito a message packet %% hictm
c onrta ins thle jii ntm t ion inftormat ion for this subhfunction. 1lie packet
constitutes tile "go- inesjgic that is sent bythle GI to an eiil
timec-dependent s~ilt Lill%. t loll.

Pointer to l-oruirdl 1 lement- Thris workd polints to tw K ex ICes (in timefv cerleent
in thle time-ordered linked list.

Tilhle 32 urninari/cs the funct,wiial descriptuion tfor edihi %iili in thle time-ordered list.

The kii o nction prearnimhle .h ic and I m. -ordered liniked list arc tilie mnccliamsisn used to
I~o~ii id s heine of *-ntrali/cd. tighthly oulpled s\ stein Lolitrlol at a globil leoel. The
Pin-rtce link list provides a ilean's to" ensuire peri di, suihf tinctions aire 'scheduled from a

)monmon iLentral timing source. lnterdepei. leic\ ining %mu uh sumhti unctuions is ensuired hy
)ontrolhing the relit ine tlilies (to each othier) it iht hesc. stiihtu~timu ns are schickduled from ti le

F.ltliure Pormnh ltrlliiiier (I'l i. IUiml Ili-. heeni describled in t kc discussion of thle

LIA. as ai 11otentmwi error-detecting nleL hanisin ito ensure t hit *ipplicatiion ;progranlis are completed
onl littne. is us~ed ill thle (if X to deri~ e thle t iming ilt orniat ion on %hItli hilt~e GI X scheduling
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algorithin works. A software clock is maintained in conjunction with the GLX timer. Whenever a
PIT interrupt occurs indicating that it is time for a subfunction to run, this software clock is
',pdated to show the most recent time in the future at which the next subfunction will be
schcduled by the GEX. Since the tinme rela:ionship among subfunctions and their periodicity is
predetermined for an avionics environment, a map can be constructed and input z.s a data base
of a time-ordcred linked lists to the GEX at system initialization. This map shows the relative
tine of start of each subfunction and its periodicity. The GEX scheduling algorithm continually
tupdates th;% map during system operation. It in effect simulates synchronized hardware in that it
always tries to schedule all subfunctions that appear in the time map. Overhead is greatly
reduced by sending "go" or schedule messages only to subfunctions that are active during a
mission phase.

When the system is initialized (see Subsection VII.J), the GEX scheduling algorithm is
given control by the initialization program. As stated previously, it tries to schedule all the
time-dependent subfunctions that havy b)een defined in the time-ordered linked list, but sends go
messages only to those that have been set active by the process constructor at system definition
time. For example, the pilot console application program could be among those set active at
initialization. This program could in turn set up other active subfunctions and the Global
Executive will then send out more "go" messages to activate subfunctions as instructed by the
pilot. Alteruatively. subfunctions can in turn activate other subfunctions. The succeeding
paragraphs describe each GEX module in detail.

TABLE 32. GEX TIME-ORDERED LINKED LIST ENTRY DESCRIPTION

Table Entry Descriptor

Clock update task flag Ibis flag if set indicates that this list is for the clock
update task which is run periodically to reset the
software clock, and time when run for each subfunction

Mode flag Indicates that this subfunction requires mode type
infirnmation

Completed flag Indicates that this subfunction completed previously

Activated flag Indicates that this subfunction is active and eligible
for scheduling

Pr-amble pointer Pointer to 'reamble for this subfunction

Delta time Iteration period for the subfunction

Time when run Time at which this subfunction must run

Pointer to output Message packet which must he output to initiate this
message packet subfunction

Pointer to forward Points to next list entry in time-ordered linked list
element
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The GFX Is comiposed of tile ilolowi.it module%:

Scheduler

(lock Update task

L.EX ltii•ctions as.ociated with the (;l1X PI"

Message O(utpLul Module

Act ivate'/Deactivate Monitor

(ompletion Status Monitor

Mode (lian•e lDetector Module

2. Scheduler tGEXS(*IIEI))

The GIEX Scheduler is in~okL'l by anl interrupt trom the Prt, :ranm|able Interval rinier. The

GEX scheduling algorithm is dependent on time-ordered linked list which has been described in a
previous paragraph. The flow graph diagrain of the Scheduler is shown in Figure 141). As soon as
GFXSC.IIED is entered, the PIT is loaded with a large value so the time spent in the GI:XSCIIIID
can be measured.

The Scheduler fetches the pointer to the first element of the timie-ordered list of
subfunction activation times. it then exanmines the first word of this initial element. If the word
is non-/ero. thie subfun;ction which must he s•heduled is the clock update task and control is
transferred to thifs module of the GI'X. It' the firs.l word is /cro. the program checks whether the
subfunction that must be scheduled had completed successfully the last time it ran. or if thle
subfunution has been anorted for some reason. In the formner case, the program branches to an
error routine and in the latter cas., the program bypasses several other checks and proceeds to
update the tilme-ordered list.

The program next examines the word which specifies whether the subl'unction is active. If
the subfuinction is inactive. the program agai,! bypasses several other checks and proceeds to
update the: time-ordered list. Otherwis... tile pi,,grain obtains a pointer to the subfunc.tion

preamble pointer from the suhlfunction's time-ordered element. and determiniies if all the
subfunction's other predecessor conditions have been satisfied. If all their conditions have been
satisfied, GIFXSCIIII) requests that a -go- message be output over the Global bus to the PL- in
which this initial task of the suhtfmnctimon resides. If the subfunction had any input messages.

GFXS(III I) request. the IAX scheduler service module. If tile suhfunction is being scheduled
for the first time and has dependewn sulhunctions. GI'XSCIII I) activates tlhL.ese dependent
subfunctions also. Thite next CI.XS(*'IiI.) Iask is to updale tile run time of the subftlnction which
was just scheduled and reorder its table within the limne-ordered list. After the time-ordered list
has been updated, the time to run is obtained froni the elemei•t of the subfun.tion which is now
at the top of the time-ordered list. Th•e clock is updated to reflect this new value. Thus. the
clock contains the time at which the next suilifunction shall run. The program then reads the PIT
and determines how much real time it has consumed. The net time remaining to [lhe scheduling
),f the next subluntiton is ditermined and if the result is positive the PIT is loaded with this

valuc. The program now restorcs the original state of the PI: and returns to the program location
which the PIT interrupted.
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If the scheduler determines that the time to schedule a subfunction has passed, it notes
the "slippage" and generates an interrupt by forcing the PIT to a zero value immediately
(causing an interiupt) so that a "go" message can be generated as soon as possible. The program
also supplies the "slippage" information to the suhfunction with the "go" message. In this case,
the G!FXS('Iil-) shall go through all the processes described above, until it can restore the
original state of the Pi-. and then return to the program location which was interrupted as
des•ribed above.

3. Clock Update Task

The (lock UpJate Task is time-scheduled by the GEX at a given period. To prevent an
overflow front occurring, the clock update task is responsible for devaluing the time-to-run
software clocks associated with each one of the time-ordered list elements. The count of the

total number of time-ordered list elements is obtained, and a constant value is subtracted from
each one of the run time software clocks associated with each list element. The software clock
which I,• Ilaitai:led by tile schedu'.-r is also devalued in tile .same manner. When these duties aret

completed. the (lock Update Task returns control to the scheduler, and the scheduler proceeds
with updating the time-ordered list.

4. LEX Routines in GEX

The LEX in the Global Executive PE performs all functions that have been assigned to the
LEX in the DPIM system. In particular. the LEX is responsible for scheduling the two GEX
modules: Activate/Deactivate (subfunction) Monitor and the Completion Status Monitor.
Messages coming in to the Global Executive, and for the activate/deactivate and completion
status tasks are recognized by the LEX Bus Interrupt Service module., The LEX establishes the
correlation between these incoming messages and the recipient GEX modules and, should their
predecessor c-inditions be satisfied. the LEX schedules these GEX modules in the same way as
application tasks.

5. Message Output Module

The Message Output Module in the GEX is responsible for transmitting messages over the
Global bus. The module is similar to the Output Message Interpreter Module of the LEX.
However. since most GEX messages are transmitted over the global communication bus, it is
more efficient to define and implement a special module by eliminating unnecessary local bus
interface program code.

Any GEX module which requires message output service calls the Message Output Module
with the pointer to the message which must be output. The Message Output Module checks to
see if the Global bus interface is busy. If it is. it posts the pointer to the output message into a
software FIFO eueue which is examined by the Message Transmitter when an output completes
its bus transfer. If the interface is idle. the Message Output Module initiates an autonomous
transfer over the Global bus, and returns control to the calling GEX module.

6. Activate/Deactivate Monitor

The Activate/Deactivate (subfunction) Monitor is scheduled (put into the dispatcher
queue) by the LEX. when an activate/deactivate subfunction message is received over the Global
bus from a system decision-making entity such as the pilot or a master subfunction. From the
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data base available to it, the [LEX determines that the recipient of the activate/deactivate message
is an activate/deactivate module (task). The LI:X decrements the modules predecessor count until
it goes to zero and thus, the LEX can schedule this "task."

When the Activate/Deactivate Monitor is given control by the LLX, tl'e pointer to the
input buffer list is provided by the LEX to the "task." The first three data words of the
input-message contains the activate subfunction information and the next three words contain
deactivate information. Each bit in these words corresponds to a system subfuncuon. A bit that
is set implies the subfunction is to be activated!deactivated, while a bit that is a zero represeni., a
noneffected function. The task examinc, the first data word from the buffer, and itf the task
determines that the first data word is zero. it then examines the next word. If the data word is

not zero. the task examines each bit in the data word and. hence. determines which subfunction
needs to be activated.

When it has made the determination of which subfunctions are to be activated, it obtains a
pointer to this subfunction's preamble from a table. It then uses the preamble to obtain a
pointer to the subfunction's scheduler time-ordered list. The program then sets the active flag in
the corresponding element in the time ordered list. When this GEX module has serviced all three
"activate" words, it begins servicing the three "deactivate" words in the same manner. It
examines each bit, associates a subfunction with each deactivate bit set in the data word, and
sets the deactivate flag in the subfunction element in the time-ordered list. When it has
completed its processing. the Activate,'Deactivate Monitor retuins control to the TCEP of the
LEX scheduler.

This capability to activate/deactivate sets of subfunctions with one Executive routine
provides a method of controlling groups of subfunctions. Note this activation/deactivation
provides an orderly way of altering the system state since only the GEX scheduler is allowed to
initiate subfunctions. All subfunctions not specifically addressed by the activate,'deactivate
command remain in their present state (i.e.. activate functions remain active and inactive

functions remain dormantI.

7. Completion Status Monitor

The Completion Status Monitor module of the GEX is scheduled (put into the dispatcher
queue) by the LEX. when a subfunnction complete message is received in the Global Executive
PE. When the LEX recognizes the input message. it correlates it to the completion status
monitor "task" which it then schedules. The incoming message contains a pointer to an entry in
the completing subfunction's preamble table. When the LEX transfers control to the Completion
Status Monitor nidule. it supplies a pointer to the input message buffer pointer list. The
Completion Status Monitor uses this information to obtain the completing subfunctions preamble
pointer in the GEX PF. Using the subfunction rreamble pointer, the Completion Status Monitor
obtains the subfunction's element in the time-ordered list and sets the completion status bit.

Status Monitor has completed when it returns control to the TCEP of the LEX scheduler
in the GEX PE.

8. Mode Change Detector

The Mode Change Detector module of the GEX is scheduled (put into the dispatcher
queue) by the LEX. when a mode change message is received in the Global Executive PE. When
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the LEX recognizes the input message. it correlates it to the Mode ('Ch.ge Detector "task"
which it then schedules. The incoming message contains mode type information for the aircraft
m.ission. A mode change is associated with a state change in certain suhbfunctions in the systemn.,
For example, a primary sensing device can be determined to be faulty and the subfunction must
,:hange its operating mode to use data from an alternate device. This mode change action is
eol,.valent to altering the flow (i.e., branch successors) of the subfunction lattice without
impacting the GEX scheduling pattern. When the LEX transfers control to this module, it passes
a pointer to the incoming me.sage buffer pointer list to the module. The Mode Change Detector
module scans the subfunctions of the time-ordered list that require mode type information. It
then obtains the "go" output message pointer for such elements and inserts the mode type
information into the output message. The Mode Change Detector module returns control to the
TCEP of the LEX scheduler.

G. SAMPLE ILLUSTRATION OF LEX, GEX OPERATION

To illustrate the operational relationship between the GEX and LEX. an example is
presented based upon a simple configuration of avionics subfunctions. Figure 150 is a
directed-graph representation of a hypothetical avionics sabfunction to be used in this example.
The subfinction will be assigned to each of two PEs in two PE Affinity Groups. The other
Affinity Group in this s>stem will control the pilot's console. The system consists of three
Affinity Groups. with one. two, and one PE-, per Affinity Group. respectively. The Global
Executive is resident in one PE. the Local Executive is resident in each of the other three PEs.
The avionics suit 'unction identified by the directed graph in Figure 151 is in AG2. A pilot's
console interpretive program is in AG3. The relationship among the various executive modules
and tasks is shown in a time line in Figure 152.

At system startup. the GEX tries to time-schedule the function in AG2 and the function
in AGI. Only AG3 had its activate message programmed into the GEX scheduler table, so when
AG3 is - run, an initiation message is sent to the PE in AG3. and the pilot console interface
program is activated. If the pilot wants the function in AG2 to run. he depresses a button. This
action is interpreted by the pilot'*s console program task in AG3. This task requests that it has a
mcssage to output by calling the Output Message Interpreter Module of its LEX. This message is
then sent over the Global bus and is input by the global bus interface of the GEX PE. The Input
Message Scanner submodule ol the LEX in the GEX PI- finds this message in the GEX Pl-s input

GLOBAL

AGI AG2 AG3 BUS

PILOT
GEX CONSOLE

PE PEt PE2 SUB-

FUNCTION

AG - AFFINITY GROUP - LOCAL BUS

AVIONIC SUB-FUNCTION
ASSIGNED TO THIS AG

Figure 150. Hypothetical DP/M System
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INITIATE MESSAGE FROM GEX ON GLOBAL BUS

FE2 •PEI

j •*SUB-FUNCTION ASSIGNED TO AG2
*NODES A.C.D.G AFSIGNED TO FEI OF

E AG2

I

t -NODES B,EF ASSIGNED TO PE2 OF
I AG2

F

Figure 151. Hypothetical Directed Graph of Subfunction in Affinity Group 2 (AG2I

queute. and decrements the predecessor count o( the recipient suhtftnction (i.e.. for the
subfunction in AG21 in the GEX PE. When it is time to again schedule subfunction AG2. the
GEX Scheduler finds the subfunction active and generates an initiate message for the subfunction
in A62 over the Global buts. The interface hardware in PEI1 will recognize this message by
associative matching. the message ID will be posted into the inlput queuCe by hardware. and thle
message will be rouited to an appropriate buffer. When the Input Message Scanner suibmodtile of
the scheduler finds that the input message just received is a predecessor for the task A in thle
task's preamble table, it decrements the predecessor count and moves A to the dispatcher table
because its predecessor count is nuw zero. The Input Message Scanner wvill look again into the
input queue and find it empty. so it will transfer control to the Dispatcher. The IDispatcher will
find that task A is at the top-most entry in the task-ready queiue andi transfer control to it.

When task A runs. it generates two sets ot messages: one for task C which is resident and
thle other for task Bl in lPl2. Suppose A generate% a message for B first. Then it will call the
Output Message Interpreter Module. which will determnine that this mlessage is for a
non-co-resident task and is to be sent onl the L~ocal bus. It therefore posts anl outpuit request in
the output message queuie and simutlates an output miessage complete interrupt, so the Message
Tran.,mitter Module can initiate the message transfer and return to A. The LEX in PE2
recogni/es thle message. finds that it is predecessor to task B. andi decremnents B's predecessor
count. It f'inds that it is /cmo and the process is repeated as dlescribied for task A above.

When task A generates a message for task C~. it onice again calls thle Output Message
Interpreter Module. Thle latter determiines that tlie miessage is for a co-resident task andi simply
returns control to task A (which has not yet completei6). When A completes. it returns ito thle
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LEX Scheduler at its task completion entry point. The Successor Scanner looks at .s preamble,
finds A's successors (viz., n C' c mets tw s predecestsr counts it finds that it is zero, so it
moves C to the Dispatcher table. The input message scanner then looks to see if any input
messages have come over the bus. It finds that the bus input queue is zero, so it transfers control
to the Dispatcher. The Dispatcher transfers control to task C. Tasks D. E. Fi and G are scheduled
similarly. Note that node A was the only one that was time-scheduled. Control passed to the
other nodes as their predecessor relationships were satisfied.

A special section of code which indicates "tend of subfunction" is appended to the last
node (viz.. G). Thus, when G completes, it will generate this special message. The LEX scheduler
wilt determine from the preamble table that this is a non-co-resident message for the Global bus,
and .afls the Output Message Interpreter. which then will direct the Message Transmitter to send
out this message., The Global Executive will receive this message and examine if the subfunction
completed its allocated time. When the subfunction in AG2 is to run again. the GEX will check

if it is still active and the cycle will repeat.

H. SYSTEM OPERATION CONSIDERATIONS/OBSERVATIONS

This subsection discusses certain key areas that were considered in the design of the
various DP!M Executive modules. Most all areas that were deemed critical to the satisfactory
operation of the system were implemented in the actual design of the execute modules. Other
areas were analyzed in terms of their effects on the baseline executive design. and it was
determined that many of the probable DP/M processing activities can be accommodated with the
baseline executive. Some of the pertinent observations during and after the functional design are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

The concept of localized dedicated processing adopted for the DP!M system allowed for
much simplification of Local Executive code. The dedication of PEs to subfunctions or of a
number of subfunctions of equal scheduling priority eliminates the need for implementing a
pre-emptive scheduler in the Local Executive design. Thus. in the normal operating mode, all
application programs are allowed to process to comrletion. Application programs would be
interrupted only upon the occurrence of high-priority error detection/recovery events. The
dedicated processing concept also allowed that the responsibility of !,'O handling be assigned to
an application program responsible for processing data from that I/O. rather than to the
Executive. thus, I/O processing would proceed on a demand/response basis at an iteration rate
determined by the service requirements of that particular sensor/actuator. If the 1/0 device had
interrupt response requirements, the application program would have an 1/O interrupt service
module incorporated within it to service the 1/0. The logic behind this scheme of
implementation is that the results generated by the applic; tion program servicing such 1,0 are
dependent upon the data input/outpuLt to (from) the 1/O device. If such interrupts are periodic
and predictable. the application program can be scheduled periodically to service the I/O
interrupts when they occur. I/O devices with asynchronoas interrupts can be serviced in ith
following manner., The application program which is responsible for servicing this type of 1/O
would be scheduled by the GEX. at system startup. A module (routinel of this application
program would be the 1/O interrupt!device-turn-on-monitor module, and would be sufficient to
service I/O interrupts from the device. A chain of events could then be based on the deslce
input. For example. such an application task could asynchronously generate output data for
other tasks by calling the LEX and, in response. receive input data. The entire operation can he
described by a lattice (directed-graph) structure. The PIT which is used by the LEX to monitor
an application program's time away from the Executive can be used in this case to periodically
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quier) the staus of thle application% program which is, constantly monitoring thle I110 device for
which it is cogni/ailt for incoi~niig interruptls.

I he other area Muich required close esamiinatison %%,I- the processing of ilessages Incoming
omer tihe data [)uses. Thie area ofl concern was to miaintain lthe integrity of' inicoming data tin anl
enmironment %%here data could and would he generated at a faster rate thtan at which it is used.
The anal> sis of thil, problem suiggested tile following solution. Ani application program which uses
data it a ratte slo~ser thin at which it Is, generated b) somec other task call use the latest copy of

suhdata. prosided the -latest" cop) contained a set of' data Lill generated at thle same time. InI
outer words, care would have to lie taken it.) gne to ani application progiarn a set of' data which
was complete and not being omerwritten at thle timie control %%as passed to thle application
pro&Tami. rhe logic for Implementing this safteguard has been designed into the D)P MI Executive
sot tMare and i% described in detail tin the description of the bus miessage input modules.

Ani area that %%.I, anaki/ed but nota iiiplemented Into the e\ecti~tIW code wus lthe capability
to re-reqLiC-St data. It WJ% concluded tliat tii .in a'jioics environment %%here most all subtUnctions
are periodic, the elapsed ltime between the receipt of' bad data and the next ltime this data will
lie generated being based on the iteration period of both sen~ling and recipient tasks, little would
be gained b\re-requesting data. ilomoei. it is, a %alid contenition that thle [secumie software be

support this requirement. A sending task %~ould he requ~ired to keep a copy ot* the data generated
h% It. until new data is generated. An E~ecuti~e "task" coulu then he designed that would be
given control by the LL.X when thle re-request mnessage was received. This Lxecutive -task" could
then obtain and put the requ~ired data set address into the output queiLLe and preempt processing
in the P1- to the e\tent of enabling anl as> nchronous output transfer of data.

In thle preulous discus-sion, it ha.-, been stited that lthe Scheduler module of thle G;lobal
E~ecutie schedules time-d~ependent subf'unctions in the D)P \1 s~stem when it is, timne for them

to run. and other predecessor condition-, Nsich as the activated %tatus of' tlte subfunction, the
paist completion of' the suhiunction. etc.) 1 he been satisfied. It was also stated that tasks are
scheduled b) thle Local 1:xecutitve (m> -:. hen their predecessor requirements are satisfied. Thle
LEX scheduling function does not hlate a ltile dependenc\. per se. This eCecurIIIe control
approach would seern to work well in anl avionics enivironmilent tin -;hich all suhfunctions have a
relati'.e time-to-run relationship amnong them. This requires that, when any subfuniction is active.
it shall be required to run in a fix~ed ltime slot relati~e to thle ltime to run ot somne othe-
suhifunction in thle s\stern whether thle latter subf'unction is active or inactmvc. The above
relationship was thle b;asis fo(r thle design of the scheduling algorithm of' the GI X. The CGLA
scheduler tries to schedule ai sithf unction when it is time for that suibtunction to run. OnI> other
predecessor conflitions olflt subtunci ion that may, not lie %atmsf'ied at thisl ltile Ieg.the
stihluns~ion ma\ lie inactivvi present [lhe GI.X scheduler front sending a "go" message to the
subfuijtiuon.

h'bre may bie. in an avioiiics A)1ftjre enmironmnent howe~cr. certain subf'unctmions which
eno I.,, relationship whatever with an> ofther sumbiftnctiomi. Such subfimfnctions may become

~'i:. se of tile occurrence of a certain ci~ent and become inactive whten that e~ent is past.
A *:tIon iglit well be asked \%hether the executive software control stmas, described
VNrVIOulsly will he able to handle this t>pe of' sublunctionfos. Note that LU X scheduling is
entirely predecessor-driven. Suppose that a certain subf'unction which does not have a need to)
run is dormant. also suppose that this sub I unct ion does not have a representattise element in) thle
GEX scheduler's time-ordered list and. therefore. cannot be tueshdldfrom lthe (1 X. Now.
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an event occurs in the DP/M system that generates a set of data and the subfunction that has a
requirement for this data is the dormant subfunction. If the subfunction is not collocated with
the set of data. the P" associated with the data-generating event could use its LEX to transfer
the data over the Local or Global communication bus, depending on the connectivity of the
sending and receiving PEs to the logically addressed PE containing the dormant subfunction. The
receipt ol this data would then generate a message complete interrupt: the appropriate LEX
module would be called, which would provide the correlation between the incoming data and the
dormant subfunction, and decrement the subfunction's predecessor count. Assuming that this
count goes to icro. the dormant subfunction becomes active. The task preamble can be
structured in the PE so that such subfunctions are self-sustaining. In other words, tile
subfunction could be made its own predecessor. by merely indicating appropriate relationships in
the preamble tables. The preamble tables can also be used in a similar manner to structure
"*control" tasks around the basicý LEX defined in this specification to build a relationship among
subfunctions that are related to each other but are not time-dependent. PEs having such
subfunctions would still participate in bus control and respond to GEX control messages.
Subfunctions could talk to each other and pass messages between each other. the only difference
being they receive no time-dependent -go" message from the GEX scheduler. Monitor
responsibility for all subfunctions in this subgroup would be decentralized from the GEX,
possibly to one of the PE. in the subgroup.

An interesting application of this concept would be the activation of a dormant
subfunction in a PE when an infrequent stimulus arrives from the sensor for which it is
responsible. As discussed in the above paragraph. a "control" task could be defined in that PE
which would be activated when the sensor I/O interrupt occurred. This control "task" would
subsequently exit to the LEX and. depending upon the lattice structure defined for thesubfunction. a series of activities could be initiated as a result of this action.

The Executive software. as designed for the DP!M system, is therefore quite flexible. By
its very nature of being table-driven, it provides separation of system logic and application
software modules. Not only can modifications and additions be made to application software
modules. but the capabilities of the Executive can be expanded to perform a multitude of
functions by defining "control" tasks. This is demonstrated in the design of several modules of
the DP!M GEX. and in the suggested nature of various possible Executive software
configurations. as discussed in this section.

In conclusion, the executive design is flexible enough to provide for modular addition
without requiring extensive baseline design changes. Just as in the case of relative speed/
flexibility tradeoffs between micro-programmed and hard-wired computers. a similar analogy can
be drawn for the DP'M baseline executive design. The indications from design analysis/simulation
have shown that the overhead contributed by the table-driven Executive should be minimal and
that the proposed Executive is capable of meeting the real-time requirements of the DP/M
systeml.

I. SIMULATION MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Part of the DP!M executive design effort was the development of simulation models of
various executive routines in FORTRAN ai .1 PE assembly languages. Subsection VII.D. 12 of the
DP/M Functional Simulation section described the event models that were incorporated into the

System Network Simulator. These motdels were used in the Process Construction case study
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described in Subsection IX.lt. Additional FORTRAN models were developed to check logic used
in different executive routines.

Tile development of certain LEX and GEX assembly language routines was undertaken to
determine approximate timing and memory requirements for differert executive functions. A
sumnmary of these routines and their respective instruction and memory requirements is found in
Table 33. Timing equations such as the one described in Figure 1 53 were formed and used in the
execution-time calculations of the FORTRAN System Network Simulator models.

TABLE 33. ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Number of Number of
lnstructions Memory Words

GIX SlIEI) (GLX Scheduler s5 101

RU LOCK (lock Update Task 15 I Ni

OMESS Output Message Interpretor 54 72
BISVC Bus Interrupt Service II I ,

.ISGXITG Bus Mesage Transndiier 27 37

T(lP Task (ontrol I'tr% Point If 15

B.CODI Branch Successor Scanner 8 h

(GLX DISP Scheduler Service Module 1, I0(X)
SSCODE Successor Scanner Mlodule 12 12

I.MSGCODL Input Message Scanner Nfodulc 71 90

DISP'ODE Dispatcher 2S 38

ACTDA(T GEX Activate'Deactivate .Moniitolr 32 40

(OMPSTS I.I.X (ompletion Statm, Momitor II 13

The effort associated with assctntbl. language Loditg of ke executive modules provided a
good insight into the adequacy of thle l)P M instruction %et. lhe extended short format
instructions were frequently used and provided good savings in exetLtion times and storage
space. The autoincrement instriLtion and the increment and branti.h on icro instruttion together
served as an excellent tool in the efficicnt scanning of tables whose first word contained the
count of tile number of entries tn the twhc. hltcrestngli entoutgh. imost of the executive tables
have this format and the instructions were put to good use The direct indexed featurc was also
%er) useful in accessing data found at different indexecd locations off a coiuillil base.

Particularly useful instructions that were identlified inchludt.. the move alnd autoincrenment.
the test. set. and clear bit. and the push and pop multiple inslructions. Pie mmon e and

autoincrement with the amailable instruction modift¢.tlions was used lor meinor% -to-inemnor' data

transfers, moving the contents of' one table to another. initiahiing tables. etc. Fihe bit
instructions can be used for testing. clearing, and setting flags These instruction% help conserve
memnory space and execution time. since flags could be comnpressed in %kilh data words and an
elahorate logical mask and set/clear operation would not be required. The push and pop multiple
instructions provided a quick efficient means o1 saving restoring registers for subroutine and
interrupt processing.
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where

x- 0 if subfunction is not running the very first time this segment

X2 0 if subfunction h is no dependent subfunction

x3 0 if dependent subfunction is not in time-ordered list

x4 0 if time ordering is not required

x, 0 if schedulitj has not slipped

nj number of dependent subfunctions

n2 number of moves required to time-order suhfunction element

Note: The execution time of the GEX scheduler is dependent upon a number of parameters:

(11 Is subfunction being scheduled for the first time in segment?

(2) Do any dependent subfunctions exist?

(3) Is the dependent subfunction in time-ordered hst?

(4i Total number of dependent subfunctions.

(5) Time-ordering required?

(6) How many moves to time order'

(7) Any scheduling slippage7

Further timing information is found in the DP/M Executive functional specification.

Figure I S3. GEX Scheduler riming Equations

J. SYSTEM INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE

System intiali/ation was considered a part of the investigation into types ol DP'M system
operation. It was important to consider the detailed aspects of s) temn initialization requirements
during the system component design to ensure that the initiali/ation procedure is supported and
facilitated by the individual functional system hardware design. The following paragraphs
describe one suggested method of providing a cold-start initiali/ation for a variety of network
configurations. as well as for systems that have variable memory mixes. i.e.. ROM or RAM data
and program memory, etc. Functionally, the initialization procedure allows the loadilng of the
read/write memory space of all Pl-s in a given system configuration froin a mass memory unit
(-program-loader") which has a direct I/0 connection to the Global l:\ecutive P-. Lach PF is
provided with a minimal amount oi hard-wired control to accomplish the system-initialization
procedure.
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The 1)11!N w telin allows dala inputs/loutputs locally to cachi Pl over in~dividually dedicated
1,,' channels. and data transfers amiong N-s o~cr either the (ilobal or Local 5ises. depending
Upon the topological connectivity ol' the system The later scheme ot data input is implemented
by aj hardware sottware procedtire of input miessage recognit ion and selection using the %lessage
Itdentiq Associative Match Mal) NiIAkIMI described in Section III ot this report. This% samie
scheme of, data Input is uised to load programus into cacti III at system initialii/aion. However.
sincee the semiconductor mnemory of' cacti III can come up in an indeterminate state at power upl.
a melans must bie provided to initiahi/e the MIAMNI region of memory to allow proper message
recognition-selection procedure in response to sienii idnti n c o essages. A candidate
niet hod is described in lthe follo wing pai agra lis%

Shnptater I% aple toteD1%IW se ada ee signal provided to eachi Pi by tlei

Individu l I% obal bu ppis interco tput datd s ae-ctons dIsrolled vcoigo*teIEt O

containing a bus II initerah/a e bs positijponrand lient crregsters ign an inde brminaste state r
DP %I Bu (jintocanown sand . In thisi~ deenon dslt.alpormabled.nbe'i~be u

inertc ponero upr ahP s~co~dt n eginser eienli inturut oeu iald ieprilstruti ons throm~e asR

bootinetra progrisaium. F is:P allemIII- limuae cd o hsbosrpi hw nFgr 4
hit ~ ~ ~ [I patenternsrtd fsan e inputi dessage match enccabled inoteMINN i ahPI.Ti

will o Glenable eah P% ito rleoguiput nd ipt sethen d~itwawboosrp rga addagot
tha Iare useuetly adteressed [).pstio all l' .T ent R progitrsm in all Pindethermnattt

B2litiahe (Ithis interrd ~upts tra lotcation to he AM ddes no hchteotwr

2. RMbootstrap program stoh lae

AtD poitiali the. cautoollous 10toe dta trnd ferin xchatnnel insCtrapton lromatn tOMth

itpa beer nnis ngete eecInutio addessag omathe programwhich in to bh e loM i aded fro maiss

tha ar? silmemorny into the to llX IlP .TeRM1rgani alP.te

(41 Actiate the AT(br m assag recived"r interput

one P1:.thaies this: hc intruts coapnecatiod to the RM as dressmirto whirciv thle systwaem
inilili~aton tta program iro the mas loaedo~ hndt rnfri opee h T nerp

43se )ta to itias tehred memrlocnt ation traisfe l cation, l which was p prvocslyionitiaio toe
theegnnn extarting addresis of the tr-i program whihustt b loaded from massmmr)vcor h It
this meor stntio drs. the GF X P1:i o ne rga oto-adsse rga odn a
b 4ecivtsthgin.rms rcnryhpi
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Figure 155. Software Bootstrap Procedure Code

(;1.X then request% the first program from the mass memory. This program has a message header
so that it is appropriately recogni/ed by the cognizant PE. When the program transmission is
complete, the GIX PE waits for the PE that was just loaded to return status. This status
includes the results of the diagnostic" test that was previously run and whether or not the

program was completed by the PL without any error. After the PF has sent its status to the
Gl.X. it disbles it output section. load% it-. bJs position and length registers to appropriate
values for suLbseq(uent system synchroni/ation (as directed in previous bus message
communicitionf). and goes idle. The (;I:X now requests the next program from the mass
memory and routes it appropriately. This same procedure is repeated until all PEs in the DP/M
system have been loaded Aith their respectie applications programis) and data base(s).

5. System Synchroni/ation

After the programs hae becn successfully loaded into each PL. a *system synchronization
pending" mensage is broadcast to all PI %. This mscsage signals all Pl-s to enable their bus activity
watch-dog timer% and their output interlaces. The state of the bus position and length registers
will have been previously set up bv toft•are. such that the (['X will output the first sync pulst
(message snc signal) on the Global has. As this signal propagates to all PL's. the system will be
pt.iled into %ynchroni/ation a% each successive Pi:*s bus positiop counter gets decremented to
zero and reset to the bus length. A similar scher.c synchronizes all Local buses in the system
with one PI- in each Affinity (;roup given the responsibility of making Local bus synchron-
ization. At this stage. the system is in a fully initiali/ed state and is ready to begin actual mission
processing.
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K. SUMMARY OF DP/M EXECUTIVE STRUCTURE

Reiterating stat lements naiad earlier. t he goal of tihe DI)IA I I %eutj s~ t ructunre design was

to 11Th %t igate Ilite requirinew rentlecc%s.tr for establishi ng %upervisory (ontrol and thit.a trans~fers
bet ~cen m~ onit-'I' mthmi o lol asks in a net work of III s. I'l'w directed-graph predecessor-%LiCCO%%or
relationships e~tablished a toneenin %%. 01f repi cwnt ing appikation ta%ks for processinig by

execut pe routl.. Inel e Ilse of %ct% of predecessor condtidtons (e.g., titter-['[ bus mlessages) form
thle totlinld. lion oll lot.11 hdeduling ad c tmies. 1he in:.)rrporat ion of' fill,. schetdling data into a

com'minm table strii lure resulted in lithe specifitation of' a simple % et adequate: Lont rol schelici
that 11% aIdiatable ito ,nultip1le-l'I - ont Igurat' loll-..1 lite mlodiule', tidenift j I for lthe 1. X provide lthe
netce%sar% control and nieic-age proce%,%ilig for tkwithinn a PI . he I ' dempie i% independent
of oweraII % ýtci control %dhicme% ind tani support ýitlher (lhe t~ligti) cou,ied or lot)%el -dimpled
phIuo%o.pli% of operatin lithe ust: of prdc% o-tcercondittion cat, he used for' directed
.1raillis of tlinctions. subtun.t inons. and tai%k I elat ionh ills. Thi% convention otter% a comenieli
teaim of reprcewtiting mode c hal'es. error re%pon%es. (I ak %c liCtihling.L and %ub11f'ut.1111 ioSChedu hnlg
in anl m~ionlc-% enmtronment. 1lite 61 X design tised these faI eatures offered b% the 1-..X
routines and aIko pros ided a basik set ot total %%%tenl control I N11 tiou. TheCSV ba~ic %1)%teml

operation1% included lttme Nidlitgof SUbt 11h101011%. .iClln llllg and deactikati ug %tilfiunctionls.

and multiple mit LII 11l~lo of subf till, lions based upon a inii ~on mode hlange. The detailed design
of thiese total %ý stein control f nuct ioi is dependent Li pol all evict Net of, %Libfutitci~li%. %ell'orN.

and a detailed specif icationi ot' sNtei operatinug luode-s. '11w design spedificat ion of' tliese global
fulietioun is based Lupon likek 1\ Iles ot oper.il ion and is e\pected to eoleas D)P \1 is applied to
speciftic inussion-proeevoing scecnarios.



SECTION IX

PROCESS CONSTRUCTION STUDY

A. INTRODUCTION

This section investigates the problems associated with the construction of real-tinec
processes for DP, N networks. The main obiective of this work is to forim.late the requirements
f\or a i)PAM process constructor ai:d to outline its high-level design. hoth ol' which are presented
in Subsection IX.('. Summary of Requiremini's. The formulation of requirements and the
detelopment of an approach for 1)Pi1 process construction required investigation of secondary
problems and finding answers to numerous questions related to process construction. For
example. the managerial aspects of" the development of process construction capabilities had to
be examined and various optimi/ation algorithms had to be investigated. A discussion of these
problems appears in Subsection IX.B. Problem Analysis. In addition. :-n actual process
construction exercise was carried out, during which a process model lor a partial *Close Support
Mission" was constructed by means of conlputerized tools developed in the course of' the work
reported here. The objectives of this exercise were not only to demonstrate the current Texas
Instruments approach to and capabilities in )P'M process construction but also to acquLire a
better intuitive understanding. of the related problems. The results of this exercise are described
in Subsection IX.D, Process Construction Case Study. Possible improvements in the process
construction procedure and a suggested future course of action are summarized in
Subsection IX.E. Recommended Future Activity in I)P1Ni Process Construction.

I. Process C'onstruction Problem Statement

Tile development of' computer-based ieal-tinie systems is a challenging task. First. the
system to be created must satisfy the timing constraints stated in the design requirements. Its
programs must interplay in a temporal order such that the logical system constraints remain
satisfied. Furthermore. it must accomplish its mission well. such as controlling a plant.
performing on-line services for some external process. or controlling a set of' sensors and
performing avionic flunctions. Finally. the system must be reliable and dependable. because tile
cost of failure may be catastrophic'.

Difficulties In the development of sol'tware for a real-time computer system typically start
to abound in that phase of work during which individual modules must be combined into a
working system and when testing of the timing and logical constraints begins. This phase is
usually called system integration. ('oncurrencies in a typical rval-time system contribute to the
conceptual difficultieis that its designer faces and make the system integration job more difficult.
The situation becomes even more critical if the syslem structure is high parallel, as in the case of
I)P %I computer networks.

During the last few years. great progress has been made in software engtneering. structured
programming. top-down software de~clopment concepts. program %alidation theory and
techniques. and modeling and simUlation techniques for sol'ttare design purposes: the currently
active research in programming languages fas well as the appearance of languages such as
PASC'AL) is a noteworthy recent development. However. most of these developments have
overlooked that phase of real-time software developncit which is concerned with the
construction of a framework for software to run in real time and to satisfy all its constraints.

Precein ltpage blank
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(icneration of sIich a tratiiewirk is kn ik attitite (lie ptak lit on-,rs )t tel-tamec computer
I tt % "~proces-, contitruction.- On t lie pi enti ontce~t. thle t min -pr ices''' means the

real-tnie %oltitwre, including thle appticatio1% 1%~ \li I-. -.\stein prov~iinis. and all the supporting
data ba"', IeclIed to iitkktf thle solbt % airc run pro per\ fin real time1.) I rherc i t it) univ'ers~ally
i-epltolt ico~pe? %tat ing, wkl! act1i i ae thilt: ý.on%tfuliu n shoulId pre~ iset\ C( mtrr till,,dillet s
'1`01m onh, L~aC 10 AnlOther. G en~eration oit the prounain loading and reail-t inii Co)ntrol data I-. of ten
conti.dered as .1 minlilmum. buit iiian, other ayi%t-\ tit sof Ntware, dewhetpinent and opt anii/.tsum
ji t i~ t(s I-l"I ia e ie~ %0ed I,, beanw proces .%onstru-Mlon .,1i ti~it aes I ýOi e'amnpte. oit inlal st ruct ures
for real-tune pri grainv !nm.\ he genera ted inl order to) mi imi/e the hut tralit. tihet eni thle
rroce%%oi% oft a mutlI i-comptiipter s\%tetn. or thle inenorN pagtng, inl real-time. or the amnount i eost
ot the required ha rd k .re . el t Fuirthterminore. a :ert anitaim wtint iii ;ý cess validt ltioni C.a1 ii e doinc

at pro it.. con%truct it'll t inle. It the wtidan on ol i%%ert ion-% about the sot Iware correo tne%% (or

time thle piograin ts% rttriteti b tile progirammtier and comintimcs t hrough the a~tuat fiemld tes% (it'

evainiptc. crtuin assertioii% atbout tile coriectnes% ot proCess %trueture %ie. iether the struceture
Ndti--t"eC tile t A,11itred %tructttrit con-arainii%. sucht a% tile e\iktecne of a sinigle eiir% poinit for cacti
prot'rail. etc I c:an bie %attddited at vrocce, conii~rtcti4)n time.

Aniothier \%aý oft looking .,t proce%% cons~trutcttoil ts that it tries to maitchi solftkare to
ttardchare or ~itie wr%.. Indi%-idttatcln ieit of the real-ftitne sk.:tidre are produced and tested
b\ proairaninners . pirov%%e coti-truct iou took antd proL edures are used theti to coinbine t hese into

bet ecci pro gratis. iiI notireait-titine % ' ilnpLittnlL. tilie u%ers ~ Interface iiectIiiantins withI thle %y%tenl .

maink o>tctirrin- t hrought I iobl ontrol or terininal I anetiace anid tilie linkinug loader, are the
nonm .tl-tinie :ount erpart ot proct-s%, comistruo tion thley t r\ to pro~~ide tI,. lse ~r's program.
povibt> %%nitt en inl a retatix ek coiu e-ndpnei a\. x\ ithI the lurdxx are and sot tx~are

resoiurce-. needed to eceL ute the proLgraiii

tDurinw th tie t te~t \e~ ars. w rioisi proces, tcon,,itrik own techniqilue% hai, lwben suLcvl util\

c:~iiiixtititial .onjipijtcr airciiieotttre%. %stit Ii -, niittit-lrikcstir or niulti- oniputer ~>%e I-. m1 fairt\
%%el c ut tidr.totiht. V Ile\% t' pes of ~onilter .irchitIect ures. such a% mniror i rn-t iirks. mtie
intrihtu~ d andt be~mnie c, Oiiomtitall Alattr.tLtxe for reat-t ine vompult line. filie pri ct-, cotitructOti
tumict iins tor tient intiut bie neixx k mx e%i igated and esttbhlihed . I or evatnplie. a inicropri ~essor
net mork art. intect tire. in xx hichi inicwbrolTCe~lOrs tcacti %%I itt s owl 11i 0101 iimi 1' areine otetd
thr70i ghi a 11.1. offters IIIJii% Chiallenging probllenin to ttile dceIictie of tile proL e', coi~tritwt toll
SS IenII. iiiainkl heCau',e all I1d~iidh tdaIIro-e%stng H-emnent 1111 ) an ii tit at netxxork I- liket\ ito liax
a xcrx limited CeapJLIt\ . but thle oxerall nvtx\or1.L coeuiner ma\ be J.oniplo-. I ot ceatilple. if
progratin iii the proce Inia% ea-AtI, eC\Cd tile prTOCCSNMan L.tp'A~ t:1. ot .111\ I'rOLC e,1tIg IClenient ill
tile net work Inl NuL1 h a Ist- I urt hertnore. one of t tile f untn totiN Of pruiccN Lon%truct 'ion i% to
decompose the x tolat ing pro gratm Into Ne' cramIl otlitinctit. caL. fiNttt~intlie t iiiiing c' itit rattits
and. accordtn,!i> . to reNtruitI ttre thte Twe hie %%.a\ In wxhicht the It i re as:igniLed to, prccs%N
comnponents tna\ atfedt inot onIk the icat-t tine pet riniiIlatwe ilt ft, i- % tnil e et itnplem it of' thle
real-timei performnance of the % Nstciii or thte mn iipte\t f tittlie ewecuntaxe bilt Am the amlitount of,
tieeded hiardIware and therefore. It% cost. aN soexrai hiardxxare confitgtraittoaiN of different
complexities m~ay bie leasible.
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2. Overliew

The objeLti•es of this section are to:

Analic,' the problems associated with the developnlec:t of process construction
capabilities for a DP N1 computer network

Suininariie tile functional capability and system design requirements for a first
iteration i)P/M process construction system.

[lie problkm analysis. portion of tbis section (i.e.. Subsection IX.B3) discusses two aspects
ol thc process construction capability development. the tunctional aspeo and the system aspect.
l'he rirst Is conceaned with tioe transsoreations anti algorithms needed in sue Itiw process

collstruttlil, lolVile seconld aspect de,,Is with tihe systenm problem-, of piocess constructor

deselopment., or with the process constructor as a systeni which links both the process designer
and a computer into a loop. InI the analysts of system problems. answers are sought to questions
about"

l'he scope. or extent. of process construction functional capa')Ilities

The appropriate level of atutomation for l)P!M process construction

What is the right approach for developing the process constructor. i.e., whether to
d clop a full-capability process construction system at once or to build it up
gradually in several incremental steps.

"The problem analysis portion of Subsection IX.B describes the development methodology
of! which DP N1 process col|struction is to be based. To lay a fou:ndation for disc-'ssion of
process construction. Subsection IX.B starts %lith a review of the assumptions about the DP/M
hardware and software which are relevant to process construction. The objectives of the
functional capability analysis are f ., to characterize the algorithms!procedures that come up in
I)l \1 process construction and (21 to identify the key algorithms/procedures and to describe
t!,'em indetail.

As noted earlier. Subsection IMXC ."uinarizes the functional capability and system design
requiremcnts for a first-generation process construction systemn. called Basic% Process Constructor.
ihiese requirements are stated in stffl'icnt delail also to serve as a high-le~el system design
,pecilication. The heart of tile requirements is the descrip:ion of tile process construction
procedure to be used in thc Biasic Process Constructor. This procedure is to be implemented as a
,.vstein of comnputter programs which communicate amnong themselves through shared data sets.
The main inputts to this procedure are ( lithe computer-independent design of the process and
12 a model of a I)P Ni Proc:ssing Element. The outputs of the procedure define the mapping of

ithe conmputer-independent proces, model into a specific hardware configuration. l)etermination
oh that configuration is a functiou of tile process construction procedure. Furthermore. this
protedure produces I I ) process documentation. (21 the control data which Is needed to simulate
tile process or to run it in real time. and (3) the evaluation data addressed to the piocess
designer. which is to irforim him about the expected real-time load distribution in a DP/NM
network Subsection IX.D decribes a process construction use study which was carried out by
means of' tile computerized tools developed in the .oourse of the work described here. The last
sibscctton. IX.l . presents a critical ev:luation of process construction investigations and suggests
a luitre coturse of action.
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B. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

1. Basic Concepts andi lDctiiitiom%

Hie objective of tile presenlt sul.eCi11 io N to S~immari/e lin one place the concepiN, and
termintology utsed throughout thle diSCUssion of proces-, cons~truction. For that purpose. real-time
processes are discussed briefly,. liten the (instruction ot such processes is defined. and. finally,
ba-sL'ic SS1u m1t1601- made abOUt thle sot Iware and hardware for which real-t ime procvsse-s art: 14) bv
coinstructed are sumiinariied,

RIl-w1 t'4 I1,i mmes)44 iN. I- La ic-tin hu'otmI~are data N\ stein which , onsists of the folliow ing mnawir

(I ) Real-time e u i . ntlndin11± anl 1 0) Itraff con1trol NIIhsNstem

( 2) Ap'plications It C . tinission-tiriented or tactical) programs. which are represented llý

the soil lare dedicated to performi %.irious auionics functions. such as, naig~~'ation1.

t31 A s-tart-upl sub,.% stem) for initialmi/!g thle real-tim1e operations tiflssioli of* thle Li'tire
DW M s~steinl

14! A real-time data base. Lonsist ing of'
(a lDirectorie-,. data set descriptor%, and other data %%hose primary function i,, toI

facilitate iiiana'ement of thle data classes listed uinder h Iil and t ci below

ib I hxecntie c~ontrol tables I to he used h% the real-fline, ewecutivesll

(C) Mission support data Iito be used h% applic'ations prograims)

Si A real-tinie pert ouiance and data collection moniuor

items (3) and ( 5) li-ted ablove aire not Lonsidered it) be vital during, thle initial phase of process
colistru-tion research and de. elopnuent. hence. tilue\ %\ill bie benignly neglected hiere.

PnotN twot1~ru(us 11)Is a nonreal-limue procedure for integrating thle nkmdiidual compoilents
ot a process. identified inl the pre~ediiig pairagraph. into a s%%stem which \%ill \%ork inl real tile
and which. Iin particular. %%ill satisf% thle required real-time and hardthare constraints. Ini thle case
It \11N. process conistruictioni iincludes the following acti~ tie-:

I Ii Amah si% of tile real-timue beha~ moi of inmdidual soft tkare mod ules \\t il regard to
(a) Processor and ineinor% load i 11V. i ndt-l.ing sat isfact ion of' real-tinme constraints.

1)hi olilnimiuniAtio \kith tither software modules and \\ ith thle ouitside %orld.

12 1 flocation of appropriate hard waire resources to process coifpon-ntit I groups of
progra ins) aind thle -i irst-cu t determination of' hardw~are configuration I'\ finding
the needed number of' DI \1 Processing hLlemients (this first determination of'
huard~are u~nifiguration does not dh ide the Processing EHertents into Affinity

l3i G enleration oi thle kontritl framework needed to run the process inl real time b\
producing thle .ontrol portions of the realI-time data bjse aind h\ linkin- loading the
programs and the real-time Jawt hase.
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I hie term -process decomposition in I~IsI%- Wvill be Used to ref'er to thle activitieCs
M. omipssod 11% I tem ! I I above. IHis term is, descriptive. f'or tile iaui fun ictionl of' the process

devoiljtosit tonl anlal% ss u% ito de'terminen whethliu a, giveni decompositijon of' the process i rito
:omponvmn Iwill meet hard ware, and real -timeI constraints. I'lie activities :o-cred by item (2) un.,
hest described b% thle telmis tproixss s ntlesi" oi "process integyratit **' for at this stage
c oust ituient process programs aure combined Into grotipis aund mapped into. or assigned. Processing
1 kinent s. 11wl actni~ties belonging ito t ile third group are remnu nis:ft of* the coIWfltioiiai
prograiii linking aund loading'. H ence. this stage of procvt- const ruct ion of ten will be referred to
as tilie process linkingo loadinug. .ithlougli actuirull% it covers miuchi more than the coinventional
lInking. anid loaudlii. l~or e~amnplc. vanrous thpe% of control tables f )r ifflerprogram conlimuunica-
Ilioln .111k; esecult i~e control. niormally 1not LOInidered Iin *11i comen tmorial prograinli hokii.:r. are

,eneratedl duringile the ird ~tuge of' process conistructioni

In the imnestigitiou of problenis associated With the establishment of process constructionI
~.-pabilitic% f'Or DI) M. Iwo problem are., F-ecome rspea-_mll% evident. Tie first one addresses; thle

Imusic qjuestioni tbout what prec.sel% should bie done or is needed to construct DP'.\I processes
ii.e.. % !O.t tumit Ionl, algorithms arc needed inl DP' \1 process construiction I. The other is
.oncerned with the tool% that shioult, be develope-d to facilitat;L process construction. as
dletermined by thle .inswers obtained f~rom soki Ifli the first problem.

Ilhe required process construictiOni tool,, collectively are referred to a-, a mcv
£ £u1,1tru till% Onle of thle object'ves ot' this section is to1 investigate the requirenments for and to
specik~ thle design f-or the Iniltial version ot such at sstcnu. 4o bie called I1a,sic jPem~ts (,nrivrucItir.
Briefl\. Basic Proc.:ss Constructor is to be a coniputeri.'cd s'~stem of comp.iter programs which
luterkd0 luiiiiuiilicate allongu themlselve- through sharcd data files, accept inpuis f'rom tile process
desimner. intorun hIm of' the interlnicdlite resuilts while the process construction procedure is
progressing. and, tinall\ . gener.Ite thL linking loading and the real-time control data. Thus.
process vonstructioll as %iewed here. 1% a1 mUllf-til-st iterat ike procedure. inc~uding thle designerI
a rid I computer Iin tire loop.

Ihe' ex tent amid the natut re of* thle inct ions which it process constructor is capable of
performing %% ill bie referred to ats thle Iuw nonal \(;/c ilw u /)rf~ccN' oisnzrutotni. For euample. a
t> pjcal linking-loader. u hen uised throuchi a standard job control language. represents at process

ostuit~il cp or thoe I)''1ntoa prcsscopeI, %l imric ted: ois disused inhe Sbectione a ighlatomte

-nother! st soflr decisions which the designer of a process constructor conrotsise tho

Cmearh til fnthea cli process orco hudb :w Om lsted Ior ismpetermined.ti n'ot oinly a1% prtlýoblem o

econlomlics but ilso that of deciding, which tasks can bie better or more efficientfly performed 1wv
man than by% a computer. or vlc.' versa. Tile problem of selecting anl appropriate level of
amutomiation for DPl MI process constructors is discussed Iin Subsection MD.B.".

Trhe ne\t problem. which to a great extenit is of' nanagement-decisiois nature. is to comec
up with a sensible plan I'r tle~elopinig process construct ion tools andl caipabilitijes. A specif'ic
appro ach IfOr ke l'CopinIg 1101 hIm for \)1 NI roccss construct ion is. oi thi ned inl Su bsect ion IX.RIt4.



"This plan is based on, a multistage development of incremently more powerful process
coistructor. the first one (already ielerrcd to as the Basic Process Constructor) being a subset of
all the others.

Before designing a process construction system, a set of basic assumptions on which the
detelopment of the real-time process software is to be based must be generated. Software
engineers have several options in that respect. For example. they may choose the traditional
software development approach based on bottom-to-top integration or they may select the
top-down approach which would us,' structured programming. Either approach may require a
different type of process constructor. Consequently. it was necessary to analyze and describe the
methodolo-g on which the development of the I)PiM real-time software is to be based: this has
b,.cn done in Subsectuon IX.B.2.

a Assumnptious About DP/M1 Hard wre and Software

Next. a few basit, assumptions. relevant to process construction, about the DP/M hardware
and software shall be reviewed. Since these assumptions are summarized in Section IX.C.I (i.e..
at the beginning of the discussion of the DP!M process construction requirements), they will not
be restated here. although they should be read at this point. Here. the discussion will be limited
to stating several observations which should complement the summary of assumptions in
Section IX.C.I:

l One remarkable feature which permeates throughout the design of DP/M is the
two-level hierarchy. which manifests itself in hardware and soft -are design. In
hardware. the two-level hierarchy occurs through the organization of the micro-
processor network into clusters of Processing Elements, called Affinity Groups. and
through the Global and Local bus systems. In software, the two-level hierarchy
occurs through it organization into prograins (along the natural boundaries of
avionics and other mission-related functions) and of each program into smaller
functional segments. called tass. It also occurs in the design of the current real-time
operating system, through a two-level control system consisting of a Global and a
Local Executive. Consequently. this two-level hierarchical approach also shows itself
in process construction. On the lower level, each process program is analyzed as to
whether it can he accommodated in a single Processing Element without exceeding
the hardware and real-time constraints. On the higher level, programs are grouped
into clusters and mapped into individual Processing Elements (or. if viewed from a
different angle. Processing Elements are assigned to such program clusters) in a way
which leads to minimization of the bus traffic and. thus. the minimization of
hardware.

(21 In Subsection IX.C.I. practically no assumj-tions about the real-time Executive are
made. for it is expected that the design of tihis system will further evolve and change
in time. For this reason. the phase of' process construction which most closely
interfaces with and depends on the Execative design (i.e.. generation of control
tables and program linking) could be invesligated and discussed only in functionally
generic terms. For example. it would have made little sense to specify% now in great
detail various Executive and iiO ('ontrol tables and buffers if their designs will
almost certainly change. Furthernmorc, it is presently thought that this laqt phase of
process construction is straight forward in nature because it consists of simple
bookkeeping and data processing tasks.
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I3 I Hnalk% tile cho'ice of tile pro~gramini~ig langtiage I or colling the proicess soft ware
Lerejt I affete-s thl Initiail phase (if process conistrucie on. i.e., that phase which is
miii1iil concernied with obtimi nig and properly organi/ing .ill nleeded infcirnatiofl
aibo ut tilhe proovs% it) be conistrulcted. 'ilie iniportince of the programming language
comlies not oiiIN through the idng-tiaige construictors. sticl its thoi se iuliflehiielititg tile
process in (er-module and e strdim conniitimoa~t ions or thle storage nmanag~ement I ur
ýariahles used b> ai progrjii. butI Aisoi through thle ditimlIiar iiitorniiioitl) ablout the
ptotei .~C5 tructure h~it c.ii) he produiced a, a b% -produt I of compildt ion It is widely
helmev ed t hat thle uIt imiite suc.cess (it microprocessor nlet%%, rk% depends 'in tile
eliner~geice of* ,uifihle progtriimfting Ijiiguages- adud Lonpilers. I lownct. in the study
being, described here. uiuillv %'el fui)immal issuiifptions abloit thte programming
linguage were p1ostulated. The whole issue ot' programuming linguages, could he

j~odedattheprsent tie1 hostL a IrLlti-tep appro~chi for developing

proikess construct ion capabhilities': the firs't pioucess :onist rUCtIOti Which is to be
produced iii this de~elopimnent cycle: and whidth is specified in t bus i.:,'urt only
assutiles thle aia diibi iy (II . conventtional higher le~el prog~rammini g lanuxigud2 such a%
FORTRAN. Thlis nidtUrally his been donie at thle cost of, not being able to automlate

hie initial phase of thle process construct ion procedure to the extent it would have
been possible hid a special higher level programming languag'e and a special compiler
been assumed.

As i rL 4111t Of whiut has been said aboie in remarks ( 2) atid (3 t. the attention during the
proLes-s c.onstructioni inivestigationis discussed presently was largely focused upon the procevs
ainal~ sis-decomposition and thle process s.Nnthesis aind resourLe: allocation problems. The other
two problems I interfacing % ith a spe, aal progranmmuing language and its, comipiler aiid interfacing
with the real-inne operating s'ý%sein) were identifietl as, being, important but. because of* the timle
limitations. were given reduced emphasis

bi frocess Representataionm

One of' the first steps in process construictioni is generationt of ibstracted process
representations % .h tuild c~ontain ill suibseqtient l% needed information and be convenient to
%work with. This information can rouig lu be dim ded into that describing the process structure
.11d t hat detfiling the physi, al atirmbuite- of process LuornpOnenfts.

Fl'h first tý PC o'f iniformationi describes varios aspects of process dynamics. at least two of
whic:h are ol interest to the protess designer. I lie first asye, t del tiles the information flow
thr ough thle process during its ceteL ittoil. thle other control ld namnics. These two) aspe~.ts of'
pro,.ess d~ nmimos can he represente~d h% t vui gra phs. the dat j-f1ow -,jll raphnd the ont rol gia.ph.
respek~tive1% Both graphs, are dis,. uisseu in thle sequel

li Al t tributes 0I proc ess comlpi mmeiit, desL nbc each cuuim Pieui ii mis as5 a progi lii koi a
dauti sci . iii t ermus of tilie -haracturist k s tha~t ire of liiici esi in .i gus en sit uaition I-or exam ple. in

lid-e Inet work simnulaution of tilie proxess. th p~1 h~ smi l at tributes describing a prin gram may
in~lude anl estimate of ihe program exe~'i tioi 11111e. its, iiieiuory req niremnitjts. aind its inputs and
oultiI Fuitlue pk ~siLI alattributes ot a proh ess no rmiall% are iepresented in tilie f~rin of' vario'us
data stIr~-Iu~tres. such as tables, lists. etL

Next f'llows a d isLussion of au general *ippro aL I for graphmiL.ll% representling tilie I wo
aspei ts of proLeS (IIJD IC namcsmajs oied eariler. iiitomiat 1(11 flow and control dynaumics 111his
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approach is based on what in the theory of operating systems is known as programming (or
process) schemata. Ilo simplify the discussion. a one-level process model is considered in the
sequel: extensions to .1 two-level hierarchical process model are sell-explanatoiy.

1I a Process Schemata A Generalied Approach for
Representing Real-Time Processes

A process schema is a representation in graphical form of an asynchronous process
consisting of a set of fi. .:tional tasks and control boxes. L-ach task. similarly to mathematical
functions. acts on input arguments to produce a set of output values. The process execution
logic defined by control boxes specifies the task execution sequences.

The input arguments of a task are located in its input files (data setsi: the output values
are stored in its output files (data %etsh. Lach task in the process must have at lease one output
file and may have none. one. or several input files. Analogously to constant mathematical
functions (i.e.. those that have no arguments). a constant task is one which uses no input
arguments and modifies every record in all its output files in a fixed and predetermined way.
independent of the current contents of the output files. To allow representations of iterative
tasks, a given file may function both as an input and an output file of an iterative task. This last
feature ma.i be used to represent modification% (single- or multiple-step) of the values shared in a
data set.

All exogenous inputs into the process and the endogenous outputs produced by the
process are represented by means of the external input and the external output files.
respectively. Thus. the interlace of the process with its environment may be completely specified
b% defining the inputs (including their arrival rates) which are pumped into the external input
files and similarly, the outputs (including their production rates) which are put into external
output files.

The control mechanism of the process manages the process execution logic by changing
the task states and determines alternative execution paths (task execution sequences). The
control mechanism is defined by a network which contains nodes of two types, control boxes
and functional tasks (from now on. functional tasks will be briefly called tasks).

In this network. every node representing a task must have a single exit point connecting to
a path (outpathI which leads either to the successor task or else to a control box: furthermore,
every task must have at least one entry -"int. each such point corresponding to an incoming
path (inpathi.

One can divide the control boxes of a process model into three classes according to the

number of inpaths and outpaths that they possess:

( I ) lEntry control boxes such a box has /ero inpaths

121 l-xit of termination control boxes each of them has zero outpaths

O3f Intermediate control boxes each of them possesses at least one inpath and at least
one outpath.

Every process model must have at least one entry control box and at least one exit control box.

An inpath to a control box may emanate from a task or from another control box.
similarly, an outpath may point either to a successor control box or to a task.
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A L~I-I. ill% insatcie timing, tetpiogram ii~.iii ion.tIi,,l t.i'pa li* I. .I ot t II IO\ IN'c 'k I I 1k1

%toutrtil otitp~iti%. maidt uit eatcli o'pcii ioiIiji.Iti j spoct-Ietd11;t i ki, 1t lh\ rk1 IIII, p'itl SJI) ai'Nlti
time point The /ero state miean% thAt allt conittol mioiitpat it' a' mci rt-h1 bl%'c! ~Ii.
that in% process eletution path passing thntir uli ttw.- omnd h i \ it) 1.-4() t'p3Jy

be~ ond the ho\ until it,, state attain. 11on-/dbo) %'title *\1111 /O W it' 1111' 10 A OIntl i I
indicated IN% the positive integ!er. 1. impl;iies thAw I L')InIut ''ii "lpal" Jti kIk Ir~iol'. ~'
comnpanionl list tell-, %% Iich cotitriol outp'1t Iv, l'ehwipi 11, lit' wt -I ; 'U i t pot'l
iliipleciiicitati4ill. thle Casiest thililh 1) kdil Is 3.Ii k"It- 1'() I'n I, lila l ill I II il i itsa

ou~tpath!%. anid then to, inktncaiie 1*,% 111 mlip.011t '.3 iiii. bin! itO'I" 1-pt: 1(i d

one entr\ controll lio is assigned tip a nmn-Icr i, %Ilef. All othtit mitroml t'-.I,, pit I; to) (I.
fero state. When at control ho\ is *n d *Jtirv'u Ow' eh .diici: i.i. 'A'3' .I''.3

carried out:

I II The predt-cessor conitro'l he\ is jIptpl~ljp I n ic 1t in 'dit-it (vi r. Vj. .:k; .
arnotint, ito closing the pIth just uI et. in i n1 t I t01I I I. ,1 ili 1:1t

control boll ski.p% this step.i

4 2,1 he state of the current control hw ,' Is nl' 1./iit I.11. :1I ' sa I.vNS I% adi'

closing or opening control mitipatli and 1) olinl'titing tit d,ýt i%-, !1)1 i., I p 01)' 1u'.1
opened.

A process schema i-, completely dcl :ied 1) nmean% (it !%ki dii e: cd mrillI.N. 3 vai: tHim\
graph and a control graph. *lihest tu . graphs are disttis'elt li'.t

12j The D~ata Flow G;raph

The data flow graph specif ies the input do unain Ill ut (iitput o a. Ii 3~d t't III thvd
model. Th is directed graph contains two I\ p~e ot nodles. f iles tot dt ,it sets . atnd Itin u t oral i askN
I or operatorst). 1 hese nodes are interconnected h\ dirk-cted liniks i or e'lucs A dtr,%ttcd lin' Ition
a File. F, . to a task, '1. indwatiest that 1:1 is Iin the doiinmn of I . miuiar\ ..a dnu td link iruI, I
to a file. F'. shows that V, Is ill the 17,11121 0t tlisk I lis a111C,1'1% it't ItV . lilt' tuT.I.,ii 1 1~ 1 fIsk
ma% he enipti, or na) conISist of one'ý Or seL'Ital iipid II it,\ t0i, 1 l:3X ill,,% I'sIsIN 013 !1 1CcaN1 win
out put tile

[ihe tollowing delltinitions will be us~ed tir disksismil' .dat.a I tim~ t, hs I IcI, (il d ta w.c
will he represented I\ the standaild tloc v. tiarlilli! N% 1jitot k'i Ill-.- %iisll 1) :, fi ' INvsdltt 11'

a rLircle.

rhe following ellantille. liguies I 5(l .riid I thi e t, IL~d it.i IlX.Lilh 11.t ellp and ii a ii)
control graph ot .i simple process model I li I irst fumi~rt. illtusti .t1,' all nImpilttail p3 mn5 il't

according to which a d,ita f low pit i titi i one tilt- tip aw-ii' i il w~sgocls t hroughi a I.isk nodk
hut there mnay he no file in a path between m~o sn si~ t~ikN 111'ir v\vitiple. t iks I , .and tIn

To denote thit there may hie a net Ios ()I5u rvc' ids inl an1 Ipinpu tile is .i rCsul' of iiIli',
execution ot the task in whose input dlti amn thle t ilt:i I,' lilaieul thtc 111iilis sil!ii I I %%Ill ic -eit11
next to the directed link fromn the tile to) tile t~ask. it Ililt Mii)1III lilt, 3. Ii:.adt-i alI. ii'iti,~ o

will appear next to the diliectd Iiil A t.litAd~ tt ; l.k -Ahitd Itzilkit) lIN is:. .1Ifllii.il l. tion"I Ia L*,
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F7 T1

SF6 T4

TASK INPUT OUTPUT
(OPERATOR) DOMAIN RANGE

F4 T! F 1 .F 2 ,F 7  F 3

T2 F3 F4

T 3  F 3 , F 2  FS

T4 F6 F4

FILES F1 AND F 6 ARE EXTERNAL INPUT FILES FILES F4 AND

FS ARE EXTERNAL OUTPUT FILES. FILE F 7 IS A READ-ONLY

INPUT FILE IN THE DOMAIN OF Ti.

Figure I i5. Iita fle Gradph

to in olltpult tle will Iwa., 1% asso•.'l:,ted th % ti . , leais't ol tli. fvollhwivng I%%o syllm hols. -411
qsterisk or a plus sign Aln isterisk denoitc, th,0t tfhe. (tihlelits of the flitpLIl file [•la% he IlodifieId

during thle eccution of(l i t t itsk. the pl l, ,m.m tells IhI I I h1"1C 'ec•.ti )n )1" tile task wlh.a ciuse a
net gain in rec'ords in the oulptp I ile. lile itel", ru ls h•.h it> he(l i [ iii I low i'li)ll all input i'le to
outputiles asa resuilt of the em.iitioll (it task he.lo,,, to the tiilictional definlition o a tIask.

(3) The ( ontrol (;raph

1his directed graph descris• (fe e1eccu'lion control logic In the process. It c iii••l. of
no.es of two types. one representing the fuinctional task% (same a% in the data flow graph) .and

the other represents thie coitrol bo\es. As discus'wid earlier. every control box in a process model
is of one of the following three types: an entr. control ho\ (it has no inipathsl: an exit control

3m)1

.;ll~lJ
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CONTROL c.RAP11 OF A PROCESS WHOSE~ DATA FLOW GRAPHI IS
SHOWN IN FIGURE:- I!. CONTROL BOX CI IS THE ONLY ENTRY
CONTROL BOX IN THE PROCESS. C7 IS THM ONLY EXIT NODEý AL.L
OTHERG3 ARE INTERMEDIATE CONTROL BOXES.
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A%5 already noted. t licie i% . se-cond graplh. related to the program graph. which also
belongs to the coptridpnetmodel and is used to define all possible parallelismn ti tle
ee~ccttion of' a program-i the iiamiiiahly-l irallol preceLdetice-,tccess('r graph of* ft-. programn. Note
that the topological model of a pi ograin ('lta inable tromh either one of' these programi graphs is
more general 'hall that allowed for structured programs. The programi graph of' a structuired
prograin i\ .u %ecial case of lthe graphs described .ibove becauise it required thait all nodes he
comipletely ordered.

The undertl iin reason for introducing coilputer-independetit models is that suchl models
Constitlltite a1 coileliieiit linedjium to study the effects of' ihanging lthe comlputer liard~kare
paranleters onl the samite process% (ysvlel of progransil. Past e\perience has indicated that the
mhost effic'ient approach is. to consi ruct .I ~~pc-needn model for thle applications
Ilinvoiollil part of' thle process antd thlen to LiUI the data base thus generatcd it) get Computer-

depend ent. running-time models for % ariou-s L \ecuti~e and. or computer configuration
comlbinait 1011% as needed. Such .a process of' transitionling fromi computer-indkependent to
compuiter-dependemit model., can be considerahl\ iccelerated by a compuiteriied procedure which
reads% ( I I the optrIneedn description (it aI program and 42) lthe parameters of' the
computer Under sttud\ ind then produces a computer-dependnil description of' the same
program. Such a computer-dependent description of* a program. to lie di~scussed nex~t. is called its

I s'nt Ietic t Model.

As, noted abouc. thle synthetic mlodel of' a program is produced by) merging two Sets of
in)put informat ion. one of' which desci tihes the conmputer under consideration: tile other describes
tile conlputer-iildelicn'ent model of tie' programl. Ihlus. a synthetic model always implies a
specificý comp'uter. Synthetic' models are used ito represent programs both in system network and
InI tuna. ~tionall simulations. In the latter case, a synthetic model usually constitutes jusit a part of

tile functional model. A complete synthletic model of a progranm contains tile followinig
inf~ormation:

IlI Program execuition control data I scheduling rates. priority. ete. I

iI t% imni1 ory requidremnetts stated inl terms of1 the word couiii for tile cor'r :iter Uinder

conilserat loll
1 3, Specificat ion of' aill h~easible e secut ion pat us thlroughi tie programl graph (including

tile logical conditions or plrobabiblity f'or eachl patIll)
(4) Predeccessor-successor graph. indicating tile partial orderinlg of' and parallehism-

programi segmenets (tasks).

4 4I5i I Ist iiated hlmits oil tilie runniing tlittle for each feasible pathI and for tile individual
t ask:, C01-4oIt it itg tile programn

I6) I escn iptloll of tile program 1 0.

13) Fuinctionlal Models

Fulnctionlal mlodels ot tlisks and programis are used mainjly ill functional simlulat ion. For lthe
time being, it will suftfice It) thiink o1 a funk~ liolal simiulator as heing all e~tensiol of tiIle System
Network Simuluator ill which -,)nthet ic models have been replaced withl thleir functtonal couinter-
parts,. 1Ihe consequence of t his repilaceileilt isI that functltionial simulatioin canl produce aind
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ALGORITHM LOGIC
AND MATH FLOW
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I/O AND EXECUTIVE TARGET COMPUTER

CONTROL DATA

Figure 159. Eiolutioig of Prx:c.% Model

System network ,imulation

Functional simulat!011

Instruction ior Processing Ellement Ievel) .similation

ll Ibrid analytic simulation.

The first Ihree simulators are ol discretc-s.,tochati ,, pe. such a simiulatot can be built around a
common software package which is independent from tile particular simulation mode. model, or
the pr lem to which it is to be applied. This package proiidcs a nucleits of basic tubroutllne,
for simulation.

Next follows the descriptio of' the four canonical simulation modes and of the
corresponding simulators. iFigure 16U shows how these four simulators are interrelated: in
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part iculair. a t itms Ilhe comiiioiialit% o1 simiulat or coniponenis. Figure 1WI shows tile tue 01
these four smimuhltor in Ili e~ohutionarv. lop-down rccide i piiithliougli S..si

simui~latioins.

I I I S% tmn Net mork Simulation and Simulators

Piocess dew lopnient stairt% with s% stem nem~ork sinitilatiows onl the host ma~cliie. hk'.
S%-ste in \et mork Simiulator is used aS hie '111111.lat0i0n tOL. '11hC obýJectC ise1 svSICII net ss " k
'NiMiLiI.itI0i1 are it)

13il~ance thile hardwvare and validate it-, stillicienc)

Validate t he tuinct ional design of' thle 1 \Cctitis e( 5

Vajlidit.. the correctness of' the p~rocess conitrol data C schedules. description of tile
process struicture. etc.)

Lualuiate thle "goodii ess- Of process structure and hardssare resouirce allocation to
process comiponents..

The lilin miodels to lie used in %%steim network simulation are:

PrOe( Xss I:ecit iVe S to hL mo1deled funtitonally-

Mhe interniodule 1 0 and thle commnhici'ationl with *~stem ensironiment C sensors and
actuators I to be moaeled synthetically in ternIs of dummiy nw)Siagec,

Nlission-orien ted avionics programs to lie modeled syn theticaxlly.

The simulation output data contains informiat ion onl:

Hardware resource loading anld usageI

Information flowv throug-h thle bus %stem

The demand onl system resources b\5 individual p~rocess components

Dnamic behas ior of' programn ewcut ion. such asc slied u Ii ng, patterns. meeting
deadli nes. -,\nclironivation andi conflict resolution bet ween concurrently

ec \elted pm o;Cess comlponlents.

*-s monis '.ssteml e.ngineers. computer %sysenm designeri. andi Fxecutive desig~ners are the person%
princip~ll~ interested In s\ stenl netss\Ork % stem sinmulation.

4 F-unctional Simulation andi Simulator%

Alter systeml net work siniiilations. the nex~t stage in thie evoluitionary process developmneit
C% dci Is t~I ictional simulaitions. As noted pres iously. the main dif'ference hetsseni systemi network
and funct ional siiiiulat ions is that the siimulat ion of the first typ~e models the 1,0 traffic through
the le stem Iin termsý of dummy mnessaiges I described in termis of their frequency. su/e. origuin. antid
destinations). ssliereas tilie simuitlatioin of thle second type in addition handles the actual value data
of thlese FO () essages. Hence, thle fumetiomal slimulator miust lie provided with a simulation driver
which accesses or glenerates tile process I system) environiment data andi then pumilps it into tile
simu~tlation process. simitlaris. it need% a model of' thme process C system I response mnechiallsm by
mneans of whmich the process (system)I reacts to andi aftects its own einvironment. For this reasonl.I
hiunctional siniulat ion'. are useful through t hat phase of' process development dur~ng which tilie
mission functions and a Igoritlmnis Iincludming their implemiental ions I are tested anid eultaluaed,
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In tddtti,..tpro,.e--sor observer call lie introiducedi into tile fuincitional sfimulation.trt ii I'lle ollsel~e WIs a Iiti.,. ~lsll n %%110--,o kinic.ionis 1 to ohker~e a nd record Ilite true slate ofSem' t~irotnineilt I ichIhe Observer . an a~ cesd and lthe correspondintg actual inputs, and1itlt Pitt of thle pri o e%. These re~ 'rdint'., are done hIor po~t-siniulatjoii an:,l)%j%. 1iii,.,, tile tlli%sioflLi~ ~ O iI l~ ~e it th process L~in lie mea~ured. Such an ipproach allow-, maintenance of' theLdoicrctd Ie-%el f filhe miss~.ion effect inenes% of t he, process almosnt t hriouphotlit-,% entire design andtriileiteii~tt:in c'.c l:ivutre 1062 su~ninitrt/e., lite relattionshiip bet ween thle process uinderi p ~ts S11% 1tinitlted, environment.. and lthe proks e s pr~ to tile emi ronmnent. It also)~l ~t~e protce%% ol'oei r. l apping' informiation I'm peilo rmnance e~a.tluatit'n I roiti %v ral systemu

I he tniln h' il C of Itfunctiona simu~inlaiofn .1t.

lkelolinen t of1 a lg~rintlinis anid soff ware tom aj~ onics I'mLtith I1(
Validation of prograin correcttnes% and %otftware reliabhility

I mition t;al simulations, are run onl the host computer. Tile follo~~ing models are used:

l~n'Le% I w. unel~ito he modeled Aunctionally. possibly with greater detail than in

modeled~hal beihtial

E~j~ N PRM IOCESSLOWBS NRVERSM LAE SYSULTEM N

OBSERVEP

Ftew..r 162. Relation%hip Bertween the ftnve%.If. Fmin~ru.:imt~il. and 11% Rte'.frnnAc toi the Fuivirtitmenti



Mmiioii I'mictimo pr'i~raiii it) he modleled I tuional ul)

hocc%%. em~ironmenet Ianid respo nse d~auto i) e Ilotieled I tilc t ltonall\ genci ala aw
ill,: actuail \altie% for c\iogenouis Inputs mid endog~enoisouI ttputsI.

I tiii.. m %mmi~i iaitltion prodhieeN tile folloilking t~ pve of silinnlaliloll oulputi

( Lpie. oI C\o~geuout I nputs. intoilithe prtocev, fron It v iiii t'niient liuci asi adar

Pa*'e'retilicsts tot enw iiiaaiental data ( %Licl as tadar order% i

PaOC.' * We " ae lue ktipn% ic %cia tile procc%%*to-akmatiloir oilm.tisl

I~ heproI4,.%s-mntcrnal fnttitonial dmii I sticdi as thie ittoirm~it tn being\.v.ue
It\eciikk IinlividtjiilI ltiictioil'. tasks%. ooth~Oler process ffltlllC%

\11 tmiulltt ..litu ohi'tahiiib fromh sý t:emi aietork simuitlationl sticl as IeuI
1 0) hiat? tliuiitghiat or ftitit~tional heli~im ti of the I \ectitie

\.lite th.i the litt fliree output t\11e% are ob-.jrwd auth recorded bý ( lie P~rocess Ohsv%;, . r I hie
r,! -orklcI tulptt can be iii.aih ed iit tr mitinlation it) deternamn.' thle !a1.%sioi cit.-ctij etes

Oca n: uiu.e i the proless~. MU~hia LOnI~tltt~ie% J .app~hiliqtht~ g i!~r,-al> hl~iliatdte delOW10I110it 0'

I I hiti .ktion leý -1 S::imulation iland Switinitor,,

Simnulationi I .iiithlol~~% o1 thill- t~p l\*iii D111 \ work is also c~alled lPricesing I leiientl
L '.~'u~l~aTIOll %iN.I!U~.000. 110 It P, Ued Ili ~imulate tile proer~ai ew.ecntion ()n a single l'rok-c\Iauk!

f nwtill I A ho~.t cmtiiiptter I- ti~ed t, runi t -,iiil~ Ill ~iiilatloll,. III fihe sott~%:re
-," ** L. d. opinviul 1Inet!tcddolo' derathe I here. till:~ oh~c iii~triioIel iina Ion

jimiaitti it I% to hc .applitd prinm trd\ to validaite molck lor ithe otlier t~ves of' ,initilation and%
IN 011,n11. it, kic~elop sot Imare mcaduilc foir tile I arget ~omipo tvt before tilie l~it r h co nc.'

Ill..: piocev% proigraum th~atI, it ) he -ininlatLd * in the hintrlitwttil Lod~ Simulator inis~t b:-
It. !.II .1!1.l\ tiallk (ix i. t ile actual program I, used)I. As noted prc toui'l\ t fil- proar.-w nu\~

witt"1 cIIIa tile a'Ivwhlh Iangtage oh tile twrgec L oniptiter or prdetrabhk li a higher-.ir.!_. £a!ole

ml~;igo thle .1i11111 iii ib li Nti ch I Lin-igu.ae and it- compile: ?or the target i ;i:

"iive*iincH. til polgraii tIoc% not hiaw tO% rviiieNcit ithe uiltimate l.,i1iou ot 21 'l.n..rithiiii
iprit~idiitro . ciiii the cinti~ir\. iii *iniltic iu'..ei cittea iLItle'elti *' IeliihIlII1\ Cli%ii)il (t til Ah

.igctLia prkdrd. n ilor uitLhrat-teritita of .;ntihl ti models. dareath noted. .- I l~a
sit A ii anoio l desairtbc% It% om n min-1t11 eieci ititc it her 1' bin SiillmuI.attedl0)

1-4 u~I iýonl I eC ci SIIIjIii.jtj~r or 1-. heaini! e .edtit c on tilie tai g~t 1n1.hin.111C

rill'&ject i~eN oft instrue i ni l;el miniualatioi inl proces% dc,, clopc piet.re:

Prciraim % ald~it i' n oil tilie most comapuiter

I tiiproweile')t ol S\ lifiiel IL m dkICI NIIJ .1 pm. *i:aiia munihlg I imiie

D etaiiled Imne~t igat loll% of1 coiliptilei arimc ii tch tire to lit lwrd%\ are cc nt ig at ion
proo--s% requitrements.

L ý:i ii.. lio le~el %aanialati'nil can produce filie ! dbL~*Igo!puItI III aaitrest ito)'
da. Niel. jl
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high fidelity data on the tuning of siinuktted progr.un

l)etailed maps of memory usage in the simulated computer

NIgmor� and register dumps fsmmap�h&flst of' I he simulated progmamn esecutmon
E The actual mtputs 01 the smni�lated program.

(4) Analytic lf� hod Simulation and Snnul.mtom s

Simulation of I Ins type is used iii the laic stalks of proLess 'Ic l�'iiient. It tins on the
target comill)uter. i.e.. on I lie whole DPNI nut � ork vi on a representative pom hon Lit this �ystunm
such .m� an Afliniv� (r�np. SmiummIarl� an entire pr�es% or a represe#i'aiive porti. 'ii �.] it. ',ucli as
an a� iOiiics function. is simulated. l:urtliermnore. siiflLilated or real sensoms actuators fix., time
process environnment!respommse� are applied to stimulate and drive simulation which can proceed
in real time or in interrupted real time t.ms in hot-hunch test-bed siiit�latiotiJ. depending (in the
configUration 01 the simulator hardwi.mre.

The term �anal�'tc' in the description-of' this simulation denotes the fact that the analytic
model of the entire process is to be used: the other tirm, hybrid. emnphasiies that both analog as
well as digital equipment may be used in the simulator hardware. The digital pta lion of 1.ardware
may include other computers besides the target DJ'.'M n2twui K.

In summary. analytic/hybrid simulation will be run on the target computer 4 DP/M systen'
or a �'mbstantial portion of it I. Additional .inaloi� and digital equipment may be needeu to drive
and contro! the simulation process. It' proside esogenous inputs fur this process. and to consume
tli� produced ('ulpilts in the closed loop with the piocess emivironinent. Two types of ha. dware
configurations, depending on whether the simulation purpose is a laboratory-like test-bed exercise
or a test of the %prekleployed system are typical:

A hot-bench test-bed or a brassboard hybrid configuration. including i driving
4 proces.� e nvironmiient sinmulat ion subsystem

(Pre)dephovment contigiiratioii of the target computer. including the standard test
equipment.

The uses of anals tic hybrid siwtmbtinmi are:
[inal process valid.itiuii

I Prekieploy nicnt ..oepI�inLe tests

I mprovemnenr and validation of models br system netwom K and functional
siismulit ion.

A stibs� stein tom �ollectiiig and reLording sunulatmon outpuz the l)roeess obser�eri is still
needed in tins i� pe of smiulatton. Ilowever. its use will ha� e to he careftill:. resmrL ted in orjer
not to noticeabl� affect the real-time pert ormance of t lie process under test

�. Scope and Automatiumi ut Process (umistructinmi

ho tlet rnmiime the process coiist�uet,,r desien re(ltilreiiicnt%. the folho�� ing two basic issues
must be dec icleZ:

The scope of t unit jonah capabilities which I lie process comistruelor is to provide

I he lesel of' auti mat mon to bc built into I he pro es� construction proc. dure.

''.7,
., 2�I

�5
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Any particular solution of these two problems affects the future usefulness of the process
constructor. The purpose of this subwection is to summarize the approach recommended by
Texas Instruments for developing the initial DDIM process construction capabilities.

a. Sk'ope

As noted in Subs -tion IX.B. 1. the scope of' a process constructor is the extent of process
construction functions and services that it provides. To review and illustrate the meaning of the
above concept. consider two extreme cases. In the first case, the process constructor is a
standard linking loader which can perform the four basic program linking and loading functions:
memotr space allocation, resolving symbolic references between object decks (linking), adjust all
address-dependent parts of the program (relocation), and physically load instructions and data
into memory. In the second case. consider an elaborate process construction system which,
besides performing all functions of a simple linking loader, is capable of optimizing the process
structure, determwipng the best hardware configuration (i.e., switching hardware to software), and
generating all F .e.utive data needed to control the process execution in real-time. There are
many possible design possibilities between these two extremes. One such choice, which is similar
to DP/M process construction, is shown in Figure 163.

Determination of an appropriate scope for a process constructor under development is an
important design decision: it affects the cost and time required to develop the process
constructor as well as its operational usefulness after it has been completed. To determine a
suitable capability scope for the DP/M process constructor, the following factors were
considered:

Essential functions of process construction, especially :hose that are peculiar to the
DP/M hardware architecture and to the design of its Executive.

Features which make the use of a process constructor more convenient.

The following process construction functions have been identified to be essential:

Process Analysis: (a) decomposition of a logical (computer-independent) model of
the process into computer-dependent programs such that no program exceeds
the capacity of a DP/M Processing Element: (b) validation of the structural
correctness of individual programs: (c) construction of the 1/O traffic model

Process Synthesis: (a) derivation oi an 'qtimal hardware configuration: b) optimal
assignment of Processing Elements' -•r- -rams (which can also be viewed as a
mapping of individual programs iaitt t!', " rocessing Elements of the der.Ved
hardware configuration).

Remarks-

As pointed out in Subsection IX.B.5. both optimization problems are
equivalent

Optimal hardware configuration does not imply an extreme usage (saturation)
of hardware resources: on the contrary. si..:e hard.vare overloading
reduces (re)programmability of the process software, the Process
Constructor must prevent this from happening

Automatic generation of all process data needed either for process simulation or for
actually running the process on the target DP/M network in real-time.
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Performing all model (proceess linking and loading functions for simulation on a
host computer or on the target I)P/M network.

Aultonated generation of

Process documientation

(omnputeried data base

Capability to modify an already ctnstructed process by using the comnputerifed data
base preservled in process libraries

h, Automnation

D)etinit ion of process consteruction a utonmation levels determines

The fiinction of the process designer (hunLan) in the process construction procedure

The amount of nilanLal work inlsohed Iin such a procedure.

The purpose of this subsection is to analy,/e the lactirrs that affect the automation of'
procc,, construction and to suggest a recomnmended approat h. In Hloneywell's stud% of I)P/M-like
ctmputer system-% I Reference 13 I. t he problem of automating process construction was mainly
viewed as the problem of deciding which process construction algorithmns and procedures should
be computcriied and which one should be carried out manually. There the attention was focused
on algorithms because at that time they had not yet been studied in Y.ifficient detail to fully
undeirstand the technical and economical feasibility of their conmputeritation. On the other hand.
the automation of process construction was not viewed a-, primarily being a s).stem problem. i.e.,
the problem of lal providing the user with computeried information processing facilities which
would minimize manual handling input and output data. lbi ititegrating the conmputerized process
construction algorithm.s into a sysitm of programs which would intercoinmunicate through a
computer-resident data base, and cti establishing an efficient ma"-Computer interface by means
of the interactive remnote terminals with tev editing capabilities.

In the cotirse of the work being reported here. an overall process construction procedure
for DP!M computer s.,stems has been forii ulated itl is discussed in Sut .ection IX.C) and all key
algorithms of that procedure have been identified and studied. Their aal,.sis has led to the
conclusion tha:

All identified algorithms can b1 ll computerl/ed at a reasonable cost

Some of these algorithms not only would overtax the process designer it they had to
be performned manually Ithe main reason for this being their highly
-.onibinatoric nature) buit 'so would be c\trenely prone to lerical errors, and
thus would tend to matke thel res.lting process unreliable.

To illustrate the second conclusion. consider the work involved in generating prograin graphs
(from the input-output relations between inidivhidual process mnodules? :ilnd enumerating all
potentially pssibhle e\ecution pathis lhthrough that graph Doing this manuall\ for a small number
ot graphs. of miodest s•e is not an overtaxing ltsk Ilowever, iuiaiuaily anall/ing a great number

of' such graph% in order to enumerate the e\ecution pallths ad then recording the results is a

SJohnson. M.D).. el al.: "Ail Stiu,.ondudur Distributed Aerospace Processor Study.- Vol. Ii, Technical
Reri'< ..IF]-ll.-TR-73.Th fAuutw 1t973) prepared Anr the Air Force Avionics Iaboralory. Air Force Systems
(onlniand, by hIoneywedl Systenis and Researcti Lti.sion, St. Paid. Minnesota.37()l
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self -defeating efftort. even thle jl of .1 single graph of , aimediumi %tic ( with miore thaniitell~
vw\tllo 111011l'JtlisJ .1 t imeI C~lt~iminiig tLi%k. I'lieti. t here irel. algorit hmsi whose% manual. ew\c1Itioil 1%
In I at Ica I I.% ii)%i~ dut, to thle aniotint of coililinatoriL a hnd arithimet ic imn~oled Stich
adgowhit na ovcur it) connection %%titl delic il n1.11t on of1 optiontil proces% st rutturv% and liard% are

cnietgirat 11111.

I'lhe consideraitioii% discuss.ed .ibome hawe led it) the I ornuitioti of thle folhlowinig
iecommendit ions with repard it tiutomiit ion of 1)1' %I .rl ~~on%itrtt,.tion-l.Ihcwe rek uinnenda-
tion% .ire stat ed belim h% LI m d ing them mllo I mo groups those t hat me prinrialy concerned %kit h
the aiutomatio titio process const ruti~ion A gorit 1111% aind t hose t hat appl% ito thle automat ion of, a
proLes% L.onstruclor w ieied as a sy%teil tin whith man interfaces%il ith Lmptiter.

rhe reLoninendations for auLtomatin ag lgorithms re

4I i All Agtorithlimi and procedures should bic tomputeiized . the designer's role should lie
limlited to obtaining thle Input data and to Cexamining .1nd posiblý inlfluenicing thle
output% of computerived algorithis .as specified below tin items 121 and 4 31.

2,The process designer should be teserwd~ an option ito influ:'nce, through his input
data. or override the results obtaiiiad with computerived algoritlmms. 1-\aimplc the
designer should lie able ito specify as input ito the harduare resource assignmenlt
algorithm the minimium numlier of Processing H ements to lie present in thle
hardware configuration and ttle Pl- res'dence% for a %tiosct o1 pros es. prograills.

0) The designer should be flet in all deJi%ion-making node-, with more than one
outgoing branch of the netw~ork representing the tnerall process c()iltruttion
procedure: i.e.. he must bie able ito rejiect- or aetpartial or %.ottplete outpukt of
process construction and it) determine its further course by deciding whether ito
proceed or to reiterate a part of' thle procedure.

With regard to the automation of' process coirutona thle manil-machinle ~%Ll
recommnncdtltons are stuted in tile order of' priorities for %irious \stmni feature% (Winch also
.ipprominately corresponds to thle order of their increiasing, t ost

I I Integrate the programis konstittiing thv ometall prot.sx- coniirtrkimoi proLedute m-1.) a

s)Nstem by profliing facilities- for shiaring the model data between indinimtim id
program-. (this recommendation leads to the requirement ito dc~elop a m.uppomis-mig
coniputer-hased int rinalion %\%temli as a part oft the prokess Lon%tructor, thle design
requiremnent% for %%hich .are stated mit Section IM

I 2, Pros itc programsi suhroutines%f~lik Ii \%ould genemate pi inteL! reports on imiternictitiate
outputs ofI process Lonstruot on at all designer's decmsion points.

131 Pros ide programn% subroutin~es whiL h woutldt dot uiient the proce'% inl thle torintito

1.11 printed reports or

11) thie data to he stored and prc%er~ed tint flie librarmc% ,I It 1 \1 Prot-,. Dce\ elo-
mcmi t Inf orm~ation Svstem. h.i has been referred it, inl litem I 4 111. ote. tilie
prtescr% ed model data should lbe orgamnied mi d I sittmmmalied I� t, *fmj 111rtcf l1 i.1tlt

a., input for -- itil~itio n o'r f or ecetu lion I Ilie Pi '( ev, on1 t11 D ii e P \1
Sý stem.



(4) I.Vstid thlie language translator which will he ued to compile applicatios (i.e..
i.ission-orienledI) programs. oi just th[le models of ,uLh programs. to extract land
ge.nerate input de,•rlpliill of Individual prhhl t ks modules t•r lite process
construction proceduire I the purpose here is to nun! ue tihe amount of manual

rkr rk ee.ded h g•.erale the tissc inplults lor process, con'litiction).

15) I stend the LDP %I Proce.s D•ve'ophlment Inlorination Syst•e• to include the capability
to relrie•e and r'•oinlimnir,., lhe info |rmnation oini model data stored in the lihraries.

IIt) ProJ.ide interacMe. on-line remote terminals. with le., dlting capabilities 4 including
'111 support sofltware. lhirdwvre) for iiterf.icing the designer with the pr.cess

contlruictor and other portions 0 ,(! lie1' DIIAI pro.es, dth lopileni ;)stlul.

Note that all these six leatuires. to Ie added imi'red i ,hlllpl) tilte avail.itlitl,% of thle iP'M
Process Dv.elopnlit Information S% ste•i Siich a . ti could lie built graduatl) in parallel with
the rest oit functional process contru liln lcapaihlitii•s. l'eatures I I t through 13i1 ate sufficiently
mtoJdest in costo lt be Impleilitlab•e ii the initial %ersOiii Of pr(ooes% constructor Addition of
¢aturetm presents the trarnsfer from tile initial n tractive-terninalaccess mode to an

interactai e interface between the de-igner and file coiiituterized portion (1' process L.onstructor.
anld probitly rv pi,!se th¢n• hgrees• •ingle cost increment In item t 14 above. it is assumed that

tlhe translator of in e•isting ilangua•e is moderately extended. If a more radical approach.
anvolhing the deieloptnent (i o a special language andt it, translator is considered. it may become
the most eXpeniive and t une-requiring single item.

4. Recommended Approllt for the I)cuelhpment of
Phicem (ontriuction Cap)abilities

Technical.'). several different 1els off process construi . lion capabilities are feasible. Each is
charateri/ed b% the extent of it% prtocets construction fuiclions, the level of automation. and
the amount of supporting sol otare antd hrd(tware that it miay require. Furthermore. each level is
charasleri/ed h% the dh-"gee of tile process • o•lstruiticin completenves that it can of fer and so by'
its practical use•ulness. At one extremie. for example. one may consider limited process
construction facilities wl ich would enable tihe proten designer it construct lr M process models
for %ininlation ,nd whot,, use would requiir a great am•ount of manual effort. At the other
extremne. there is a full-scale process constructor for the decelopment ind maintenance of the
real-time processe which arc to) he put into the operational aircraft. To he at all useful. the
process constructor for the last case imna% require exiet i.e hardware and software %upp•rrt:
several years may be needed to dJvelop it anti its fill-%cale development may involt. a high
degree of -?•s. "lit purpose of this subsection is to toirinuhate an incremental approach for
building up O)P.M proccss construction capabilities which would promise limited but practically"
uiseful process constructiot. capabililtiS 'it loW Lost aMd at an early time. This approach is low
risk hecadtse the ke i algorithm- jnd Vrotedure, needed in 1the initial process constructor arc well
understood prentl%. for tile% hac been imieswtiv.lle and telste ii the course olf the work f'eine
reported herein.

Analysis of hite tchnrcal. vtonoiuiiiic. and tune factor% involved has led to the formulation
of an incremental. mulli-step appro.ich for i;iilding up hIW. process construction cipabilities.
According to this approach. full-sale nro•ces Lonstruction ctpahblitie. shculd be built up
gradually in at least three mncrr,,enil steps,. lite cd product of cacth step should constitute a
practicall4 useful process eonlstruolor whi|ioh %mi.ld brin! .a nucleus for the process construrtor of'
the next step. Next. we charao. teri¢e Hith p•ot-css o. onactr or itr ) he detelop.d in each of' tihe
three presetlt4 identified miajor sltep
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S'I'P I /lakit f'r't'v ( invirucIior wthow s avpabilities ar* ito be hulted to construe-
tiotn of I)PNM process model% for stnulatlion on j host deselopmental
conlputer

STEP 2 h1Ierlw'•t1bidlt Prhi vcs 0•'lri.ir Jl. which would fe used in a controlled
laboratory environment to lonstruct (as proess models tor simulation and
(hi the actual softwaii: piot¢ss for a target DPiNI computer network.

SI*EP 3 Producuun ( 'r IDepItrineti Prm em (hmPfrtru ttr which would be applied
in a typical sotimare production and illtaitenlante environnlent to facilitate
(a) development of the P'MNI real-time software processes which are to be
used by the operational aircraft. and (i) maintenance and modificati.)ns of the
processes that had already been operationally deployed.

As stated earlier, the lnternedr~lt Process ('onstruLtor is to have all the capabilitic:, of the initial
Basic Process Constructor: the Production Process Constructor is to have all the ca; abilities of
the Intermediate Process Constructor. Ne.t. each above iden::fied process corstructor is
discussed separately in more detail.

The reasons for starting to build up I"IM proce-o Lonstruction ,.apabilities with the
development of iasic P 'ocev- Constructor are to:

Test and evaluate the techniual approach to DP NI ptocess ,onstructioon. such as the
practical value and correctness of ke• Algortllums.

Test and evaluate the system design, such as the "goodness" of the overaUl process
construction procedure. its interface with the user. and its inputs and outputs.

Obtain initial process construction capabilities for process development based on
successive simulations at the e:arhest time possible.

a. Busk- Process G wructnor

As noted previously, the main algorithms and procedure, of the basic process have been
investigated. practicallt inuptemented. and evaluated in the course of the work which is being
"reported here. ]he conclusions that have been drawn from that stork indicate that the technical
problems related to the development of the Basic Processor (onstructor are well understood and
that such a development would be a lo%%-cost and low-risk effort

Subsection IX C contains a suninmary of reqluirements for the development of tile Basic
Processor Constructor. These requirements baiscally can be disaded into those which specify
process construction algorithms and those which are conicerned with -qstem dlesign consider-
ations. The analysis ot process constructiot. algorithms is discussed in the next subsection
tSubsection IX.B.S. As implied in the disLussion ol requirements and algorithms, the Basic
Process (CnstruLtor is to be highly automated from the algorithmnc viewpoint, yet is automated
ver) little from the ss stem and the interactior-%sith-the-ucr viewpoints,. i.e., it is to be only an
independent set ol computer programs whind will intercommunicate through shared data files
and wtuiL use %ill interface through punched iaput iard% and provided output reports.

h. Intenwdite Ftocess Coimnrdor

The Intermediate Proces% Constructor i dlisusscd next "lh¢e main puipost of developing
this system is to
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l est .andL vu.luate it) a1 laibot.iltai enmotirament fthe- :ile hins aiIi~.nd systemn dcsign
*ipevt% to fie u1"ed InII lilt fihit! d 'ltjo ioti pio'is% L omitriiciar

Plrko ideý practical lt)), l% r Lonti'rti ufil, noat onth tile suiltluhtiot mnodels bilt AsIo thle
*icitt.iI solmtIate ptoca c% t ilie Laii cr are to be cow-trnu ted tar high fidehit)
VWICI cis. Ntlclt I% hie test bed %ttimilation% inI which thle actual D)1 \1 hardware
u~ould bie used

A% noted prvio tilI - tile Initermnediate Ilimem C%% n%i ructor shiall Posse%% aill funl-tional capaibilit ies
ot thle RIslic I'rac~es ( 'nst rutlor and. inI additioan. suhal fie c.ipablc of' conti-tricti n! JctuJil
sat are: pr'cesses tar lthe tairget comiputer. luii hiermnote. thle Intermediate lroces% (Lnstuictolrt.

%llaiold noat ditffer much train its suiccessor. the 1tioduction P'rocess Constructotr. in thle process
conthructio tai alorit htni% it ina\ differ ti at the Producition l'roccv, (onstrath tr In it% %\ "I e
tat.ihities. revaijbil~tt anld cet iciencot Sitwe the Inteimtediate Process ( onsintruor is priniariI) to lie
Used as a test tied for algorilthnis and %\\letf design. iti %uhld lie ctmnottitcadt\ wime to provide
thil% 111700:1% 4.0ti-tructtir witht it-, elaborate Ind pu.sJ.,bh eue~e ier--%v%tvt ititerlice: %iICh a..
a1 net noi Of at tel.ict\1 tle tertnittai%. eatch %%titl Itiinut. out;plitt. and e\ ii capabiliti es. Somte of these
autom atiton teatut c are i hto be nt rodut. d im lithe I nterineitlate ~rac%% C onstructor inI order to
c!%luuitc themn for thieir nitature' use in thle terduct ion P~rocess ( on~t ruicir

cI'roducsion fttrces.ý Conuruetor

As stated earlier, thle Production Process Constructor repre-ents tile end product of the
prtxcs coansirm Itoll capabilit) development c~cdc. It% tnmin use will I-;. constniction and
updating ot proce%sc% for tite actual field use. Ifence. the main design retluirvinent% are:

The case anld %itnplicil% ot use

hfigh real-titme efficiency. reprogratimiablmit .. and rblusttnes% at the end product
I operational real-ttine process I

Ft , icincric ot thle process construction proc-edure.

A,ý noted earlier. thle Prodtiction l'rot~css Constructor al-g-rillimicatlI should not differ much from
the Intermediate Process Con%.rut.tar, butt it mna\ diffecr train its pre'leces%or in thle le~eI of'
auitomiationl of the prc%, construiction prokedttre.

ao attt%t\ thle first re(tpiiretent s;ated abine t the ecavc and Sit)Pllicltt of* usell. thle
Productcion Process (anst ructaIr shall be wece%sible thraLagli remnotcinteraictae tertntnal% Thece
termlinal, shiall be caipahie ot suippam in tgi lie totlo\\ ing %tein access jnd usage Ittlictioii%.

Inputti1tiel. oi prok--s% mattel Iand Control data

I ditintg of data a lreadý stored in lthe s\%t cm

( ntralling lthe llrotce%% contrutfiiion procedure. anerraniig thle process design
decisions. tItade h\ :olIItnteri/cd Aolart hins

lDi%pla~ninp at tuterinedutat an fiiIinal oultit siI

Ret ne' l at the infitormatiton ol tilie jpro4c%s stored anI s%-teinl libraries.

Pic retquireenitt tar at; eli fict.tent reliable, ald tobuit end product I deployable process
soli~nrell i-, we critit~aI hectaut%e it Attect% not ocI\li te shaple ot re.'I-titnec software bilt also tile
resulting hardware configuration. I'lite requirement Iar real-tune t. ltieaenc\ in process executioni
Imnplies the aken-ceu of' bottlenecks. dclay %. or miss~ed deaidlines that mayaffitect thle riimoi~i
periormitaike The process I% robusti t) modification% it sminll chianve% in the process% software or
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control cause only locali/ed reconstruction problems: i.e., such small changes do not ripple
through the entire process construction procedure and especially do not affect the originally
made resource allocation assignments (and at the same time. the hardware configuration). Level
of programmability can he defined as the cost of extending the sutftware per one unit of
addition. Programmability is an important economic factor in development of large-scale real-
time systems 0-,. to the high cost of software relative to that of hardware (reference (4)1. it is
also imporiant because it often dktemines the critical time in-system development.
Reprogr:tmnmability of an already operational software process is important for similar reasons.

Soth the pro,•.ss robtistness relative to modlfications and its (relprogrammability are
associated with 11w level of hardvuare resource loading or saturation. It is well known that heavy
loading lverls make software difficult to tre)program. For example. if the memory is nwarly
exh•jtsted, even the smallest perturbation in the code may result in a big reprogramming effort.
Fturthermore. relative saturation of hardware resources has a negative effect on the rtibustneas of
process. For example, doubling the scheduling rate of a program may 'au%,' exceeding the
processing capacity of the Pk: to which the program had been originally ;a.signed during process
consur,.,tion. implications of exceeding PE processing capacity are that the software process and
possibly the hardware will have to be reconfigured in order to accommodate such an increase in
the running rate of a program. In view of the above considerations, the process constructor must
be capable of assigning hardware resources in the way that will maximize hardware load
balancing (equalization) and avoid local and global hardware saturations. Thus, the second design
requirement can be reworded as follows: The process constructor shall preserve a high real-time
efficiency of the process (which also depends on the design of the Executive and of the
individual programs) and properly match hardware to software.

By the elticicncy of process construction procedure. we mean relative amounts of
computer and human time required to do the job. Computer efficiency should be a lower
priority requirement than are the other two requirements. In fact, it may conflict with the other
two. What cami he done tii such a situation is fixing the acceptable performance levels with regard
to the first two requirements and making the computerized process construction procedure as
efficient as possible. On the other hand, human efficiency should be retained as a high priority
requirement. for one of the fundamantal goals of process construction is to eliminate or
minimize the manual work involved.

S. Analysis of Pro'eft Constructiom Algorithms

"This secto:n; lha, a twofold purpose: f I i to discuss the Basic Process Constructor algorithms
and procedures for which tIhe requirement, are specified in Sabsection IX.C, and (2) to define a
preCLIse mathematical model ftor the problem of optimal allocation of hardware resources and
then to dhscuss various approaches for solving this problem.

Algorithms of three basic types come up in process construction:

Process Anilysis Alg-rithins these are the algorithms that are used to analyze
certain aspects ot nrocess design or structure for evaluation purposes.

' Rainanworthy, C.V., IL'. Cheung. and K.11. Kim: "k-hiability and Integrity of Large Computer Programs"
,jlemtandum No M'i..,t.?#i (March 1974), Elctwrnies Rew.,creh Laboratory, College of Engineering. University of
C'•lifforia, Berkley, California.
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I-xample: tile algs'ritini used to alai, ic thle structural correctness ol programl
graph I Step 4 of the process construction procedurc), where a graph is said to
ble structurally correct if it contains precisely one entry node. precisely one
cmit node, and no loops through its nodes.

Pihoccs l)esign Algoritlhms they affect the overall structure and design ol the
process. Fsanple: the algorithml used to allocate D1P'M Proce•silg le-ilie•ts to
process programs (Step 6 of" the Process ('ollirutlion Procedure)

l)ata Franstorination Algorithm.s these are used to reduce or restructure model data
aid to pt• -ir tormnat or value translormations on tile data. -xample:
generation of Lontrol data for process simulators (Steps 7. 8. and 9 of thle
process construction proceduret.

Note that the above given charaL ,crization iof algorithms is not a classitication in the sense that it
is nieither iuutlwli e\clusivc iiir all inclusive. There are algorithms in the process construction
procedure %%Inch !ua"c the cha'lacterstir ot all three types. For c\ample. the first step of' process
collstruction procedure is repre¢entled by al1 algorithm, called Computer-lndepelndent Model
Generator. Mhuch analze¢ the data to identify all input-output relations between the tasks of a
program. constructs the man\inally parallel predecessor-successor graph for each -nodteled program
in the process (winch is a design task), and pertorim \arioLi transforiationo til [lie ipluti data in
order to reor-ganite and compact it oi fiuture use.

a. e,'ess .4nAiai'lis A.4ritmE ts

Senti) , piocess analysis algorithins conme up in the early phasc of process construction
SubcLtion I X.(i These algorithilis are mainly used to anial) e the stroicture of' the process and

to determine the input-outiput precedence relations in individual programrs. All process analysis
algorithmis can he cost-errfctivel) computerized. Since suich algorillim% are not used for desigin
decision making. there is no need to put the process designcr into the loop to examine and
posmil )nerrule their outputs. Hence. the intcraction bIetween the computerized process analysis
algorithiis and the designer norliall% can lie limited to tile examination of the final output data.

The fOllou~ing pro.ess anal)sis alg.orithiis were implemented and coinputationally tested in

the courNe of the Pro~css ('onstruction Case Stud\ I reltrence 1,); .

"T opoilogi.-al Sort

Path Main\ ('onstri 1toi

I \¢eution Path Cenerator

Thile oniliilute the k1,% algorthins olf Stepo( of process construction procedure (Subsection
IX.' S.lilcethe aile e tlhreel algorithms are to bie used in the Basic Process Constructor., thc are
de-cribed nest in oinre detail. The following should ble noted before .ltita ng their dil-cusion:

IlI In fhie L-\pcrinlental ProLess (onsituction System of the case Study the\ have been
eme~dded in a singlte Loniputei progiam Iwhich corresponds ito tile Process Analy sis
Program of Step 0 in the proceitdure discussed in Subsection IX.C and aire e¢ecutcd
n, lhe sanc oider a% Iited abolt

( oiollei (G.A.. ei at.: IDivribu/,I iPr,,, '',r 1lh 'nr ..Irchiltc iure. llerln-leliliical RepoArt fir UtSAF
Aviunc, to\,i,%o I isttimme ts Ii~pvt I )alla, evi Srepicmnher 14!74.
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(2) For analysis. the Process is decomposed into programs and a ,ingle program is
processed at a tihe.

(31 Assume for the following discussio.t that the process program to be analyzed

consists of N tasks. which will be referred to as N nodes. The following items

describing a process program comprise the basic input to the three algorithms:

(a) Tile overall iJescription of the program which consists of program ID,
expected iteration (repetition) rate in real time, node (task) count, the IDs of

the external and interprogram inputs and outputs to be handled by the
program, and the ID of the entry node.

(b) Description of each node (task). consmsting of the node ID, minimum and

maximum run times, permanent and temporary storage requirements, the IDs
of all immediate successor nodes and probabilities of tran"itioning to them, a

list of standard subroutines called, and the IDs of all intraprogram-intertask
inputs and outputs associated with tile task.

(4) One of the first steps in program analysis is to construct from the input intormation
two fundamental matrices which are to be used in all three algorithms:

(a) N X N transition probability matrix T, the (l.J)th element of which specifies
the probability, P0j. for a direct transition at execution time from node I to
node J. If direct transition from node I to node J is impossible, then P1; -- 0:
note that Pj, + P.,2 ... Pt., = I is true for each row of matrix T except the
one whi,' resents the program exit node--for that row. the probability
sum is 0

(ib) N X N node adjacent matrix A, the (IIJ)th element of which

AMlJ) = I if there is a direct link from node I to
node J. which exists if and only if
TOJ)--=Pu > 0

= 0 otherwise.

A description of the three algorithmns follows.

(I) Algorithm [" Topological Sort

This algorithm analyzes the input-output precedence relations between the nodes (tasks) of
a program model and generates topologically ordered node ID numbers which are internal!y
needed thro ighout the program analysis phase of process construction.

A program is topologically sorted (or its nodes are ordered) if. for anN two iodes with ID
ituniber, I and J. I < J implies that the Jth node i% not an immediate or remote predecessor of
the Ith node.

The topological sort algorithm is discussed in references Io I and I "I. The version
;l*plemented in the process construction case stud) follows reference lol . in which the
algorithm is referred to as Fulkerson, s rule. It uses the following lerminology-

hBerztiss. A.T.: at Sinicitures: iiwcurri ,nd lrat lice. Academic Press, litc.. New York. I1) 71.
7 Knuth. ).F.: The Art tJ Cmni,'ulng Prijgra'hgin. Vol. I %Second -dihiton). Addismi-Wesle% l'tublishing (o..

Reading, Na"s.. 0()73.
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II) Digraph a dirccted grn''i

(2) t tIi • i)graphl a direLted graph with no closed loops ait)ei| through its nodes

(31 Indegree ut a mpde for tI a vet ,f nodes) X is the number of arcs coming into X
from the nodes of the digraph G that are in the complement of X with respect to

(4) Outdegre, ,if a no~de (ojr tJf a wrt ,if ngude X i• the number otf i. emanating from
X and pointing to the nodes in the compkment of X

(2) Fulkerson'% Rule

Let X be the set of nodes that hase been numb'ih.ed (i.e . given topologically ordered lI)%)
at any particular stage in (he application of the alforithm to an acyclic digraph Proceed as
follows.

I Set I = I

2. If there is no unnumbered node with zero indegree. go to 5. otherwise. go to 3.

3. Assign the number I to an unnumbered node with zero indegree as its new
(topologically ordered) ID.

4. Set i=+ I:goto 2.

5. If all nodes have been numbered (i.e.. assigned topologically ordered I1s). restore all
removed arcs and stop: otherwise. go to 6.

6. If the outdegree of X is not 0. remove all arcs originating from X and go !o 2.

(3) Algorithm 2: Path Matrix Constructor

This algorithm analyzes the adjacency matrix of the program graph to construct the path
matrix P. whose (l.J)th element,

P(l.i) = I if there exists at least one path from
node I to node J

= 0 otherwise.

Note that the existence of a path does not imply the existence of an arc directly linking I to J. a
path from I to J may traverse several nodes.

The implementation of the Path Matrix (',,astructor in the process construction study
follows a very efficient procedure credited to ; A Warchall, which if discussed in reference 161.
For convenience, it has been included in the scquel.

(4) Warchall's Algorith"

Given an N X N X mtrtnx with, elements

Xij = 0 or 1.
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Prot~ced as follos%,

I S.t X" = X

2 SetJ =

3 Set I =

4 If X*lj = 1, then set X*l1 = Xtk \X 11, lot all K from I it)

SSet I = I + I If I !.ý then go to 4 otherise ,ontinue

b Set J = J + I If J - N. thet. go to 3 else ,top

According to Warchall's theo:en Iref ifi. p 206,1. it X is the adja,.et.c. matrix ot a directed
graph G. the matrix X* generated b% the abo•e algorithm is the path matrix of (, Ii Step-4
ahoie. the Boolean disjunction Operator -'k- i, defined as tollos 0 % 0 = 0 0 % I = I ý 0 = I

Both the path matrix and the node adjacent,, mitrix are used It, anal)ie the following
aspects of the correctness of program structure

Atriscice ot loops in the program graph

Whilithr the designated entry node actually has no predecessors .and whether there
ire no more node% without predece,ssor%

Whether the designated exit Itermnal) node actually has no stcessors and whether
there are no more nodes without successors

15) Algor, hm 3. Execution Path Generator

Assume that the program under analysis contains N nodes (tasksI. This algorithm analyzes
the N X N node adjacent.y matrix A of tl.., program to construct all alternative execution paths
through the program. each starting at the entr\ node and ending at the exit node. If there 1, an
execution path of length K throt h Ithe nodes M, . M, , .. . M f Iwhere M,, is the program
entrq mode M. . Mil the exit not M•, I. the :onstrueted list. M%, - M, -" - M,k. defines
it. The Execution Path Generator can be considered as being a procedure for constructing the
program graph from the input-output relations between individua! pairs of nodes, specified b1
the node adjacency matrix. A. Recall that the I 1.J)th element of matri\ A is

A(U.1) = I if node I produces output,, Mlich are
consumed by node J

= 0 otherwise.

The rows (and columnsl of A are assumed to be ordered by the ,ncreasing value% o:" the node
topolopcai I) numbers.

The implementation of Execution Path Generator algorithm n the Process Construction
Case Study Ireference (5)l is based on the following principles:

Start at the entry node to initialize a path for each outgoing arc (branch successor).

add the ID number of the successor for each initialized path.
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Proceed from note J-I to node J lor equivalently from the 0-I )ih to the Jth row of
the node adjacency Matrix A). where the node I1) num.ier. correspond to the
topological ordering (it nodes constructed by Algorithm I

If the Jth row of A represents the iast (terminall node in an already parti.,11
Lompleted path. extend this path by adding to it tile node I1) number K
which corresponds to the leltmost nonzero entry in the Jth ro% of A hlen
continue to the r~ght in (he same row of A and. for each new[) eni.ountterd
nonzero entry. e.g.. A(J.L). create a new path by

Copying the first (leftmost) path that was extended in row J

Deleting trom it the lastly added . 'ide (whose 11) number is KI

Adding to it the node I1) number corresponding to the Lth column

Stop after processing the IN-I )th row of A (the last row represents the exit node)

Computer implementation of this algorithm is greatly simplified if list processing lacilitle
are available to the programmer. for the number of paths to be newly added or lists itf eacth list
represents a path tends to increase as one progressively steps through the rows of the adjacenco
matrix A.

b. Process Analysis Program

In the Process Construction Case Study. algorithms 1. 2. and 3 constitute parts of a bigger
program. called the Process Analysis Program. Since the Process Analysis Program has be,-n fvupd

to be a useful tool for analyzing p;ocess decomposition into programs (i.e.. to determine whether
no program exceeds the capacity of a single DPIM Processing -lement) and since a program
similar to it has been specified at Step 4 in the process construction procedure of the Basic
Process Constructor (Subsection IX.C). it is outlined below.

The Process Analysis Program represents a multi-step procedure consisting of the following
main steps.

I. Read the input description of a program and, using Algorithm I. genertte the

topologically ordered node (task) I1) numbers.

2. ~Generate the node adjacency matrix A and the branch transition probability matrix
T (in both matrices, rows and columns must be ordered by the increasing values of
the topological ID numbers: i.e.. if I is such a number. then the node which is
represented by ! must correspond to the Ith row or column of matrices A a:d T)

3. Using Algorithm 2. generate the path matrix, P.

4. Analyze the structural correctness of the program under •analysis: print a report on
results of this analysis.

5. Apply Algorithm 3 to construct all alternative execut',,n p:,ths througn the progi.

6. For each path, compute its execution probabihty and project,'d execution timing.

7. By considering the specified iteration rate of the program, cempute the !oading of
"lie processor timeline in real time by the program: compute the permanent and
.,aporary storage required by the program.

8. 1'rint a report summarizing the results of preceding steps.
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To illustrate the dbOve proc.edure. the output reports produced by the present
implementation of the Process Analysis Proran. ;are shown in Figures 164 through 17O. rwo
basi reports. Program Analysis Report (Figures 164 through I68) and Program (Synthetic)
Model Report, are included. Note that these reports are similar to thow to the produced in
Step 4 of the process construction procedure which is described in Subsection IX.C.

The function of Program Analysis Report is to provide the process designer with the
informatior which will enable him to decide whether the program satisfies all structural
requirements This report consists of five pages. The first page (Figure 164) contains a summar)
of the input information which describes the program under consideration. The last page
(Figure 168) shows the results of the structural analysis of the program. In the particulat case
shown, the program whose name is NARBSWD has been found to be structurally correct

The second report (Figures 169 and 170) summarizes the synthetiw model of the program.
Its function is to provide the proven designer with the information needed to decide whether the
program in question can be run on a single Processing Element. If the answer is yes for all
programs in the process model, we say that it is properly decomposed.

c. Opt(onI AbkwC.on of ihrdtwe Resources to Process Components

This subsection formulates a mathematical optimization model for the hardware resource
allocation problem aid then examines alternative approaches for solving it. We start with a
background review, state a few assumptions to establish firm working rules, and then proceed
with the problem statement. Next. we suggest several alternative algorithms for solving this
problem.

The function of the Hardware Resource Allocation Algorithm is to allocate hardware
resources (i.e.. the DP/M Processing Elements) to process programs. This assignmct is to be
optimal in the sense that it is to minimize the resulting data bus traffic, which also amounts to
minimizing the number of Processing Elements in a DP/M network. Hence. this algorithm can be
considered as being a procedure for determining the best hardware configuration for a given
model of the real-tine process. Before we proceed with the discussion of the Hardware Resource
Allocation Algorithm. we shall elaborate the idea, stated at the end of the preceding paragr.-ph,
about fitting hardware to, software in designing real-time systems. In the traditional approach of
real-time system development, the software development effort has to wait until the hardware is
selected and then the programs are written under hardware constraints: the important
consequence of this approach is that the development and the final shape of mission-oriented
algorithms also become subject to hardware constraints. Although this approach has many
disadvantages, it could be somewhat justified at the time when the hardware cost was the
dominating factor in computer system development and when the current techniques and tools,
such as simulation, for developing real-time software on a host computer were not available: but
the situation has been reversed during th. last decade by a sharp decrease in hardware cost
relative to that of software. For example in reference 14 I. the cost of software amounted only
about to 25 percent of the USAF budget for electronic data processing in 1960 (75 percent went
for haidware), while in 1973 the cost of software amounted to approximately 80 percent of the
USAF budget for EDP. According to the reference just cited, the traditional real-time system
development philosophy based on fitting software to hardware suffers from the following
disadvantages:
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Fmwe 164. Propam Auhuls Repa. NVa I

Inability to start thu. software development until hardware has been procured. or a•
least selected, pushes software further out in the critical path

Since hardware selection must be made without understanding the actwal
requirements imposed by the software process. selection of an inadequate
hardware configuration may dramatically affect the prxductivity of software
development

The resulting hardware selection is poor functionally and is cost-ineffective.

As we approach about 85 percent usage of processor time and memory, the software cost
and the time required for software development abruptly curve up to infinity. Further. the cost
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Figure 1"6. Progrm Andysis Report, PINV 3
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DPIM PROCMSS CONSTRUCTION DATE! 750116

PROGRAM NAKE: NARS SlO
106 : 0

4 OF ITERATIONS PER SECOND: 32

6 OF MODES: 9INPUTTED ID ) OF ENTRY NODE: 184

COM, PUTER MODEL: DPI* PROTOTYPE

INPUTTED INFORMATION

N x 9

ITS a I

ITX z 9

RESULTS OF THE TEST ON THE CORRECTNESS OF GRAPH STRUCTURE

ALL NODE ID NS ARE TOPOID OS

NO. OF CYCLES 2 0 (OK IF ZERO)

10 OF THE STARTING NODE I 1 (OK IF jITS)
NO. OF NODES NONREACHABLE FRO14 ITS I ICK IF 1)
1I) OF THE EXIT NODE 9 (OK IF uITX1

NO. OF NODES FROM WHICH THERE IS NO PATH TO ITX a I (OK IF =1)

Figure 168. Propara Analysis Report. Pap S

to maintain and modify the software process which hardly fits a computer is economically
prohibitive. (It is ironic that. in spite of what just ,.as been said, some syctem designers continue
to be proud of bding capable of tight designs.) With decreasing cost of hardware and with rising
cost of software. getting too close to the saturation points of the designs must by a!l means be
avoided. This consideration must be kept in mind in order to prevent the misuse of the Optimal
Hardware Resource Allocation Algorithm" although it will allow matching hardware to software.
the resulting hardware configuration must not be allowed to become too tight. Actually. the
algorithm must be designed to permit its user to specify and control the desired level of
hardware saturation.
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Figure 169. Program Model Report. Page I

To formulate the hardware resource allocation problem and the ,opti•,hlit. criterion for

tlhs problem, the following a,,,umptions ha~e been made.

No program in the proces-, model exceeds the speLif•ed leve! of the total capaclt. of
a single Pt (As the process construction progres•ses beyond the process

decomposition analysis. we ar% guaranteed that tlhs will be thle casel

Selected DP/M Processing Elements may have to be preassigned to certain programs.
which still maý leave enough processing capacity in these PFs to as-ign them
also to other programs.

The hardware resource allocation algorithm Io be discus.ed in the sequel must be
capable of being applied either to 9he entire process or to th,. individual



fP/4 PROCESS CONSTRUCTION DATE: 50k116

PROGRAM NAME: NARBSWO
ID *: 0

4 OF ITERATIONS PER SECfnlN: 32

0 OF NODES: 9
INPUTTED D0 I %or ENTRY NtIDE: 184

COMPUTER MnOEL: OP/M PROTOTYPE

0 OF E%'LUTION PATHS x 3

PATH
* PROB MIN RUN T MAX RUN T PATH DESCRIPTION

1 0.12500 14831.0 1P.943.0 184->1S->)186->188->189-)190->191->192
2 0.75000 7276.0 7366.0 184->189->190->19->)I92
3 0.12500 17329.0 17469.0 184->185->187->188->189->190->191->192

PROCESSOR LOADING a 5.590080E-01 SECS/SEC OR - 55.90 1 OF CAPACITY

MEMORY OCCUPANCY
PERMANENT - 3141 16-BIT WORDS
TEMPORARY - 39 16-BIT WORDS

Figure 170. Pfogeam Model Report, Pape 2

components of the procms. such as various avionics subfunctions (The latter
option may be needed to guarantee a desired number of distinct Processing
Element Affinity Grouaps in the hardware configuration.)

The second assumption has been made to guarantee the placeme it of External 10 llandler,
(programs especially designed to handle the external 1:0) within the Processing Elements which
are connected with appropriate sensors or actuators. It can also he used to guarantee a desired
minimum number of Processing Elements in the entire system or just in an Affinity Group of
Processing -lements.
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The hardware resource allocation procedure is mainly concerned with minimizing the
interprogram bus 1/0 traffic, the assignments to be made cannot affect the intraprogram-iritertask
1/O traffic because of the requirement that a program always be mapped into a single PE.
However, the assignments indirectly affect the amount of bus traffic that results from the
externai I/O due to communications between the process components and various sensors or
actuators. Recall that all external I/O is to be channeled through special external 1/O handling
programs, already referred to as External i/O Handler . which must be plac•d in preassigned
Processing Elements, i.e.. in those PEs which are directly connected to appropriate sensors or
.ictiators. To other programs of the process. an Extcrnal 1/0 Handler looks just as another
program: if the handler is communicating with a sensor. it may produce outputs that are
consumed by the avionics programs as their inputs; furthermore, these communications may or
may not cause bus traffic, depending on the locations of the consumer programs relative to the
sensor. Similarly. if a handier interfaces with an actuator, it receives inputs, sent to it by various
avionics programs as their outputs, which again may or may not generate bus traffic. Thus ',,e
relative locations of an External 1/O Handler program and the avionics pro trams that
communicate with the former determine the amount of the resulting bus traffic. The Hardware
Resource Allocation Algorithm attempts to minimize the potential traffic by coalescing (within
the given constraints) heavily iatercommunicating prog.ams into the same Processing Elements.

The problem of onttmal hardware resource allocation for DP/M processes can be stated as
follows:

(I) Let

Npi. = The initial number of PEs in the system (or in the
Affinity Group under consideration)

NT = Number of programs
T, = The processor time required per one unit of real time.

such as I sceond. by the Ith program

S- The amount of storage needed for the [th program

SMij =Amount of 1/O traffic between programs I and J per
one unit of real time.

2) Consider the allocation variables XiK. where

X1K = I if the Kth PE i. allocated for program I
= 0 otherwise.

13) It will be convenient to introduce vectors
X1 = (XI,.- X11. • X1K .... Xi.,rpi

Then the dot product

X, • X) = I if tasks I and J are put into the same PE

= 0 otherwise

I Note that the notation used ah,,e neglects to denote vector transposes.)
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(4) We wart to find the maximum of

NT NT

subject to the following constraints for K = 1.2. Np2.

NT

_ T, XIK < ET) seconds
" ~I =1t

A

NT

Z Si X1K < (Number of words available in memory of Kth PE for avioni:s
-- lprograms) X Es

where Er and Es are the desired upper limits on the processor time and storage saturation levels.
respectively; clearly, the bounds. 0 < ET < I and 0 <Fs < I. must be satisfied.

The following remarks apply:

Performance index Q measures V-'e amount of bus traffic eliminated by making.
within the stated constraints, the most heavily intercommunicating programs
share the same Processi.|g Elements.

To simplify the optimization problem, t',e amount of the processor time gained by
eliminating messages from the bus traffic has not been accounted for in the
conm.traints on processor time: the effect of this simplificati,)i is to make the
constraints slightly pessimistic.

Solving this problem also solves the problem of determining the minimum number
of PEs needed for the considered portion of process. Initially. set Npi (=
number of PEs) large, perhaps equal to the number of programs in the model.
The obtained optimal values for the assignment variables. XIK will show
which PEs will remain unused: these PEs should be eliminated from the
hardware configuration.

Since certain programs (expecially External I/O Handlers) must be mapped into
predetermined PEs. their assignment variables. XIK. 're a priori known. Thus.
the solution of the optimization problem is reducibki to findling optimal values
for the remaining X1K. which in the literature on optimization are known as
free variables, in contrast to the a priori set or fixed variables.

The optimization problem as stated above is a quadratic integer programming
problem: since

Xj = I or 0 for an% I and J

this program is reducible to a standard linear integer programming problem.
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Several algorithms .or solving the linear integer programming problem are known in
Lteraturw. Ireferences (8) and (9)].. However. these algorithms are computationally expensive
and typically require a large amount of memory. Therefore, it was decided to look into faster
but suboptimal heuristic procedpires. A class of such procedures is represented by what is known
as cluster analysis methods: these techniques have found applications in many fields (such as
pattern recognition. information retrieval. etc.) where large quantities of objects are grouped by
constructing clusters, each containing objects interrelated by certain criteria.

In our case. a cluster represents a group of programs that heavily intercommunicate among
themselves and relatively littk, with the programs belonging to other clusters. Furthermore, if the
time and memory constraints are satisfiedJ by a cluster of programs. a single PE may be
associated with it. At the start of a clustering procedure, all External I/O Handlers must be
preassigned as seeds of clusters (depending on sensor or actuator locations, several External i/O
Handlers may forim a single seed). In addition, other (i.e.. non-i/O) programs may be designated
as cluster seeds. As programs are assigned to or transferred between already established clusters
during the execution of a clustering algorithm, individual clusters may exhaust the capacity of
the DP/M processing elements: several options exist for what to do in such a situation. One
approach is to proceed without paying any attention to the constraint violations until all
programs have been clustered: thereafter, split each violating cluster into several clusters. Another
strategy is to create new clusters just before a cc istraint violation occurs.

To apply the cluster analysis techniques to the DPIM hardware resource allocation
problem. the mathematical model of the optimization problem outlined above must be expanded
tr include the measure of association between programs. Many different measures are known in
technical literature ((10) is a good first reference) : furthermore, each measure can be used with
many different clustering procedures. Selecticn of a proper measure and of suitable measurement
variables is important, for it may critically affect the separability of programs into clusters.

To see how association between programs can be measured for the DP/M haa.tware
resource allocation problem. consider the following example. which illustrates one posshle
approach:

Defitne the NTxNM program-to-I/O matrix P. where NT = number of programs and
NM = number of the interprogr, m 1/O messages (types of inputs/outputs) in
the process model, as follows:

P(i,K) =MK if the Ith program produces
for consumes) the Kth message

= 0 otherwise

"S Edwards, J "'HIerarchial Control m Operating Systems fof Multiple Computer Systems.- Ph.D 1hes;s (in

preparation), the Uneruty of Oklahoma. Norman. Oklahoma

'Gafnikel. R. S., and G. L Nenihauser: "Integer Programming." John Wiley and Sons. I9c.. New York, 1q72.
10 Anderbe.rg M. RL: "(luster Analyis for Applications." Acadoemic res. Inc., New York. 1973.
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Here. the quantity MK (>0) measures the bus loading per unit time by the Kth I
messa; this loading is proportional tc the message length in bits and to theexpected transmi:sion rate.

The following two related measures of association between two programs
examined in referei.,e 181 with respect to their potential usefulness in the
hardware resource allocation algorithm:

NM

IP([,K)l --'IP(JK)I
K-1

D, 
N!= M IP(l,K)I 

+ IP(J,K)I

K' 1

and

" [}E(IPlK)lI +P(J,K)I+ ]
K=I

The following remarks apply:

Note that both measures make sense only for non-negative data. This is the reason
for using only the absolute valucs of the elements of matrix P in D, and D,.

Measure D, should normally be used for binary data only.

D, and D, measure the degree of agreement between two programs: i.e.. if two
programs, 1 and J, use the Kth message, weighted by M = PXl,K); = IPIJ.K),.
for communication, then the corresponding term in the numerator of D, (or
D, ) is zero, with an opposite effect occurring in the denominator. The more
similar two programs are. the smaller will be the value of D, or DQ.

During a systematic investigation of the optimization problem stated above, attention was
focused on the following four alternata;"' methods for solving thf optimal hardwarc resource
allocation problem:

(1) An enumerative integer programming method. called Branch and Bound Algorithm
[reference (9), Chapter 41

(2) A cluster analysis algorithm known as MacQueen's K-Means Method freference(10),
Chapter 7J

(3) A cluster analysis algorithm, known as Forgy's Method [reference (10), Chapter 71

(4) A heuristic method, which is presented in the wequel as Algorithm 4.
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Preliminary computational reaults indicate the superiority of MacQueen's Method over
methods 3 and 4 foi the problem und,-r consideration. Therefore, further research is likely to be
narrowed down to methods 1 and 2. To make method I (Branch and Bound Algorithm)
computationally more attractive, bit string manipulation techniques have been used to handle the
enumeration tree on which the method is based. As stated earlier, reference 181 discusses the
results of this evaluation effort and contains a detailed description of the investigated algorithms.
(Although the problem addressed in reference [81 differs slightly from the optimal resource
allocation problem for DP/M, the results generally are applicable to the DP/M case.) Since
method 4 has been formulated in the course of DP/M process construction studies (actually, it
constitutes an extension of a procedure mentioned in reference (3)), and may not be easily
available in published literature, its definition has been included in the present report. Its main
virtue is simplicity. It will be referred tt. as Algorithmi 4D; methods 1, 2, and 3 will be referred
to as Algorithms 4A, 4B, and 4C, respectively.

ALGORITHM 4D: SUBOPTIMAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

Let
NPE = Number of Processing Elements under consideration

Nr = Numtber of programs under consideration.

Then proceed as follows:

1. Initially set NPE = Np. Assign one program per PE. Mark all pairs of PEs eligible for
fusion. Construct the list of all eligible pairs.

2. Find an eligible pair of PEs whose fusion into a shtigle PE (i.e., coalescence of the
programs resident on these two PEs into a single PE) would eliminate the greatest
amount of bus traffic.

3. Can the load (memory and processing speed requirements) already assigned to the
PEs of the pair considered for fusion be handled by a single PE? If yes, go to 4:
otherwise, go to 5.

4. F,_jse the PEs of the candidate pair into a single PE and coalesce their workloads.
Decrease NpE by I. Modify the list of eligible pairs. Go to 2.

5. Eliminate the pair that cannot be fused from the list of eligible pairs.

6. Are there any eligible pairs left? If yes. pick one and go to 2; otherwise, stop.

d. Identified But Not Implemented Process Analysis Algorit' •m

There is only one key process an alysis algorithm which has been identified in the process
construction procedure of Basic Proce, s Constructor (Subsection IX.C) but was not implemented.
Its function is to construct the maximally parallel, determinate predecessor-successor graphs for
each program in the process model. A maximally parallel graph that generates the program
determinacy is one which maximizes the potential parallelism in the program execution patterns
without jeopardizing the determinacy of computed outputs. An execution pattern here refers to
a sequence in which the program tasks (nodes) are to be executed. The input data needed to
construct a maximally-parallel, determinate predecessor-successor graph for a program is the
information on input-output relations between the tasks constituting the program. Once this
information is available, many suh graphs can be constructed for a given system of tasks, all of
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which are logically equivalent but different in complexity (i.e., they differ in the number of links
that directly connect pairs of nodes), It can be proved that every program possesses a unique
maximally-parallel, determinate predecessor-successor graph of minimum complexity. References
II (121, and 113 I discuss parallel predecessor-successor graphs, including their construction.

C. SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS

This subsection summarizes requirements for the development of an initial version of the
system for constructing DP/M real-time processes. This initial system is called the Basic Processor
Constructor (BPC). Various problems associated with its development have already been
discussed in the preceding section (Subsection IX.B). Although an attempt has been made to
keep this summary of BPC development requirements self-contained at the cost of restating a
few basic concepts and definitions already introduced in the problem analysis section, certain
references to that section. especially to tL.. subsection which discusses process construction
algorithms, cculd not be completely avoided tor reasons of conciseness.

The requirements presented in the sequel have been divided into three major groups:

System requirements

Functional capability requirements

ihnplementational requirements.

The system requirements view the Basic Process Constructor as an integrated system of
computer programs which interfaces with its main user, the process designer. The basic process
construction procedure defined in Subsection IX.C.5 assumes the process designer's active
participation in that procedure, which occurs through:'

Provision of process construction inputs (mainly the model data) by the designer

Monitoring of intermediate results

Optional intervention in the computerized procedure in order to influence its further
progress.

The computer programs constituting the BPC intercommunicate through shared data files:
i.e.. the intermediate outputs produced by one program are used as inputs to other programs.
The final outputs of a process constructor are to be used as inputs either for process simulation
on a host computer or else for exe uting the process on a target DP/M system.

BPC system requirements cover the following areas:

The interaction of process construction with other phases of process development
and the interface of BPC with other systems (Subsection IX.C.2)

The assumptions made about the process development languat-! (Subsection IX.C.3)

"Coffman, Jr., E. G., and P. J. Denning: Operating Srstems Theory, Prentice-al-l, Inc.. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,
1973.

"2Bcrnstein, A. J.: "Analys of Programs for Parallel Processing," iEEE Trans. Comp. EC-iS. 45 October 1966).
pp 757.762.

"3 a1mer, J. L: "A Survey of Some Theoretical Aspects of Multiprocessing," ACM Computing Surveys, .J, #1
(March 1973).
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A supporting subsystem, called the Process Development Information System
(PDIS), whose function is to facilitate handling of the process development
data base (Subsection IX.C.4).

The functioual capability requirements define the process construction which the BPC
m ;st be capable of accomplishing. These requirements are stated by specifying a fundamental
process construction procedure which consists of the following major steps/actions:

Analysis and reduction of the process construction input data

Process decomposition analysis. whose functions are to

Decompose a computer-independent model of the process into individual
DP/M programs so that none of them will exceed the real-time capacity
of a single DP/M processing element

Validate the structural correctness of each program

Construct computer-dependent program models.

Process synthesis, whose main function is to determine an optimal hardware
configuration by obtaining the best possible mapping of programs into
Processing Elements.

Generation of the process model data for simulation or for actual execution in real
time.

The functional capability requirements are stated in Subsections IX.C.5 and IX.C.6; the
first of these two sections defines the fundamental process construztion procedure of the BPC,
and the second one summarizes the algorithms and the external inputs/outputs of that
procedure. For several reasons, no attempt was made to specify the detailed organization and
formats of the data set.; or files that have been identified in the fundamental process
construction ptocedure. For example, the file organization and formats depend on the selection
of the host computer on which the BPC is to be implemented: and also, it is not known at the
present time in what form the process construction inputs will come (which to some extent
uepLnds on the capabilities of the process development language processor) !nd precisely what all
output data should be (it depends on the final design of the DP/M real-time executive).

The few implementational requirements that could be identified at the present time define
the expected minimum capabilities of the host computer system. They are summarized in
Subsection IX.C.7.

I. Assumptions

This subsection contains a summary of the basic assumptions about the DP/M hardware
and software from which the DP/M process construction requirements have been derived. For
convenience, these assumptions have been separated into those on hardware, software process,
and the process dynamics at exectuion time.

a. krdw'are

In A DP/M network, the microprocessors, called processing elements (PEs). are grouped
into one or several clusters (Affinity Groups). All PEs within a single cluster communicate
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I.
through a Local bus. A Global bus is used to support commur i•.tion between any two PEs that
are located in two different clusters. The exact configuration of each cluster is determined at
process construction time by the avionics functions that have been assigned to it and by the
external 1/0 that it must service.

A PE can be characterized as a 16-bit parallel microcomputer with a 4K to 8K memory
and the computational power of 250K operations/second. High-density, low-power LSI
technology is to be used to implement the hardware.

Any PE can be made to communicate with the external world (i.e., sensors and actuators)
through a direct parallel 1/O channel, each of which is dedicated to a particular function. Note
that a sensor or an actuator can be directly connected only to a single PE in the network: this
implies that the other PEs can communicate with such an external device only through the PE to
which the device is connected.

b. Stmcttue of the Software Process

The process consists of the avionics programs. the executive software, and the supporting
data base. The avionics software is structured along the lines of avionics functions (such as
navigation, weapo. control, etc.) into a set of programs which are semi-autonomous with regard
to hardware resource allocation at process construction time and to scheduling at execution time.
Each program in the process is characterized by its expected iteration rate, the i/0 messages that
it consumes or produces, and the rules to be used to schedule it. Ea-h program can be visualized
as a network of tasks, where the I/0 relations between individual tasks determine their
pricedence-successor constraints.

The structure of each program in the process model is defined by the following two
related graphs whose nodes represent individual tasks (functional segments) of the program:

The program graph defines all potentially possible execution paths through the task

system constituting a program.
The precedence-successor graph defines all precedence-successnr constraints in the

program due to the 1/0 relations between the individual tasks: it also shows
parallel path substructures of the fork and join type: all constituent tasks of
such a parallel substructure must be executed before the paths join together.

One of the initial tasks in the process construction procedure, to be defined later in the sequel,
is to construct a maximally-parallel, determinate precedence-successor graph for each program in
the process model. The program graph can then be easily derived from such a
precedence-successor graph.

The following assumptions have been made about the structure of each program:

It has precisely one entry node (task)

It has precisely one exit node (task)

There are no closed loop cycles through nodes. i.e.. all program loops must be
embedded within individual nodes (tasks).

I
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A program satisfying these conditions is said to be structurally correct. One of the
functions of process constructien is to validate assertions about the structural correctness of
programs.

Any program eventually must be mapped into, or reside in, a single processing element. If
a program exceeds the available capacity of a processing element, it must be split into several
programs at process construction time. At the start of process construction, the process is
divided into programs along the natural functional boundaries of avionics functions, such that
each (sub)function is represented by precisely one program. On completion of process
construction, each function is represented by one or several programs, depending on whether the
representing nrogram had or had not been split, respectively.

c. Process Dym es at Execution Time

The execution-time communication between individual process modules and between the
process and the external world occurs through the flow and exchange of 1/0 messages. Not all
I/O messages generate bus traffic: for example, some messages may be exchanged between the
process modules which reside in the same PEs. Messages which flow between a PE and an
external device directly connected to it also do not generate any bus traffic. All 1/O messages
can be divided into three types: external 1/O, interprogram 1/O. and intraprogram-intertask I/O
mesages.

It is assumed that each external i/O device (sensor or actuator) interfaces with the process
through an I/O handling program, called the External I/O Handler. An External 1/O Handler
must always be placed in the same PE to which the external 1/O device is connected. To the
mission-oriented programs of the process. an External 1/O Handler looks like any other program:
it may produce outputs, which actually come from a sensor and which may be consumed by
other programs, or vice versa. Thus, if a program has not been placed in the same PE with a
companion F.xt•-, -!,'O Handler which is transmitting external inputs to the program, the
resulting information flow will cause bus traffic. (A similar statement can be made about
external outputs.) One of the functions of process construction is to minimize the potential bus
traffic by collocating programs with their External i/O Handlers in the same Processing Elements,
especially those that intercommunicate heavily at execution time. The interprogram I/O results in
the bus traffic only if the intercommunicating programs are located in different PEs. Thus, the
total bus traffic can be decreased by trying to locate the most heavily intercommunicating
programs in the same PEs. The intraprogram-intertask 1/O does not generate any bus traffic at
execution time, but it has the potential to generate bus traffic in the event that the program is
further decompcsed into several programs. Therefore, the intraprogram-intertask I/O is a factor
to be watched when a program is split into several programs at process construction time.

2. Interaction With Other Phases of Process Development
and With Other Systems

The process construction procedure of Bas'c Process Constructor (BPC) interacts with the
following aspects or phases of process development:

Logical/functional design of the process-for decomposition of the process into
major functional components and description of the process interfaces with
the external world (sensors and actuators)
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Compihltion outputs-by using compilation outputs as input information for
construction of the computer-independent program models

"Process development simulations-by producing the process construction outputs
which later are to be used as inputs for system network or functional
simulation

Functional model of the real-time executive-by producing the process construction
outputs which constitute the control data used by the real-time executive for
process initialization and simulated real-time operations

Functional model of bus operations-to produce the control data used to simulate
the bus traffic

Functional model of DP/M hardware-to obtain running time estimates.

Hence, the BPC must be designed to interface properly with the following process
development subsystems:

With. the language which is to be: used for processing the process software, and
especially with th- compilation output%

With system network and functional simulators

With process (or process model) loaders.

In addition, the programs of the BPC must interface with the Pro,'e - Development Information
System for handling the process construction inputs, outputs, and intermediate results.

3. Programming Languages

This subsection states the requirements for the programming languages associated with the
development of DP/M processes. Potentially, two programming languages may be involved: that
used for coding the process software (Process Development Language) and that used for coding
the process development support software, including the BPC (Support Programming Language).
Although the long range -oal is to have a single high-order programming language for all purposes
(i.e., for process as well as for support software). such a goal probably is unrealistic for the
initial time period during which the BPC is to be used. Therefore, programming requirements for
the two cases have been stated separately.

a. ogramuX/g Language for Support Software

A single programming language which possesses the characteristics listed below is
considered sufficient for coding all support software. i.e., the Basic Process Constructor. all
process simulators and process development utility routines. This language, to be called the
Support Programming Language (SPL). shall

I. Be a scientific programming language with general capabilities similar to those of
FORTRAN

2. Have the facility for allocating/deallocating pointer-addressable storage blocks for
program variables at execution time (this feature is similar to the controlled storage
with BASE attribute in PL/l)
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3. Have list processing operators (such as CREATE or DEFINE a list, ADD an element
to a list, DELETE a specified element from a list, FIND an elemunt in a list) for
linked lists

4. Have character string cperators for concatenat;ng two strings, finding a substring in a
string, copying a substring from a string, and making string substitutions (assignment
statement).

Another feature which is highly desitable but which will not be put as a requirement is the
capability to have the data of record type and to refer directly to the individual fields in a
record (similar to the PL/l structures or the "data of type record" in PASCAL). Requirements 2,
3, and -; may be satisfied by implementing the capabilities specified above in the form of special
subroutine packages. In such a case, a FORTRAN-like programming language may be used as a
basis for the Support Programming Language.

t'. Process Development Language

Process modules, or models of such modules, will be coded using the Process Development
Language (PDL). Programs coded in this language may interface with the process construction
procedure of Basic Process Constructor through the process construction input. This interface is
considered because certain model data. specified below and needed in process construction, can
at least theoretically be generated as a by-product of compilation.

To minimize the manual preparation of process construction inputs, the compiler of the
Process Development Language shall be capable of producing the model information described
below as a by-product of compiling a process module:

Description of the 1/O variables used by the module for intermodule and external
communicatioti

Names of the standard (common) subroutines called by the module

Characteristics of the module with regard to its demand on hardware resources
(storage. instruction counts, loop statistics, and perhaps, timing)

Information about the module's hierarchical position in the logical structure of the
process (i.e., whether it represents a function or a task, and to which part of

, the process it belongs).
The compiler of PDL shall be capable of producing this ir formation in a form suitable for

automatic retrieval from compilation outputs.

Since conventional compilers are not capable of producing all the above-listed information.
the following implementational approach is suggested as an interim solution. If certain
restrictions on programming conventions are obeyed, then compilation may be able to produce
additional information which otherwise would be unavailable. For example, one may require that
all I/0 variables be specified explicitly in a reserved part of each program: if. in addition. special
comment phrases are reserved for ,!ecribing these variables, then it may be possible to obtain, as
a by-product of compilation by a conventional compiler, nearly all information that is needed to
describe the i/O variables for process construction. For that purpose. it may also be necessary. or
desirable, to develop a special post-compilation text processor whose function would be to
extract from the compilation output tie data itemy of interest, and then to edit and store them
in a form that can he directly input to the process construction procedure.
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4. Process Development Information System

The Process Development Informaton System (PDIS) is a compute- based system whose
function is to facilitate the management and use of: (1)computer programs associated with

Sprograms adthe prgasof the process being developed), and (2) the data used or produced

by these programs. In more detail. the functions of PDIS are to

Increase the effectiveness of process designers and programmers -by minimizing the
amount of manual work needed for data preparation and transfer

Facilitate the management control over process development -by making the process
data and software readily accessible

Facilitate automation of system documentation

Protect the stored information and control access to it.

The availabiity of PDIS is considered to be the key factor in automation not only of
process construction, but also of other phases of process development, especially of simulations.
Therefore, a PDIS shall be developed as a support subsystem for the BPC. The purpose of the
present subsection is to.state minimal capability requirements for the design of PDIS.

To handle the real-time soft.ware development for the avionics processes which are to be
* actually deployed in the field. advanced versions of the process constructor, possessing a more

powerful information system than one specified here in the seqtl. shall be needed. This
information system will differ from the PDIS of the BPC mainly in the following three aspects:

It will be a.,issible through interactive remote t-,rminals

It will provide the process designer with data and program edit capabilities through
interactive remote terminals

It will be capable of providing extensive services for retrieving infonnation from tht:
process development data base.

Since the cost of including the above thrte features is relatively high, they have been omitted
from the BPC requirements.

a. S•mmary of Functional COpability Requirements
and Implementationel Consideratons

The PDIS which is to be used to support the BPC shall be capable of

Making it possible for the BPC programs to communicate through shaie-d data
sets/files

Building up and maintaining model data sets to be used as program inputs

Storing and saving program outputs for future use

Retrieving the stored data for examination or editing purposes-by locating.
displaying and producing a hard copy (printed report or punched cards) of it

Controlling the access to the data base in order to protect the stored information

Providing management control information on the state of the data base.
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The Process Development Information System shall contain twA types of libraries. The
Data Library will handle the model data and simulation outputs, and the Program Library will
store the source and object modules of the process model and support (process constructor and
simulator) software. The PDIS shall be implemented on a host developmental computer. On that
computer system, PDIS shall

Be designed to utilize to the greatest extent all standard processing and utility
services provided by that system

Be capable of interfacing with the Process Development Language translator in order
to retrieve the source modules for compilation and to store the object
modules for future use

Interface with the user through the standard access facilities of the host computer
(although the computer access through an interactive remote terminal is very
desirable, a terminal equipped with a card reader and a line priater is
considered to be adequate for the BPC operations).

The question whether it is better to use a standard Data Management System package.
which has appraxinutely the same functional capabilities as specified in the present subsection,
or to custom-design and program the required Data Library utility subroutines is not addressed
here. This decision is a complex function of the availability and suitability of such a standard
package, budget, development schedules, and availability of talent. Therefore. it should be
deferred until the actual development of the BPC has been started. Since most computer systems.
provide reasonable software manageme.,t facilities, the Program Library shall be developed on tht
basis of existing facilities.

b. Access Control

Two basic types of access control may be considered:

The access control to protect the integrity of the information stored in PDIS
libraries

The access control for screening the users trying to retrieve classified information.

Both types of access control may be needed for the PDIS of an advanced process
constructor. Since the applications of BPC will probably not involve the use of any classified
information, it is sufficient to provide the BPC only with the access control for prote-ting the
integrity of the Data Library. Protection of software is to be limited to the standard access
'ontrol facilities provided by the Operating System of the host computer.

In the BPC, the protection of the Data Library (dictionaries as well as data files) shall be
accomplished by forcing the user to communicate with the library always through standard PDIS
utility subroutines. These subroutines shall be capable of preventing users from writing into or
destroying data files that do not belong to them.

c. The PDAS Data Library

The basic function of the PDIS Data Library is to integrate the individual computer
programs and procedures (not necessarily computerized). constituting the BPC. into a
computerized system by
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Facilitating the flow of information through the components of the BPC and, in
particular, the sharing of data between such components

Establishing a data interface with the DP/M simulators

Facilitating the input of information into the process construction procedure.

In more advanced versions of Process Constructor, the input interface shall be expataded to
include partial outputs of the Process Development Language translator. Since no such special
language is absolutely needed and is not foreseen during the initial process construction work,.
developing an automated input interface may be economically unacceptable. and so the initial
inputs to Process Construction Procedure will probably have to be keypunched.

(1) Organization of the PDIS Data Library

The PDIS Data Library shall consist of a D ta Library directory system. the data base. and
the Data Library utility subroutines. The data base shall be organized on three hierarchical levels.
On the highest level, the entire data base shalh consist of one or several. possibly overlapping.
user's libraries. Each user's library may contain one or several user's (or logical) files, each such
file shall consist of records.

(2) Records

A record may be ot variable length. The head portion of the record trecord header) shall
be of fixed length for all records in the data library and shall contain the record length. the
record Ii) number (key), and the record sequence number for the re.ord group for type)
identifed ny the record ID number

Sufficient space shall be reserved in the record header for the addition of following
optional information

The time and data of record deposition (creation)

A forward pointer to the next record of the same type (key) in the same file

A backward pointer to the last record of the ,an.e type (key) in the same file

The first optional item above is especially needed for simulatmon output. the last to are needed
in construction of singly-threaded. doubly-linked lists throtrgh the data base.

Each file shall have an initial head record of the same general format as described above.
except that key of the record snail be ot the special type reserved for file heads only the
variable part of that record shall contain the file namedescriptton.

(3) Directory System and Directory Operations

The directory system shall consist of a Master Directory and one or several User's
Directories. each identified by the user's name The Master Directory shall contain references to
the User's Directories: a User's Directory, to thl' user's files.

As indicated earlier, file sharing between users shall he allowed. Therefore, a file in :he
Data Library shall he capable of belonging to one or several use."s libiaries simultaneously The
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file naming system shall make it pe'sible for a user to refer !o a file by more than a single name
and several users to refer to the same file by different names.

(4) Access Control

The Data Library access control mechanism shall allow two modes of operation. for file
modification:

In the read-only access mode. the users are allowed to modify or logically delete
(but not purge) their own files only. including those that they share with
other users through the directory system

In the unrestricted access mode. the users are allowed to modify. logically delete, or
purge lphysically delete) any file in the library.

There shall be no access restrictions for reading (copying) of files.

(5) Data Library Utility Subroutines and Their Operations

All user's communication with the Data Libra;) shall be channeled through a standard set
of Data Library utility subroutines. These subroutines shall be capable of carrying out the
following library use functions!operations:

1i) Data Library Functions'Operations:

Initialize the Data Librasy and create the Master Directory

Copy the Master Directory into the working area and/or print its contents

Purge all logically duleted users files from the Data Librar) (a bhared file must
have been logically deleted by all its former ustrs): if all files of a User's
Library have been logically deleted and purged. the User'. Directory is
purged from the directory system

(2) User's Library Functions/Operations:

Initialize a User's Library and create its directory

Copy a User's Directory into the specified working area and/or print ;is
con tfflts

Ad a file to a User's Library by copying it from the working area

Fins! and copy a file fronm a User's Library into the working area

Lolicalh, delete a single file from a User's Library (i.e.. the file may still
rem,ain in the libraries of other users)

Log.,':-NY delete all file% from a User's Library and record

(3i File and iecrd functions oper:ation% 'or a file located in a temporary working area:

In~iiali/e a file in a working .irva

Add i corrcctll tormatted record to the file

Find the next record with a given key in the file (this operation is
progressively repeatable )

Delete a record from the file.
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r The following remarks apply:

Each user's file shall be organized sequentially. It is up to an individual user to
establish lists within his file if he needs to do so-the pointer space for that
purpose is reserved in the fixed length header portion of each record.

In all above described library functions/operations, it is assumed that all directories
affected by a libiary or file modification are automatically modified

subsequent to such a function 'operation.

(6) The PDIS Program Library

As already stated, the PDIS Program Library shall be built on the standard software
management facilities already available in the computer system on which the Basic Process
Constructor is to be implemented.

5. Functional Specification of the Process Construction Procedure

a. Overview

This subsection summarizes the functional capability requirements of the DP/M process
construction by defining a canonical procedure to be used in the Basic Process Constructor. (In
the sequel, this procedure is referred to as process construction procedure.) The Basic Process
Constructor essentially is a system of computerized algorithms which interacts with the process
designer. The programs constituting this system communicate through common data files which
are accessed through the facilities of the PDIS Data Library. The inputs for the Basic Processor
Constructor are prepared by the process designer. Two b.,sic input sets are used: one describes
the target DP/M computer system for which the process is to he constructed. another describes
the process itself. The process is defined by specifying

Its partitioning into avionics subfunctionsllunctions

The tasks constituting each subfunction in terms of their scheduling rules and their
demands on hardware resources

All external. interfunction, and intrafunction-intertask I/O.

As the process construction starts, it is assumed that each subfunction/function is
designated to become a DP/M program whose tasks represent its procedures froutines). As the
process construction progresses. it may turn out that some programs representing avionics
subfunctions/functions do exceed the capacity of a single DP/M Processing Element. Such a
program is then split into several separate programs which are to be distributed over several PE,.
Thus, by the end of process construction, each avionics subfunction/function has been converted
into a single DP/M program or into an integral number of such programs.

b. Process Construction Procedure

The multi-step procedure of the Basic Process Constructor is described next. Although this
procedure is to be computerized extensively, the user shall have the option at the end of each

step to analyze the process construction data generated up to that pnnt and to overrule certain
decisions made by the computerized algorithms. Having this option greatly increases the
flexibility of the procedure and is important in the case of hardware resource allocation, for
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what is optimal for a particular situation may not precisely fit the generalized optimality models
used in process construction algorithms.

Another feature of the procedure is that is that it shall document the process by
producing computer-printed reports. These reports shall serve several purposes, the main ones of
which are (I)system documentation for configuration and management control and (2)to
p )vide the process designer with information needed in decision making, especially with regard
to overruling or influencing the computerized process construction procedures. The final outpvt
of the process construction procedure shall contain the model ane control data to be used as
simulation input. This data shall be organized and formatted so as to be directly inputtable into
the appropriate DP/M simulators.

The process construction procedure shall consist of the following nine steps:

Generate computer-independent models of process programs

Analyze and model the process V'O and storage requirements

Generate a computer-dependent process model (i.e.. the timing data for each task of
every process program)

Analyze process decomposition (i.e.. determine the execution paths and validate the
structura! correctness of every program: construct synthetic models for all
programs)

Evaluate process decomposition in order to test whether a process component
exceeds the hardware constraints

Synthesize the process (i.e.. optimally allocate hardware resources to programs and
determine the hardware configuration)

Generate 110 control data

Generate program execution control data

Load all control data. link and load process components (now the process is ready
to be executed or simulated )

Figure 171 is a block diagram of the process construction procedure. To simplify the
diagram. not all printed reports to be produced are shown in it. Next. each of these steps is
described in more detail.

STEP I: GENERATION OF A COMPUTE R-INI)EPENDENT PROCESS MODEL

Process construction stals with the generation of computer-independent models of all
process modules. The inputs to the first step may be in two forms:

As an automatically generated by-product of compiling the source programs which
constitute avionics functions and tasks

As , e data obtained from the manual analysis oi avionics algorithms.

A computerized algorithm, called Computer-independent Model Generator (CIMG).
analyzes the input data to do the following:

Define the overall process structure by identifying its programs. including their
scheduling rules and iteration rates.
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Identify the program inputs and outputs which are due either to the interprogram
information flow or to the communication of the process with the outside
world (external 1/O); identify the storage requirements of the data sets and

* buffers to be used for storing these inputs and outputs.

Decompose each program into tasks and define the in'ertask information flow -n the
form of task I/O lists; identify the storage requirements of the d3ta sets useo
for interprogram-intertask.

For each task, determine the amount of required computational work in erms of

operation counts and loop repetition estimates. (Note that aere are
alternative techniques for obtaining the running-rtine estimates. FoT example.
if the task already exists as a subroutine, it might be executed on the target
computer or simulated on an instruction-level simulator in order to determine
its timing experimentally; another approach, which is recommendere but which
may be unrealizable for the Basic Process Constructor. is to use a "smart"
compiler which would extract model information as a by-product of
compilation.)

Determine the total amount of storage required by each task.

The tasks listed above essentially represent transformations which convert and reduce the in, ut
information to a form suitable to process construction. For the initial decomposition of the
process into programs, it shall be assumed that each avionics subfunction is going to constitute a
DP/M program.

After analyzing and e the above indicated model data, the CINMG shall

Analyze the intertask information flow in each program to construct (a) the
maximally parallel predecessor-successor graph which guarantees program
execution determinacy and (b) the related program graph which describes all
potentially possible, alternative paths through the program (as noted in,
Subsection IX.B. these two graphs are related one to another but are not the
same)

Compact and write the reduced model data. including both graphs, on the
Compver-independent 14odel File

Print a report documenting the computer-indepet.dent model of the process.

STEP 2: GENERATION OF A COMPUTER-DEPENDENT PROCESS MODEL

A Basic Process Constructor program, called the Computer-Dependent Model Generator
(CDMG), now converts the computer-independent program models, produced in Step I and
stored on the Computer-Independent Model File, to a computer-dependent form by estimating
the task running times and the task memory requirements (the latter is done by considering the
word length of the target computer). This program uses two streams of inputs: () computer
hardware definition and (2) the computer-independent model of the process; it produces the
following outputs:

A computer-dependent description of individual tasks, grouped under programs to
which these tasks belong, which is written on Computer-Dependent Model File

A printed report separately documenting each task of every program in the process
model.
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STEP 3: ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF THE PROCESS 1/0
AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

A Basic Process Constructor program, called the 1/O and Storage Analyzer (IOSA),
analyzes the contents of the Computer-Dependent Model File to retrieve and organize the
information to accomplish the program loading/linking and I/0 control functions. Since the
hardware assignments are not yet known at this point, the information to be produced
essentially (a) describes the logical communication between process modules through subprogram
calls and 1/0 messages and (b) summarizes storage requirements for program linking/loading
purposes. Specifically, the IOSA produces information on:

All three types (external, interprogram, and intraprogram) of 1/O mansages

The storage space needed for the I/O message data sets and buffers

Temporary working storage (scratch memory areas) used by i-dividual tasks

The task permanent memory requirements
Standard subroutines called by each task-a separate list for each task and the

resulting temporary storage requirements per program.

Information on all three types of I/0 messaes is pooled together for all programs in the
process model and written on the 110 Description File, where each I/0 message in the model is
described in terms of its assigned ID, short descriptor in English, size, production rate, producer,
and all consumers. In addition, a communication link matrix describing the interprogram
communications and a similar matrix describing the intraprogram-intertask communications, one
for each program in the process model, are generated and written on the same file.

Information on the storage requirements for programs and for the individual tasks which
constitute these programs shall be stored on the Loader Input File. The following information
for each modeled program shall be contained in this file:

Permanent storage required by each task in the program

Tempurary working storage required by each task in the program

The list of all standard subroutines called by the tasks of the program and the
storage needed for each.

Finally, the I/O and Storage Analyzer prints a report to summarize and document the
information stored on both friles.

STEP 4: ANALYSIS OF PROCESS DECOMPOSITION

For each program in the process model, a computerized algorithm of Basic Process
Constructor, called the Process Analysis Program (PAP), first analyzes the program graph to do
the following: (1) validate the structural correctness of program graph, (2) construct and list all
alternative execution paths through the program, (3) using the task timing information from
Step 2, compute the expected minimum and maximum path execution times for each path; in
addition, if the program graph contains information on branching probabilities (or logical
conditions), the PAP computes path probabilities (or logica, expressions determining the path
selection).

Pecedin paep blak
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Next, the PAP constructs a synthetic model of the program. The following input
information is used for that purpose: (1) the computer-independent program model from Step 1,
and (2) the list of all alternative execution paths through the program. Using the task timing
information from Step 3. the PAP computes the expected minimum and maximum path
execution times for each path. If the program graph contains information on branching
probabilities or logical conditions, the PAP also computes the path probabilities or logical
expressions to model branching during simulation.

The synthetic model shall define a program in terms of (1) program ID, (2) program graph.
(3) description and timing of alternative execution paths, (4) storage requirements, (5) message
type IDs for all the I/O messages consumed or produced by the program, and (6) expected
execution rates and other control information needed by the DP/M executive. In addition, each
task of the program shall be described individually as much as the level of modeling requires
doing so.

The PAP shall produce the following analysis outputs for each processed program model:

(1) A printed report on the validation of structural correctness of program graph

(2) A printed report on (a) the alternative execution paths through the program graph
by specifying each path in terms of an ordered node (task) list, execution
probability (or logical conditions), and minimum and maximum run time estimates.
(b) the synthetic model of the program, including the estimated demands on
hardware resources (timing and storage)

(3) A punched card image v ion of the synthetic model, which is to be stored in a
form directly acceptable by the simulator as Program Synthetic Model File.

STEP 5: EVALUATION OF PROCESS DECOMPOSITION

In the BPC. this step shall be carried out manually. Using the output information
produced in Step 4. Zhe process designer analyzes the model of each program to determine
whether the program does not exceed the processing-time and storage limitations of hardware.
The required program iteration rates and the portion of real-time that can be allocated to the
programu are taken into account to decide whether the timing constraints will remain unviolated.
If no program violates the hardware limitations, the process is correctly decomposed, and the
process construction procedure can continue to Step 6: otherwise. it must return to Step I. or to
that phase of process development which precedes Step I of process construction, in order to
re-partition into programs an appropriate portion of the process.

The conclusion that the process decomposition is incorrect means that at least one
program in the process model txceeds either the real-time processing constraints or the memory
capacity of a single DP/M Processing Element. Several alternative options, depending on the
cause of the difficulties. are now open to the process designer:

Split each violating program into several new programs. each satisfying all required
real-time and hardware constraints: for that purpose. use the maximally
parallel predecessor-successor graph of the violating program, obtained in
Step 1, to determine the best program partitioning: the optimahty criteria that
may now be used are. for example. minimization of the number of splits (or
of new programs) andior minimization of the resulting longest executior path:
the second criterion implies use of the possible parallelisms indicated in the
maximally parallel predecessor-successor graph of the original program:
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Modify the logical partitioning of the process into avionics subfunctions, which
technically precedes Step I of proceso construction, and decompose each
subfunction leading to a violating program into several subfunctions.

The second approach in general will lead to a larger perturbation in the original process
partitioning than the first; what is even worse from the managerial viewpoint is that it leads to
steps that precede the process construction Therefore, the first approach is recommended;
however, if the straicture of program does not possess enough potential parallelism, the sec d
approach may be unavoidable in the case of timing-constraint violations.

STEP 6: PROCESS SYNTHESIS: ALLOCATION OF HARDWARE RESOURCES

A computerized Basic Process Constructor algorithm, called Hardware-Resource Allocation
Algorithm (HRAA), shall be used to assign hardware resources to the programs in ;process model
and to determine tl best hardware configuration. The synthetic models of proct.•s programs,
produced in Step 4, and the I/O Description File from Step 3, provide the input information
needed by this algorithm.

The hardware resource assignment is to be optimal in the sense that it must try to
minimize the potential real-time traffic, or interaction, across the natural boundaries of hardware
units. In the present *context. the in ';vidual Processing Elements of a DP/M system represent
such hardware units. (Note that this optimization problem is equivalent to the problem of
minimizing the required hardware resources.) The HRAA shall be designed to permit the
mapping of a subset of proven programs into the pre-specified PEs of DP!M. with the remaining
programs to be mapped optimally. It shall produce the following outputs:

A printed report showing the resulting hardware configurat;on. the PE assignments
to programs, and the projected bus traffic and Processing Element loads

A summary of the hardware configuration and PE assignments to programs which is
to be added to the Loader Input File.

The process construction procedure shall permit the process designer to overrule the
hardware resource assignments made by the computerized HRAA. To assist the process designer
in this task. a printed report (the first item immediately above) shall be provided. After
examining the report. the process designer shall be able to choose between the two courses of
action:' (a) to have further modifications made by changing the hardware configuration or the
program-to-PEs assignments and then by executing the HRAA or Ib) to proceed to Step 7.

STEP 7: GENERATION OF 1/O CONTROL DATA

A Basic Process Constructor program. called I/O Control Data Generator IIOCIX;).
combines the results of the hardware resource assignments (made in Step b and stored in the
Loader Inrat File) with the model of the I/O interaction between process trodules (constructed
in Step 3 and stored in the 1/O I)escription File) to generate the control data for handling the
process I/O in simulated real-time. For system network or functional simulation, the 1/O control
data describes each type of I/O message in terms of its ID. size. producer, consumers. scheduling
rules, and hardware routing information.

This program shall produce the following outputs:
A printed report describing the routing. timing. and scheduling control of the

external, bus (interprocessor). and intraprocessor-interprogram 1/O messages
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A data file (punched card images), called the I/O Control Data File. containing the
description of the process i/O and all additional information that is needed to
control the 1/O traffic in DP/M simulators (all data on the I/O Control Data
File shall be formatted to be directly input into the simulators).

STEP 8: GENERATION OF PROGRAM EXECUTION CONTROL DATA

A Basic Process Constructor program, called Program Execution Control Data Generator
(ECDG), shall pool together and edit all data needed to:

Initialize the process in simulated real-time

Control the simulated execution of programs

The inputs to this step come from:

The program Synthetic Model File

The Loader Input File

The output data shall be organized and formatted to represent the actual tables and lists
used by the simulation models of DP/M Executives. The information contained in the output
data shall describe each process program by its ID, scheduling and prioii., rules, program input
and output, running time estimates for individual tasks, the maximally parallel predecessor-
successor graph, and the hardware assignments made in Step 6. Every task belonging to a
program shall be defined, as much as the level of modeling requires doing it, in similar teiins. To
facilitate simulation, the output shall also describe all alternative execution paths through the
program graph, where each path is specified by an ordered list of tasks (nodes in the program
graph), task transition probabilities, and task execution times. All outputs shall be stored on the
Program Execution Control Data File, the information on which will be organized and structured
to be directly usable by the simulators; they shall also appear as a printed report.

STEP 9: PROCESS LINKING/LOADING AND GENERATION OF
A SYSTEM CONFIGURATION DOCUMENT

In construction of an actual process for the target DP/M system, the first function of this
step represents linking and loading of the process data and software. For that purpose, one
would use a special linking loader. In construction of process models for simulation, this step
reduces itself to the allocation of simulated storage and generation of memory maps. A Basic
Process Constructor program, called Process Loader, shall use the information on storage
requirements, stored on the Loader Input File. to construct memory maps for each ProcessingElement. These maps serve a two-fold purpose:

They allow to study in detail certain hardware and software design problems

'hey are actually needed for functional (but not for system network) simulation.

The second function of this step is to produce a system configuration document. This
document shall consist of two master directories. The first directory, to be called the Software
Module Master Directory, shall list and describe all software modules in the process which are to
be loaded independently (i.e., those which are considered to be external modules with regard to
program loading functions). The other directory, to be called Data Set Master Directory. shall
describe all defined data sets (i.e., arrays. buffer events, file space) for which the memory is to
be allocated independently. The entries in both directories shall indicate the PE assignments
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made in Step 6. The outputs of the Process Loader shall be written into the Process Memory

Map and System Configuration File: they shall also appear in the form of a printed report.

6. Process Construction Algorithms and Input/Output Data Sets

The purpose of this subsection is to specify the key algorithms and major input/output
dita sets (files) for the Basic Process Constructor. The key algorithms are specified by associating
the steps of the process construction procedure, outlined in Subsection IX.C.5, with various

algor'thms discussed in Subsection IX.B.5. To avoid repetition these algorithms are not
completely restated in the sequel. Algorithms of only two types are %pecitied; those to be used
for process analysis, and those for process design. As pointed out in the beginning of Subsection
IX.B.5, the algorithms which have not been specified in this document are data transformation
algorithms: They are not only relatively simple but also depend on the detailed desiga of the
data sets of the BPC. After the detailed design of the data sets becomes available, these
algorithms can be designed in a straight-forward fashion from their high-levei, functional
descriptions given in Subsection IX.B.5, and from the data set specifications.

In order no to restrict the software design and implementation alternatives for the BPC,
only the exogenout, input, endogenous, and certain intermediate (i.e., those to be used to
interface with the t rocess designer) output data sets of the process construction procedure are
specified here, the oth, rs can be designed in many different ways by using the functional
overview given in Subsection IX.C.5 as a guideline.

a. Process Construction Algorithms

STEP 1: GENERATION OF A COMPUTER-INDEPENDENT PROCESS MODEL

Two process analysis algorithms are used in this step:

An algorithm which for each program in tht process model generates the maximally-
parallel predecesor-successor graph with the following two properties:

(a) The graph guarantees program execution determinacy

(b) It is of minimum complexity (has the least numher of links) among all
maximall -parallel determinate graphs.

In the present context, the program execution determinacy means that the actual
order of execution of the tasks which belong to a group of conjunctive parallel
paths does not affect the results of computation.

Such a graph can be constructed by analyzing the input/output relationships
between the tasks of a graph (these tasks constitute the nodes of the graph). A
technique for constructing the maximally parallel predecessor-successor graph of a
program is outlined in referen.z I I I.

An algorithm for constructing the program graph, which shows all alternative (i.e..
dibjinctive) execution paths through the program: once the maximally parallel
predecessor-successor graph it, available, the program graph can be derived fiom the
formei by stringing out the paths of every conjunctive group of parallel path. in an
arbitrar. sequential order.
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STFP 2: GENERATION OF A COMPUTER DEPENDENT PROC'tESS MOI)L L

All algorithms are data-transformation and reduction procedures

STEP 3: ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF THE PROCESS -/O AND
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

All algorithms are data-transformation and reduction procedures.

STEP 4: ANALYSIS OF PROCESS DECOMPOSITION

Algorithms for the following analysis functions are required"
Construction of the Transition Prohahility Matrix. T. (or of a .similar matrix which

would specify the logical branching conditions in selection of alternative
program execution paths).

Construction of Node Adjacency matrix from the program graph

Topological ordering of the nodes in the program graph

Generation of Path Matrix

Generation (enumeration) of all feasible execution paths by listing in proper order
the nodes of each path

Computation of the path timing etimnates and probabilities

Computation of memor% requirements.

The topological sort based on Fulkerson'., Rule. which ha% been referred to ,is Algorithm I
in Subsection IX.B.5 shall he used to accomplish the third function abovc

Foi the fourth function (i.e.. construction of a Path Matrix). Warchall's Algorithm. known
as Algorithm 2 in Subsection IX.B.5. shall be used.

Algorithm 3 of S,!,section IX.B.5 siall he used to geneiate all alternative execution paths
through the program.

All other functions in this step constitute simple data analysts reduction procedure%

STEP 5: EVALUATION OF PROCFSS DECOMPOSITION

It is a human decision task The decision whether to c,,nsm'ler the process as being
correctly decomposed or not is to be made on the basis of the information contained in two
printed reports produced in Step 4. one on the correctness of program structure and the other.
on program synthetic models.

STEP 6: ALLOCATION OF HARDWARI: RFSOURCI'S

This step is a two-stage iterative procedure in .-,ich the process designer is in a loop with
a com~iputenzed (subloptimal hardware resource alloca:tion algorithm As stated previously. the
two main functions of this algorithm are
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To assign PEs to the programs constituting a processý such 'hat.

All real-tit e and storage constraints are satistfied

The total bus traffic due to the interprogram communications is minimized

so derive ;he corresponding hardware configuration requirements which would
specify:

The total numtber of Pts needed

All PEs which are to lie connected to external sources or %inks and Into which
appropriate Ex~ternal I') Handlers (programs) are to he placed.

As stated in Subsection IX.B.5. four candidate algorithm% have been considered for
(subjoptimal hardware resource allocation. The results of the iinvestigm'ion o; these algorithm%
indicate that either Algorithm 4A I the Branch and Bound method of limear integer programming')
or Algorithm 4H 1 MacQueen's K-Meanis Metthctf hould tie the final choice Algorithm 4A should
be selected fI the optunalit) of' allocation. flt not It% com1pu~tationali L.o~t. is the priniarý
consideration: Algorithm 4B 3hould he selected it the cost ot computation aild limitation% of the
developmental computer are important.

STE. I. GENFRATION OF 1,0 CONTROL D)ATA.X X ((;UNFRATION OF
PROGRAM EXECUTION (ONI ROL DAT ki. and 1) 1PR(X'[-SS
LINKING 4Nl) LOAI)INGi

Thewe steps involve oniil data transforimation and reduction procedure% The main function
of the procedu-c con-stitutiny. Step 1) is st1orage allocation for ev'-r P1- in .the determined D)P M
configuration storage is, to be allocated for both the programs and data set-, btitter' according to
the hardware allocations made in Step bi,

b. Data Sets of the Bc Process Constructor

The following files, reports of the Basic Protes ( onsirucior ha~it. been identified and are
described in Appendi\ A

Input data set,, and Input documentation reports

( OMnLpter-Indepenident Model of the Process ti put I-ie)

Report on ( oniputer-Indepenideni Model of the process

Con.puter Hardware lDe i it ion ihiput File

Report on Computer Harkliare IX inition

Projess constri.ctioni endogunouis outpiutý

ItO Control D~ata File

Repo,( on I 0 %levssagt Routing,

Programi Executwor. Control D~ata File

Report on Progran' x~cution Contiol

Memory Map and Sý stem (oni igurat ion File

Report oin Memor% Ma-ps and S) s(eni Configuration



Intermediate output reports

Report on the Correctness of Program Structure

Report on Program Synthetic Models

Report on Hardware Configuration and Assignments.

The output reports Isited above under the third category are those intermediate reports by means
of which the designer interfaces with the process construction procedure. Their main function is
to keep the designer informed about the progress and partial results of process construction at
two critical stages of the process construction procedures: the process decomposition analysis
#Steps 4 and 5) and the hardware resource allocation (Step 6).

7. Implementatior.al Requirements

This subsection summarizes the implementational rLquirements of the Basic Process
Constructor. Since there is no intent at the present time to foreclose on any of the significant
design and implementation alternatives or to dictate the selection of the developmental host
computer. the implementational requirements have been reduced to a summary of the projected
minimal processing capability requirements for the developmental host computer system. These
capability projections have been derived from the assumption that the same host computer will
be used for the following functions:

Process construction under the Basic Process Constructor

All basic types of process and hardware simulations (system network. functional,
instruction level)

Development of the support software

Process Development Information System operations

Compilation of DP!M programs to be simulated by the instruction level simulater or
executed on a DP'M system.

a. Softrwre and Support Function Requirements

The developmental host computer shall be provided with and/or shall be capable of
supporting.

The high level programming languageis) in which the Basic Process Constructor.
simulation sottware. the utility subroutines of Process Development
Information System. and other support programs are to be coded

Compiler for the high-level programming language of the DP/M ,ystem

Soft,,:re facilities needed to accomplish the Program Library functions of the
Process Development Information System (these functions comprise the
st mdard operations used in handling the partitioned source and olject ,ode
libraries).

It there is no intent to use the host computer u' the Basic Process Constructor tor the
development of ,ottware for DP, i systems. the second requirement listed above may be
.elinquished,
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b. Hard wre Requirements

The following features/characteristics of the host computer hardware represent the
projected minimal hardware capability requirements:

At least an equivalent of 100K 32-bit words of central memory available to the user

At least 10 million 32-bit words worth of disk storage

At least one 80-column (or wider) line printer

Ai least one card reader

At least one card punch

At least one magnetic tape drive.

D. PROCESS CONSTRUCTION CASE STUDY

To evaluate the fundamental steps involved in the basic process construction methodology,
a case study involving computerized and manual procedures was performed. The effort involved
the allocation of a network of DP/M PEs to a set of avionic processing functions for a
hypothetical mission. The mission and functions selected were similar to a Close Air Support
mission and the processing functions were those associated with a NARBS (Night Anple Rate
Bombing) mode. Three sets of data were formed. An existing data base of avionics functions that
was described in terms of basic operations (i.e., number of additions, subtractions, multiplies,
divides, logical operations, sines, cosines, etc.) was used as the computer-independent description
of each of the processing algorithms. A model description of the DP/M PE computational
characteristics (i.e., operation execution times and memory allocations) was defined. A third data
set was made up of the input/output variables associated with the avioni-. functions. The 1/0
data served as a basis for the generation of three reports. The most fundamental 1/0 data report
was an alphabetized listing of all signals in the system. The second report showed each 1/O signal
and the consumers (avionic programs) of the signal. The final report listed each avionics program
and its input and output variables. The program input variables were grouped according to the
source of the signals to give a first cut indication of likely collections of variables for bus
messages.

The avionic program (or subfunction) input/output data was combined with the computer
algorithm independent operation summary, and this information was used by a series of
computer programs to automatically calculate the execution time and memory allocation require-
ments for the avionics subfunction with respect to the DP/M PE model. An output report was
generated, summarizing the memory, timing. and input/output requirements for each
subfunction, plus a set of sum;nary records (punched cards). These summary records were
processed by a task analysis program to verify the structural corrections of the avionic
subfunction directed graph, to analyze the number of transitional execution paths through the
program based on assigned probability, and to give an estimate of processor execution time
loading for tht. given avionics subfunction. This information was used for the manual resource
allocation of avionic functions to DP/M PEs.

Following the manual resource allocation process, a system network simulatiin was made
of this hypothetical mission and performance reports gathered for a sample time interval.
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1. Mission Segmeit Description Summary

The chosen CAS NARBS mode mission segment was made up of a number of active
processing programs that are summarized along with their respective iteration rates in Table 34.

TABLU 34. CLOSE AIR SUIWrT MISSMO/ATrACK
SEGMEIT-NARIS MODE PROGRAM SUMMARY

kteatim

pmgam Rate/Sec

AIRDATA/AIRDATASS 16

CONPANSS 16

CNPANMAN I

DISPLNIAN 4

DISPLASS 4

FLTCONT/FLTCONSS 64

MISSMGT I

NAVFILT 1/8

RADARSS 32

RADALTSS 32

ECMSS 32

COMMSS 16

AIRCRFSS 2

GYRACESS 32

STOMANSS 32

INSNAV/INSSS 32

DOPPLERIDOPPSS 32

LORAN/LORANSS 32

RHAWGTL 32

FURPTG/FURSS 32

NARBSWD 32

2. Mision Software Models

Each of the active mission processing programs was described in terms of a directed graph

along with each node for task) within the graph. A summary of this description is shown by the
reports given in Figures 172 and 173. This generic description of the computer operations for

each program task was derived from the math and logic algorithms used for each avionics
function. A summary of the usage of these generic operations per application program is given in
Table 35. Also included in th., description of each program node is its iteration rate. subprograms

called, input/output variables, and a list of candidate successor tasks and the transitional

probability for each successor task.
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01/08/75
SYNTHETIC MODEL OF A PROGRAM

PROGRAM NAME AIRDATA
PROGRAM 10 NUMBER I

FOR COMPUTER WHOSE ID IS OP/M PE

NAME OF THtE INITIAL PROCEDURE PTCN
NWMBER OF PROCEDURES 4

PERIODICITY (-NUMBER OF REPETITIONS PER MAJOR CYCLE) 16

NUMBER OF INPUTS 9
NUMBER OF OUTPUTS 12

Figut 172. fteugm Synthetic Md Sunmy Report

3. Computer Definition Model

In conjunction with the computer-independent model decriptions of the avionic
processing functions. a computer-dependent model of the DP/M Processing Element was defined.
This PE model description was based upon conservative estimates of instruction execution times.
Math subroutine execution times are representative of those functions on current airborne
minicomputers. A summary of the DPIM PE hardware model used in the case study is given in
Figure 174.

4. Appliation Program Timing and Sizing Effort

A task analysis program was used to process the avionic program description and PE
computer model description and to produce a series of reports summarizing program execution
paths, processor loading and memory requirements for the program. Figure 175 shows the report
generated for one of the case study avionic programs whose program graph is shown in
Figure 176.

With the given avionic program description and computer model used for this sizing effort,
the following observations were made:

(1) The processor loading for each application program wa,; such that it would have no
difficulty being processed in only one PE.

(2) Memory resources requirements of each application program were small enough to
fit into a 4K memory in the majority of cases.
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01/06/75
SYNTHETIC MODEL OF A PROCEDURE

PROCEDURE NAME PTCN
to No. lot

COUNT FOR PROGRAM AIRDATA

PERMNANENT REP14ORY 116-SIT WORMS SOS$

TEMPORARY MEMORY (16-SIT WORDSM 41

REPETITIONS (LOOPS)
MINIMUM NUMBER I
MAXIMUM NU4BER I

RUNNING TIME PER REPETITION (MICROSErONDS)
MINIMUM 2S47 *50C
MAXIMUM 2571.500

NU•BER OF SUBROUTINE PROCEDURES CALLED 0

NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES USED 9
NUMBER OF OUTPUT VARIABLES PRODUCED 12

NUMBER OF PROCEDURE SUCCESSORS I

PROCESSING LOAD PER REPETITITON (ITERATION)

SINGLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
ADDIT IOSIS/S'1TRACTIONS 12
MULTIPLICATIONS 23
DIVISIONS 6

DOJBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
AODIT tONS/SURTRACTIONS 0
MULTI PL IC AT IONS 0
DIVISIONS 0

LOGICAL/BOOLEAN OPERAT IONS 0

AVG. NO. OF CONTROL OPERNS PER ONE ARITH OPERN .00
AVG. Nf.. OF CONTROL OPERNS PER ONE LOGIC OPERN 3.0

SINGLE PRECISION STANDARD SUBROUTINE CALLS
SQUARE ROOT S
SINE/COSINE 0
ARCTAN 0
EXPONENTIAL 0
LOGARITHM 4
ARCSIN/ARCCOS 0

DOUBLE PRECISION STANDARD SUBROUTINE CALLS
SQUARE ROOT 0
SINE/COSINF 0
ARCTAN 0
EXPONENTIAL 0
LOGARITHM 0
ARCS IN/ARCCOS 0

Fiqwe 173. Tuk Synthetic Model Summna Repot (Sheet I of Z)
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LIST OF INPUT VARIABLES REQUIRED
BY PROCEDURE PTCN

TYPE VAR VARIABLE NAME VARIABLE SOURCE ITER BITS
ID ABREV'N RATE

P I IND TEMP TI ADSENS 2 12
P 1 IND ANG ATTK AOAI AOSENS 8 12
P 1 IND STAT PRES PSI ADSENS 16 16
P 1 IND TOT PRES PTI ADSENS 16 16
P 1 TOT PRES STATUS SLOI AIPDATSS 1 1
P 1 STAT PRES STATUS SI02 AIRDATSS 1 1
P 1 TEMP STATUS S103 AIROATSS I I
P 1 ADA STATUS S104 AIRDATSS 1 1
P 1 SCALES UP STATUS S2901 CONPANSS 16 1

LIST OF OUTPUT VARIABLES PRODUCED
BY PROCEDURE PTCN

TYPE VAR VARIABLE NAME VARIABLE ITEK BITS

ID ABREVIN RATE

P I HUD SCL VTAS ClOL 16 10

P 1 4UO SCL ALT C102 16 10
P 1 HUD/BASE/VEL Y101 16 LO
P 1 HUD/BASE/ALT Y102 16 10
P 1 HUD/THERM SCL LT Y103 16 10
P 1 HUD/THERM SCL RT Y104 16 10
P 1 ANG OF ATTK AOA 16 16
P L SIDESLIP ANGLE BETA 16 16
P 1 SARO ALT HB 16 16
P 1 AIR DENSITY RHO 16 16
P I END AIRSPEED VC 16 16
P 1 TRUE AIRSPEED VTAS 16 16

SUCCESSORS OF PROCEDURE PTCN

SUCCESSOR
NO. NAME ID NO. TRANS.PROB.

I AOA 102 1.000

F'qpe 173. Task Synthetic Model Sumnay Reort (Sheet 2 of 2)
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01/08/75
COMPUTER DEFINITION

COMPUTER 10 NAME OP/M PE
ADDITIONAL IDENTIFICATION PROTOTYP

ALL TIMING DATA IS IN MICROSECONDS

MEMORY SIZE b16-SIT WORDS) 4096

SPEED OF SINGLE PRECISION OPERATIONS
ADDITION/SUBTPACTION - MIN T 2.000

- MAX T 4.000
MULTIPLICATION - MIN T 20.000

- MAX T 20.000
DIVISION - MIN T 20.000

- MAX T 20.000

SPEED OF DOUBLE PRECISION OPERATIONS
ADDITION/SUBTRACTION - MIN T 60.000

- MAX T 0.000
MULTIPLICATION - MIN T 250.000

- MAX T 350.000
DIVISION - NIN T 250.000

- MAX T 350.000

LOGICAL/BOOLEAN OPERNS- AVG T 3.000
CONTROL OPERNS - AVG T 2.500
SUBROUTINE LINKAGE - AVG T 4.000

AVG EXFC T FOR STANDARD SINGLE PRECISION SUBROUTINES
SQUARE ROOT 0O.000
SINE/COSINE 115.000
ARCTAN 13S.000

EXPONENTIAL 215.000
LOGARITHM 65.000
ARCSIN/ARCCOS 300.000

AVG EXEC T FOR STANDARD DOUBLE PRECISION SUBROUTINES
SQUARE RO3T 4900.000
SINE/COSINE 1100.000
ARCTAN 1200.000
EXPONENTIAL 1500.000
LOGARITHM 1200.000
ARCSIN/ARCCOS 6000.000

MEMORY ALLOCATION GUIDELINES

SINGLE PREC ARITH OPER@NS - PERM MEN 1.5
- TEMP MEN 0.S

DOUBLE PREC ARITH OPERINS - PERM MEN 2.0
- TEMP MEN 1.0

LOG'LCONTROLSUB LINK - PERM MEN 1.S
- TEMP MEN 0.0

Fgure 174. Computer DefIition Model
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OP/M PROCESS CONSTRUCTION DATE: 750116

PROGRAM MODEL REPORT - PAGE: 1

PROGRAM NAME: INSNAV
ID ft 0

0 OF ITERATIONS PER SECOND: 32

4 OF NODES: 10
INPUTTED id 0 OF ENTRY NODE: 106

COMPUTER P'ODEL: OPIM PRO0!JYPE

NODE NODE TOPM PERM TEMP MIN MAX 14IN RUN MAX RUN IN- SUCCESSOR
IS NAME ID0 MEM. MEN. REPS REPO TIUSECS) T(USECSI DEGR 109 T.PROB

106 lENT 1 96 38 1 1 168 168 0 107 0.0100
108 0.9600
114 0.0100

10? IINI 2 145 5 1 1 1508 1512 1 106 1.0000
t14 RAMS 3 36 0 1 1 63 63 1 115 1.0000
108 IPLT 4 1273 53 1 1 3356 3438 2 109 0.3000

110 0.1000
109 INFC 5 204 8 1 1 332 366 1 110 1.0000
11O INOT 6 120 0 5 5 210 210 2 111 l.O000
111 INAS 7 72 0 1 1 126 126 1 112 0.9600

113 0.0100
L15 O. OLO0

112 IW•DO 46 2 1 1 114 118 1 113 0o9900
115 0.0100

113 IHUD 9 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 115 1.0000
LI5 IENO 10 0 0 1 1 0 0 4

eeo***,*****eo.. ****S*,*,* *,a,*,*,, *,,,.**.., , .***....*.t, ...... *..•.•**...€

Fiure 175. INSNAV Sizing Report (Sheet I of 2)

(3) Allocation of programs from a resource standpoint would have to be made based on
memory required, rather than processor loading.

It should be noted that these observations were applicable for the description data base of
programs used for the case study, and such observations are not intended to be universal in
nature.

5. Partitioning Results

This subsection describes the results of the nominal allocation of applicaticn programs to

DP/M resources based on the output of the Process Constructor and the location of the

sensor/actuator (if any) associated with each application program. A system-level flow of control

and messages was constructed and is shown in Figure 177. The allocation process was manual
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DPIM PROCESS CONSTRUCTION DATE: 7SO116

PROGRAM MODEL REPORT - PAGE: 2

PROGRAM NAME: INSNAV
I0 e: 0

0 OF ITERATIONS PER SECOND: 32

4 OF NODES: 10
INPUTTED ID * OF ENTRY NODE: 106

COMPUTER MODEL: DP/M PROTOTYPE

0 OF EXECU1ION PATHS = 1$

PATH
# PROB MIN RUN T MAX RUN T PATH DESCRIPTION

1 0.00291 6654.0 6778.0 106->107->108->109->110-)111->112->113
->Its

2 0.01000 231.0 231.0 106->114->115
3 0.28524 5146.0 5266.0 106->108->109->110->111-)112->113->115
4 0.03679 6322.0 64120. 106->107->108->110->111->112-)113->115
5 0.66556 4814*.0 4900.0 106->108->110->111->112->113->115
6 0.00003 6540.0 6660.0 106->107->108->109->110->111->113->115
7 0.00003 6540.0 6660.0 106->107->108->109->110->111->115
8 0.00294 S032.0 5148.0 106->10S->109->110->111->113->115
9 0.00294 5032.0 5146.0 106->108->109->110-->11->115
A 0.000c? 6208.0 6294.0 106->107->106->110->111->113->115
11 0.00007 6208.0 6294.0 106->107->108->110->111->i15
12 0.00686 4700.0 4782.0 106->108->110->111->113->115
13 0.00686 4700.0 4762.0 106->108->110->111->115
14 0.00003 6654.0 6778.0 106->107->108-)109->110->111->1I2->115
15 0.00286 5144.0 5266.0 106->108->109->110-)111->112->115
16 0.0O007 6322.0 6412.0 106->107->108-)110->111->112->L15
17 0.00672 4814.0 4900.0 106->108->110->11t->112->115

PROCESSOR LOADING a 2.168960E-01 SECSISEC OR a 21.69 9 OF CAPACIT\

MEMORY 3CCUPANCY
PERMANENT - 1994 16-BIT WORDS
TEMPORARY = 53 16-BIT WORDS.. *.e*sse~s**s**se~eess~ss~sessse*e**e*es..a*e*eeps*****es**e*******s

Figure 175. INSNAV Sizing Report (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Fqigre 176. Phouam Graph of INSNAV (Inertial aviption)

and resulted at most in a conservative approach to allocating application programs to DPiM
resources. Table 36 represents this allocation. The avionics subfunctions which the application
program names represent are shown in Table 37.

6. Simulation Description

This subsection describes the method and the procedure that were used to model the
results of process construction for the study so the CAS mission could be simulated on the
System Network Simulator described in Section VII. Model description input was made to the
System Network Simulator consisting of data pertaining to: (a) bus characteristics. (b) Global bus

connectivity specification; (c) Local bus connectivity specification: (d) task definitions; and
(e) definition of all subfunctions scheduled by the Glohai Executive. The input format of this
data has been described in Section VIi.
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1.
TABLE 36. PROGRAM ALLOCATION SUMMARY Table 38 provides the task IDs that

SPE were allocated to the various application

Number Program Allocated programs that were used in this case study,
the memory resource requirements as

I GEX obtained irom the simulation, and the
2 AIRDATA. MISSMGT, N,,VFILT,. execution time for each task, also obtained

AIRCRFSS from the simulation. This information plus

I/O data that was analyzed from the output
3 CNPANMAN.('NPANSS of the process constructor was used as input

4 DISPLMAN data parameters to the task definition pro-
cedure for tiK. SN,• "-; described in Section

I- LTCONT ViI.

RADARSS
Table 39 provides IDs of subfunctions.

7 RADIkLTSS, GYRACSS, their iteration period, :ý.d the'r time of
DOPPLER initiation relative to one another. These

8 ECMSS. COMMSS subfunctions are the programs which i..,ist
be time-scheduled by the ';EX. The sub-

9 STOMANSS, ENDS'TO function definitions provide a time-ordered-

10 STOMANSS list for the (;EX for this purpose. Certain•
.nessages that are tran.ferr-, over eitlhe, bus

I I INSNAV in the DP/M system do not have stccessorn.

12 LORAN To elaborate, these messages do not cor-ain
the predecessor count of their destination

13 RHAW task They -,re required by the task. but are

14 FLIRfrT(G not critical in terms of timely arrival for the
task execu'ion. Thea. me,%ages generally are

15 NARBSWD transmitted at rates slowet than the iteration
rate of their destmnation tasks. In the
simulation, these messages are allocated ID.,
from 300 tip.

7. Simulation Rewults

The reports generated of a simulation run for the casc study are summarized ;n the reports
found in Appendix B.

E. RECOMMENDED FUTURE ACTIVITY IN DP/M PROCESS CONSTRUCTION

The objectine of this subsection is to make several recommendations for future R&D work
it-. DPIM process tonstruction. 'hese recommendations are based on the experience accumulated
during the course of work described in this report. As mentioned in the discussion of aiomation
of process construction (Subsection IX.B.3). the preparation of process construction inputs and
the conversion of its outputs to simulation (or to process linking/loading) iniuts were foreseen
to be the potentially biggest bottlenecks in the entire process construction procedure. The
exwer,'mental work carried out within the framework of process construction study has
confirmed this suspicion. The means for eliminating these bottlenecks are within the present
state of tht. art and are e"onomically feasible. Hence. it is recommended that the early and ate
phases of the process construction procedure be automated by using the approach outlined
below.

Preceding page blank
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TABLE 37. GLOSSARY OF APPLICATION PROGRAM NAMES

AIRDATA/AIRDATASS AIRDATA. AIRDATA SUBSYSTEM SERVICE

CNPANSS CONTROL PANEL SUBSYSTEM SERVICE

CNPANMAN CONTROL PANEL MANAGEMENT

DISPLMAN DISPLAY MANAGEMENT

DISPLSS DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM SERVICE

FLTCONT/FLTCONSS FLIGHT C "NTROL'FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTE-M SLRVICL

MISSMGT MISSION MANAGEMENT

NAVFILT NAVIGATION FILTER

RADARSS RADAR SUBSYSTEM SERVICE

RADALTSS RADAR ALTIMETER SUBSYSTEM

ECMSS ECM SUBSYSTEM SERVICE

COMMSS COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM SERVI( E

A;RCRFSS AIRCRAFT STATE SUBSYSTEM SERVIC'I-

GYRACCSS GYROSIACCELEROMETER SUBSYSTEM St- I VICE-

STOMANSS STORES MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM SI.RVICI

INSNAV/INSSS INERTIAL NAVIGATION/INS SUBSYSTEM SEk"..

DOPPLER/DOPPSS DOPPLER "DOPPLER SUBSYSI EM SERVICE

LORAN/LORANSS LORAN/LORAN SUBSYSTEM SERVIC'

RIHAWGTL RIIAW SERVICE

FURPTG/FLIRSS FLIR POINTING FLIR SUBSYSTEM SERVICI:

NARBSWD NARBS WEAPON DIA IVERY

1. Process Construction Inputs

The manual work needed to analyze the model data tnd subsequently to pr-par.. 111 protc-,,
construction inputs can be reduced by

Introducing an extended language processor which.. he.dc, being .i , Ik;, w: In ilt

ordinary sense, would have the capabIhtý to anal. zc the ,ourt. ,,,r T11 I.
extract the needed model data. and produce the rIpresentations o;; ';,,- 0j.1.1 in'

the f3rm directly usable by the Process Constructor.

Mechanizing the handling of model data through the tacihitic, of a put.,i
data management system. discussed in Sobcct'ons IX B .and IX,

Several possible ways fo, representing the pro•cess soddI to the pro4 -. ar1-iUto: il-'
discussed in Subsection IX.B.I. What has be-n proposed for the Balc Pso~t.%, (ontr-ictot
constitutes a relatively simple but restricted approach Althouglh this method I% sultti I :it t.Ir th,
procedure specified in Subsection IX.C. it is recommended that ahternat1ie and p,,,i01 l. morc
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TABU. 38. TASK ID. MEMORY AND EXECUTION TIME SUMMARY

Execution Time
To* isme Ta* ID Mkmory Requierd 6311

AIRDATA/AIRDATASS 41 1034 4406

CNPANSS 43 747 11340

CNPANMAN 44 561 1387

DISPLSS 45 324 1630

DISPLMAN 46 2183 3670

FLTCONT7'FLTCONSS 47, 2129 5406

MISSWGT 49 41 TBD

NAVFILT 50 1115 228155

RADARSS 51 1240 2739

RADALTSS 52 3')l 883

ECMSS 53 480 1682

COMMSS 54 580 50712

AIRCRFSS 55 105 .2

GYRArCSS 56 114 3

STOMANSS 57. 51,. 15'? 592S hMJ2

INSNAV/INSSS ~ 92529 9U

DOPPLERIDOPP&S 61 '715 2531

LORA %,LORA NSS 613 262; Ohikb

RHAWGTL 6; _766 2-ýI in

FLIRTG'FLRSS 67 2249 -1

NARBSWD 6)3, I'soP4

gencr~i and powerful method% , iflwetigJtct. Thc t -.hjecir~'e of the-w it-%~ kIgaIIioI1I '.oild

he to come up %w' ..c lte reprec:)atatiton forms which

* baw akal generated asý . by'-product of compItliton

wal the placms control dynamitc% and datai Ilo-A b% a single J~rectcol
graph

Would tic relativel% independent from the desie Adternative, for thc t 1 m n%'tr
developmeuti
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TAILE 19. SUBFUNCTION INFORMATION SUMMARY

Time of Firt

Suhfunctiom ID Iteration Period GW- MiusgO

AIRDATA/AIRDATASS 1 62.500 3.000

CNPkNSS 2 62.500 1,000

DISPLSS 3 250,000 2,000

FLTCONT/FLTCONSS 5 15.625 4.000

MISSMGT 6 1.000.000 9.000

NAVFILT 7 8.000.000 125,000

RADARSS 8 31.250 5.000

RADALTSS 9 31.250 6.000

ECMSS 10 31.250 8.000

COMMSS 11 62,500 15.000

AIRCRFSS 12 125,000 7,000

GYRACCSS 13 31.250 37.000

STOMANSS 14 62.500 0

INSNAV/INSSS Is 31.250 10,000

DOPPLER/IDOPPSS 16 31,250 11200

LORAN: LORANSS 17 31.250 43.650

RHAWGTL 18 31.250 11.600

FURPTGIFLIRSS 19 31,250 19.0OO

NARBSWD 20 31.250

A survey of current literature [ references i1 2. (14 1 and (15 are recomment ed as a point
of departure for further researchi suggests that Petn nets and related graphs ma, offer ., medium
for a combined representation of process control and data flow implied in the second
requirement above. Especially. the so-called Macro 1-Nets I reference ( 15)] appear to be capable of
combining the control and data flow information under the same graph. Macro E-Nets are
suitable for representing a wide class of parallel computational processei. Hence. they. in
principle, meet the thurd requirement

"a*Miller. R.E.: "'A Comparison of Some Theoretirlical Models of Parallel Compuataon.' IEEL Transattio$ns ,

Computers. Vol. C-22, #8 (August I 173).
"Noe, J.D.. and GJ. Nutt: "Macro E-Ncts ftvr Representtion of Parallel Systems." WEL Tranuiactins on

C(.mposten. Vol. C-22. ag (August 3973).
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Next, the question ai~ses whether such graphs can be generated as a by-product of
compilation. To our best knowledge, this still is an open problem. which should be further
investigated. Two remarks are pertinent at this point:

Automatic generation of such graphs is not only a property 1f these graphs but also
a characteristic of the language processors under consideration

Certain types of information. such as program scheduling rates, normally are not
available at compilation time and hence must be independently provided by
the process designer.

Thus. even in a highly automated process construction environment (as shown in Figure 178)
there will be two input streams: ore prt,,iuced by the language processor: another, by tile process
designer.

2. Process Construction Outputs

Similarly, it is recommended that the final phases of process construction be more
extensively mechanized and simplified than is stated in the design requirements for the Basic
Process Constructor (Subsection IX.C). This can be done by defining a standard way to represent
the models of a wide class of real-time processes ")r multiple computer networks. The present
design of the DP'M hardware'software would constitute a particular case of such a generalized
model class.

The advantages of such an approach are

Creation of a standard interface between the process constructor and tle users of
process construction outputs (vanous simulators, program hinker-loaders)

Easier automation of the final steps of process construction.

A standard Interface would s.rse a twofold function- first. it would make process construction
relatively independent from the particular design of the Executive or from the software
architecture of the system under development. secondly, process construction outputs would
become available to the user programs in a more readily accesible form. which would also
reduce the cost and time required to develop stihh post-process-construt.tion support programs.

The right-hand side of Figure 178 shows the toregoing idea% on standardi/ed outputs by
showing a process constructor communicating , th several post-process-construction user
programs through a common Process Construction Output File. Typically, a consumer of the
process construction outputs uses only a portion of the available data. For example. the memory
maps used b, the process loader are of no or little interest in simulation. on the other hand.
much of the program execution timing data, which is of great interest in simulation. is not used
in the execution of the process soltware on the target computer system. Hlenct, every user
program mist be provided with an input routine whose function would he to retrieve and
reorganize appropriate portions of the Process Construction Output File.

Lk-finig such a generalized, standard process construction output model for DPIM is a
simple task. What is important is that it be defined before the design of pro,'ess constructor and
of other support software has progressed too far. In this respect, the situation is analogou, to the
development of system software: the composition and fonnats of object programs must be
defined before the design of language processors and link-loaders can be completed.
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SECTION X

FAULT-TOLERANCE ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

The goal of the fault-tolerance analysis task was to identify potential methods of
exploiting the DP/M system architecture to provide overall avionic system fault-tolerant
capabilities during the performance of an aircraft mission. It was recognized that the DP/M
system philosophy is potentially amenable to techniques of graceful degradation to achieve

functional fail-soft levels of fault tolerance, due to the absence of a complex central processing
resource within the distributed-function system environment. Additionally, the low increment-of-
capability concept used in DP/M system construction, with the use of low complexity and cost
homogeneous microprocessor hardware, permits practical adoption of conventional hardware
redundancy techniques. Thus. both functional and physical redundancies were identified as the
two basic metheds by which the DP/M design could facilitate overall system f3ult tolerance.
Accordingly, the unique requirements of each method, with respect to the DP/M application,
were "nvestigated during system design. Each phase of functional element design was cognizant of
this overall goal in an attempt to provide an aci-ommodation of satisfactory f'ult-tolerance
caL.abilities at each system component level

A primary objective o. the fault-tolerance-analysis activity was to initially identify and
examine the vai.ous failure modes possible within the overall avionics system. More specifically,
those failures which can be attributed to DP/M system components were identifieu and
investigated in an elfort to prevent the DP/M system itself from introducing any detrimental
effects on overall system reliability, especially with respect to flight-critical system functions. As
a complementary effort to the above objective of analyzing system failure modes and
mechanisms, the fault-tolerance analysis also dealt with the task of identifying fault recovery
techniques which could be effectively used to satisfy thcse requirements.

In summary, it was the intent of :he DP/M fault tolerance analysis to identify, examine,
and determine the potentially advantageous and disadvantageous characteristics inherent in the
DP/M systcm architecture with respect to overall aircraft fault tolerance and reliability,
Exploitation of :he advantageous attributes and elimination of the detrimental attributes were
underlying motives within this design intent. This analysis, accordingly. does not propose to
develop an ultimate fault-tolerant system design which advances the state-of-the-art of fault-
tolerant compuung systems. Only the determination of those techniques which can be applied to
enhanc.c or use the inherent fault-tolerant capabilities existent in a generic DP/M system
compribing a network of homogeneous PEs is sought.

B. FAULT-TOLERANCE APPROACH

System reliability 2nd fault tolerance are inherently interrelated attributes of a given
system design. howeler. some confusion may exist concerning the effects of one attribute on the
other. With respect to avionic system configuration. the term *reliability" is often used in
different contexts. Simply s:ated, -'reliable" has different meanings to different system users. At
the user (pilot) level, reliability 1N used in conjunction with the probability of mission success. At
the system component (maintenance officer) level, reliability is measured with respect to
individual system cnmiporent failure probability. Before the use of integrated avionic system
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techniques the two inltrpretations of "reliabte" were exiictl) elunialent. ix.. inklisidual hardware
component failures were directly reflected at the system user level by the attendant loss of some
functional capabilvtý associated with tie tailed component. Integrated systems, such as DP1NIM.
however. can make a component failure transparent at the s~stum user level \1.1 tile use (it
redundant resources for automatic failure back-up and recover). flence. the termn fault tolerance
direct'.y implies system resource redundancy when used in conjunction with DP,'M-like systems.
Fault tolerance does not entirely eliminate thle need for reliable components: instead, it offer-,
the option to allocate part of the reliability resources to the use of redundanc>. Resource
redundanc% can generally be provided bý two basic techniques- functional andi physlcal
redundancy implementations.

1. Functional Redundancy

Functional sybtem-level redundancy within an avionics system is popular in P;-est t
integrated avionics systems. as evidenced in the A-1 D. F- Ill, F-I15, and thle proposed DAIS hot
bench avionics systems. Thle integration of tile various sensors. display%, and unique avionics.
devices offers the system architect multiple methods of performing difterent function%. Ak
failures in a given subsystem are recognized. one of three alternative strategies may be used to
*mask" the failure (completely or partially)

IN.rive failed function~eqtiipment output% required b-. other related system 'ininctions
from an alternate source. thus prohibiting failure propagation to other
dependent functions

Invoke an alternate mode of failed function performance at the probable expense of
system performance (i.e.. degraded model)

Reallocate m~ailable system resources to thle performance of all, or the highest.
priont) functions.

All failure recuver\ alternative% above indicate the implied association of potential overall
system degraded-mode operation associated with functional redundancy techniques. These
techniques fall under tile category of "graceful degradation." Basic' to thle concept of graceful
degradation is the idea that 3nv particular systemr element normal 1erfornis certain fixedl tasks.
but can also assume additional, or different, tasks% iinclusisecl\ or el~clusinel% i when another
element fails. An examnple of a simplified graceful degradation procedure ant"' able to an aircraft
navigation subs~stem is shm in F~igure 1`9~. In this exampk ., thle loss of .u prnmar\ nai~igatlon
subfunction due to associated sensor ort IT failure causes, the oser'alI na~ iuation processing to
revert to an alternate, degraded mode (11 operation. All recoser% actions in'.olve only software
mode switching in tne operational l'Es. G;racefuil degradation technique% attempt to mask system
fauilts as much as possible. though not necessarily compictch, f rom thle s'stci anag11ecr pilo
In general. graceful deeradation technititt, s ofter the least costl\ approak h to' farult-tt~vrance
capabilities. Addition (it thsc techniques in %'~stem design impoises. the reouiremnents (IlI that
failure% be otietcted. 121 that 1iecessar% rneinor\ andi processing capabilities be Jalar~ible for
'lack-tipl program.,. and (31 that thle recontiguration msott~arc be deseloped. no hard~sare additions
are required.

Another generic' attemipt at offering sst-lelfunctionaul Litult tolerance is known ii s
-d~ naaniic resource allocation.'' l'lius teelhinquc pros ides iot switching of, s ste ill vlemlents, (it
resourt. cs. f roim task to task. to malt. Il khanlging % ork load and thle a' at l;1bi t\ of oW peratioiial
elemient%. li h', *'d~namic redtm~lan%.\ '' is jai .laible ioi most pio.eessiig I unctions. I osveser. flth:
hiard ~arc. and cspe,. iIIý so It~a ic. requirremen is of this -!ppro.3k mci mtire i i more Collples, thanl
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Figue 179. Graceful Deradstion of Naviption Function

thos, as-.•)iated with graceful legiadation techniques, becauw. the scheduling program% must

continuously solve the problenms of task and resource compatihilty. Additionally. the resource

allocation control processing degrates overall sN.tem pertormance capahilities available to

apphcations !ask processing. Nhewe di•advantage, forced the ebmination of dynamic resource

allocation ,•stem operation earl in the .. stehn tasign

2. Physical R(edundancy

Phyvica, redundancy techniques use replh.alion ol %)stem hard~are elements to achieve

system fault :ok-rance. Redundant physical elements can he used as "dedicated" or -dynamic-

functional bpck-up units. rhe use ot dedicated luntction. or "iNimple" redundanc. technitLUCeS i1

an obvious method of incruaing mission ,ucccss. hut at the probable expense of increased failure

raite and ,.%t•,ei .,t,. ý.u,.cd h added hardware compexsit%. Ph%,ical redundanW.I also require%
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in-flight monitoring to determine which redundant element is operating incorrectly and to
guarantee use of the healthy element only. Functionally, this monitoring can be achieved by
either software- or hardware-implemented techniques.

Physical redundancy with hardware monitoring and redundancy management is readily
justifiable for flight-critical functions because of safety-of-flight considerations. Such techniques
are presently used in Fly-by-Wire (FBW) flight-control systems where process contrA,&! elements
are used with hardware 'voting" mechanisms to achieve an ultra-high degree of fault tolerance.
However, for functions which are non-flight-critical, the idea and application of hardware
redundancy must be viewed carefully. Practicall), the use of redundant hardware resources that
have comparatively low system MTBFs may not be justified in terms of missiun safety and
system cost effectiveness. A component that is relatively low in terms of its system reliability
usually has a number of parts that contribute to this unreliable nature. Consequently. the b•stem
can have a tendency to be self defeating: in an attempt to increase reliability via redundant
hardware resources, the system may actually be less reliable.,

Another point to consider with respect to simple physical redundancy involves the
determining of which components of a function must be redundant. If one component has an
MTBF that is several orders of magnitude higher than that of another component. it does not
increase the overall system reliability to add hardware redundancy to tht. most reliable
component without added redundancy to the less reliable component. Such is the case with
airborne digital processors and most avionic sensoriactuator equipments. the mean-time-between-
failures (MTBFs) of "sensors- range typically between 100 to 2.000 hours, whereas airborne
digital processor MTBFs range from 1,000 to 30,000 hours for contemporary hardware with
10,000 to 100,000 hours anticipated for DP/M-like LSI PEs. Consequently. if the goal is to
increase system or function reliability, it maý be necessary to add redundancy to only part of
the system.

C. APPROACH TO FAULT SPOTTING

During the investigation of functional and phy,,ical redundancy techniques, it was apparent
the key factor affecting the etfectiveness of both redundancy techniques is fault spotting. or
fault detect-on. In a system using non-seif-repairing hardware components. faults must be
detected and recognized by the system fault recovery "intelligence" (software) before recover%
procedures can be invoked. Simple physical redundanc) approaches are dependent upon the
.orrec: monitoring znd detection of s;stem fault% when they occur. and propter determination or
isolation of the fault) system element to allow %election of the correct, operational redundant
unit.

Generally, system failures manifest themselves in one of t1%o basic categories. "hard" or
"soft." -Ilard" failures include permanent equipment failures and are typified by physical
hardware damage or detect. "Soft- failures is a term used to categori/e transient or intermittent
failures at any level of system operation. Representative of this class of failures are temlorary
data errors (e.g.. bit error) caused bý either the system environment Inoise) or hardware faults
caused by marginal component operation or design flaws. Software error., are also includcd in
this category of failures.

"iHard" and "soft" failures must be dtscnminated by both tile fault detection and failure
recovery system processes to achieve true overall s5stem fault tolerance, "-Soft" faflure% are
usually detected by data ,alidity checks Ihardware or softwarc implemented) .it 'arious point', in
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the system. The system-level criticality and/or error susceptibility ot the data being checked
usually dictates the method of validity-checking used. Data validitt checking techniques can
range from software "reasonableness checks" to hardware use ot self-correcting data codes. The
detection of soft failures is necessary at the individual PE level to allow the various associated
system software elements to locally "block" or "mask" erroneous data at the earliest possible
level to prevent its potential propagation throughout the system. Dete.tmon of "'hard" failures is
necessary to allow defective component isolation so that proper redundancy management control
(ftnctional or physical) can be performed.

As a basic desigi precept. it was decided to ensure the fault-tolerant mtegnty of* the DP/NM
system elements themselves, as a first step toward achieving overall avionic system fault-tolerance
capability. Thus, the various potential failure sources ,within the DP/M elements were 1dc'itified
and, accordingly, the necessary detection mechanisms required for each fault were considered in
the individual component designs. The resultant DP/M hardware design provides failure detection
in every area of component/system operation that could be destructive to individual finctions or
system level operational integrity. All hardware-detected faults cause an associated int-rrupt to
directly alert the PE software program of the fault condition. The purpose and operation of
these fault-detection mechanisms have been delireated in previous hardware-design sections and
need not be reiterated here. Instead, a summary of potential failures typical to the DP/M system
and their associated detection mechanisms is presented in Table 40.

From an overall system viewpoint, the DP/M design support% .ontinuous built-in-test (BIT)
techniques of system operational integrity testing in both background and foreground processing
modes. For example, each PE is provided with hardware mechanisms to support interruptible
background Performance Assurance Test Software (PATS) dunng PF 'Idle" time. when no
avionics processing is being performed. Also, special Bus Interface Unit hardware design supports
simultaneous message transmission and reception capability (i.e.. inputioutput rebound) to allow
a software-controlled self-test of the BIU component normal operating ch.1ractenstics.

Built-In-Test methods of fault detection and isolation may be cxtended beyond tihe
individual PE level to the overall system level via the DP/M communications facilities. Global
Executive tGEX) scheduling procedures accommx'.ate the periodic soheduling of ststem-level
PATS upon request and control of the ensuing "health-status" commuttications with each PE.
Additionally, the BI n iterrupt mechanisms allow immediate GEX response to locall detected
errors/faults reported by individual P1s via the busing facilities. These locally detected
errors/faults may be either Ph failures or external !'O device failures. External ainrift device
failures are detected via both the 1'O interface hardware and software checks performed on Ito
data (e.g.. reasonableness). If individual 10 devi•e characteristics permit. BIT communications
with the 110 devices (i.e.. with I/O device BIT) can be invoked by the system PLs, with deice
status interrogated at the local level and reported to the system error monitor (G- X it failures
are detected.

The preceding approach to detecting individual avionics equipment faults with the PL- to
which it interfaces may be advantageous with respect to overall system operational integrity. Due
to the inherent preprocessing or "smart terminal" charactcnitics afforded by the DP/M system
architecture. 1:0 device faults can be readily detected by the device-interfacing PF and thus
prevented from possibly propagating throughout the total system: transient data errors can
perhaps even be corrected te.g.. via re-issuance of the data transfer. use of sottwarc-handled
error-correcting codes, etc.) by the P1- before distribution to the remainder of the system. thu%
offering potential system fault tolerance to intermittent device ertorsqfaults.
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I
TABLE 40 POSSIBLE DP(M SYSTEM FAILURES AND ASSOCIATED FAULT DETECTION

Failue Source/Type Detection Mechanism/Technique

PE

Memory Control Memorq Response Check (Timeout)

Memory Data Parity Check

Illegal Memory Reference Memory Response Check (Address
Out-of-Range) and Write Protect.
(Optional)

Instruction F.,lwe Software BIT

Illegal Op-code Firmware Detection

Arithmetic Overflow Hardware Detection

Hang.up (Hardware or Software) Missed Real-Time Schedule
(Software Detected)

Incorrect Intert-l Data BtU (Software Detected) Data
Validity Check Hardware

Bus Control Interface Operation

Invalid PositionI
Bus Quiescence £ BIU W-tch Dog Timers
"Chatty" Terminal )
-Excessive Message Lngth Global BL i!•rdware Check

EsLocal Software Prt. ".i

Bus Data
Envuonment-Induced Noise iErruoneous Superoniu Bi-Phase Encoding and Data ParttErroneous Supercommutation Checks

Data BIT Error (Random. Burst)

Added Bit, Dropped Bit Message Bit Length Check

M Bi-Phase Encoding
Message Identity Error !ParityiMissed Message (Software

(Detected)
.O Devic,:

Sensor Device Response Check. Reason-
ablenes. Test (Software). Device
BITF Interrfoation

Mass Memory Validity Code Checks

D. FAILURE RECOVERY APPROACH

The DPIM system design appears equally amenable to the use of functional or physical
redundancy techniques from the viewpoint that neither the system nor component designs
contain any inherent attributes which functionally or physically predlude the use of either
technique. The determination of which technique is more desirable is. however, dependient upon
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the peculhar recover> requirenments ofl each avionic function pierformed b% tOw IRj M %%qcem
during a pirticular aircraft mission, and thus a universal solution foi e~erN drppl~atiol,1- not
realizable. However, certain guidelines or concepts can be identified.

The choice of' recovery techniquie is extremely !mportant to achieving '.attsfactor> -,%%tcm
toleraiice to functional failures. The type of' recovery technique permissibic (desirable) I-or a
given functional failure is directly dependent upon the redundancy methoid used to of ler
fault-toleranit capabilities to the performance of the function. The type of redundanc> technique
chosen is; usually a trade-off decision between economics; and function cnticall%. i.e., fail-Noft
operation (graceful degradation) versus fail-safe operation (absolute physical back-uip, selfk
repairability). Once this decision is made, the primary factor in determining failure recover%

* . technique in a real-time system is the required responsiveness of the system. This determination
may, in turn, face reevaluation of the redundancy-tqpe decision. To determine failuire-recover>
responsiveness. of the avionic system to individual failures. the unique reail-time reqjuirements of
each processing function must be analyzed to determine the aMount of recover> timt- allowed
before function performance is degraded to an intolerable level.

Gener~illy, fail-soft recovery techniques are satisfactorily applicable to Most rmision-
dependent funtdions: expensive fail-safe techniques are usually warranted only for f'unctions
where safe ty-of-flight considerations rut zut any compromise tin akah4iate favor of etonotnics.
C'ontemporar-y studies of avionics system designs have generally concluded that the onl% trul%
flight-critical function requiring ab--olute fail-safe operation in tactical aircraft applications i.N

associated withi FBW flight control. The currently recommended fail-silc approach it) flight
conirol system design is the use of triple or ev'?n quadruple redundant %ystems- with f,'ilun!
detection and recovery accomplished concurrently with -hardware, %oting- methanism% which
allows -Lomplete masking of single (or double) system failures with no obsersaf'fe effect on
real-time performance. It is recommended that a DPIM implementation of UBW itunctions follow
this same approach, as exemplified in Figure 180. The )P,'NI PF dlesignf is amenabile to Othiii "hard wfre-%oted" redundant system architecture. An Affinity G~roup required to perlorm all
FBW processing functions would then be replicated the ne-e';sar% number (if time% Ito ac:hieve the
desirable level of redundancy. The DP!M communications design facili:ates this particular
*mp-lication since individual processing systemi isolation ifunctionally and piiysicall: . t s chieved
by Local bus and -dedicated" 110 device communications while communication% %hich are

required to, be common between each individuAl i~stemn tnd the rtemaimnin Lavionics ,%vsteno) art-
aLcomlplishe" '.ia thie Gchldal lius facilitiy. It is Almo re-ornme.ndhed that the P1-s assigned to
flight-coiiirol fu~nctions contain ROMI implemented program meniones to zenrsure -ir'~.~''

integrity under circumstances of extreme power supply fluctuationsý or fal'ad-. 1 hit- ROM
implementation i!, not consideried to introduce any disadvintage assocjiated w'*,t systemn fle..ili1%
Ias is the case with the conventional avionics suite) -,ince flight.,ormtro! algorithm*, ijnd. hent.e
sof'tware programs) are fixed for a given airframe -md arc not it! el% ito chartge after final
developnt.-;:,'pertormance validation over the life' of the aircraft.

T'ac remaining complement oft aircraft mission-related litnc tioas appear amlen-1ible ito
faimk.oft recovery techniques. Fail-%oft recoverN imnlies that the respoiisiveies,w of the %%%i sit ItI
individual errors or faults ma) cause transient or temporary deigradation in %%stenm performancr
caused by execution oif the recover% proce-ss. The parti~ular failure recover% il.,iroa, h
recommended for these functions rrqwiresi ihe evistenct ot a GI X --oftware S~stcm failt
Monitor to Initiate and t.ontrol all sy--tem recoivery action%. Basit !o tlits approatli is the
detection of failures at both the foca! P1: and uL:X le~els. Local]% detected errors must be-
conveyed it) the GI X jia the ;lob~i bus. I hit Wl X then .inilves fhi* tiaiure rep~ort and initiate'
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Proper, p!edetermined recovery activity, if required. Normal GEX recovery actions would be to
reduce real-time performance (e.g., the iteration rate) of some piocessing functions and possibly
eliminate other functions altogether in graceful degradation recovery circumstances, or the GEX
may deactivate a faulty system device andi activate its physically redundant counterpart in
managing simple physical redundancy.

Redundancy control can be implemented at the local level for external device. f-iilures
where necessary equipment redundancy exists. Knowledge of' total system status. however. is still
maintained by the GEX via failure reports or active failure detection by the GEX itself for
future recovery or post-flight analysis purposes. In its fault-tolerance role, the GEX is thus
intended. primarilý, as a system health-status monitor and system-recovery controller for DPIM
system component failures. Component failures dealt with by the GEX are generally PE tfailuies
or busing facilit) failures.

It has beeni rccogniied that since the Global bus taeiiity is the only "central- resource in
the DP/M system and since its operational integrity is imperative lor system fault-re cover,
activities, it should be fault-tolerant within itself to the fullest degree practicable. This resulted ;n
the duil-redundant Global bus approach and functional design discussed in Section MI, The
s)ýstem-level management and control of these redundant global buses is programmable via tile
GEX. A comprehensive complement of bus-fault detection mechanisms are provided in the BlU
hardware to allow individual PE determination of bus-related failures, It is intended by design
that bus-data errors be detected at the individual data recipientit (PEs) with any error detection
in a message transmission reported to the GEX. Tile GEX can then request message
retransmlission or take other action as appropriate. For major btising-facilitý -related faults which,
impair the operation of thc entire facility (eg.bus juiescence or dominance conditions). the
W \ assumes both detection and recovery responsibilitits. Detection is performed by special BlU
hardware ss ith lthe additional recovery aid of automnaitic :ialting (disabling) of the faulty busing
facilit) operation so as to allow subsequent GEX-diiven system recovery' from a known.
controllable statc. This automatic bus "shut-tdowl" is also favorable in the event of bus
do-minance C'clatty" terminal) failures since it offers a first-level attempt at ceasing bus-
donimnting activit) in a faulty P1.

The bus failure recovery process pnma~nl% involves establishing individual PE (iLe- lU)
oivrational integrity via the alternate Global bus path until thle faulty (fault-causing) PE iz
found. This procedure is effected by GFX control tvi.a bus communication) of the BlU hardware
elements provided in eachi P.E to allow switching between the alternate Global bus path
connections. For bus,. quiescence errors, this process may be eliminated or expedited since thle
".Positioll of the bus-controlling P1- 4i.e._ tile probable PE in error) may be readily e::traicted
tronl "alobal bus% state" linfornmation resident in tile (GI X*S own 1111. Global Bus Position Register
i(;BPR). Domninance errors,. however, will tqpically iecquire a "chit-chlat" commlunicationl
procedure with Ii ndfvidual P1-s to isolate the faulty PF. Once tile faulty PL is determined, it mnay
be functionally renmoved fromt the sy.stemn by methlod% oif disabling the PI~s operation in tile
s%%1e'm 4 i.e.. commianded to "shti~do%%-n"1. or if this method is, unsuccessful bucauise of
nonresIponsi e nes, in lt~e ladled P! . the f~aulty' PF may be "exiled" from the system by remosing
it (or tile remainder of thle systemn ITO to the unused. redundant global bus.

After fiult PU removal has beenl effected. eithler functional ort phlysical redundancy control

(dependin- on unique sy steml design) is amccomplished via Global bus coilmmunicationl fromn thle
GLX to thle affected PBs. Finally, the s~stem %tate and bus config'urationl must be nmodified and
reinitiaiiied to define tile -neys" global bus configuration before -,,ysteni restart (bus
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synchronization) and recovery completion. Thus. much of the system failure recover% activit. is
similar to an abbreviated system initiahzation procedure.

The above recovery approach requires a variable and potentially significant amount of
response time in execution. The actual response time incurred is a function of the type of failure
and the size of the overall system: however, preliminary analysis and system simulation have
shown that expected response times are relatively short (a few milhseconds) with respect to the
execution period of most real-time avionics processing tasks (10 milliseconds to I second). Thus.
performance degradation incurred because of failure recovery latet.cy is expected to be extremely

transient in duration, affecting perhaps a single iteration cýcle in a real-time avionics process.
Such errors tend to be "filtered-out" in a few subwequent processin)g dlcin miost proce- .,
investigated, assuming restart from a known state is properl handled, I ill' lCquiremlent to Ie ii
a known state is one justification for the GLX tightly coupled scheduling of suhfunctions on a
set of predecessor conditions that include "time to schedule.*' This "time to schedule" can also
serve as a definite checkpoint of current bystem status and a possible departure point lor
initiation of system-recovery procedures. Additionally, the lailure-ic.overy process rna% have
invoked a degraded mode of operation for performing the failed function and/or other system
functions, thus resulting in some system degradation anyhow. It is not normally believed that the
relatively slow responsiveness of the system software recovery approach will signifitantly affect
most mission-dependent functions. Those functions which cannot tolerate the processing latenct
incurred by the approach should be provided with hardware redundancy control anti recoser%
mechanisms (e.g. flight control).

In summary. the DPiM design supports either or both physical and functional fault
recovery techniques without basic system design modification Also. "design-to-cost'" and -pay-
as-you-go" design philosophies are accommodated by supplying a minimal amount ot fault-
tolerance aiding mechanisms in the basic system component design. This approach allows the
construction of various dtgrees of fault-tolerant systems a[ the option of individual sstem
designs, paid for only by those systems which require the increased complexity.

E. POWER SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS

The DP/M processing system must dirive its power from thc types of pnmar. power
generated onboa-d tile aircraft. Primary aircraft electric power generall. is available as 1 20,208V.
400 liz. three-phase alteinating current and 28 VIX. Primary power is usuall.? -nerated by one

source will. at least one backup source. For exan Nic. th, A-" derives its power from a master
AC gencrator. a battery and a ram-air-turbinv. wule tile F-4 has two A(C generators. The
characteristiLs of the various power sources i,%ailable onboard the aircraft are defined and
governed by MIL-STI)-704A.

Several power buses are impleii.'nted onboard the aircraft to route tile generated power to
devices situated in different locations. For example, there are pnmiar. and secondary AC and M(
buses., battery buses, and emergenc. buses distributed throughout the aircraft. A deo ice is
connected to one or more huses. dependintL on the cntica:;t. o! its funttion. Such devices can
obtain their power from multiple backup soutres, if needed. Nott, that tile assignment of power
tuses to individual avionic equipments is determined by the criticality requirements ot function%
using the equipments. These requiremvients are. in turn. aircraft, and mission-dependent.

The I)PINi power supplyfs) must provide sitistactonl.y regulated IX' power. in accordance

with individual PIll input power requirements. It mut .,lso he toleralit of the power transient
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characteristics definea in MIL-STD-704A. Since the DP/M system Processing Elements can be
implemented with potentially volatile semiconductor memory devices, system fault tolerance to
power-failure conditions dictates effecting nonvolatile memory operations at the system level.
This nonvolatility characteristic can be achieved by either use of nonvolatile mass memory tor a
system memory reload capability, or actually achieving nonvolatility at the individual memory
level by providing an "ultra-reliable" power source for the memory elements. The latter approach

is recommended for DP/M as discussed below.

The "ultra-reliable" power supply must be capable of supplying continuous, uninterrupted
power to the PE within PE tolerance limits. Since the primary power source may experience

intermittent periods of complete power loss (e.g.. during generat(r failure), an "ultra-reliable"
power source must possess a capability of energy storage or generation to provide continuous
power output during these relatively short periods of primary power loss. This required

capability implies the use of a backup battery in the PE power supply unit(s). Batter)-
supplemented power supplies are not new to digital processing equipment design, as evidenced by
the current trend to use such techniques in many contemporary commercial minicomputer
systems using semiconductor read/write memories. The use of batteries in such systems is usually
accompanied by necessary sacrifices in system size, weight, and complexity (cost). These
disadvantages are usually of little or no consequence in the commercial systems applications

mentioned, but may present a situation of significant concern when applied to the tactical
aircraft environment. However, t ! low-power consumption properties of an LSI all-
semiconductor PE facilitates the use of "ultra-reliable" power supply techniques and greatly
alleviates the above concerns associated with battery-supplemented power supplies in the aircraft

environment.

An investigation of the aircraft power environment specified in MIL-STD-704A indicates
that the energy-supplying capabilities of the backup battery device must be sufficient to sustain
PF-required power levels during periods when primary aircraft power-supply voltage., are either

disrupted completely (i.e., complete pcwer failure) or temporarily exceed normal steady-state
limits (e.g., power aut-of-tolerance transients). The primary aircraft power transients condition
specified in MIL-STD-704A for DP/M class equipment are shown in Figures 181 and 182 for AC
and DC power use, respectively. The power transient characteristics shown indicate a possible

worst case abnormal (out-of-tolerance) voltage condition duration of approximately 7 seconds.
Therefore, the PE power supply battery element must. as a minimum, be capable of sustaining
PE .ower input during this "possible" transient time. However, further consideration of
maximum possible abnormal power level time duration requires the battery backup to supply PE
power for an approximate 30-second period in extreme "abnormal" circumstances: this more
extreme requirement is caused by maximum anticipated time delays required to switch from

primary power to backup power in the event of total primary/secondary power generation failure
(e.g., time to physically deploy ram-air-turbine backup system) and also to switch from ground-
power to aircraft power during flight-line power-un initialization and checkout activities, without
requiring reinitialization of PE memories.

The above environmental constraints placed on the "ultra-rehable" power supply operation

may be used in conjunction with anticipated PE power r.:quirements to arrive at a quantitative
estimate of actual battery requirements and, hence, the resultant impact on power supply

implementation complexity/practicality. IDotermination of PE power requirements during system

(aircraft) power failure conditions indicates that as a minimum absolute requirement. backup
power is necessary only to permit retention of memory data. The remaining functional elements
of the PE do not nect..ssarily require continued power supply during periods of aircraft system
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power failure, since, from each individual PE viewpoint. PE functional utility is eliminated when
associated aircraft equipment is inoperative.

However, system-level considerations may indicate the desirability to retain PE operability
during "system-down" time. One such consideration is the mininuzation of system recovery time
following power resumption. A complete syst'm initialization in re;ponse to each system power
failure (transient or permanent) is obviously undesirable because of the requirement for an
"" onboard" program-load device (nonvolatile mas, memory) and relatively long system
initialization times incurred. This complete system initialization requirement is eliminated by the
recommended concept of "ultra-reliable" PE power supplies which prevent PE program
destruction and obviate any program reload requirement. However. partial system initiahzation
would still be requiicd to reinitialize or reestablish volatile system control parameters (i.e.,
register contents) such as those required for inter-PE bus configuration control and process-or
unit program registers. Further system level considerations reveal ine potential impact of the loss
of power in a single PF or Affinity Group in the operation of the overall system communications
facilities. Since each PE connected to an information transfer bus must actively participate in the
distributed bus control procedure. the failure of a "powered down" PE to participate could
suspend remaining system operations until an abbreviated system-level bus "reconfiguration" is
performed to remove the inoperative PE. In addition. when power is restored, the affected
subsystem must be "brought back" into the system by another "bus configuration" system
control procedure, again temporarily suspending other functionally independent processes.

Depending on individual function criticalities with respect to tolerating possible
suspensions in operation and the potential or expected frequercy of aircraft power transient
faults, the bus reconfiguration activities mentioned above may be undesirable. In an esthetic
sense, at least, it does not appear desirable to allow a failure in one system function to affect the
operation of unrelated functions elsewhere in the system.

A possible solution to this problem is the mandatory attachment of each DP'M power
supply unit to the same levels of aircraft primary power buses. This would, however, dictate that
each PE be supplied power from the source(s) requireci for the most critical PE function: the
requirement may be unreasonable or impossible because of the usual relatively limited power
output capability of the tactical aircraft backup and emergency power sources. An additional
disadvantage is the constraint it places on the topological distribution of the various power buses
throughout the aircraft. This constiaining characteristic would violate the DP/M system design
goal of permitting and supporting physical distributiveness.

An alternate solution is the existence of an "'ultra-reliable'" power supply for every system
PE (regardless of functional assignment or memory irplementation) to support the bus control
activity during power transients. This would eliminate the possible situation of individual PE or
Affinity Group transient power failures. The only power failures affecting a portion of the
overall system would be permanent failure of either the associate DPIM power supply or the
primary aircraft power source to which it is attached.

Investigation into the actual implementation of this solution was performed with the
primary goal of minimizing the battery backup power supply requirements. No justification for
retaining Processor Unit and Input/Output Interface Unit operation is necessary., The only
functions remaining fully operational are those associated with the bus control activity in the
PE's Bus Interface Unit. The memory. of course, requires enough power to sustain data retention
as mentioned previously. In particular. the operational status of the BIU need be preserved only
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for the Global bus interface. Local bus activity is associated strictly with intra-functional activity
and is thus not a factor in the system4evel problem being addressed.

Thus, during power-fail conditions, only the PE memory unit and Global-bus-control-
related portions of the BIU require continuous backup power; the remainder of the PE hardware
components are allowed to "power-down." During the absences of satisfactory primary power
and upon return of satisfactory power levels, the system PI-s are forced into a CLEAR/RESET
state by the power-detection logic within the PE power supply unit. The initialization control
section of each PE then controls immediate PE operation following the removal of its CLEAR/
RESET signal just as it does during a complete system initialization procedure (initial system
turn-on). The initialization control (bootstrap) program is capable of distinguishing a system
r•start condition from a system-initialization condition and directs PE activity accordingly (i.e.,
all system program load operations in the normal system initialization procedure are bypassed in
the power resumption/restart procedure.

Estimates of the energy storagv required to power the PE memory over the 30-second
-naximum aircraft power failure require quantitative knowledge of unique device power
coaisumption characteristics. The candidate semiconductor read/write memory technologies
recommended for DP/M application are all inherently low .power in normal operation, with
extremely low-power dissipation characteristics attainable by "standby" modes of operation.
Worst case standby mode estimates for the various candidate technologies rt veal estimated power
consumption levels on the order of 50 microwatts per memory bit. F.Ir an 8K memory
configuration, approximately 0.46 watt of power will be required to support standby operation.
This power consumption requirement converts to a battery supply capability requirement of 0.32
mA-hr, an extremely minimal requirement.

A quantitative estimate of BIU "standby" power requirements is slightly more complex,
since actual power consumption may depend upon the physical partitioning of the BIU.
Consequently, it appears desirable, for the sake of minimizing "standby" power consumption, to
physically partition the BIU into multiple devices using either "normal" or "standby" power
sources. Isolated power inputs may be provided to the device which implements the Global-bus-
related control functions and other BIU functions to minimize superfluous power dissipation. As

a worst case estimate, the required BIU standby power was assumed equal to the combined
max;mum power consumption of all basic Global bus-interface-related functional hardware (e.g.,
using the BIU device partitioning aescribed in Section VI, the associated devices are I-BILU,
2-BITU, I-RBMU, and two line driver/receiver pairs). The total estimated worst case power
requirement for these combined hardware functions is 1.26 watts. This power consumption
converts to a battery energy supply requirement of approximately 12 mA'hr.

From the above estimated "standby" power requirements of the PE Memory and Global
Bus Interface functional units, it appears that a battery with a minimum charge capacity of
approximately 1 2.3 mA-hr will provide sufficient backup cdpability. This charge capacity require-
ment is extremely mirimal and offers a preliminary indication of the practicality (physical and
economic) of the approach. (As an example of representative battery requirements, present
commercially available nickel-cadmium AA cells are typically capable of 400 to 500 mA-hr at
1.25 volts.) Actual battery requirements cannot be determined without detailed power supply
design and various military environment battery characteristics being researched and Inalyzed.

Thus, it appears that the "ultra-reliable" power supply approach to aclieving PE memory
faulh tolerance to power failures is amenable to low-cost miniature-size battery solutions,
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introducing little impact of overall system hardware requirements. The only realizable impact of
the above standby operation approach on DP/M pertains to ensuring operational integrity of the
standby-powered hardware functions while other, interrelated hardware functions are inoperative.
It is proposed, however, that standby mode management can be easily facilitated with proper use
of the CLEAR/RESET signal generated from within the "ultra-reliable" power supply unit to the
PE during the period of primary power failure. This signal can be used to denote standby mode
operation, thus allowing the memory controller and bus access controller logic elements to
perform operations related to standby mode activities only. During the presence of this signal, all
normal operating mode signais/procedures are ignored (e.g., the Bus Interface Unit performs only
the duties of "passing" bus control when its access slot is recognized). Thus, the functional
design of the bus access control related hardware elements do not use the CLEAR/RESET signal
as an asynchronous "reset." It should also be noted that from an implementation viewpoint this
approach requires that the bus-access-control-related -equential logic functions be implemented
with asynchronous techniques to prevent the otherwise attendant requirement for PE clock
operation also during standby. Additionally, all interrlated, inoperative function signal interfaces
ot the standby-powered elements should be designed so that the logical value of such signals
received are *'T' ' SE" when unpowered. These hardware design impacts are not considered of
great significa .e t hardware complexity; however, they will require a further amount of design
consideration, ification to ensure correct device operation. As a departing note, the whole
consideration of PE (specifically, BIU) "power segregation" may be strictly academic once an
actual battery choice is determined. The entire PE could be operated in a standby mode (forced
"idle" caused by the CLEAR/RESET signal) with an estimated battery charge capacity of
approximately 50 mA'hr. Thus, battery-size availability may result in the use of a more than
3dequate capability, allowing simplified PE component design; or the incurred penalties
associated with battery size, cost, and reliability due to the greater capacity requirement may be
negligible.

The techniques of battery backup power supply implementation and usage are
conventionally well known and should present little associated design risk. The functional
attributes of the power supply design are represented in Figure 183. Furthermore, with proper
physical implementation, ultra-reliable PE power supplies may be modularly configured from
existing equipment ("standardized") power supplies, aircraft device power supplies may be easily
upgraded to "ultra-reliable" configurations (for "smart sensors' ), or the backup battery
equipment may be eliminated from deployed power supply units as nonvolatile semiconductor
memories become available and are used in DP/M systems.

Two schemes of potential physical deployment of the DP/M PEs and associated power
supply allocation are currently envisioned. One scheme is to physically collocate a PE or an
Affinity Group with a device which provides primary I/O to the function in that PE or Affinity
Group. In this "smart-sensor" configuration, the PE/Affinity Group would derive its power from
the same power source which supplies the device as shown in Figure 184. Therefore, both the
device and Affinity Group would be affected in the same way in the event of a power failure.
The capability would exist in this scheme to switch tu.: device on and off, but the Affinity
Group may require continuous power (i.e., uiia-rchabkc rower), depending upon associated PE
memory technology. The disadvantage is that, should an Affinity Group member PE be
connected to another device which also is a primary I/O contributor to the function in this
Affinity Group, but is not collocated, separate power supplies would have to be provideu for
each PE.
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Figure 184. (o-ALucated PEI% and Associated Aircraft Device With Common Power Supply

in the other configuration, Attinity Groups are suitably located in various parts of the
aircraft so that they are close to the I4) device the), service and yet can be connected to all the
power buses so they Lin be supplied primar% aircraft power. even in the most degraded backup
1mode. vhe disadvantage of this scheme is that some devices can he so located that relatively long
1/0 c.tling may be- required from PL to device. The obvious advantage is that the DP/M system
is assured access to the most relablk ekmentarN power s-.strn. Also. a power supply can be
provided for each Affinity Group or for multipkl Affinit) Groups. thus improving space and cost
econoin). Power suppiy allocation to PEs (i.e.. Alfinity Groups) is dependent upon function
cnticaht% which dictates primary+'secondary,emergency aircraft power bus access. Allocation
option c .npies are shown in Figure 185.

On an aircraft with multiple pol cr buses. thoec Is one consideration n connecting a DP/M
PE and its external "SSIU' device to a gi,eai ,.nsor, actuator. If the SSIU must convert synchros
or any ac tranusd.uce that require a reference voltage for conversion, the SSIU and sensor must
he connected to the same power bus since one phase of the ac power is used as the common
conversion refierence voltage. This particular requirement may dictate the actual pxtwer
connection configuration between a Ph and the senor to which it is interconnected. Similar
limitations are hkely to exist when a set (t sensors i% to Ke configured for a given suite of"
iv IOn Ics.

In -Ainimmarý. the important ob•rvation with reslect to I)PAI power rehablit. is that it
Smeet MIL-STr)-704A. regardless of which poer bus it is connected to. ('onversations with
tacti•al pilots and examination of current adhanced aircraft ,+)'teni studies imply that the
probabilit. (tl primary po•er failure during a nitision is alm•st iiegligihk. and if priniar% power
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does completely fail, the safety of the aircraft becomes of prime importance and the mission
would most likely be aborted. An additional consideration exists if the aircraft uses a digital
fly-by-wire system: processors, voters, and actuators must be supplied with a minimum of
"30 minutes of backup power to permit return to base and the controlled landing of the aircraft.
This requirement for sustained operation from a fixed backup battery source (aircraft primary
battery power) encourages the use of low-power-consumption processing elements such as the
DP/M.

F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paragraph summarizes the fault-tolerance analysis and assesses the impact of fault-
tolerant design on DP/M system characteristics. The DP/M system that has evolved as part of this
study incorporates within its design the concepts of fault tolerance and, as such, attempts to
implement the realization of a total system fault-tolerant computing 'ipability. The DP!M
system as designed offers a number of significant advantages.

The system can detect faults and initiate remedial action before damaget r damaging
information propagates through the system, and thus offers the potential of truly graceful
degradation. The low-cost homogeneous building-block concept of the system design allows
redundant units to be added to the system to provide fault tolerance for critical computational
functions.

A type of reconfiguration presently in use in multiprocessor systems and federated systems
involves the reassignm.!nt and reallocation of hardware resources to functional responsibilities in
response to various system component failures. This reconfiguration philosophy can impose
special hardware requirements (e.g., shared resources, such as memory) and requires the
development of complicated reconfiguration control software. Because of the dedicated nature of
some of the DP/M system components, and the low projected cost of future LSI microprocessors
such as the DP/M PE, reconfiguration as described above is no longer practical and is not
supported by the DP/M system design.

As described in previous paragraphs, each aspect of system design has paid careful

attention to the consideration of fault tolerance, so that the achievement of an effective level of

system fault tolerance is integral to the system building-block components and will not require
costly future "afterthotight" add-on realization. The design of the functional hardware elements.
the table-driven executive software structure, and the tightly-coupled global control concept with
loosely-coupled local control are all design schemes that have evolved from the study of
alternative tradeoffs to system-level fault-tolerance capabilities. The approach taken in the DP/M
design has been to consider the oroblem of reliability and expandability from the initial stages of
the system design.

Since the basic distributed functional microprocessor-implemented system architecture was
determined to be advantageous to improving present system reliability and readily amenable to
conventional fault-tolerance techniques, no real impact on system-level design was expected or
encountered. The only impact experienced was increased hardware complexity in the PE design,
caused by the necessary inclusion of certain fault-detection mechanisms to allow system-level
fault tolerance via hardware fault detection and subsequent software-controlled recovery.
However, detailed investigation into the amount of added comptexity required for the detection
mechanisms showed relatively little contribution to overall unit complexity with one possible
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exception in the Bus Interface Unit. It was determined that elimination of the self-test feature of
full-duplex BIU operation with the individual information transfer buses could result in a
potential 25-percent reduction in the most complex BIU device tyie. It is, however, realized that
this tradeoff cannot be decided until actual device technology capability versus the estimated
requirements are determined, a function of the future time of device implementation.

In conclusion, the DP/M system offers basic architectural and component design features
whicL are amenable to conventional fault-tolerance techniques. Variations in this technique are
facilitated with basic fault-detection capabilities built into the DP/M component designs; with
low complexity impact. Unique technique hardware requ'rements. however, must be added as
dictated by definitized individual system fault-tolerance requirements. Thus, upgradable. "pay-as-
you-go" fault-tolerant system configurations are allowed at the expense of only those apphca-
tions where added cost is justifiable; the potential application of DP/M systems or components in
fault-intolerant applications is not jeopardized by penalties incurred in def-aying the costs
required of the low-volume sophisticated fault-tolerant applications. Exzct apprcoaches to
fau';-tolerant system design characteristics, such as redundancy technique and fault recovery
technique, are dependent on individual system requirements; however, it appears that the basic
DP/M concept and design provides the necessary functional tools with which a wide variety and
varying degrees of system-level fault tolerance can be effectively produced.
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APPENDIX A

BASIC PROCESS CONSTRUCTION INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FILES

In the description of Process Construction input/output data files, the following termi-
nology is used:S(1) The term "software module" denotes any software component under consideration

(and also the corresponding segment of the execution-time code), which may be a
whole program, a task (procedure) of that program, or a subprogram called by a
task

(2) The term "data set" refers to the nonexecutable data of the process (such as
individual variables, arrayv consisting of such variables, records, or files) which
requires storage at execution-time.
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FILE NAME: Computer-Independent Model of the Process (Input File)
DESCRIPTOR. Exogenous input ta Step I of the Process Construction Procedure
FORM: Card images constituting a disk file
CONTENTS:

1. Process model ID/descriptor
2. Number of programs in the process model
3. For each program in the process model:

3.1 Program ID/name and type code (External I/O Handler, avionics, etc.)
3.2 Name of the avionics (sub) function which the program represents
3.3 Scheduling parameters:

3.3.1 Iteration rate
3.3.2 Priority classification
3.3.3 Other parameters not yet identified

3.4 Number of tasks (procedures)
3.5 ID of the entry task (pr,'cedure)
3.6 Number o( interprogram or external inputi
3.7 Number of interprograin or cxternal outputs
3.8 For each int..'prograni or external input used by the program:

3.8.1 Input ID and type code (interprogram or external)
3.8.2 Number of the consumer tasks in the program
3.8.3 IDs of all consumer tasks

3.9 For each interprogram or external output produced by the program:
3.9.1 Output ID and type code (interprogram or external)
3.9.2 ID of the producer task

3.10 Number of intraprogram-intertask input/output variables used within the
program

3 1I For each intraprogran-intertask input!output variable:
3.1 1.1 IlI)name of the input'output variable
3.11.2 Type code
3.11.3 ID of the producer task
3.11.4 Size (= number of bits)
3.11.5 Production rate

4. For each task (procedure) in every program:
4.1 Task (procedure) ID;name
4.2 Task enumeration number within the program
4.3 Permanent memory ( number of 16-bit words)
4.4 Temporary memory ( number of 16-bit words)
4 5 Minimum and maximum number% of repetitions (loops) per one execution

of the program
4.6 Processing load per repetition

4.6.1 Single precision operations
Number of additions'subtractions
Number of multiplications
Number of divisions

4.6.2 Double precision operations.
Number of addations'subiractions
Number of multiplications
Number of divisions

4.7 Number of logical Boolean operations
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4.8 Average number of control operations:
Per one arithmetic operation
Per one logical operation

4.9 Calls of single precision standard subroutines:
Square root

Sine/Cosine
Arctan
Expoaential
Logarithm
Arc sin/Arc cos

, 4.10 Calls of double przdsion standard subroutines:
Square root
Sine/Cosi ie
Arctan

* Exponential
Logarithm
Arc sin/Arc cos

4.11 Number of nonstandard tasks (procedures) called
4.12 For each nonstandard task (procedure) called:

Task iD
Number of cals

4.13 Number of successor tasks (procedures)
4.14 For each successor task (procedure):

ID of the successor task (prozedure)
Probability or logical condition of transition

4.15 Number of intraprogram-intertask inputs used
4.16 IDs of all intraprogram-intertask inputs
4.17 Number of intraprogram-intertask outputs used
4.18 IDs of all intraprogram-intertask outputs

5. Number of interprogram inputs/outputs in the process mo(iel
6. For each interprogram input/output:

6.1 ID/name of the input/output
6.2 Type code
6.3 ID of the producer program
6.4 Size (= number of bits)
6.5 Production rate

7. Number of external inputs in the process model
8. For each external input:

8.1 iD,/name of the input
8.2 fype code
8.3 ID/name of the source (i.e., of the External I/O Handler program)
8.4 Size (= number of bits)
8.5 Production ;ate
8.6 ID code of the connecting DP/M 2E
8.' ID code of the connecting sensor

9. Number of external outputs
10. For each external output:

i IV., ID/hame of the output
10.2 Tyrpe code
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10.3 ID/name of the producer (i.e., of the External 1/O Handler program)
10.4 Size (= number of bits)

10.5 Production rate
10.6 ID code of the connecting DP/M PE
10.7 ID code of the connecting actuator
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FILE NAME: Report on Computer-Independent Model of the P ocess
DESCRIPTOR: Documentation of the computer-independent model of the process
FORM. Computer-printed report
CONTENTS:
This report is a printed version of and has the same contents as the inputted Computer-
,ndependent Model of the Process (card images constituting a disk file). In addition, this report
shall contain the maximally-parallel predecessor-successor graph and a companion program graph
for each program in the process model.
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FILE NAME: Computer Hardware Definition (Input File)
DESCRIPTOR: Exogenous input t, Step 2 of the Process Construction Procedure
FORM Card images constituting a disk file
CONTENTS:

1. Computer ID
2. Computer Description
3. Memory size (= number of 16-bit words)
4. Speed of single precision operations (minimum and maximum execution times):

4.1 Additicn/subtraction
4.2 Multiplication
4.3 Division

5. Speed of double precision operations (minimum and maximum execution times):
5.1 Addition/subtraction
5.2 Multiplication
5.3 Division

6. Logical/Boolean operations (average time)
7. Control operations (average time)
8. Subroutine Linkage (average time)
9. Average execution times for standard single precision subroutines

9.1 Square root
9.2 Sine/Cosine
9.3 Arctan
9.4 Exponential
9.5 Logarithm
9.6 Arc sin/Arc cos

10. Average execution times for standard double precision subroutines
10.1 Square root
10.2 Sine/Cosine
10.3 Arctan
10.4 Exponential
10.5 Logarithm
10.6 Arc siniArc cos

11. Memory Allocation guidelines for
11.1 Single precision arithmetic operations:

Number of permanent memory words per operation
Number of temporary memory words per operation

1 1.2 Double precision arithmetic operations:
Number ol permanent memory words per operation
Number of temporary memory words per operation

11.3 Sabrovtine linkages, logical operations. and control operations:
Number of peirmanent memory words
Number of temporary memory words

12, Bus capacity
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FILE NAME: Report on Computer Hardware Definition
DESCRIPTOR: Documentation of the computer hardware model for which the process is to be

construted
FORM: Computer-printed report
CONTENTS:
This report is a printed version if and has the same contents as the Computer Hardware
Definition input file.
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FILE NAME:., 1/0 Control Data File
DESCRIPTOR: Hardware-assignment dependent data (produced in h.n 7 of the Process

Construction Procedure) for controlling (routing) the interprocessor and
external I/O

FORM: Disk file compatible with simulator inputs
CONTENTS:
The contents and organization of this file are dependent on the design of the traffic control
subsystem within the DP/M Executive(s). Therefore, this file cannot be specified now. However,
its contents shall be similar to that of the companion Report on I/O Message Routing, which is
specified next in this document.
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FILE NAME: Report on 1/O Message Routing
DESCRIPTOR: A hardware-assignment-dependent report (produced in Step 7 of the Process

Construction Procedure) defining the I/O message traffic in the process; its
main function is system documentation

FORM: Computer-printed report
CONTENTS-,,

I . Number of interprogram I/O messages
2. Number of external I/O messages
3. For each interprogram I/O message:

3.1 ID/name
3.2 Type code
3.3 Size (= number of bits)
3.4 ID of the producer program and its PE assignment
3.5 Number of consumer programs
3.6 For each consumer program:

3.6.1 Program ID/name
3.6.2 Program PE assignment

3.7 Production Rate
4. For each external I/O message:

4.1 ID/name
4.2 Type code
4.3 ID/name of the consumer/producer (i.e., of the External I/O Handler

program)
4.4 Size (= number of bits)
4.5 Production rate
4.6 ID code of the connecting DP/M PE

5. Routing list for all interprogram I/O messages (ordered by increasing I/O message
IDs), where each entry contains:
5.1 Message ID/Name
5.2 Type code
5.3 Size (= number of bits)
5.4 Production rate
5,.5 ID/name of the producing program
5.6 PE assignment of the producing program
5.7 Number of destination PEs
5.8 IDs of all destination Pts

6. Entry/exit points of all external I/O message!s (ordered by increasing 1/O message
IDs), where each entry contains:
6.1 Message ID/Name
S6.2 Type code
6.3 Size (= number of bits)
6.4 Production rate
6.5 ID/name of the consuming/producing External 1/0 Handler (program)
6.6 iD code of the connecting DP/M PE
6.'i ID code of the connecting sensor/actuator
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FILE NAME: Program Execution Control Data File
DESCRIPTOR: Hardware-assignment-dependent data (produced in Step 8 of the Process

Construction Procedure) to be used by the DP/M Executive to control program
execution

FORM: Disk file compatible with simulator inputs
CONTENTS:
The contents and organization of this file are dependent on the design of the DP/M Executive(s);
hence, this file cannot be specified here. For a description of the program execution, control data
used by the current version of the DP'M Executive. refer to the section describing the design of
the DP/M Executive.
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FILE NAME: Report on Program Execution Contl
DESCRIPTOR: A hardware-assignment-dependent report (produced in Step 8 of the Process

Construction Procedure) documenting the program execution control data to be
used by the DP/M ,.xecutive

FORM- Computer-printed report
CONTENTS:
The content of this report is dependent on the design of the DP/M ExeLutive subsystem, hence.
it is not specified here. For a description of the program execution control data used by the
current version of the DP/M Executive, refer to the section describing the design of the DP!M
Executive.
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FILE NAME: Memory Map and System Configuration File
DESCRIPTOR: Endogenous output of Step 9 of the Process Construction

Procedure to be used by processor simulators
FORM: Disk file compatible with simulator inputs
CONTENT:

C . Process Model ID/descriptor
2. Nlimber of Processing Elements in the DP!M configuration
3. For each Processing Element:

3.1 Number of external software modules (i.e., those not nested in other
software modules) - such as tasks (procedures), standard or special
subroutines - to be loaded into the memory of the PE under con-
sideration

3.2 Number of data sets (areas. buffer areas files) to reside in the memory of
the PE under consideration

3.3 For each external software module:
3.3.1 Module ID/name
3.3.2 Loading address
3.3.3 Size (= number of 16-bit words)

3.4 For each data set:
3.4.1 Data set ID/name
3.4.2 Loading address
3.4.3 Size (= number of 16-bit words)

4. Master directory of all software modules in the process module, each entry

containing:
4.1 Module ID/name
4.2 Type code (designating whether a standard subroutine, special subprogram,

task of a progiam, etc.)
4.3 Size (= number of 16-bit words)
4.4 PE assignment
4.5 Configuration control/functional descriptor

5. Master directory of ail data sets in the process model, each entry containing:
5.1 Data set ID/name
5.2 Type code
5.3 Size (= number of 16-bit words)
5.4 PE assignment
5.5 Configuration control/functional descriptor
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FILE NAME: R,-port on Memory Maps and System Configuration
DESCRIPTOR: Endogenous output of Step 9 of the Process Construction

Procedure to be used by the process designer and for process
documentation purposes

FORM: A computer-printed report
CONTENTS: Same as the Memory Map and System Configuration File
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FILE NAME: Report on the Correctness of F agram Structure
DESCRIPTOR: Output of Step 4 of the Proces- Construction Procedure,

which is to be used mainly by the process designer a, a
diagnostic document

FORM Computer-printed report
CONTENTS:

1. Process ID/name
2. Number of programs in tie proces. tmo pg!n

3. For each program i, the process.
3.1 A summary description v,: the input program model contaipig:

3.3.1 Program it' 1,,tL aia d type code
3.3.2 Nuiber of tasks (procedures)
3.3.3 11) of the entry task (procedure)
3.:1.4 For each task procedure in the program.

(a) Task (represented by a node in the program graph)
ID/name

(b) Task ID number assigned by the topological ordering sort
(to be called topological ID number)

(c) Number of iinks pointing to the task (node), which is equal
to the number predecessor tasks

Id) Number of links emanating from the task (node), which is
e'jual to the number of successor tasks

(e) ID)'name of each successor task (node) and the correspond-
ing transition probability or the logical branching condition

3.3.5 Tratsit'on Probability (or logical branching condition) Matrix
3.3.6 Node Adjacency Matrix
3.3.7 Path .,latrix
3.3.8 List ef all execution paths through the program graph, each path

being defined by an ordered list of task IDs
3.3.9 A summary statement on the correctness of program structure.

including the information on whether the designated entry and exit
tasks (nodes) actually are such and whether there are no loops
throuzh the tasks.
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FILE NAME Report on Program Synthetic Models
DESCRIPTOR. Output of Step 4 ot the Process Construction Procedure.

which is to be used mainly by the process designer to decide
whether the current decomposition of the process into programs
is acceptable

FORM: Computer-pnnted report
CONTENTS:

I1. Process ID/name
2. Number of programs in the process model
3. For each program in the process model:

3.1 Program ID,'name
3 2 Scheduling parameters and iteration rate
3.3 Number of tak., (rodes)
3.4 ID of the -'nt y task (node)
3.5 For each ta,, (node)

3.5.1 Ta'oK ID/Name
3.5.2 Permanent memory = number of 16-bit words)
3.5.3 Temporary memory ( number of 16-bit words)
3.5.4 Estimate of the minimum run time
3.5.5 Estimate of the maximum run time
3.5.6 Minimum and maximum number of repetitions
3.5.7 Indegree (= number of predecessor tasks)
3.5.8 Outdegree (= number of successor tasks)
3.5.9 For each successor task. the task I) and the transition probability

(or the logical branching condition) to thit task
3.5.10 Number of intraprogram-inlertask inputs used
3.5.11 IDs of all intraprogram-intertask inputs

3.6 Number of alternative execution paths through the program graph
3.7 For each execution path. an ordered task (node) list and the probability

(or the logical conditionl of the path
3.8 The worst case processer loading per one unit of real-time by the program
3.9 Memory loading by the program, divided into

(a) Permanent memory requirements for tasks, data sets. and the
called subroutines

(b) Temporary memory
3.10 Number of standard and special subroutines called by the program
3.11 List of the called standard or special subroutines
3.12 The maximally parallel predecessor-successor graph
3.13 Number of interprogram or external inputs
3.14 Number of interprogram or external outputs
3.15 For each interprogram or external input:

3.15.1 Input ID/name and type code
3.15.2 Size (= number of bits)
3.15.3 Number of consumer tasks in the program
3.15.4 IDs of the consumer tasks
3.15.5 Arrival rate
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3.16 For eaU: interprogram or external output: 4
3.16.1 Output ID/name and type code
3.16.2 Size (= number of bits)
3.16.3 ID of the producer task
3.16.4 Production rate

3.17 Number of intraprogram-intertask input/output variables used within the

program
3.18 For each intraprogram-iniertask input/output variable:

3.18.1 ID/name and type code

3.18.2 Size (= number of 16-bit words)
3.18.3 ID of the producer task

3.18.4 Production rate
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FILE NAME: Report on Hardware Configuration and Assignments
DESCRIPTOR: Exogenous output of the Hardware Resource Allocation Algorithm: (Step 6 of

Process Construction Procedure) also to be used as a diagnostic report by the
process designer

FORM: Computer-printed report
CONTENTS:

1. The r-quired number of Proces&ing Elements
2. Projected total loading of the bus system (the term "total" here implies that no

separation of the bus load ipto the Local and Global bus traffic components is
made).

3. For each required Processing Element:
3.1 Number of software modules assigned
3.2 Number of data sets assigned
3.3 List ot all assigned software modules, each entry containing:

3.3.1 ID/name of the softwarc module
3.3.2 Type code
3.3.3 Permanent memory required
3.3.4 Temporary memory required
3.3.5 The contribution of the module to the loading of the processor

time per one unit of real-time
3.3.6 The contribution of the module to the bus traffic

3.4 List of all data sets that require memory allocation
3.4.1 ID/name of that data set
3.4.2 Type code
3.4.3 Size (= number of 16-bit words)

3.5 Projected total loading of the processor time per one unit of real-time

3.6 Tetal loading of the permanent memory (- number of 16-bit words)
3.7 Tctil loading of the temporary memory ( number of 16-bit words)

4. List of all software modules in the process model, each entry containing:
4.1 ID/naime of the module
4.2 Type code
4.3 PE assignment

5. List of all data sets in the process model, each entry containing:
5.1 ID/name of the data set
5.. Type code
5.3 PE assignment
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APPENDIX B

PROCESS CONSTRUCTION CASE STUDY
SIMULATION REPORT
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* ?!Y LTtLIZAItCk DATA
NUJMRER (IF IF.TEMi;UPTS SO-EVCEO - C
TnTAL INTFRQLPT SER'.11CCr TIO'E s C.C PERCENT a 0.0
TOTAL SYSTEMS PROGSAM TIME s O.CC12?1; *FRCENT u 1.024
TOTAL APPLICATJCt4S PROGRAM TIME v 0.00163o PERCENT a 16
TOTAL InLF TIMF x C.C97l3l PERCENT - 97.13

* MENC141 1LTILII#TICN nATA
AVAIL46LE VFMORY - 4096
"MAXIMUm IJSEIC a 3437 AVERAGF USED All

* MI:SSAGE UTILIUITICN CATA

NUMBER Of O1UTGOING MESSAGES aI CUTGCIhG MESSAGES MISSED0
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~bP ~MIFStt cF' CSF 111(0:39 12/191?:
* CO'WP01-IJ TIIIZATIC04 SifPDPM FCA PtICCESSCRa 5 PAGF

RFOR START TIME a L.O 40oppC STflP 71f'F u 0.100"00

I II~r LIILIl141CK 12A1A
'.up'rm VP IIITFIPLPTS SERVtC't. -c

TnlTAt twiptrAPy SEPYICE TI'?- C.C PE?(CFAT v 0.0
TOM~ SVSTFPMo PPlGI#AM TIPF 2 C(CC24.E3 PERCENT a Z.~s
TOTAL APPLJ'4T1C%% PRIC0*Pl TIME a 3*.?l42 'PF*CfT u 37.84
OTAL ICLI ITOF a Co.c*s~1 PERCEN4T v 59.4?

* ~MFOICRY LT ti ZDItCh IP*TA
lAvtAi1RLE Wý :cq:w 4C96 ~:- 31

;U04~P'FA rctprcoCIN "IiSSACFS v I UTGcInoG "tSSAGtES MISSED u

OPP SIP'ULATirN TaST CASF ?L29 I/97
e rCMPUTPP- UTR!IZATICIK SUolof-Y FCP F~r.CESSVR 6 .OAGE I

REP(IRT STAPT TIPE a 0.0 49prqi STOP TIPE 0.LOOOOO

NUpPER rP INTEPELPIS StRIp~rfr a C
TOTAL ITERPIPT SFRVICF TIPF a Loc PFRCENT x 0.0
ToytL SysTCms PRrI(RAP TIPF C.rcC1ef PERCENT a 19
TOTAL APPLICATIINS PqCGO*M TI"F a 3ol1cs5e PERCENT - 10.94
TOTAL tCIC 714E z CoCS74!t PF"CENT m a 4

* RFICY LIltIZAIzsVN coTA

PAXIPUP' USEC x 13 AVEtRACE USED a 2130

* '~lrcSAGF L1111ZDICtq CATA
;UMiER O tkW pk 1MCIN ESS*CPS 6 INC"'ING MESS&CFS MISSFr) - 0
tIUPPER Oc rUTGOINCI 1EFSS.%iF% I CUTGCIKG MESSACES MISSED - 0
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OPP SIPIULATICN% TFST C*SI 17C:001 12/191?4

* CcppuTre UTILIZATICAi ýLIPF FC FPCCESSCE PArE I

*TjMC9 UT1LI7AuICN CATA
;P4IJFQ CF !kTPPWLPTS 5EQVitý z
TOTAL INT~IOUPT SlIVVI(F T104F C.C PI-sCENT a 0.0
TOTAL SYSTPVS FPCGRAW TIt*[ Ce(#.L3c~e DEPCFNT a 3.96
TI)TAL AlP0LfrA7IC~4S WPGAPA TIAr C.CI245f PFRCFNT m 12.46
TOTAL IOUF TIpr a olcilistc PERCENT a SU.5S

00r".I' ilIL 111#110 ViTk
AVOIL~ALE wrpr,;y 46j96
MAxImUm US~Fn 219C AVFRAG; USFC 2190

* 14ESS0CE I ~iI IZA1IC& IATA
6MNEP OF I9PFt l~C, .VArPs a 14 ICCWING ~afSKAES oISSFo a
%6JREP 'IF r~UYGU'4G IES'v.AC-fS -L2 CU¶GCrdC MESSAGES PISSE0 a 0

OPP SimULATC14" IrST CASF 11:00:39 12119174
*COMPUJTS UTILIZATltrh suppop FcI' PRcrtEsrR q PAGE I

UtEPORi S;XqI TIt f oa 0. FFCPY STCP TIP'E 01.100000

*TIll IUiILIZATICP. CATA
ý4UPAER CF INTt.IRLPiS SF-RVICCO v c
TOTL IN4TFR,.tjPt SFPVICE TIPOF a .fL *ERCE T - 0.0
TflTAi SvSTEms PRnGRAP TIPF 2 C*O312C55 PERCENT - 2.0s
TOTI'.L APPlICICTIONS PRO)GRAM T!PE r o.CI!Isc PERCENT s 15.19
TOTAL ICLF TIPS a ao?2ý PERCENT - 82.?5

* ~MF44VV 17LutIZIIN rATA
AVAILAPLE OMF~O*V - 4396
MAXIRMIJ fir-E' a 199C AVERAGF USED 1"

* M1ESSAGF UIILIZPTICN CATS
NUMREQ 'iF INCOMING WESSACES a f I#%Vcpi'Pc YrssamE PissEfl
NMJPTF. U~ CUTGI'1dG 14ESSACFS - s CUTGCI'iG I4FSSAc*ES MISSFDO
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nPP STIMLATICt.' TrST CASF 1?:CC:3q 12/19/T1
0 CPPPt#T-,R iTIt I.t T ICK SL.VPDPA FOR PPnflFSSCO 9 PAGE 1

irPI)RT STAnT TI'PE 2 00.) Rk-PCP1 S19)P TIME: 0 0.030000

* TI~r LYILtIZATIrIN CATA
tIJPREP CT ITE•RuLPTS CLOVICEC a C

TOTAL INTCPIPLPT %9R0VrL TIwfI 3. PERCENT a 0.0
TqTAL. STST(VS PRUGPR% TIPF 9 C.CC1373 PERCENT a 1.37
TOTAL APPLICATIr4S PRq)GR*A TIME v OeCCS956 PERCENT 0 9.96
TOTAL ICLF TIPF a 0.8E71 PFRCFNT a 8.67

* "'A:vOtY LTILI2TION DATA
AVAILAlIIF v0:0Ry a 4396
MAXIMUM USEO 2 3422 AVERAGF USED n 3022

* MESSAGE LTILIZAIICK CATA
;UMfEA OF ICCMING 4ESSh':i s S I3CEWOING WTSSAGES PISSEU 0

'•Uq'Ei F rUTyrpIIN', 0-.SSAC-Fl I COJrTCING 4ESSAGES MISSEn a 0

DPP SIPULATION TFST CASE 11300:39 212/1914
0 CC.PUTEP UJTILIZOTICK SLOP06tv rCR PRCCE$SCRIO PAGF I

9EPURT STAQT TIME - C.j AFPFE1 STOP TIME * 0.100000

T TIor LTILIZAiI1l% CATA
IJPRER CF INTFOPUPTS SEVICEr a

TOTAL INTEPPUPT SERVICE TIMPF • 0. PERCENT a 0.0
TOTAL SVSTEPS PCCGRAM TIF. = C.CCr125 PFRCENT a 0.72
TOTAL APPLICATICNS PROGRAM TIME a o.0,r!024 PERCENT a 3.02
TOTAL IDLE TIME - 0.9t2M- PERCENT x 96.25

* ~MF*40.'Y UT LIZA1l' IONATA
;VAILABLE PFmORV 4C96
mAXImim USEr 1 3926 AVERAGE USErO 3926

m ESSAGF lTILIZAIICK CATA
NJMBER OF IECMING IESSACFS , 3 INCOMING WFSSAGFS MISSEO a
NUNMER OF OUTGOING MFSSAGES - 2 CUTGCING MESSAGES PISSED - 0
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1)0PS001 sUAr 0 TFSl CASF 112C0139 1Z/19~/?4
0Ct'e'PUTER UTILIZATICk SUI'frDRV FCR FPCCLSSrR)1 PAGE I

RFPnlOT START `IPr D.0C0 PrPCPY STOP TIMF 00100000

;UMV(EV or IfTERl-LPTS SFRVICEC C
TPTAL P~jTr-fvPT sERvicr TIMF cot_. PERCENT 0.00
TOTAL SySTrwS p~r'GpAm TIOE cocc~lif PERCENT 1.79
TOTAL APPLICAT~rkS p~V*C4Aw TIME 3633e04 PERCENT 36.48
inYAt TOLE TIME C.C(I73C PERCENT z61.13

* ~ýosmrY LTILIZAls ?' raTA
;VAILAAJLý M'MOQIV = 4091. a
M4AXIMUMi USEO z 419 AVERAGE USED 3419

* ~MrSSACF IjIILIZA1112N CATA
;UMMFQ OF IKCCPUfG MESSACES *6 ITKCGIAING &IrSSAGES MISSED a
NU40ER I)E rUT3CING '4$SSACFS 27 CUTGEING E'FSSAGES MISSED a 0

9)PP SIMULATION4 TEST CASF 1?:00:9 12/19/74

COMPtiTFR UTTII1lDTIC06 SU1PfY FEP FPCCESSCR12 PAGE I

REPORT START T1wE - 0.0 REPCAl STOP TIME 0.100000

*TIa'F LIILIZAIICK CATA
NVP'PkR CF ITEQPUPTS SERVICECC
TOTAL INTrRRLJ'T SFRVICF TIT'F = COE PERCENT z 0.00
TOTAL SYSTFMS PP'ICRAM T!MF Os0CO2244 PERCENI a 2.24
TOTAL APPLICATIC14S PROG.RAM TKPF 30043sto PERCENT a 40.97
TOTAL JOLt TIME C.CSe7EF PERCENT a S6o?'D

* MAEPICR' Liltt ZPTICh nATA
AVAILAILE uFmI)Ry a 4096 0
MAXIMUM USED a 3515 AVERAGF USEO 3515

t4ESSAGI: UTILIZA7ICK CATA
*Jm~pR OF thCF'MING MESSAGES - 10 IT'CCPING MFSSACFS. MISSE v 0
NUMBER Of ('UTGCING MESSAGFS =6 CUTGCING MESSAGES MISSED 0
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OPP 1;1"111 TlION TFS1 CASE 17: 3: 39 17/19/74

0 COPPUTFf UYILIZATICI 5LOP'$1 rcF FOCCESSc013 PAGE I

REPORT START TIPF r 303 FEFPPI 1lnP TIME u 0.10000
---- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -

TI141 UTILIZATICK CATA
NUMOFa rr 1KTFCPL-TS ScrVICfn C
T'TAL TNtrQPUPT %EPVICF TIA CIC PEFCENT a 0.0
TOTAL SYSTFI, PRCCPAM T1Pr 2 30C3|7!C PEPCENT a 1.15
TOTAL ACPLICATICKS PRrcPAt4 TIME = C.C4626C PPRCENI a 46.26
TCTAL l0Lt TIPF a 00.GscsC PFRCENT v 51.99

0 "IfP(Jz LT!LIMIPICK DATA

AVAILARLIP wFOC&*V 4 a3

q4AXMImt~m Ur 1 656 AVERACE USEV) 1656

*'FSS'CE 0IlL IZATIN IDATA
IWRF1 CF Ir cMl-IG 4FSSACFS = P INCrPING v[SSAGCS "ISSrF 3

NUPPEP Of CIITGCING OESSAIES = 4 CUTGCING MFSSAGFS PISSFO 2 0

DPW SIPULATIr,4 1FST CAhF |7:C0:39 121|9l7•
rOPOMPUTrP UITILIZATICh StiJooav rcP FRCCF:r1164 PAGE I

'REPORT STAIT TIMP x .0 tEFCII STOP TIME m O.O00000

7 TIF UTILIZATICK CATA
MJPP CF I(P TERRLPTS SFVICE9 = C
TOTAL INTEPRIIPT S0VICF TI10 2 G.C PERCENT * 0.0
TOTAL SYSTýPS PR0Ghk* TIPP V 3.O.02fS5 PERCENT a 2.69
TOTAL APPLICATICNS PROGRA1 TIME 1 0.a c1i22 PEPCENT s 22.12
TOTAL IOLF TIME x cecl!E2 PERCENT z M5I18

* MM(wy LTILIZslI(N oAT4

AVAILABLF MPEGRY s 4396
MAXIMUM USeD z 3139 AVERAGE USFf U 319

MISSAGE UTILIZTliCh CATA

NUMBER OF INCCMINC MESSACFS 2 i5 INCrIVNG MESSAGES PISSED S 0
NU4REP Or CUTGfliN' mFSSACFS = 6 rtJTGCING MESSACES MISSED a 0
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*L*....*" *t •i a''t ... . -~i.'* ~ * A S. .. . ... II I I I I I I.*h~ *O* **

,)P SIAULA Ill 7*S C .. S 1T:CO:39 12/19/74
* COMPUPTER UTILIZATICh SUPPARV FCR PRUCFSSCA15 PAGE I

REPOPRI STAT TIPP Coo FFCRT STCP TIME 0.100000

7 TIM- UIILIZATICK DATA

NUPRFR CF INTrqRLPTS SCiVI(F} C
TOTAL INTERLPT SORVICr' Tt4F Doc PERCENT a 0.0
TOTAL SYSTFMS PRVi;RAP IIPE 30.33!C4 PERCENT m 3.50
TOT APPLTr.TICN PSRO GRAM TIMF 0.C,4C7 PFRCrNT x 62.41
TOTAL ICLE TI~r CoC44CeS PFRCFNT - 44.09

;VAILAHLF tFwC;Y w L4ILIZATICP4
TOAXIMLP USEr a 407C AVFRAG0 USEC 4070

MESSTGE UTILIZATICAS CATPR
NUPREP OF INC04ING MFSSAGES a ?c IKCCbING PESSAGES PISSED z

S NUPREQ O]€ CUTGVlNG .9SSACFS a 12 rUTcclNG MIFSSAC-ES MISSED a 0

pus 7pAFFIc rb.crPPcstIE%( FCQ LrCAL eus 9

TOTAL TkAFFIC 0.84 KePS
TRAFFIC UTILIZED FCR [)ATA ,, C,34 IWeFS 4Co48 PERCENT

TRAFFIC UTILIZEr FOR eiEAOFR 0.34 KePS 4C.48 PECENT
TRAFFIC UTIIIZEC Ftfk SYNC : 0.30 Kefs 7.14 PFRCENT
TRAFFIC UTILIZEn FCR GAP = O.IC KeFS 11.90 PEPCENT

S 4**e***..*., *************,.******.******.** * ****.4*. ************.****..********w****

PUS TRAFFIC PECCVPCSIlICh FCR LCCAL PLS 10

TOTAL TPAFFIC 3.0 KePS

BUS TRAFFIC CECrPPCSIIICK FCR LCCAL PUS It

TIITAL TRAFFIC 030i KeFS
Admit t***t**.*$*wa*t .*ht*****t***I* .*9s**,Ji9til1•*.*a****t*tl * Iil e*...***t*!*.t**.**

* *** *'*a*,Im .. *,***t *.S!I!*...*b.** *ett..e***.ee*slette****~*as*t%.*ei*e**i*t**teeS

BUS TRAFFIC CEC•ypPSITICIN FCP LCCAL EtUS 12

TOTAL TRAFFIC U0.O KePS
*..*..**.*..a,*.....**...***t.fet* set •q..l• ,** 4 * .q*.*.,...*,s.*m*.*•*4*4****.
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AUS TRAFFIC. V Pt5A1C~iirh rrC LrCAL PUS 13

TOTAL TRiAFF1C C.Q I'pps

Nis TPbrric Cr;~CVPr¶IflN~ FC" GICCL PUS 14

TOTAL TRAFFI( C ~ .0 OPFS

TRAFFIC UTIMJEC FflR Pilil 46S X5 PP5 55*42 PFPCEP47
TRAFF11C UTIL !zFn FCR HEAOEW = 25.67 IýPrS .33?3 PERCENT
TRAFFIC IJTILIZFr rcR sytc 41t? VPFS S,35 PFPCEPh1
TRAFFIC *iTILIZFP ('.a GAP n 7.5'- Xe1PS S.'j2 PfDCFA.T
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ac Alternating Current
AG Affinity Group
AGE Aerospace Ground Equipment

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit
AND Logical And Operation
ANS American National Standard
ARINC Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
ATC Autonomous Transfer Channel
ATCL Autonomous Transfer Control Logic
ATCR Autonomous Transfer Control Register

BC Branch On Condition Long Instruction
BCD Binary Coded Decimal
BCS Branch On Condition Short Instruction
BDWT Bus Dominance Watchdog Timer
BGR Bus Grant Signal
BILR Branch Indirect And Link Retister Instruction
BILU Bus Interface Logic Unit
BIT Built-In-Test
BITU Bus Interface Translation Unit
BIU Bus Interfa,.e Unit
BMI Bus Master Interface
BPC Basic Process Constructor
BQWT Bus Quiescence Watchdog Timer
BREL Bus Release Signal

BRQ Bus Request Signal
BSI Bus Slave Interface
BSSCAN Branch Successor Scanner

C ConstaaLt Instruction Modification
CAS Close Air Support
CAW Command Address Word
CCD Charge-Coupled Device
CDMG Computer-Dependent Model Generator
CIMG Computer-Independent Model Generator
C2 L Current-Coupled Logic
CLR Clear/Reset Signal
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CPC Current Position Of Control

CPU Central Processing Unit
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D Direct Instruction Modification
DAIS Digital Avionics Information System

dc Direct Current
DIP Dual In-Line Package
DISPIN Scheduler Service Module
DMA Direct Memory Access
DP/M Distributed Processor/Memory
DTL Diode Transistor Logic
DX Direct Indexed Instruction Modification

ECDG Execution Control Data Generator

ECL Emitter-Coupled Logic
ECM Electronic Countermeasures

EFL Emitter-Follower Logic
EIA Electronics Industries Association

F.•7- Fly-by-Wire

FCLK Free-Running Clock Signal
FEL Future Event List

FIFO First-In/First-Out

GBPR Global Bus Position Register
GEX Global Executive

GEXSCHED Global Executive Scheduler

GIL Global/Local

HRAA Hardware Resource Allocation Algorithm
HS-RAM High Speed (Read/Write) Random Access Memory

Hz Hertz (Cycles)

f IAK Interrupt Acknowledge Signal
IAR Inptut Address Register

I-BUS Internal PE Bus
IC Integrated Circuit
ID Identification, Identifier

IDR Input Data Register
12 L Integrated Injection Logic
ILR Input Length Register

ILS Instruction Level Simulation
IMQ Input Message Queue

IMSCAN Input Message Scanner

INHB Interrupt Inhibit Signal
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INTI Interrupt Interface

IOCDG IO Control Data Generator
IODI Input/Output Lrata Interface
IOIU Input/Output Interface Unit
IOLU Input/Output Logic Unit
IOSA I/O and Storage Analyzer
IQP Input Queue Pointer
IRQ Interrupt Request Signal

K Kilo (Thousand)

Kbps Kilo Bits Per Second
KIPS Thousand Instructions Per Second

LED Light-Emitting Diode
LEX Local Executive
LRU Line Replaceable Unit

LSI Laige-Scale Integration
LS-RAM Low-Speed (ReadlWrite) Random Access Memory

mA-hr Miffiampere Hour
Mbps Megabits Per Second

MBVS Message Buffer Vector Space
MCLK Master Clock Signal
MIAA Message Identity Associative Address
MIAMM Message Input Associative Match Map
MNOS Metal Nitride Oxide Semiconductor

MOS Metal Oxide Semiconductor
ms Millisecond
MSB Most Significant Bit
MSI Medium-Scale Integration

MSTP Masrer Stop Signal
MTBF Mean Time Beiween Failures
mW Milliwatt

NARBS Night Angle Rate Bombing System
NMOS Negative Channcl Metal Oxide Semiconductor
NPRZ Number of Predecessors

NRZ Non-Return to Zero
ns Nanosecond

OAR Output Address Register
OLR Output Length Register
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OMRQST Output Message (Request) Interpreter Mo4ule
OR Logical Or Operation

PAP Process Analysis Program
PATS Performance Assurance Test Software
PC Program Counter
PDIS Process Development Information System
PE Processing Element
PlO Pseudo Input/Output Instruction
PIT Programmable interval Timer
PLA Programmable Logic Array
P/M Processor/Memory
PMOS Pcsitive Channel Metal Oxide Semicond,'ctor

R Register Instruction Modification
RAM (Read/Write) Random Access Memory
RBM Redundant Bus Management
RBMU Redundant Bus Management Unit
RF Register File
Ri Register Indirect Instruction Modification
RIA Register Indirect Autoincrement Instruction Modification
ROM Read Only Memory

t RR Register-To-Register
RT Real Time

SCA Simulation Control Algorithm
SOS Silicon On Sapphire
sow Statement of Work

SSI Sinai-Scale Integr-ation
SW Status Word

TACK Transfer Acknowledge Signal
TCEP Task Completion Entry Point
TDM Time-Division-Multiplex
TRQ fransfer Request Signal
TTL Transistor-Transistor Logic

USAF United States Air Force

V Volt
VMD Virtual Message Distributor
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